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Abstract 
“Scoring Star Trek’s Utopia” investigates music as articular of the Star Trek franchise’s shifting 

discourses. This study focuses on the role of the fanfare from The Original Series title theme in 

foregrounding, concealing, or initiating Trek’s ideological tensions. By analyzing how the fanfare is 

complicit in Trek’s narrative and philosophical efforts—that is, its part in scoring a futuristic utopia—

I uncover continuities and discontinuities within the franchise’s fifty years of production. Star Trek has 

become one of the largest brands of the twenty-first century: thirteen films, six television series, 

interactive concert performances, and thousands of fan creations. The contributions of the fanfare, a 

near-constant presence, are both lacking in study and vital to a more nuanced history of Trek’s growth. 

Using previously unstudied archival sketches and scores, the filmic texts themselves, and 

viewers’ reactions to them, this study grounds an analysis of Trek’s musical-ideological developments 

within the practice of media consumption. Through archival research and close viewing of Star Trek’s 

films and television series—arguably its most well-known media—I trace music’s crucial role in 

building the franchise’s ubiquity for American audiences. I examine choices made during the 

filmmaking process, such as where the fanfare appears, how it is altered, musical material derived from 

its characteristics, and its audiovisual placement. Over thirty different composers have contributed to 

Trek’s scoring (not to mention the directors, screenwriters, and actors involved), increasing the 

directions the franchise has taken. Drawing on scholarship that considers the construction of meaning, 

memory, and nostalgia in music, I argue that viewers can and do retain awareness of the fanfare’s past 

and present manifestations. Even as Star Trek reifies its past, the potential within its multifaceted 

directions offers an enduring, yet malleable legacy for the present and future. In so doing, “Scoring 

Star Trek’s Utopia” approaches an understanding of franchised film and television scoring as well as 

illustrates music’s integral role in defining and branding an ever-expanding media universe. 
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movies give us the reimagined reinvented version of the real.1 

        —bell hooks 

 

Introduction. To Boldly Go Where Others Have Gone 
Before 

To Boldly Go Where Others Have Gone Before 

 

Music defines the Star Trek experience. Through their continued repetition, themes like the well-known 

fanfare that opens Star Trek: The Original Series (1966-69) go beyond their original audiovisual 

frameworks to operate as learned musical-cultural texts. Networks of media that draw on these musical 

themes induce and exploit the symbolism located within them. As Star Trek has expanded its content 

into a myriad of installments, this musical symbolism has proved vital in articulating their varied 

directions. But Star Trek’s development from cult television series into an international brand was not 

an inevitable progression. This dissertation analyzes the role of music as articulator of Trek’s shifting 

political and social discourses, and more particularly, examines the role of the fanfare from The Original 

Series’ title cue in both announcing and camouflaging those ideological tensions. 

The treatment of Star Trek’s fanfare as a heard, iconic text finds resonance in Theodor 

Adorno’s argument that listeners can recognize the presence of chorales and folksongs as a form of 

quotation. Acknowledging them as such dissolves naiveté surrounding their audition, similarly 

                                                        

1 bell hooks, reel to real: race, sex, and class at the movies (New York: Routledge), 1. 
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suggesting Star Trek’s fanfare as something manipulated and constructed.2 And yet, the fanfare’s 

presence in nearly every Trek installment invites the viewer into a comforting web of the franchise she 

knows, as if it is “the reimagined, reinvented, version of the real.”3 Although hooks does not direct her 

arguments specifically toward Star Trek, her assertion that even as films provide something that looks—

and to extend her argument, sounds—familiar, “it is a different universe from the world of the real.”4 

From this perspective, Star Trek’s fanfare can operate as a cipher, a powerful lens through which to 

trace the franchise’s prolific use of the science fiction genre as metaphor within contemporary societal 

issues. 

Star Trek provides a unique case study in which to unpack music’s importance within a long-

running multi-media franchise. Film music has become an established field of musicological inquiry, 

but semiotic analysis of audiovisual repetition over decades of use has received less attention.5 Science 

fiction’s ability to covertly address political and societal issues places Star Trek in a unique position to 

explore ideological tensions within American culture.6 From its inception, Star Trek was defined as an 

audiovisual creation. Literary and ancillary content have since been created, but the franchise began as 

media to be consumed on the screen.7 The sheer volume of audiovisual media that the franchise has 

                                                        

2 Theodor W. Adorno, Beethoven: The Philosophy of Music, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1998), 5.  
3 hooks, reel to real, 1.  
4 hooks, reel to real, 1. 
5 Jeff Smith traces how the repeated refrain in the theme song for the James Bond film Goldfinger developed 
mass appeal and became a ubiquitous, easily recognizable tune even decades after release. The Sounds of 
Commerce: Marketing Popular Film Music (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998). Likewise, Philip Tagg and 
Robert Clarida test the associations of hundreds of respondents to television title themes. Ten Little Title Tunes: 
Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media (New York: Mass Media Music Scholars’ Press, 2003). Neither study, 
however, addresses the continued use of theme across multiple media within franchises over prolonged periods 
of time.  
6 Ken Macleod, “Politics and Science Fiction,” in The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction, ed. Edward James 
and Farah Mendlesohn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 231. 
7 This differs from both the Marvel and DC Comics franchises, which began as comic book characters 
beginning in the 1930s and 40s.  
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both created and inspired throughout its over fifty years of existence challenges even the most 

enthusiastic of viewers.8 To cover all of Trek’s media in a single text would constitute a near 

insurmountable task. The franchise currently includes thirteen films (with a fourteenth in pre-

production), six television series (with a seventh premiering in Fall 2017), video games, computer 

games, cosplay, conventions, interactive concert performances, and thousands of fan-made creations 

that themselves include literary content, films, web series, and other digital ephemera. Moreover, over 

thirty different composers have scored either films or television episodes for the franchise, not to 

mention the plethora of directors, screenwriters, editors, sound mixers, actors and other filmmakers 

involved.9 A wide berth of cooks in Star Trek’s audiovisual kitchen have increased the number of 

directions the franchise has taken. And yet Star Trek continues to issue new installments on a regular 

basis, and shows little sign of curtailing its output.10  

Star Trek’s music, and indeed, film music in general, not only provides a narrative auditory 

perspective but also articulates and clarifies these evolving depictions of the franchise’s utopian future. 

This dissertation draws on archival sketches and scores, the filmic texts themselves, and viewers’ own 

                                                        

8 Star Wars has inspired, to date, nine feature films, three television films, and several animated series, but its 
content beyond the film installments has not captured the same popularity of its films. Moreover, both the 
television films and most of the animated series are regarded as non-canonic, as its official website makes clear. 
“The Legendary Star Wars Expanded Universe Turns a New Page,” Starwars.com, 25 April 2014, accessed 3 
January 2017, http://www.starwars.com/news/the-legendary-star-wars-expanded-universe-turns-a-new-page. 
Likewise, the James Bond franchise has inspired twenty-five films, but little other audiovisual content.  
9 Apart from Rogue One: A Star Wars Story (2016), scored by Michael Giacchino, all Star Wars feature films have 
been scored by John Williams. Within Trek, certain individuals have exerted more influence, such as composers 
Jerry Goldsmith, Dennis McCarthy, and Jay Chattaway; directors Nicholas Meyer Jonathan Frakes, and J.J. 
Abrams; and showrunners Rick Berman and Brannon Braga. Film and television are by nature collaborative 
efforts. Moreover, these creators have both left and returned to the franchise throughout its existence, offering 
renewed perspectives. 
10 Paramount announced pre-production for the forthcoming fourth Star Trek film in the rebooted series a 
week before Star Trek Beyond (2016) had even been released. Dave McNary, “Fourth Star Trek Movie 
Announced with Chris Pine, Chris Hemsworth” Variety, 18 July 2016, accessed 27 December 2016, http://var 
iety.com/2016/film/news/paramount-fourth-star-trek-chris-pine-chris-hemsworth-1201816258/.  
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creations in reaction to them in order to ground an analysis of Trek’s musical-ideological developments 

within the practice of media consumption. All musical examples have been transcribed from the filmic 

source unless otherwise noted. In primarily focusing on Star Trek’s films and television series—its first, 

and arguably its most wide-reaching, well-known media—my hope is to demonstrate not only how the 

franchise grew into its ubiquity but also to illustrate music’s crucial role within that process. The 

franchise’s continued power to generate new media that resonates with both domestic and international 

audiences will likewise necessitate further study beyond the parameters of this dissertation, especially 

as Trek continues to capitalize on its globalized brand outside the United States.  

The purpose of this project is thus two-fold. First, I focus on the fanfare’s pronounced role 

throughout all of Trek’s history to articulate the franchise’s ideological tensions. Other iconic themes 

exist, but the fanfare remains a near-constant presence.11 Spurred by both its syndication and 

burgeoning conventions through a devoted fandom, Star Trek became one of the first widespread 

media franchises of the late twentieth century.12 The fanfare’s contribution to that rise is both lacking 

in study and vital to presenting a more nuanced history of Trek’s growth. Second, in analyzing the ways 

in which the fanfare is complicit in Star Trek’s narrative and ideological efforts—that is, the differing 

approaches to scoring its futuristic utopia—I uncover the continuities and discontinuities within the 

franchise’s fifty years of production. This final argument hinges on the ways in which the fanfare, a 

versatile musical icon, can foreground, conceal, or initiate Star Trek’s ideological messages onscreen. In 

                                                        

11 For example, other themes include: Jerry Goldsmith’s theme for the Klingon species, the penny whistle solo 
from The Next Generation episode “The Inner Light,” and the beguine from The Original Series title theme.  
12 Star Trek conventions were certainly not the first in existence. Conventions for various genres of 
entertainment date back to the 1930s in America. The number of convention establishments increased 
dramatically, however, in the 1970s. The first official Trek convention occurred 21-23 January 1972 in New 
York, although Gene Roddenberry himself had promoted the series as early as 1966 at the Tricon World 
Science Fiction Convention. Francesca Coppa, “A Brief History of Media Fandom,” in Fan Fiction and Fan 
Communities in the Age of the Internet, 45, ed. Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & 
Son, 2006), 43.  
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so doing, the scoring of Star Trek’s utopia offers a case study for understanding music’s integral role to 

defining and building an ever-expanding media universe.  

 

Star Trek’s Conception 

Science fiction’s ability to covertly address political and societal issues drew Star Trek creator Gene 

Roddenberry to the genre. Several science fiction television shows in the 1960s had similarly masked 

their commentary on social anxieties with oblique metaphor and symbolism. Rod Sterling, creator of 

The Twilight Zone (1959-64), claimed that “a Martian can say things that a Republican or Democrat 

can’t.”13 An alien veneer allowed Sterling to address such politically charged issues as communism, 

McCarthyism, racism, and anxieties from nuclear warfare. Roddenberry followed Sterling’s example, 

asserting that by presenting “a new world with new examples, I could make statements about sex, 

religion, Vietnam, unions, politics, and intercontinental missiles.”14 This political stance, centered in 

Roddenberry’s own liberal humanist beliefs and combined with the fantastical possibilities of a utopian 

future, proved a lasting effect on American audiences.  

Production of The Original Series faced several hurdles before its eventual television airing in 

1966. Herbert Solow, Director of Production for Desilu Productions, saw promise in Roddenberry’s 

idea and signed a three-year program-development contract with him.15 Eventually NBC ordered a 

pilot, “The Cage,” which was produced from 1964-65.16 Both in its characters and plotting, the episode 

                                                        

13 J. P. Telotte, Science Fiction Television (New York: Routledge, 2014), 83. 
14 J. P. Telotte, ed., “Introduction: The Trajectory of Science Fiction Television,” in The Essential Science Fiction 
Television Reader (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2008), 11.  
15 Stephen E. Whitfield and Gene Roddenberry, The Making of Star Trek (New York: Ballantine Books, 1968), 
122–30.  
16 CBS had right of first refusal with Desilu, but declined to produce the show, as they already had a similar 
show in development, Lost in Space (1965-68). Roberta Pearson and Máire Messenger Davies, Star Trek and 
American Television (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2014), 21.  
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fulfilled the progressive politics with which Roddenberry hoped to imbue the series. For example, the 

original crew of the Enterprise featured a female second in command named Number One. Network 

executives, however, feared pushing the envelope too far; test audiences had been uncomfortable with 

a woman in such a powerful role. Moreover, her aloof personality augmented the pilot’s “too cerebral” 

tone.17 Unhappy with the results but still impressed the concept, NBC commissioned a second pilot—

a highly unusual decision for the era.18 Roddenberry removed Number One, and the half-human/half-

Vulcan character Spock subsumed her personality, role, and rank. This second pilot, “Where No Man 

Has Gone Before,” proved satisfactory, and the series was added to NBC’s 1966 fall lineup. Produced 

by Desilu, and later, Paramount Television, and aired by CBS, The Original Series ran for three seasons 

for a total of seventy-nine episodes.19 

 Throughout its three-year run, The Original Series’ ratings remained unimpressive.20 A dedicated 

and vocal fan-base, however, quickly surfaced. NBC received over 29,000 fan letters during the first 

                                                        

17 Roberta Pearson and Máire Messenger Davies, “The Little Program that Could: The Relationship Between 
NBC and Star Trek,” in NBC: America’s Network, ed. Michael Henry (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 2007), 209. 
18 Pearson, “The Little Program that Could,” 213.  
19 Parent company Viacom merged Paramount and CBS in 2004. CBS split from Viacom in 2006, but the 
network received the Paramount television library. CBS continues to hold the television rights to Star Trek. 
“CBS Corporation Re-Brands Paramount Television; Production, Domestic Syndication and International 
Distribution Arm to Be Named CBS Paramount Television” CBS Corporation, September 13, 2009, accessed 23 
December 2016, http://web.archive.org/web/20090913044201/http://www.cbscorporation.com/news/prde 
tails.ph p?id=164.  
20 The veracity of this frequent assertion is complicated by the nature of television production and ratings 
assessments of the 1960s. The Neilson ratings indicator was only one of four similar companies, all of which 
varied in their methods. Moreover, NBC had multiple reasons for keeping the show on air, including both its 
help in selling color televisions from parent company RCA and that a show weaker in the ratings was still 
preferable to the potential disaster of a new program. Walter Spencer, “TV’s Vast Grey Belt” Television Magazine 
24/8 (August 1967): 54-6; Herbert F. Solow and Robert H. Justman, Inside Star Trek: The Real Story (New York: 
Pocket Books, 1997), 305; “The Truth About Star Trek and the Ratings,” Star Trek Fact Check: Separating Fact 
From Legend, 5 July 2014, accessed 4 June 2015, http://startrekfactcheck.blogspot.com/2014/07 /the-truth-
about-star-trek-and-ratings.html; and “A Look at Star Trek,” Television Obscurities: Keeping Obscure TV From Fading 
Away Forever, 1 September 2006, accessed 4 June 2015, http://www.tvobscurities.com/articles/star_trek_look/. 
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season, more than any other show with the exception of The Monkees (1966-68).21 Fearing cancellation 

during the second season, Roddenberry orchestrated a plan to inundate NBC with fan letters in support 

of saving the program.22 Between December 1967 and March 1968, NBC received over 116,000 letters 

of support, with over 52,000 in February alone.23 In January of 1968, more than 200 students from the 

California Institute of Technology marched to NBC’s Burbank, California studio to support the series, 

carrying signs with “Draft Spock” and “Vulcan Power” (Figure 1).24  

                                                        

21 Pearson, “The Little Program that Could,” 212. 
22 Bjo and John Trimble, big fans of Trek and friends with Roddenberry, provided heavy support for the 
campaign. “Interview with Bjo Trimble: The Woman Who Saved Star Trek” Startrek.com, 31 August 2011, 
accessed 5 July 2015, http://www.startrek.com/article/bjo-trimble-the-woman-who-saved-star-trek-part-1. 
Similarly, during the first season and after speaking with Roddenberry, author Harlon Ellison wrote an open 
letter to the Science Fiction Writers of America asking for both their and fans’ support. The letter provided 
guidelines on whom to write and what to say: “We need letters! Yours and ours, plus every science fiction fan 
and TV viewer we can reach through our publications and personal contacts. Important: Not form letters, not 
using our phrases here: They should be the fans' own words and honest attitudes.” Ellison, “The Committee,” 
1 December 1966.   
23 One NBC executive disclosed that they received over one million pieces of mail, but the network chose to 
release only the lower figure. Stephen Edward Poe, A Vision of the Future: Star Trek Voyager (New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 1998), 138-39.  
24 Scott Harrison, “Star Trek Protest” LA Times, 6 January 1968, accessed 23 December 2016, http://framewo 
rk.latimes.com/2011/04/25/star-trek-protest/.  
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Figure 1: Caltech Star Trek Protest25 

 Contemporary newspapers characterized the letters as different in both quantity and quality 

from the typical mail television networks received:  

The show, according to the 6,000 letters it draws a week (more than any other show 
in television), is watched by scientists, museum curators, psychiatrists, doctors, 
university professors and other highbrows. The Smithsonian Institution asked for a 
print of the show for its archives, the only show so honored.26 
 

New York governor Norman Rockefeller himself wrote a letter of support.27 Another local newspaper 

asserted:  

Much of the mail came from doctors, scientists, teachers, and other professional 
people, and was for the most part literate–and written on good stationery. And if there 
is anything a network wants almost as much as a high Nielsen ratings it is the prestige 
of a show that appeals to the upper middle class and high-brow audiences.28 
 

                                                        

25 Harry Chase, “Star Trek Protest,” 6 January 1968, Los Angeles Times Archive, University of California Los 
Angeles.  
26 Vernon Scott, “Letters can save Star Trek” The Press-Courier, 7 February 1968, Oxnard, California, 17. 
27 Benjamin Svetkey, “The ‘Enterprise’ turns 25” Entertainment Weekly, 27 September 1991, accessed 22 
December 2016, http://ew.com/article/1991/09/27/enterprise-turns-25/.  
28 Cynthia Lowry, “TV Fans Save Space Ship Enterprise from Mothballs” Florence Times—Tri-Cities Daily, 29 
March 1968, Florence, Alabama, 15. 
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The veracity of such claims aside, NBC used these anecdotes for the show’s publicity, and on 1 March 

1968, announced that the series had been renewed for a third season. Rather than curtailing the 

inundation of fan letters, however, the action prompted fans to send letters of thanks in similar 

numbers.29 

 The Original Series only began to gain widespread popularity after its cancellation and 

subsequent syndication. (A second letter-writing campaign during the third season could not save the 

show from ending.) Sold to local affiliates at a cheap rate, its seventy-nine episodes were often shown 

five days a week throughout the 1970s, and the show increased in popularity.30 It is this popularity that 

eventually spurred Star Trek’s media expansion, with both film entries and new television series alike. 

 

The Fanfare as Herald of The Original Series  

Alexander Courage’s title theme for The Original Series is both immediately recognizable to Star Trek 

fans and echoed in the franchise’s subsequent title cues.31 Jessica Getman argues that its success “stems 

from both its memorability and effectiveness in supporting [The Original Series’] social vision.32 

Roddenberry intended Star Trek to function as a beacon of liberal humanism that exalted scientific 

progress and the United States’ democratizing efforts, and Courage’s theme speaks to that promise. 

Roddenberry had wanted to hire Jerry Goldsmith, praised for his scores for Lonely are the Brave (1962) 

                                                        

29 “Interview with Bjo Trimble.” 
30 Pearson, “The Little Program That Could,” 221.  
31 Neil Lerner traces the connections to Star Trek’s television title themes in “Hearing the Boldly Goings: 
Tracking the Title Themes of the Star Trek Television Franchise, 1966–2005,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: 
Tuned to the Future, ed. Philip Hayward and K.J. Donnelly, 52-71 (New York: Routledge, 2013). Subsequent 
chapters in this dissertation will provide further connections to both the films, television series, and fan-
produced media.  
32 Jessica Getman, “A Series on the Edge: Social Tension in Star Trek’s Title Cue” Journal of the Society for 
American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 297. Getman also provides an eloquent breakdown of the title theme’s ties 
to American values from 301-07.   
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and Freud (1962), as well as the theme music for the television series The Man From U.N.C.L.E (1964-

68), but the composer was unavailable.33 

As Getman convincingly argues in her cogent article, “A Series on the Edge: Social Tension 

in Star Trek’s Title Cue,” the two-part structure of The Original Series title theme consists of three sections 

that together, assert the superiority of American values.34 Yet it is the space theme and fanfare that use 

Aaron Copland’s Americanist codes, which had popularized Hollywood scoring since the early 1940s.35 

Neil Lerner eloquently summarizes Copland’s modernist re-workings of this ancient trope in his films 

scores of the 1930s and 40s, stating, that when tied to a visual context, “it is most often used as the 

music of nostalgia, a longing for the place that is no more, perhaps the music of utopian desire.”36 This 

reference to utopia is key, and forms the basis for understanding Trek’s continued use of The Original 

Series’ fanfare. 

The opening space theme conjures images of wide-open, uncharted territory through a series 

of descending bell tones in static but expansive multi-octave ninth chords (mm. 1-3, Figure 2). The 

                                                        

33 Gene Roddenberry, “Notes on Music Meeting,” memo, December 8, 1964, Gene Roddenberry Star Trek 
Television Series Collection, 1966–1969, Collection 62, Box 35, Folder 10, Performing Arts Special Collections, 
University of California, Los Angeles, CA. Neil Lerner also references this list of possible composers in 
“Hearing the Boldly Goings,” taken from David Alexander’s Star Trek Creator: The Authorized Biography of Gene 
Roddenberry. Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 54–5; David Alexander, Star Trek Creator: The Authorized 
Biography of Gene Roddenberry (New York: Macmillan, 1996), 217.  
34 “Emphasizing the series’ focus on exploration, heroism, and morality, the U.S.-centric musical statements 
composer Alexander Courage stitched into Star Trek’s title cue mark the nation’s goals and self-image as 
positive, promising, and deeply rooted in political and social rightness.” Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 301. 
35 Copland’s style offered one alternative from classical Hollywood scoring practiced by composers such as 
Max Steiner and Erich Korngold. Copland famously wrote, “most scores, as everybody knows, are written in 
the late nineteenth century symphonic style, a style now so generally accepted as to be considered inevitable.” 
Aaron Copland, “Second Thoughts on Hollywood” in Aaron Copland: A Reader: Selected Writings 1923-1972, ed. 
Richard Kostelanetz (New York: Routledge, 2003), 113. For more thorough studies of Steiner and Korngold, 
see Peter Wegele, Max Steiner: Composing, Casablanca, and the Golden Age of Film Music (New York: Rowman & 
Littlefield, 2014); and Bryan Gilliam, “A Viennese Opera Composer in Hollywood: Korngold’s Double Exile in 
America,” in Driven into Paradise: The Musical Migration from Nazi Germany to the United States, ed. Reinhold 
Brinkmann and Christoph Wolff, 223-42 (Berkeley and Los Angles: University of California Press, 1999). 
36 Neil Lerner, “Copland’s Music of Wide Open Spaces: Surveying the Pastoral Trope in Hollywood” The 
Musical Quarterly 85/3 (Autumn 2001): 483.  
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Figure 2: Alexander Courage, Star Trek, Space Theme & Fanfare37 

segment draws on the pastoral topos frequently employed by both Copland and Virgil Thompson in 

their ballets, orchestral pieces, and film scores. Lerner identifies several characteristics key to the 

musical aesthetic, including held pedal points, the tendency to put the most interesting melodic content 

in wind and brass timbres, homophonic textures, disjunct melodies set against conjunct bass lines, slow 

                                                        

37 All musical figures are transcribed from the audiovisual source, unless otherwise noted. I am grateful to 
Jessica Getman for sharing with me this transcription of the space theme and fanfare. Holograph full score, 
Alexander Courage Collection, SC 1995.10, Box 39, Folder 8, “Star Trek: Original Main Title Theme,” Ruth T. 
Watanabe Special Collections, Sibley Music Library, Eastman School of Music, Rochester, NY.  
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to moderate tempi, a fondness for both harmonic and melodic fourths and fifths, a sense of static or 

slow-moving diatonic harmony; and repetition of rhythmic and melodic motives.38 Copland by no 

means invented or exposed these techniques, but their prominence in his influential pastoral works 

such as Appalachian Spring (1944) contribute to their established use in the musical evocation of the 

rural and scenic in film scoring.39   

The fanfare that emerges from the space theme combines both the bucolic wonder of the 

Romantic tradition with military might and efficiency (mm. 3- 8, Figure 2). Imaginary planets and stars 

whir past the Enterprise to invoke intrepid exploration through technological accomplishment.40 A 

brass fanfare carries both military and aristocratic weight that can signal efficiency, organization, 

commencement of official events, adventure, and heightened masculinity.41 Hunting horns conversely 

recall the sublime and magical.42 The short, declarative ascending perfect fourths in horn that announce 

the fanfare, echoed by the trumpet, suggest a merging of the martial with the sublime. As Lerner states, 

“consecutive rising fourths have a rich history of suggesting open spaces.”43 The fanfare’s most 

prominent feature is arguably the successive fourths. Roddenberry himself first imagined Star Trek as 

                                                        

38 Lerner, “Wide Open Spaces,” 482-83. 
39 Lerner cites a virtually un-transposed melody from Appalachian Spring in the 1995 film Apollo 13 to render the 
final frontier, outer space, musically palpable. “Wide Open Spaces,” 502. In addition, the pastoral tradition 
literature extends as far back as Virgil and Theocritus. Terry Gifford, Pastoral: The New Critical Idiom (New York: 
Routledge, 1999), 1-12.  
40 Neil Lerner and Philip Hayward have both noted the influence of the United States and Russian space race, 
at its peak during the 1960s, on science fiction television of the decade. Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 
54. Philip Hayward, “Sci-Fidelity: Music, Sound and Genre History,” in Off the Planet: Music, Sound and Science 
Fiction Cinema, ed. Philip Hayward (London: John Libbey Publishing, 2004), 12–13. 
41 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 375, 624–25; Byron Almén, “The Sacrificed Hero: Creative Mythopoesis in 
Mahler’s Wunderhorn Symphonies,” in Approaches to Meaning in Music, ed. Byron Almén and Edward Pearsall 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 143; and Edward H. Tarr, “Fanfare,” Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.co.  
42 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 40. 
43 Lerner, “Wide Open Spaces,” 502. 
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a “wagon train to the stars.”44 In The Original Series’ title cue, then, the adventure of the American west 

set in space meets the “nobility and heroism” and progressive vision of the United States’ inevitable 

utopian future presented by the series.45 The stasis and timelessness offered by the space theme, 

presented in tandem with the desire toward resolution in the fanfare, create a musical analogue. Indeed, 

William Shatner’s voiceover summarizes the space theme and fanfare’s musical content: 

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before. 

 
Together with the visuals and voice-over, both the fanfare and the preceding space theme place the 

crew’s courage, inevitable success, and inherent goodness of their utopian system at the center of their 

meaning in an easily hummable tune.46  

Although Kathryn Kalinak reports an anecdote from Fred Steiner in which Roddenberry cites 

Korngold’s score for Captain Blood (1935) as the exemplar sound for The Original Series, the connection 

to Copland in the title theme cannot be denied.47 Moreover, the perfect fourth has a rich history in 

programmatic works for representing the vastness of nature herself.  Like the space theme that 

precedes the fanfare of The Original Series, Gustav Mahler’s First Symphony (1888) begins with a series 

of descending perfect fourths. Lerner’s analysis of this musical trope is worth quoting at length: 

                                                        

44 Gene Roddenberry, Star Trek, First Draft, 11 March 1964, 3.  
45 Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 57. 
46 Getman extends this orientation toward the goal fulfillment to the fanfare’s structure itself. Comparing the 
fanfare to Copland’s Fanfare for the Common Man (1942), Getman cites their similar melodic and harmonic 
content as evidence of the theme’s simultaneous timelessness and forward momentum. “A Series on the 
Edge,” 303.  
47 She writes, “Erich Wolfgang Korngold’s score for Captain Blood assumed a legendary reputation in 
Hollywood. Fostered by Korngold’s preeminent position as composer of art music, this legend outlived 
Korngold himself who returned to Vienna after World War II. He died in 1955 without having reestablished 
his place there. Yet even in 1965, in an era when the neoromantic sound of the classical score was largely 
abandoned for contemporary idioms, Gene Roddenberry, creator of Star Trek, explained the sound he wanted 
for this futuristic series by referring to Captain Blood as the archetypical example.” Kathryn Kalinak, Settling the 
Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992), 109-10.   
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Appalachian Spring’s opening, which also employs an A pedal, stands chronologically 
in between the Mahler and Courage [fanfare] examples; all three are connected to 
pastoral codes through their pedal points and open fourths. The Mahler and Copland 
examples differ, of course in their stance toward nature. Whereas the Mahler pedal 
point is frequently interpreted in negative terms—Adorno hears ‘a thin curtain, 
threadbare but densely woven, [that] hangs from the sky like a pale gray cloud layer, 
similarly painful to sensitive eyes’—the Copland pedal is read as bright, warm, 
optimistic, a sign of the stability and potential of the landscape, all qualities that 
Hollywood films frequently try to express.48 
 

Star Trek’s nascent liberal humanist ideology, in which American middle-class values are an implicit 

stand-in for universal values, continues this strain of idealized, progressive optimism that Copland’s 

musical evocations of the pastoral accompanied.49 

 Tied to The Original Series’ liberal humanist ideology, the fanfare opens nearly every film in the 

Star Trek franchise. Allusions to its musical components likewise abound throughout both the films 

and television series. Films two, four, eight, nine, and ten all open with the fanfare. Films three, five, 

and seven intone the fanfare within the first few minutes. Its continued placement draws on both 

memory and nostalgia, and by becoming a symbol, in which the iconicity is more palpable both because 

of its audiovisual repetition and ties to the pastoral, aides in the creation of a comfortable known. The 

viewer can feel at home.50 And yet, the fanfare itself and its ascending perfect fourths are not inherently 

tied to these meanings. Lerner convincingly demonstrates how Apollo 13 (1995) uses the Copland trope 

to advance a “patriotic, even jingoistic, argument.”51 Rather, it is through the formation of socially 

constructed meanings and their continued repetition (the call to attention in the wide annals of space 

at the opening of Star Trek media) that the fanfare aids in the “central mechanism for creating new 

                                                        

48 Lerner, “Wide Open Spaces,” 503. 
49 Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 296. 
50 Steven Feld describes a similar process of listeners’ awareness and experience of sound in “Aesthetics as 
Iconicity of Style, or ‘Lift-up-over-Sounding’: Getting into the Kaluli Groove” Yearbook for Traditional Music 20 
(1988): 93. 
51 Lerner, “Wide Open Spaces,” 502.  
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social habits of thought and action—making them cultural common sense.”52 The very process 

fashions the fanfare as constructed, musical-cultural text. 

 

Star Trek Sources 

Because Star Trek’s film and television productions include numerous directors, screenwriters, actors, 

composers, sound mixers, editors and other creates, its heterogeneous construction provides a unique 

avenue from which to unpack both its multimedia sound-world and ideological underpinnings. These 

filmic sources form the first basis of study for this dissertation. Several composers, such as Jerry 

Goldsmith, Jay Chattaway, and Dennis McCarthy, maintain near-constants throughout Trek’s 

installments, but new creators have continued to enter the mix, with multiple composers crossing over 

between both television and film genres (Tables 1 and 2). Because no complete DVD release exists for 

 

                                                        

52 Thomas Turino, Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 
197.  
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Table 1: Star Trek Television Composers 
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Table 2: Star Trek Film Composers 

 

all of Star Trek’s films and television series, this study relies on multiple media formats. The original 

theatrical presentations of the first six Trek films, featuring the cast of The Original Series, were digitally 

remastered and released on DVD in 2009, with Wrath of Khan fully restored in high definition.53 The 

four films featuring The Next Generation were remastered and released in early 2016.54 The theatrical 

cuts of both the 2009 Star Trek film and Into Darkness are available on standard DVD and Blu-ray.55 

For The Original Series, I rely on the 2004 DVD release that took its content from the show’s master 

reels.56 The Next Generation was also remastered and released in high definition in 2016, but for the 

                                                        

53 Star Trek Original Motion Picture Collection, directed by Robert Wise, Nicholas Meyer, Leonard Nimoy, and 
William Shatner (1979, 1982, 1986, 1989; Hollywood, CA: Paramount, 2009), DVD. 
54 Star Trek: The Next Generation Motion Picture Collection, directed by David Carson, Jonathan Frakes, and 
Stuart Baird (1994, 1996, 1998, 2002; Hollywood, CA: Paramount, 2016), DVD. 
55 Star Trek, directed by J. J. Abrams (Hollywood, CA: Paramount, 2009), DVD; Star Trek Into Darkness, 
directed by J. J. Abrams (Hollywood, CA: Paramount, 2013), DVD. 
56 Star Trek, produced by Gene Roddenberry (1966-69; Hollywood, CA: Paramount, 2004), DVD.  
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other Trek series I am forced to rely upon the standard DVD collections currently in release.57 The 

1999 film Galaxy Quest, a homage to and spoof of Star Trek and its fandom, was remastered and released 

on DVD and Blu-ray in 2009.58 Various digital media published only on YouTube as well as fans’ 

personal websites also inform this study. Links to their content are provided in the final chapter when 

necessary. 

Other notable sources include primary material obtained from two archives in the United 

States, whose material has been untouched by scholars until this dissertation. Jerry Goldsmith’s 

sketches for the five Trek films he composed are stored at the Margaret Herrick Library in Beverly 

Hills, California. The West Virginia and Regional History Collection in Morgantown, West Virginia 

holds the collection of prolific Trek television series composer Jay Chattaway. Through the materials 

at these archives, I have had access to sketches, full scores, spotting notes, and correspondence 

regarding revisions.59 I will clarify, however, that all musical transcriptions are my own, based on the 

film texts themselves. In some cases, I was able to check and refine these sketches based on 

Goldsmith’s and Chattaway’s archival collections, but the transcriptions themselves are my own work. 

To remain transparent, when applicable, I note my consultation of specific sketches throughout this 

work.  

 

                                                        

57 Star Trek: The Next Generation, produced by Gene Roddenberry and Rick Berman (1987-94; Hollywood, CA: 
Paramount, 2016), DVD; Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, produced by Rick Berman (1993-99; Hollywood, CA: 
Paramount, 2003), DVD; Star Trek: Voyager, produced by Rick Berman (1995-2001; Hollywood, CA: 
Paramount, 2004), DVD; Star Trek: Enterprise, produced by Rick Berman (2001-05; Hollywood, CA: 
Paramount, 2013), DVD. A remastered version of Deep Space Nine is set for release in February 2017.  
58 Galaxy Quest, directed by Dean Parisot (1999; Hollywood, CA: DreamWorks, 2009), DVD.  
59 Jerry Goldsmith Music Sketches, 1957-2003, Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences, Beverly Hills, CA; Jay Chattaway Papers, 1990-2005, West Virginia and Regional History Center, 
University of West Virginia, Morgantown, WV; and DeForest Kelley Papers, 1929-1999, Margaret Herrick 
Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Beverly Hills, CA.  
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State of Research 
Scholarship on Star Trek’s socio-political ideologies is neither recent nor unfamiliar. Multiple scholars 

have addressed the treatment of race, exoticism, gender issues, and the centrality of the white male in 

both the franchise’s television series as well as the films that use its multiple casts. The Essential Science 

Fiction Television Reader provides a welcome context for the rise in popularity of science fiction media 

since the 1950s, with meticulous focus on the social and political ramifications on American culture. 

M. Keith Booker introduces several nascent issues in The Original Series, including colonialism, 

globalization, racial diversity, class, feminism, militarism, and communism. He argues that the series’ 

approach to these issues extends well beyond the 1960s and informs some of the essential strengths 

and weaknesses of Western culture through its strong focus on characterization and interpersonal 

relationships.60     

Perhaps one of the most notable contributions to the Star Trek discourse is Michael Pounds’ 

exploration of the extent to which social attitudes towards race and ethnicity have changed in the years 

separating The Original Series and The Next Generation in Race in Space: The Representation of Ethnicity in Star 

Trek and Star Trek: The Next Generation.61 Pounds’ work has received acclaim for his focus on the 

social history behind television production in the 1960s by grounding his commentary in detailed 

analysis of scenes from several episodes of both television series.62 Both statistical data and 

contemporary criticism provide hard evidence and persuasive arguments for each series’ actual reach 

                                                        

60 M. Keith Booker, “The Politics of Star Trek,” in The Essential Science Fiction Television Reader, ed. J.P. Telotte.  
(Lexington, KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 2008), 195.   
61 Michael C. Pounds, Race in Space: The Representation of Ethnicity in Star Trek and Star Trek: The Next 
Generation (Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, 1999). 
62 What most distinguishes Pounds’ analysis from previous studies, however, is his inclusion of detailed 
viewership data from both local and national broadcasting markets as well as a focus on primary sources 
through journalism contemporaneous to the series’ airing.  
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and influence on popular culture during their respective broadcasts. In a similar vein, Daniel Bernardi’s 

Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future takes a critical stance against the franchise, placing 

it in a more negative light by arguing that even the films of the 1990s reinforce the ideal of white male 

centricity first presented in the original series. Bernardi is also unique in centering his analysis in the 

contradictory expressions of race within the franchise and the fandom that surrounds it. He also 

allocates a chapter to a burgeoning online community, the listserv STREK-L, to explore “the degree 

to which fans read and write race into and out of Trek.”63 The explosion of internet activity and increase 

of online fan communities in the fifteen years since Bernardi’s text demonstrates the necessity of 

addressing the interactions between Star Trek and its fans in any new research. STREK-L no longer 

remains an active listserv, but several generations of websites, including LiveJournal.com, 

FanFiction.net, and Reddit.com have risen in its place.      

Several anthologies investigate Star Trek’s multifaceted approaches to questions of identity and 

politics. In Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek: Allegories of Desire in the Television Series and Films, David 

Greven argues that Voyager grants femininity “access to epic narrative.” Moreover, the series explores 

homosexual desires within the show’s seeming heterosexism.64 In Star Trek as Myth: Essays on Symbol 

and Archetype at the Final Frontier, the authors examine a wide range of topics, including the application 

of a Reformation metaphor to the fourth season of Enterprise, the Holocaust in Deep Space Nine, Star 

Trek as American monomyth, and Star Trek (2009) as neo-conservative allegory.65 The Influence of Star 

                                                        

63 Daniel Leonard Bernardi, Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 1998), 24. 
64 David Greven, Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek: Allegories of Desire in the Television Series and Films (Jefferson, 
NC: McFarland & Company, 2009), 165. 
65 Jennifer E. Porter, “The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Surak: Star Trek: Enterprise, Anti-Catholicism, and 
the Vulcan Reformation,” in Star Trek as Myth: Essays on Symbol and Archetype at the Final Frontier, ed. Matthew 
Wilhelm Kapell, 163-81 (London: McFarland, 2010); Matthew Wilhelm Kapell, “Speakers for the Dead: Star 
Trek, the Holocaust, and the Representation of Atrocity,” in Star Trek as Myth, 67-79; John Shelton Lawrence, 
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Trek on Television, Film, and Culture likewise explores issues of environmentalism, mixed racial identity, 

and sports metaphors.66 Two recent anthologies specifically focus on the relationships between religion 

and Star Trek’s seemingly irreligious secularism.67 Finally, Star Trek: The Human Frontier by Michèle and 

Duncan Barrett addresses Star Trek’s preoccupation with the basic question of what it means to be 

human.68  

A few studies have attempted to examine Star Trek more broadly as a multi-media franchise. 

The Star Trek Universe: Franchising the Final Frontier not only incorporates ancillary products to the 

franchise’s filmic entries, such as comic books, toys, and licensing, but also looks back at how the 

different installments have dealt with social consciousness, technological innovation, and colonialism.69 

Likewise, an essay in The Influence of Star Trek on Television, Film, and Culture questions if the television 

series Deep Space Nine, Voyager, and Enterprise suffered from consumers being presented with too many 

options for viewing.70 Finally, Booker also uses The Original Series’ successes as a template to 

demonstrate how the second Trek film, Wrath of Khan, managed to succeed after the box-office and 

                                                        

“Star Trek as American Monomyth,” in Star Trek as Myth, 93-110; and Stephen McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine: 
The Care and Repair of Archetypal Heroic Leadership in J.J. Abram’s Star Trek,” in Star Trek as Myth, 197-212. 
66 Elizabeth D. Blum, “Save the Whales and Beware Wilderness: Star Trek and American Environmental 
Views,” in The Influence of Star Trek on Television, Film, and Culture, ed. Lincoln Geraghty, 82-99 (Jefferson, North 
Carolina: McFarland & Company, 2008); Wei Ming Dariotis, “Crossing the Racial Frontier: Star Trek and 
Mixed Heritage Identities,” 63-81; and Barbara A. Silliman, “Batter Up! The Mythology and Psychology of 
Sports and Games in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine,” 100-13.  
67 Jon Wagner and Jan Lundeen, Deep Space and Sacred Time: Star Trek in the American Mythos (Westport, Conn.: 
Praeger, 1998); and Jennifer E. Porter and Darcee L. McLaren, eds, Star Trek and Sacred Ground: Explorations of 
Star Trek, Religion, and American Culture (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1999).  
68 Michèle Barrett and Duncan Barrett, Star Trek: The Human Frontier (New York: Routledge, 2001). 
69 Anthony Rotolo, “Star Trek and the Information Age: How the Franchise Imagined/Inspired Future 
Technologies,” in The Star Trek Universe: Franchising the Final Frontier, ed. Douglas Brode and Shea T. Brode, 29-
40 (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015); Jonathan Alexandratos, “Plastic Bodies and Lost Accessories: The 
Next Generation Action Figures in Relation to their TV Origins,” in The Star Trek Universe, 155-62; Brian 
Pelletier, “The Making of a Star Trek Video Game: Voyager—Elite Force and Creative Collaboration,” in The Star 
Trek Universe, 145-54; and Brian L. Ott and Eric Aoki, “Science Fiction as Social Consciousness: Race, Gender, 
and Sexuality in Star Trek: The Next Generation,” in The Star Trek Universe, 53-64. 
70 Ina Rae Hark, “Franchise Fatigue? The Marginalization of the Television Series after The Next Generation, in 
The Influence of Star Trek, 41-59. 
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critical failures of The Motion Picture.71  

Studies in fandom are likewise no stranger to Star Trek. Several of fandom studies’ earliest 

works devote much of their content to the examination of Trek’s fandom(s). Henry Jenkins’ Textual 

Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture rejects the notion of fans as mindless consumers and 

posits that they are skilled manipulators who construct their own meanings from borrowed materials. 

Enterprising Women: Television Fandom and the Creation of Popular Myth by Camille Bacon-Smith presents a 

more ethnographic study of the diverse, yet mostly female communities that write and distribute their 

own fanfiction of Star Trek characters. Living with Star Trek: American Culture and the Star Trek Universe 

by Lincoln Geraghty likewise uses Trek’s media and the letters it elicited from fans to illustrate how 

individuals use the franchise to fulfill their own needs and desires. In Fan Cultures, Matt Hills argues 

for a reconceptualization of how scholars understand fandom as the media fans create continues to 

develop. To that end, Fan Fiction and Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet, Convergence Culture: Where 

Old and New Media Collide, and Digital fandom: New Media Studies all explore notions of fandom in the 

twenty-first century, in which the internet and digital technology play pivotal roles.72  

Star Trek’s enduring legacy within the American consciousness—including its ties to social, 

political, and cultural discourses—necessitates more thorough investigation of the franchise’s musical 

content and practices. Despite prolific investigation of Star Trek’s social discourses, little attention has 

                                                        

71 M. Keith Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth of a Film Franchise,” in Science Fiction Film, Television, and 
Adaptation: Across the Screens, ed. J. P. Telotte and Gerald Duchovnay, 99-113 (New York: Routledge, 2012).  
72 Henry Jenkins, Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture (New York: Routledge, 1992); Camille 
Bacon-Smith, Enterprising Women: Television Fandom and the Creation of Popular Myth (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1992); John Tulloch and Henry Jenkins, Science Fiction Audiences: Watching Dr. Who and Star 
Trek (New York: Routledge, 1995); Matt Hills, Fan Cultures (New York: Routledge, 2006); Karen Hellekson and 
Kristina Busse, eds. Fan Fiction and Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Son, 
2006); Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide (New York: New York University 
Press, 2006); Lincoln Geraghty, Living with Star Trek: American Culture and the Star Trek Universe, London: I.B. 
Tauris, 2007); and Paul Booth, Digital Fandom 2.0: New Media Studies (New York: Peter Lang, 2016). 
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been paid to the franchise’s music and sound. Jerry Goldsmith’s lush, evocative score for The Motion 

Picture, for which he earned an Academy Award nomination, is one the few scores to continually receive 

critical praise.73 To date, only seven significant publications on the role of music or sound in Star Trek 

have been published. The two earliest sources are largely biographical. In a 1983 article, Fred Steiner, 

one of the eight composers for the original series who later became a musicologist, published an article 

on scoring procedures in the original series. Steiner provides a thorough explanation of the composers’ 

role throughout the series: only one third of the episodes a season featured new material.74 The 

remaining episodes were tracked with music previously composed for the series. Jeff Bond’s The Music 

of Star Trek: Profiles in Style provides a detailed overview of each composer’s contribution to The Original 

Series, The Next Generation, and the first ten films.75 One of the strengths of Bond’s text is the inclusion 

of interview transcripts from almost all the composers involved in the Star Trek franchise. He also 

includes some cue sheets for every episode of The Next Generation as well as complete versions for 

several episodes of The Original Series. For several reasons, however, Bond’s text remains incomplete. 

His commentary and cursory descriptions of each film score becomes sparser for each subsequent 

film. The trend is indicative of the larger scholarly discourse of Star Trek; the work that does exist 

favors the first two television series and the earliest theatrical films. Bond’s lack of inclusion of a 

musical cue sheet for the last two films in the book and transcriptions of the opening cue for only the 

first four films illustrates the trend.     

                                                        

73 Richard Schickel, “Warp Speed to Nowhere,” Time, 17 December 1979, 17; Darren Franich, “Star Trek: The 
Motion Picture is the most beautiful Trek film, and the least human” Entertainment Weekly, 29 April 2016, accessed 
3 December 2016, http://ew.com/article/2016/04/29/star-trek-motion-picture-geekly/.  
74 Fred Steiner, “Keeping Score of the Scores: Music for Star Trek” Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress 40 
(1983): 4–15. Steiner later published another version of this article: Fred Steiner, “Music for Star Trek: Scoring a 
Television Show in the Sixties,” in Wonderful Inventions: Motion Pictures, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound at the 
Library of Congress, ed. Iris Newsom, 287-310 (Washington, DC: Library of Congress, 1985). 
75 Jeff Bond, The Music of Star Trek (Los Angeles: Lone Eagle Publishing, 1998). 
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Several more recent publications have illuminated the contributions music can bring to analysis 

of the socio-political issues within Star Trek. Neil Lerner’s essay, “Hearing the Boldly Goings: Tracking 

the Title Themes of the Star Trek Television Franchise, 1966-2005,” explores the relationships between 

the television series’ main title themes, with particular focus on the opening fanfare. His method of 

analysis begs expansion to the entire Trek franchise. In “Star Trek and the Musical Depiction of the 

Alien Other,” Tim Summers tracks the scoring of alien races throughout the franchise. He argues that 

musical depictions of alien species evolve as the same species reappear throughout the franchise, 

especially as they fulfill different narrative roles. Summers stop short, however, at discussing other Trek 

species beyond the Klingons. Jessica Getman’s recent dissertation, “Music Race, and Gender in the 

Original Series of Star Trek (1966-1969),” explores how The Original Series’ conflicting social stances—

particularly its liberal humanist ideology as it relates to race and gender—resonate through its scoring 

practices. Her approach provides a necessary base for analysis of Star Trek beyond its first installment 

in the 1960s. Most recently, a special issue of the Journal of Fandom Studies explores the role of fans 

and participatory culture in musical media. Brooke McCorkle considers fans’ participatory role in the 

creation of meaning through their interactions with audiovisual presentations of Star Trek’s films and 

television series in “Fandom’s New Frontier: Star Trek in the Concert Hall.” In “Folk Music in a Digital 

Age: The Importance of Face-to-Face Community Values in Filk Music,” Sally Childs-Helton delves 

into the world of folk music influenced by the science fiction genre, and particularly Star Trek. She 

argues that personal interaction creates shared meanings still important in an era dominated by digital 

experiences.76 

                                                        

76 Neil Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings: Tracking the Title Themes of the Star Trek Television Franchise, 
1966–2005,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future, ed. Philip Hayward and K.J. Donnelly (New 
York: Routledge, 2013), 52–71; Tim Summers, “Star Trek and the Musical Depiction of the Alien Other,” 
Music, Sound, and the Moving Image 7/1 (Summer 2013): 19–52; Jessica Getman, “Music Race, and Gender in the 
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Theoretical Background 
My theoretical approach is influenced by multiple disciplines. By its nature, film studies is an 

interdisciplinary effort centered in the interactions between the screen, sound, and consumer. My 

analysis synthesizes a variety of musical, social, and cultural theories. As a foundation for discussing 

both film and television music, I rely on the previous work of Claudia Gorbman, Michel Chion, 

Kathryn Kalinak, and Ronald Rodman, whose texts have provided central theories on the roles of 

music and sound in filmic media.77 My ideas are also shaped by scholars who have studied music 

specifically in science fiction media. The 2004 collected edition Off the Planet: Music, Sound and Science 

Fiction Cinema studies musical concerns in some of the most critically acclaimed science fiction films of 

the twentieth century.78 Other recent publications in this burgeoning field that have shaped my process 

include William Whittington’s Sound Design & Science Fiction, Music in Science Fiction Television (edited by 

K.J. Donnelly and Philip Hayward), and the edited edition Sounds of the Future: Essays on Music in Science 

Fiction Film.79 

                                                        

Original Series of Star Trek (1966-1969)” (PhD. Dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 2015), 86; a 
version of her second dissertation chapter was also published as “A Series on the Edge: Social Tension in Star 
Trek’s Title Cue” Journal of the Society for American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 293-320; Brooke McCorkle, 
“Fandom’s New Frontier: Star Trek in the Concert Hall” Journal of Fandom Studies 4/2 (2016): 175-92; Sally 
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Music” Journal of Fandom Studies 4/2 (2016): 159-74. 
77 Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1987); 
Michel Chion, Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, ed. and trans. Claudia Gorbman (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1994); Kathryn Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film (Madison, WI: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1992); and Ronald Rodman, Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010).  
78 Philip Hayward, ed., Off the Planet: Music, Sound and Science Fiction Cinema (London: John Libbey Publishing, 
2004). 
79 William Whittington, Sound Design and Science Fiction (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2007); K. J. 
Donnelly and Philip Hayward, eds., Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future (New York: Routledge, 
2013); and Mathew J. Bartkowiak, Sounds of the Future: Essays on Music in Science Fiction Film (Jefferson, NC: 
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 Because scoring for multimedia franchises has received relatively little study, this project offers 

a unique position from which to provide foundational support for musical interpretation, cultural 

critique, production analysis, and fandom interaction. To date, only James Buhler’s essay, “Branding 

the Franchise: Music, Opening Credits, and the (Corporate) Myth of Origin,” with brief examples from 

both the Marvel comic-book films and Star Wars, has begun to address music’s vital role in the scoring 

practices of multi-installment franchises. The growing number of film studies publications on 

franchise-based filmmaking that have guided my research include Tino Balio’s Hollywood in the New 

Millennium, Paul Grainge’s Brand Hollywood: Selling Entertainment in a Global Media Age, the edited editions 

Second Takes: Critical Approaches to the Film Sequel and Storytelling in the Media Convergence Age: Exploring 

Screen Narratives, and Heather Urbanksi’s The Science Fiction Reboot: Canon, Innovation, and Fandom in 

Refashioned Franchises.80   

Academic study of science fiction has illuminated the genre’s robust penchant toward social 

messages that connect to broader social discourses. Star Trek’s proclivity to reflect the political realities 

of its individual installments’ own eras of creation provides a unique perspective from which to unpack 

the franchise’s continuities and discontinuities. Both The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction and Darko 

Suvin’s Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre directly address social 

and cultural topics through the lens of queer theory, Marxism, ethnicity, race, among many.81  

                                                        

80 Paul Grainge, Brand Hollywood: Selling Entertainment in a Global Media Age (New York: Routledge, 2008); 
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My semiotic musical analysis is informed by the work of Philp Tagg and Robert Clarida, 

Umberto Eco, and Kofi Agawu.82 Tagg and Clarida judge the creation of musical meaning through 

audience reception, Eco’s construct offers a link between semiotic analysis and the cultural framework 

that informs Star Trek’s articulation of a utopian future, and Agawu negotiates the differences between 

the individual and the culture and which she resides. I am also indebted to Caryl Flinn’s ahistorical 

conception of film music, which is centered in the utopian philosophies of Ernst Bloch. Her framework 

provides a helpful starting point from which to both understand and contextualize Star Trek’s varying 

iterations of a future utopian Earth.83 My interpretation of the social contexts that envelope Star Trek 

are shaped by Yuri Lotman’s semiotic conception of culture, Michel de Certeau’s explanation of power 

dynamics, Richard Dyer’s insights into utopian entertainment as escapism, and James Naremore’s 

assertion that memory of a text surpasses the text itself.84 Indeed, through DVDs and streaming 

services such as Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Hulu, viewers can consume Star Trek at their leisure, 

jumping back to back from its various entries if they so choose. I also offer a critique of Jacques Attali’s 

Political Economy of Noise, suggesting that repetition need not require a dissolution into noise to subdue 

                                                        

82 Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida, Ten Little Title Tunes: Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media (New York: Mass 
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the masses.85 Finally, through their continued consumption through a variety of media platforms, I tie 

my musical analyses to Fredric Jameson’s conception of postmodernity, centered in the construction 

of pastiche through empty stylistic markers, to argue that such cynicism may not be quite so 

warranted.86 All of these perspectives illuminate Star Trek’s status as cultural document whose musical 

content both highlights social change and obscures its discontinuities through the seemingly timeless 

present of viewers’ consumption. 

 

Semiotics and Meaning in Star Trek’s Fanfare  

My differentiation between symbolism and iconicity at the start of this introduction necessitates a brief 

discussion of Peircean semiotics. Through the fanfare’s repetitive audiovisual relationships, the 

iconicity imbedded within its symbolism becomes more aggressive and palpable. In the relationship 

between an object and its sign, Charles Peirce creates subtle distinctions between icon, index, and 

symbol. The icon necessitates a “qualitative likeness” between the sign and the object.87 In linguistic 

terms, an example would be the words tough, tougher, and toughest. The longest suffix signifies the 

most. An index constitutes a “real connection,” such as a yardstick when it is used for measurement. 

The symbol is “a law, a regularity of the indefinite future;” it is a “living habit” that does not depend 

upon likeness to the denoted object. An example would be the use of the bald eagle to represent the 

United States. No qualitative likeness or real connection exists between the image of the eagle and 

America. Only through a “living habit” has the relationship been established. Peirce stipulates, 

                                                        

85 Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1985). 
86 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, Or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
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however, that no pure icons or indices exist. All symbols have iconic and indexical components 

imbedded within that may become marked or more pronounced in a specific context.88 Rather than 

creating an autonomous text, developing meanings create a shift in power toward the iconic rather 

than purely symbolic.   

In Star Trek, the fanfare communicates the franchise’s ideologies through its musical codes. 

Common theoretical models in film music analysis have held that musical codes provide direction for 

interpreting the montage of images and sounds merged together on screen through mood, setting, 

genre, and character identity.89 When a listener attributes specific descriptors to a piece of music, she 

interprets its code, and, in the process, acknowledges multifaceted, even contradictory meanings the 

                                                        

88 Charles Peirce, Philosophical Writings of Peirce, ed. Justus Buchler (New York: Dover, 2011), 104-15. 
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statement may carry. The ability to recognize and understand these socially-constructed meanings is 

informed by both experience and repetition.90 Echoing Lotman’s arguments, Agawu cautions that 

although listeners have mutual understandings of musical codes within a shared culture, readings of 

those codes can also remain wholly individualized.91 And yet, musical texts that achieve symbolic, 

ubiquitous levels of identification can, for certain communities, provide direction weighted with the 

history of previous meanings and contexts. For example, a popular Saturday Night Live sketch from 29 

May 1976, “The Last Voyage of the Starship Enterprise” (seven years after The Original Series had been 

cancelled) skewers the series but uses only the opening voiceover sans the fanfare. The fanfare need 

not necessarily be sounded for its presence to be felt. A musical living habit, it can be recognized and 

rapidly understood. Through its reiteration and repetition, the fanfare is intended to be heard loud and 

clear. It transports the musical component, and with all of Star Trek’s associated ideologies, to the 

forefront.  

Umberto Eco’s semiotic analysis offers a helpful tool for explaining precisely how audiovisual 

relationships in the Star Trek franchise allow the fanfare’s iconicity to become more palpable by 

rendering the perception of qualitative likenesses, which in turn can allow the development of socially 

constructed meanings. In A Theory of Semiotics, he illustrates how an iconic sign may become a narrative 

text. Drawing on Peircean semiotics, Eco argues that a sign is an icon when it “may represent its object 

mainly by its similarity.”92 Although he centers iconicity in terms of geometric similitude, Eco’s broader 

framework stipulates that similitude forms through the construction of perceptual effects, that is, when 

                                                        

90 Agawu, Playing with Signs, 49. Similarly, Leonard Meyer writes, “a musical style is a finite array of 
interdependent melodic, rhythmic, harmonic, timbral, textural, and formal relationships and processes. When 
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“one decides to recognize as similar two things because one chooses certain elements as pertinent and 

disregards certain others.”93 Thus, in the production of iconicity, linkage occurs not through the forms 

themselves, but through the features that are counted.94 The process may include visible, supposed, 

and conventionalized properties of the original object.95 From this perspective, iconic signs can be 

constructed and elevated to the textual level. The similarity is not centered in the relationship between 

image and object. Rather, it resides within the relationship between the text and its cultural content. 

According to Eco, an iconic sign is 

Indeed a text, for its verbal equivalent is not a word but a phrase or indeed a whole 
story; the iconic representation of a horse does not correspond to the word /horse/ 
but rather to a description (a black horse, standing up, or jumping, etc.) to a mention 
(this horse is galloping) or to some other different speech act (look, what a beautiful 
horse!).96 
 

The context itself establishes the units and surrounding meanings of an iconic text.97   

Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida’s comprehensive study of the ideological potential within 

television title themes likewise asserts that “the musical text must exist not only as structure and syntax 

but also as intentions, reactions and functions in a sociocultural context.”98 Although their work traces 

                                                        

93 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 196. 
94 Eco uses the example of the sun and visual renditions of it, such as a circle with rays emanating from it. The 
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respondents’ reactions to ten discrete television title themes rather than one specific theme over years 

of reiteration with multiple permutations, the semiotic process remains largely the same. Tagg and 

Clarida use the term gestural interconversion to describe their analysis. Gestural interconversion 

consists of shared characteristics that come from “human gesturality, tactility, bodily movement and 

sensual perception” within a given culture.99 Through gesture, the two-way process of projection and 

appropriation gives way to the term gestural interconversion.100 This framework provides a means to 

extend Eco’s visual parameters for constructed iconicity to the aural. Melody, harmony, rhythm, 

timbre, texture, audiovisual placement, and style are only a few of the parameters that can be established 

to compare gestures and musical traits.  

Indeed, because of film music occurs in a context largely devoid of visual music notation, 

memory of audition takes on a powerful role. Yuri Lotman argues, “a meaningful element is always the 

destruction of some expectation,” and in “receiving cinematic information, one compares what one 

sees [and hears] on the screen not only (and sometimes, not so much) with life, but also with clichés 

in films which one already knows.”101 Film historian James Naremore likewise asserts that “remakes 

typically invoke the aura of their originals rather than their memory.”102 Reiteration of a scoring 

practices as well as specific musical texts—my focus within the Star Trek franchise—can thus foster 

perpetual musical chains of development.   

Together, through the features that are noted and counted, audiovisual codes communicate 

Star Trek’s ideological and narrative aims. Viewers draw meanings from the combination of musical 
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and visual codes operating in tandem. One can easily affect the other to inflect a different meaning 

than each aspect might on its own.103 For example, Orientalist and exoticist codes (such as non-

Western scales and instrumentation) are frequently employed in both The Original Series and the Trek 

franchise at large to objectify othered characters such as Lieutenant Uhura and other non-human 

species like Commander Spock.104 Musical meaning is admittedly fickle and complex, and viewers can 

and do identify with protagonists, antagonists, and othered characters, but the musical codes—and the 

texts like the fanfare that they inform—generate hierarchies of characters, ideas, values, objectives, and 

cultures themselves.105 Indeed, Star Trek is not alone in its tendency to continue remnants of the 

patriarchal, heteronormative, and racist legacies imbedded in United States culture.106 The accretion of 

meanings that can accompany the re-presentation of the fanfare thus predispose it to remain in flux. 

Through its re-consumption, viewers can retroactively build new associations. The paradigm is circular 

and presents a non-linear presentation of meanings and cultural codes, of which the most important 

insights come from delineating the differences between them.107 Repetition can inscribe certain 

meanings and lower the flexibility for new, different meanings to surface. But the entire process may 

circle back and re-inscribe itself anew because the associations become rote. In Lotman’s terms, “works 

                                                        

103 Michel Chion, Audio-Vision, 5. Indeed, sound designer Walter Murch asserts, “despite all appearances, we do 
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which come down to us from remote cultural periods continue to play a part in cultural development 

as living factors.”108 Cultural change does not exist in a vacuum.   

Yet the fanfare can also be perceived as a freeze-frame that artificially captures moments 

between past and future.109 Simultaneous textual meanings may co-exist, creating a host of 

asymmetrical, even dialectical relationships. The process is both non-linear and non-binary. A cultural 

code rather than conveyer of specific semantic value, the fanfare can become a schema for organization 

rather than just a specific message itself.110 Through the cultivation of memory and nostalgia, it may 

take on “greatness, a presence in the past which […] it could never achieve in the present.”111 This 

paradoxical switch emphasizes the ritualistic nostalgia imbedded within the fanfare. With each 

reiteration, something of the original sound is maintained, but its meanings may shift and negotiation 

of utopia may change course.  

 

Star Trek and Utopia 

Because repetition and the aura conjure the musical symbol as “handed down to us as something 

ethereal, timeless, and deeply historical,” Ernst Bloch’s Spirit of Utopia provides a useful tool with which 

to frame the recurring appearances of Star Trek’s fanfare.112 In her discussion of Bloch in Strains of 
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Utopia: Gender, Nostalgia, and Hollywood Film Music, Caryl Flinn argues that the ideologies attached to 

nineteenth century music in its own time have provided a pretext to remove film music from its own 

institutional contexts, creating an ahistorical conception of film music that allows for the construction 

of a “no-place” utopia.113 Adorno likewise contends, “in Romanticism, everything can represent 

anything, because it is individuated,” while film music scholars such as Royal S. Brown provide similar 

arguments by discussing the mythic qualities of some film music.114 Nevertheless, utopian thought, 

which is obsessively marked by escape, excess, and enclosed by the sealed off imaginary, provides 

essential commentary on the society it purportedly transcends.115 For film, music can be simultaneously 

of a “place” and “no place.” It “emerges from an historical and ideological base that, in exceeding that 

base, broaches the utopian.”116 It is a placeless place. Adorno himself agrees that art is enmeshed in 

the age of its production while it is also estranged from it.117 The fanfare can encapsulate, in microcosm, 

this conception of film music. Originally conceived as part of a specific audiovisual project, it can 

transcend this context and through continued yet varied reiteration, can become indicative of broader 

constructions not necessarily tied to their first presentations. From this perspective, the fanfare can be 

simultaneously of a “place” and “no place.” It provides direction, a space in which to welcome the 

viewer into the musical fold.  
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Star Trek’s conception as a futuristic yet seemingly timeless utopia provides an apt position 

from which to explore its scoring developments as the franchise moves beyond its original context of 

creation. Bloch stipulates that utopia is “fleeting and partial; its signs offer strategies and tactics” for 

approaching the utopian ideal.118 Music itself only offers glimpses and impressions, offering a parallel 

to Lotman’s semiotic conception of culture. Just as utopian thought constantly moves toward an all-

encompassing totality while simultaneously fragmenting and lacking an origin, the Star Trek fanfare—

because of its continual presence—generates an impression of sanctuary in spite of these “temporal 

and historical discontinuities” that enables the viewer to “preserve the memory of […] earlier forms 

and archetypes while retaining sight of future ones.”119 The viewer retains an awareness of both 

paradigms. Star Trek’s fanfare can evoke the past, present, and future, but reiteration over time can 

simultaneously render it ahistorical in memory. The quality allows the potential for incomplete 

constructs that remain approaching and brimming with potential rather than finality. Yet Flinn argues 

that “the escapist, excessive, and utopian properties of film music must be considered in light of the 

cultural, institutional, and ideological functions it serves at a particular time.”120 Simply put, utopia is 

broached by way of negotiation of the texts that surround the culture in which it exists. The intersection 

of the present with memory of the past proves vital. Simultaneous vantage points of interpreting the 

fanfare activate these traces of utopia. Both the attachment of meaning and the masking of utopian 

function with a synthetic folksong leave a cultural residue that continues to exist within the ahistorical 

“no-place” of meaning of Bloch’s utopia. 
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Chapter Overview 
This dissertation advances through five chapters. Chapter One illustrates how stark differences in the 

musical contents of the first two Star Trek films, The Motion Picture (1979) and The Wrath of Khan (1982), 

prove key to understanding the growing web of meanings implied by their musical themes, how they 

support each film’s rendition of utopia, and the development of the Star Trek musical canon. The Wrath 

of Khan’s critical and commercial success re-oriented the franchise toward The Original Series. The change 

demonstrates the film’s importance for Star Trek’s subsequent musical directions. This intertextual 

analysis draws on Flinn, Bloch, Benjamin, and Suvin to demonstrate how The Wrath of Khan’s 

realignment with the musical texts and scoring practices from The Original Series—which The Motion 

Picture largely discards—offers a warm, nostalgic comfort for the past anathema to the previous film’s 

unnerving futuristic vision centered in provoking cognitive estrangement in pursuit of utopia.   

Chapter Two traces the solidification of a comforting utopian construct for Star Trek’s output, 

first proffered in The Wrath of Khan (1982), throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s. The continued 

employment of the fanfare offers nostalgic ties to Trek’s past, while new musical themes derived from 

it expand the possible texts at the franchise’s disposal. The films starring The Original Series cast—The 

Search for Spock (1984), The Voyage Home (1986), The Final Frontier (1989), and The Undiscovered Country 

(1991)—use the fanfare with increasing scarcity and instead rely on new themes that retain musical 

connections to the fanfare: most often: successive perfect fourths. The scoring in The Next Generation 

television series similarly relies on the fanfare’s characteristics, while the films that star The Next 

Generation cast—Generations (1994), First Contact (1996), Insurrection (1998), and Nemesis (2002)—likewise 

continue this path. 

Chapter Three focuses on two outliers in Star Trek’s television installments, Deep Space Nine 

(1993-1999) and Voyager (1995-2001), as markers of difference that simultaneously fortify the fanfare’s 
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role of articulator of the franchise’s ideological tensions. Both entries employ the same musical codes 

and topoi advanced in Wrath of Khan, but explore a discomforting, questioning, Trek that more closely 

resembles The Motion Picture. Rather than a vision centered in white male leadership, in which one does 

not ask too many questions, both series’ leaders regularly face morally ambiguous situations that force 

them to tackle unanswerable questions. Composer Jay Chattaway’s musical sketches suggest 

recognition of the fanfare’s ability to navigate the ideological tensions within both Deep Space Nine and 

Voyager. Musical traces, deformations, and distortions color both series’ scores. The franchise returns 

to a previous, more unnerving model, but does so through the established musical means provided by 

the fanfare.  

In service of a retrofuturist interpretation of utopia, Chapter Four explores the musical content 

of the television series Enterprise (2001-2005) and the recent films Star Trek (2009) and Star Trek: Into 

Darkness (2013). Their retrofuturist utopian construct, a reflection of a conservative cultural impulse, 

circulates nostalgia for past dreams of the future—centered in The Original Series—but simultaneously 

neglects the ideologies imbedded within that past. Manipulation of Star Trek’s existing musical texts as 

well as new creations reveals the ideological shift, yet paradoxically masks the transformative 

reorientation through the familiarity of their contents. In so doing, these entries surpass Wrath of Khan’s 

nostalgic emphasis, as if attempting to out-utopia Star Trek’s previous versions of itself.   

Chapter Five draws both on Fredric Jameson’s work and fandom studies to demonstrate the 

relation and power of musical parody and pastiche in fashioning Star Trek fandoms’ postmodern self-

awareness. Viewers and filmmakers alike remember previous incarnations with fondness. Studio films 

like Galaxy Quest (1999) and amateur musical fan fiction creations alike employ the fanfare as well music 

derivative of it for both comedic and dramatic purposes. In so doing, they continue to expand the 

fanfare’s potential meanings. Creators can pick and choose amongst previous iterations that 
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reciprocally reinforce Star Trek’s more specific yet fluid utopian templates. Four vignettes—on Galaxy 

Quest, serious amateur films and television series, vidding and digital ephemera, and live performances 

of Star Trek music—represent just a few of the possibilities.    

To wit, in each of Star Trek’s incarnations, the franchise presents itself as a reimagined, 

reinvented version of itself. Regarded as a utopian franchise, Trek provides hope by imagining for its 

viewers a future in which social and political issues have largely been solved. The fanfare is essential to 

this depiction by providing what Flinn labels “aural plentitude.”121 But the fanfare simultaneously 

undermines this vision by informing Trek’s ideological tensions, in which utopia is approached through 

fleeting glimpses and traces. Star Trek boldly retreads its past material, and yet the fanfare helps 

articulate precisely what has changed and what has remained the same. Its continued presence 

throughout all of Trek’s history provides a means for unpacking the franchise’s multifaceted discourses. 
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Utopia is heard only as what has already been.1 

—Theodor Adorno 

 

Chapter One. Franchising the Fanfare: Star Trek and 
Cinematic Adaptation  

Franchising the Fanfare: Star  
Trek and Cinematic Adaptation 

 

Franchises and media universes dominate Hollywood film production in the modern era. Questions 

of branding, authorship, and genre are integral to their creation. Within franchise production, the film 

product is only one component of a corporation’s profit margin. As the critical reception of the most 

recent Transformers franchise film, Age of Extinction (2014), epitomizes, films of this variety are often 

derided as “two-hour promotion[s] for a multimedia product line, designed with the structure of both 

the parent company and the diversified media marketplace in mind.”2 Many critics panned Age of 

Extinction’s three-hour bloated runtime, calling it an effects-driven spectacle with dueling machines 

battled each other relentlessly.3 From their inception, films like Transformers are the impetus for 
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ancillary, inter-connected markets: toys, theme park rides, video games, and apparel. The practice is 

neither new nor revolutionary, but in the last two decades, the extent of interconnected long-term 

planning and world-building has reached an unprecedented level.4 The recent expansion of the Star 

Wars franchise is the newest example. Disney has planned the release an entire new trilogy (Episodes 

VII-IX) and two prequel productions between 2015 and 2020.5 Similarly, Paramount Pictures 

announced a fourth Star Trek rebooted sequel weeks before the release of Star Trek Beyond (2016).6   

 Nevertheless, a variety of factors demonstrate studios’ willingness to look beyond commercial 

prospects and allow creative exploration of franchise materials. As Kimberly Owczarski argues in her 

history of the Batman film franchise:  

in such a competitive market, differentiating each franchise film from both previous 
iterations of the property and from other franchises available in theatres has become 
an essential aspect of the production process.  The incorporation of talent with a 
background in art or independent cinema is an important aspect to achieving this goal 
of differentiation.7 
 

Moreover, because multiple cult audiences have formed around so many franchises, the cult 

blockbuster becomes less of s surprise, and more of a “plural, nuanced, residual and emergent cult(ural) 
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phenomenon, one which calls for case-by-case consideration rather than blanket derision or 

celebration."8  

 Differentiation between iterations become key in tracking Star Trek’s development into a 

multimedia property. The first two Trek films—The Motion Picture (1979) and The Wrath of Khan (1982)— 

function as dueling adaptations of The Original Series to film from television.9 Yet the two differ 

markedly from each other not only in their plotting, visual style, and reception, but also, and most 

especially, in their scoring practices. The second film closely mimics the visual and sonic hallmarks of 

the beloved television series, causing some scholars to label it the more successful adaptation of the 

two.10 The Motion Picture bears more resemblance to 2001: A Space Odyssey (1969) and Star Wars (1977) 

in visual style than with The Original Series. Little of the 1979 film’s visuals and score resemble its 

predecessor, a significant factor in its middling reception both at its premiere and in the present day.       

A close reading of these films’ stark differences proves key to understanding the development 

of the Star Trek musical canon, the meanings forged in each film’s musical texts, and their allegiances 

to conflicting utopian philosophies. Because the subsequent four films that feature The Original Series 

television cast imitate Wrath of Khan’s visual style and musical scoring, the 1982 film establishes the 

visual and sonic characteristics of Star Trek’s expanded cultural capital.11 Wrath of Khan’s closer return 

                                                        

8Matt Hills applies his analysis to The Lord of the Rings installments, but his analysis finds resonance here with 
Star Trek’s status as cultural phenomenon with devoted and casual fans alike. “Realising the Cult Blockbuster: 
The Lord of the Rings Fandom and Residual/Emergent Cult Status in the Mainstream,” in The Lord of the Rings: 
Popular Culture in a Global Context, ed. Ernest Mathijs (London: Wallflower Press, 2006), 169. 
9 Keith Booker provides a succinct argument for how Wrath of Khan succeeds where The Motion Picture fails.  His 
article fails to address, however, music’s integral role in the process. “Star Trek and the Birth of a Film 
Franchise,” Science Fiction Film, Television, and Adaptation: Across the Screens, ed. J. P. Telotte and Gerald 
Duchovnay (New York: Routledge, 2012), 102.  
10 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 102.  
11 The four films are: The Search for Spock (1984), The Voyage Home (1986), The Final Frontier (1989), and The 
Undiscovered Country (1991). Booker summarizes the development, stating, “the three subsequent films featuring 
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to The Original Series’ aesthetic suggests its course-correcting role—a successful cinematic adaptation 

that heralds the formation of a lucrative enterprise. Analysis of The Motion Picture’s and Wrath of Khan’s 

scores not only provides a unique perspective from which to understand the franchise’s filmic roots 

but also illustrates the power their scores wield for past, present, and future conceptions of its utopia.  

 

Star Trek’s Cinematic Debut   

After years of development, including the failure of a potential new televisions series, Paramount 

Pictures green-lit production of The Motion Picture. The impetus came in part from the premiere of 20th 

Century Fox’s wildly successful Star Wars in 1977.12 After its premiere, The Motion Picture received 

mediocre reviews and was considered only a moderate success—a $139 million international gross ($82 

million United States domestic) on a $35 million budget.13 Because the reception and profits did not 

reap quite what Paramount expected from such a large budget, the studio provided a meager $11.2 

million for its sequel, Wrath of Khan.14 This film proved a major hit, both in its enthusiastic critical 

reception and box office receipts. With a $97 million in combined domestic and international gross, it 

                                                        

the original cast learned their lesson from the first film’s failure.” I expand his statement to include the 1991 
film, which still features The Original Series cast. “Star Trek and the Birth,” 112. 
12 William Shatner asserts, “First of all, Star Wars created Star Trek. You know that? At Paramount Studios they 
were running around bumping into each other: 'What do we got?! What do we got to equal 'Star Wars?' This is a 
big thing! There was this thing that we canceled, under another management, it was called Star ...Trek? Let's 
resurrect that!” Jose Pagliery, “Captain Kirk thanks Star Wars,” CNN, 6 August 2016, accessed 3 September 
2016, http://money.cnn.com/2016/08/06/media/william-shatner-star-wars-star-trek/index.html.  
13 “Star Trek: The Motion Picture,” International Movie Database, accessed 3 June 2015, http://www.imdb.com/title/ 
tt0079945/business?ref_=tt_dt_bus.  
14 “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan,” Boxofficemojo.com, last updated 10 November 2015, accessed 10 November 
2015, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek2.htm.  
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eventually achieved a 783% profit margin.15 Variety described Wrath of Khan as closer to the original 

spirit of Star Trek than its predecessor, while The New York Times called it “everything the first film 

should have been.”16 The film has proved a perennial favorite with fans; many deem it the best Star 

Trek film ever made.17 In contrast, The Motion Picture still receives all but lukewarm praise, with the vast 

majority of encomia centered on its special effects and lush score by Jerry Goldsmith, who earned his 

twelfth Academy Award nomination for the film. Time magazine published that “Star Trek [The Motion 

Picture] consists almost entirely of […] shot after shot of vehicles sailing through the firmament to the 

tune of music intended to awe,” which “take an unconscionable amount of time to get anywhere, and 

nothing of dramatic or human interest happens along the way.”18 More recently, a 2001 BBC review 

of The Motion Picture dubbed it “sub-2001 [A Space Odyssey] with desperately serious people out to solve 

what they insist is a desperately serious problem—or even deep political issue—yet it feels just like a 

dozen other TV plots.”19 The comparison to television, especially in light of the more successful Wrath 

of Khan, proves key. John Scalzi sums up many of the 1979 film’s criticisms, saying “while the film did 

replicate elements of the TV show, it replicated the worst aspects, including a plodding, obvious script, 

                                                        

15 “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan,” International Movie Database, accessed 4 June 2015, http://www.imdb.com/tit 
le/tt0084726/business?ref_=tt_dt_bus. See also Michael Hinman, “What is the most profitable Trek movie of 
all time?,” 1701 News, 4 January 2014, accessed 4 June 2015, http://1701news.com/node/527/what-most-prof 
itable-trek-movie-all-time.html.  
16 “Review: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan,” Variety, 31 December 1981, accessed 4 June 2015, http://variety. 
com/1981/film/reviews/star-trek-ii-the-wrath-of-khan-1200425117/; Janet Maslin, “New Star Trek full of 
gadgets and fun,” The New York Times, 4 June 1982, accessed 5 June 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/movie/ 
review?res=9C0CEFDB103BF9 37A35755C0A964948260.  
17 Chris Michael, “My Favorite Film: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan,” The Guardian, 9 December 2011, accessed 
2 June 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/ 2011/dec/09/favourite-film-star-trek-wrath-khan. 
18 Richard Schickel, “Warp Speed to Nowhere,” Time, 17 December 1979, 17.  
19 William Gallagher, “Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979),” BBC, 4 September 2001, accessed 3 June 2015, http: 
//www.bbc.co.uk/films/2001/09/04/star_trek_the_motion_picture_1979_review.shtml.  
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a boring ‘villain,’ …and overwrought acting.”20 These choices attest to why fans and casual viewers 

alike may have rejected the film—it did not reflect the best of The Original Series.   

 My purpose here is not to promote one film in favor of the other. Rather, the films’ 

comparison establishes how their discrete musical approaches belie conflicting generic allegiances and 

utopian philosophies. And because Wrath of Khan’s approach influences the four films that follow it, 

both the musical themes it uses and the ways in which it employs them are of heightened importance. 

  

Conceiving Utopia  

Discussion of The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan’s musical contents begins with a distillation of genre. 

The Motion Picture draws on traditionally science fiction issues: anxieties over technological process and 

artificial intelligence as well as to a lesser extent, encounters with genuinely other forms of life.21 In The 

Motion Picture, V’ger, a sentient machine-organism fast approaching Earth, assimilates all that stands in 

its path as the Enterprise and her crew attempt to communicate with it. Humanity is saved only through 

Lieutenant Decker’s willing merger with V’ger’s being (who has already taken his lost love, Lieutenant 

Ilia). Here, Darko Suvin’s description of proper science fiction as a genre of “cognitive estrangement,” 

in which abstract ideas regarding life and intelligence are explored, proves helpful.22 Per Suvin, films 

that provoke cognitive estrangement force the viewer to contemplate the very nature of our existence 

by placing her in a world different from her own. Suvin borrows a term from Ernst Bloch, using 

                                                        

20 Italics in original. John Scalzi, The Rough Guide to Sci-Fi Movies (London: Rough Guides, 2005), 116.  
21 For a succinct introduction to science fiction and the components of its genre, see Keith M. Johnston, Science 
Fiction Film: A Critical Introduction (New York: Berg, 2011), 7-26.    
22 Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1979), 27.  
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“novums” to describe markers of the differences that cause the film world to differ from the viewer’s 

own.23 Novums thereby allow the viewer to recognize fundamental changes and consider how she 

might better her world for the future. Despite this optimism, the process may simultaneously unsettle 

the viewer, offering little in the realm of comfort or emotional catharsis. Indeed, throughout The Motion 

Picture, thoughtful contemplation outweighs emotion; both Spock’s logical analysis of V’ger’s thought 

process and Decker’s merger with the entity wrap the film in an unsettling strangeness that prods 

viewers to contemplate technology’s societal role.24 The subplot between Decker and Ilia does offer a 

cursory nod to romance, but the manner in which it develops, especially in its musical underscore, 

emphasizes the film’s relation to Suvin’s cognitive estrangement.   

In contrast, both The Original Series and Wrath of Khan rarely provoke viewers to ruminate on 

hypothetical situations on a fundamental level. As Keith Booker eloquently states, The Original Series’ 

primary goal is to comfort. Its content assures viewer that: 

technology will solve their problems, virtually without human intervention, whereas 
The Motion Picture, particularly in its figuration of the V’ger entity, acknowledges that 
technology can cut both ways, warning specifically of the possible dangers of 
technology proceeding under its own stream.25 
 

From this point of view, one can argue that The Original Series is not so much science fiction, but instead 

resides closer on the spectrum to fantasy/adventure/romance, and depends more directly on 

emotional appeals that offer a knowable utopian future. Wrath of Khan embodies this approach with an 

explicit return to The Original Series for its story. The film is a sequel to the original first-season episode 

                                                        

23 Ernst Bloch, The Principle of Hope, vol. 1, trans. Neville Plaice, Stephen Plaice and Paul Knight (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1986), 11. As cited in Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction, 103. 
24 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 107. 
25 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 107.  
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“Space Seed” (S01E22, 16 February 1967). In the episode, the Enterprise discovers a derelict spaceship 

with a cryogenically frozen crew. Vestiges from Earth’s “Eugenics Wars,” their leader is a genetically 

modified man named Khan Noonien Singh. Khan and his crew attempt to overtake the ship, with Kirk 

and Khan engaging in hand-to-hand combat. Upon Khan’s failure, Kirk maroons him and his crew on 

a hospitable planet in the hopes that they will eventually learn the error of their ways. Khan’s cinematic 

return, played by the same actor (Ricardo Montalban) from a particularly dramatic Original Series 

episode, makes clear the filmic connection. The choice promises a continuation of dramatic conflict. 

Kirk and Khan duel once again in a contest of wits and machismo—a stark contrast from the 

technological anxieties that preoccupy The Motion Picture.   

Generic differences highlight changing relationship dynamics between The Original Series 

characters. Kirk’s loving jabs toward Spock to embrace his human side, that is, his emotions, in both 

The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan highlight one of the most emotive aspects of Star Trek. As many 

commentators have noted, bonds of friendship—especially that between Kirk and Spock—are one of 

Trek’s greatest strengths.26 Yet The Motion Picture scarcely lingers on Spock and Kirk’s relationship. After 

an initial appearance on Vulcan, Spock does not board the Enterprise until nearly halfway through the 

film [00: 49:15]. Once there, he and Kirk barely converse, and Spock limits his comments to curt 

declarations, even when his old friends greet him with fondness. For example, upon arriving on the 

Enterprise, he walks away from Lieutenant Pavel Chekov before the man can even grant him 

permission to board. Kirk in particular attempts to reconnect with his old friend, but his efforts remain 

                                                        

26 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 102; Jeff Bond, The Music of Star Trek: Profiles in Style (Los Angeles: Lone 
Eagle, 1999), 106; Nikki Stafford, Trekkers: True Stories by Fans for Fans (Toronto: ECW, 2002),15; Lincoln 
Geraghty, Living with Star Trek: American Culture and the Star Trek Universe (London: I. B. Tauris, 2007), 56.  
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secondary to the questions V’ger’s existence raises. The film instead emphasizes society’s 

apprehensions about technological progress and the possibility of new life forms.   

Wrath of Khan prioritizes the interactions between the Enterprise crew and their (human) 

problems. Kirk, Spock, and McCoy have several prolonged conversations between each other in 

various combinations [Kirk and McCoy, 00:9:00; Kirk and Spock, 00:37:20; Kirk, McCoy, and Spock, 

00:42:50; Kirk and McCoy, 1:06:02; and Kirk and Spock, 1:37:00]. Multiple scenes stress Spock’s partial 

humanity. Following an accusation by a full-blooded Vulcan that he lied, something which Vulcans 

cannot do, Spock makes a small joke, saying that he merely exaggerated [1:17:50]. Most importantly, 

the film’s final act revolves around Spock’s self-sacrifice that saves the Enterprise and her crew from 

certain death. Although the Vulcan claims that logic guides his choice—“the needs of many outweigh 

the needs of the few” [1:37:30]—several visual and musical factors intimate his profound affection for 

the Enterprise crew and Kirk in particular.27       

This is not to suggest that The Original Series does not explore social issues from a philosophical 

perspective. Rather, it values struggle and strife as part of human identity, with strong skepticism of 

achieving a genuine utopia. Utopia is approached as a way of being rather than finite goal. Kirk sums 

up this sentiment at the close of “This Side of Paradise” (S01E24, 2 March 1967), an episode in which 

the crew find themselves on a utopic planet in which spores artificially create the paradise:  

Maybe we weren’t meant for paradise. Maybe we were meant to fight our way through.  
Struggle. Claw our way up. Scratch for every inch of the way.  Maybe we can’t stroll 
to the music of the lute. We must march to the sound of drums.28   
 

                                                        

27 See “Scoring Spock’s Utopia,” pages 90-100. 
28 Kirk, “This Side of Paradise,” Star Trek: The Original Series, [00:47:26].  
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Spock, however, counters Kirk’s notion, arguing that the inauthentic utopia was not completely 

terrible, stating “for the first time in my life, I was happy” [00:48:00].   

Booker argues that this characterization is in actuality a bad utopic dream, in which utopian 

socialism leads to “escapism, quietism, and ultimate acceptance of the status quo” rather than providing 

a model for imagining a truly better future, as The Motion Picture more explicitly follows.29 Many scholars 

likewise place The Original Series’ liberal humanist discourse from a position of white male centrality.30 

Terry Eagleton argues—and Booker advances in his analysis of the 1979 and 1982 Star Trek films—

that this decidedly American version of utopianism paints a future disengaged from the present because 

it can never be actualized: 

It grabs instantly for a future, projecting itself by an act of will or imagination beyond 
the compromised political structures of the present. By failing to attend to those 
forces or fault lines within the present that, developed or pried open in particular way, 
might induce the condition to surpass itself into a future.31 
 

For all its focus on the act of striving, the utopia in The Original Series not only fails to address how this 

dream was achieved but also neglects how it functions. It simply appears as a comforting promise of 

the future, while the details it does provide tilt toward the macabre. Paradise comes into being and 

simply exists after an unseen struggle.  

The utopian future that The Original Series and Wrath of Khan depict without questioning how it 

came to be, however, relates to Bloch’s utopian construct through a shared use of specific musical 

                                                        

29 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 108.  
30 See in particular David Bernardi, Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1998), Michael Pounds, Race in Space: the Representation of Ethnicity in Star Trek and Star 
Trek: The Next Generation (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 1999), and Jessica Getman, “A Series on the 
Edge: Social Tension in Star Trek’s Title Cue” Journal of the Society for American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 293-320.  
31 Italics in original. Terry Eagleton, “Nationalism: Irony and Commitment,” in Nationalism, Colonialism and 
Literature (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1990), 25.   
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themes. But first, both The Motion Picture’s and Wrath of Khan’s depictions of utopia warrant further 

explanation of the term’s use. In her analysis of Bloch, Caryl Flinn argues that the ideologies attached 

to nineteenth century music in its own time provide a pretext to remove film music from its own 

institutional contexts. The process creates an ahistorical conception of film music that allows for the 

construction of a “no-place” utopia.32 Theodor Adorno likewise contends, “in Romanticism, 

everything can represent anything, because it is individuated.”33 Utopian thought, which is obsessively 

marked by escape, excess, and enclosed by the sealed off imaginary, provides essential commentary on 

the society it purportedly transcends.34 For film, music can be simultaneously of a “place” and “no 

place;” it “emerges from an historical and ideological base that, in exceeding that base, broaches the 

utopian.”35 It is a placeless place. Adorno himself agrees that art is enmeshed in the age of its 

production at the same time that it is estranged from it.36 Originally conceived as part of specific 

audiovisual projects, musical themes can transcend this context and through continued reiteration, 

become indicative of broader constructions not necessarily tied to their first presentations. Adorno 

and Hanns Eisler’s text offers a helpful reminder:  

Since their beginning, motion pictures have been accompanied by music.  The pure 
cinema must have had a ghostly effect like that of the shadow play—shadows and 
ghosts have always been associated.  The magic function of music that has been hinted 
at above probably consisted in appeasing the evil spirits unconsciously dreaded.  
Music was introduced as a kind of antidote against the picture.  The need was felt to 
spare the spectator the unpleasantness involved in seeing effigies of living, acting, and 
even speaking persons, who were at the same time silent.  The fact that they are living 
and nonliving at the same time is what constitutes their ghostly character, and music 

                                                        

32 Caryl Flinn, Strains of Utopia: Gender, Nostalgia, and Hollywood Film Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1992), 91.  
33 Theodor W. Adorno, Beethoven, 26. 
34 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 92. 
35 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 97. 
36 Theodor Adorno, Philosophy of New Music, trans and ed. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis, MN: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2006), 134-35.  
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was introduced not to supply them with the life they lacked—this became its aim only 
in the era of total ideological planning—but to exorcise fear or help the spectator 
absorb the shock.”37 
 

Musical themes can be simultaneously of a “place” and “no place.” They provide a sense of direction, 

a comforting space in which to welcome viewers.  

The recurrence of music from The Original Series in both The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan 

allows this framework to take hold—or at least attempt to. Through continued reiteration, these 

themes can become indicative of broader constructions as musical codes not necessarily tied to earlier 

specific presentations.38 Conversely, their memory may be preserved by their non-choice; that is, 

instances where they are pointedly not invoked.39 The difference, as Booker neglects to address in his 

analysis of Star Trek’s dueling futures, rests in the degree. The Original Series’ episodic structure largely 

retains neatly answered denouements despite occasional struggles. This emphasis reaffirms elements 

of the status quo, such as a pan-United States focus and the centrality of the white male embodied by 

Kirk.40 Here the relationship between Kirk and Spock becomes key in negotiating utopia as a placeless 

place. The exchange between the two friends in “This Side of Paradise” offers a prime example of 

balancing the tension between generic conventions: the impulsive, swaggering Kirk functions as Star 

Trek’s emotional core and adventure/romance character (Booker’s “bad” utopia) while Spock offers 

the rational, explicitly forward thinking—and implicitly discomforting—aspect of utopia. This 

                                                        

37 Theodor Adorno and Hanns Eisler, Composing for the Films (1947; reprint, New York: Continuum, 2007), 50.  
38 V. Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1991), 26–50. 
39 Associations with the visual construction of a scene, or the history of repetition for specific filmic contexts, 
may create a situation in which a non-choice in the music implicitly recalls the actual piece of music. Thomas 
Leitch, “Twice-Told Tales: Disavowal and the Rhetoric of the Remake,” in Dead Ringers: The Remake in Theory 
and Practice, ed. Jennifer Forrest and Leonard R. Koos (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2002), 
42.   
40 Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 296; Bernardi, Star Trek and History, 69-104.   
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continual negotiation between two simultaneous streams of thought broaches Bloch’s construction of 

utopia. It offers, in the manner of Michel de Certeau, strategies and tactics for different and unexpected 

ends. Utopia becomes a strategy, a “way of making” that creates fleeting glimpses of the past, present, 

and future.41 Yet Kirk is the Enterprise’s stalwart leader, while Spock remains his subordinate. 

Consequently, The Motion Picture’s prolonged exploration of the unsettling utopia encapsulated by 

Spock. Simply put, the cognitive estrangement in which humanity contemplates a genuinely different 

future tips the balance away from the known future centered in Kirk’s leadership in The Original Series.  

 

Visualizing Utopia 

Generic conventions between The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan give way to differences in production 

and costume design. In the 1979 film, neither the sets nor costumes resemble those found in The 

Original Series. The bridge for the new Enterprise maintains a sterile, clean aesthetic in which white and 

grey predominate in a muted palette (Figure 3). The bridge appears sleek and subdued. Bathed in  

                                                        

41 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1984), 32. 
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Figure 3: Star Trek: The Motion Picture [00:21:43] 

neutral colors, this Star Trek bears a greater resemblance to the world of 2001: A Space Odyssey or Star 

Wars more than anything found in The Original Series (Figure 4).42 Even the costumes themselves, 

 

 

Figure 4: 2001: A Space Odyssey [1:19:39] 

                                                        

42 The similarity to 2001: A Space Odyssey is unlikely to be an accident, as Douglas Trumbell led the visual effects 
team on both films. 
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baggy monochromatic body suits of grey, brown, and white, read as a cloth cousin to Star Wars’ Storm 

Trooper uniforms.   

Indicating the differences in visual style between film and television, The Motion Picture focuses 

on images of technology.43 Advances in visual effects equipment, combined with a healthy budget and 

improvements in the filmmaking process itself, allowed the filmmakers to revel in Star Trek’s advanced 

gadgetry rather than gloss over rudimentary work, as in the television series.44 Whereas The Original 

Series normalizes its gadgetry by minimizing the camera’s powerful lens (conveniently negotiating 

budgetary restraints and the limitations of 1960s technology), The Motion Picture celebrates splendor and 

reinforces a sense of grandeur. Images of technology—most notably the Enterprise herself—receive 

extensive, lingering shots and close-ups. This shift in visual style exemplifies the tendency in science 

fiction film to focus on new technological achievements as much as much as the fictional technologies 

in the film world.45 In the process, these technological objects themselves become fetishized; they are 

the camera’s frequent focus.  

Partially reflective of reduced funding, Wrath of Khan embraces Star Trek’s low-budget, campy 

roots in such a way to supplement the film. First, although the costumes still differ from The Original 

Series, both the vibrant red and more form-fitting two-piece cut relate more closely, like a modern 

update rather than outright redesign (Figure 5). Second, the layout of the Enterprise’s bridge remains 

                                                        

43 Although numerous stylistic conventions separate television and film production, the broader filmic 
construct of the screen is the primary connection. For further discussion of the differences between the two 
media, see Ronald Rodman, Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010), 102-131.  
44 Rama Venkatasawmy provides a concise history of filmmaking technology that continues into the digital era. 
The Digitization of Cinematic Visual Effects: Hollywood’s Coming of Age (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2013).   
45 John Ellis, Visible Fictions: Cinema: Television: Video, revised ed. (London: Routledge, 1992), 35.  
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Figure 5: Wrath of Khan [00:31:25] 

the same, but an influx of color in the various computer display panels enlivens the setting. It banishes 

a perceived inauthentic sterility in favor of something more vibrant. Finally, Wrath of Khan’s art direction 

returns to a visual style more attuned to The Original Series; it pays homage with many cheap-looking 

sets—especially Styrofoam rocks and artificial-looking painted backdrops (Figure 6). This return to 

Star Trek’s visual iconography works well because it is “consistent with the essentially pulpy nature of  

 

 

Figure 6: Wrath of Khan [00:15:02] 
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the adventure/romance” genre with which The Original Series most frequently aligns itself.46 Simply put, 

the visuals’ return to Trek’s television roots offer assurances of the film’s artistic bonafides.  

 

Scoring Utopia 

A brief discussion of The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan’s respective composers, Jerry Goldsmith and 

James Horner, as well as their approaches to scoring Star Trek’s utopian promise, demonstrates 

Paramount’s intention to make Wrath of Khan distinctive from The Motion Picture. Both films use musical 

material from The Original Series, but alter it in the process. Indeed, characterizing both The Motion Picture 

and Wrath of Khan’s musical themes as indicative of Star Trek’s burgeoning placeless utopia finds 

resonance in Owczarski’s “differentiation between iterations.”  

Gene Roddenberry had wanted Jerry Goldsmith to write the score for the original Star Trek 

television pilot, “The Cage,” but the composer had been unavailable at the time.47 Roddenberry was 

still keen on hiring him for the 1979 film adaptation. When Robert Wise signed on to direct, he offered 

no objections. He had previously worked with Goldsmith on The Sand Pebbles (1966) and later 

characterized it as one of the best relationships he ever had with a composer.48 A modernist in 

orientation, Goldsmith’s best-known work is noted for its unique instrumentation. His scores use 

ethnic instruments, recorded sounds, synthetic textures, and traditional orchestra concurrently, and The 

                                                        

46 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 110.  
47 David Alexander, Star Trek Creator: The Authorized Biography of Gene Rodenberry (New York: Macmillan, 1996), 
217. 
48 Jerry Roberts, “Tapping a rich vein of gold: Jerry Goldsmith’s music is as varied as the films he’s scored,” 
Daily Variety, 8 September 1995, accessed 10 June 2015, http://www.lexisnexis.com.proxy.lib.duke.edu/hottop 
ics/lnacademic/?verb=sr&csi=140595. 
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Motion Picture is no exception.49 Referred to as the Blaster Beam, the instrumentation for the 

technological V’ger blends percussion and a stringed instrument invented by sound recordist Craig 

Huxley. The instrument consists of: 

a metallic tube struck on strung metal board, creating a terrifying, reverberating gong 
effect; sliding the tube up and down the length of the board created slurring accents 
and descents in tone that resembled the sounds of an electric guitar.50 
 

Goldsmith enjoyed finding new compositional avenues within his scores, and this penchant for 

exploration and to colonize new musical techniques in many ways resonates with musical 

Romanticism.51 Yet Goldsmith’s discussion of his score for The Motion Picture suggests a willingness to 

highlight more traditional musical codes. In his own words:  

When you stop and think about it, space is a very romantic thought.  It is, to me, like 
the Old West, we’re up in the universe.  It’s about discovery and new life, […] it’s 
really the basic premise of Star Trek.52  
 

Goldsmith’s score, however, distances itself from typical Hollywood musical codes for the Old West.53 

For example, the film’s opening theme suggests sweeping lyricism through sonorous violins and a molto 

                                                        

49 Alien (1979), with Goldsmith’s great use of silence, is the most commonly cited example.  
50 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 89. 
51 “It seems like it’s me, and that’s that! Certain composers are doing the same thing over and over again, which 
I feel is sort of uninteresting. I don’t find that you grow very much in that way. I like to keep changing, trying 
to do new things. Basically, I’m saying the same thing with a little different twist on it. Once you get caught up 
in the creative process, something inside takes over, and your subconscious just does it for you.” Randall D. 
Larson, "Interview with Jerry Goldsmith,” 15 July 1982, CinemaScore: The Film Music Journal 11/12 (Fall/Winter 
1983), 4.  
52 Jerry Goldsmith, Star Trek: The Motion Picture Director’s Edition (disc 2), special Features: commentary 
[00:03:02].   
53 Music for the sound western developed in two directions beginning in the 1930s: B westerns exploited 
country music from the radio, while prestige A westerns took direction from contemporary art music. A more 
detailed discussion lies outside the scope of this chapter. For a text dedicated to this exploration, see Kathryn 
Kalinak, introduction to Music in the Western: Notes from the Frontier, ed. Kathryn Kalinak (New York: Routledge, 
2012), 2.   
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rubato cello line.54 Goldsmith spent considerable time on the score, integrating both traditional 

orchestra and the recorded blaster beam. He worked closely with Wise and editor Todd C. Ramsay for 

four months, rewriting several cues at their behest.55 The final product received much acclaim, and 

continues to be regarded as one of his finest works.56     

In part because of Wrath of Khan’s reduced budget, Goldsmith did not return. Both producer 

Harve Bennett and director Nicholas Meyer wanted a new musical direction for the film, one that 

evoked the melodramatic action and swashbuckling ethos of The Original Series.57 They sought a film 

more closely attuned to the television series’ sensibilities. Inexperienced newcomer James Horner 

wrote the score in a little over a month, working closely with Meyer.58 Horner’s score became his 

breakthrough work, such that four years later he earned his first Academy Award nomination for 

another sequel in which Goldsmith had scored the first film, Aliens (1986). Until his death in 2015, 

Horner was one of the most sought-after composers in Hollywood.  

Although Horner’s style in Wrath of Khan was described as “echoing both the bombastic and 

elegiac elements of John Williams’ Star Wars and Jerry Goldsmith’s original Star Trek (The Motion 

Picture) scores,” Meyer expressly directed Horner to not use Goldsmith’s work.59 The decision to hire 

Horner is key to understanding the different approaches to utopia that preoccupy each film. Horner 

                                                        

54 Figure 14, page 65. 
55 Goldsmith, The Motion Picture Director’s Edition, commentary, [20:04].   
56 Other notable scores by Goldsmith include Planet of the Apes (1968), Chinatown (1974), Alien (1979), and Total 
Recall (1990).  
57 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 104. 
58 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 105. 
59 Richard Harrington, “Sounds of the Summer Screen,” The Washington Post, 25 July 1982, accessed 11 June 
2015, http://www.lexisnexis.com.proxy.lib.duke.edu/hottopics/lnacade mic/?verb=sr&csi=8075; James 
Horner, “James Horner Talks Star Trek II Score,” YouTube, 13 May 2009, accessed 1 June 2015, https://www. 
youtube.com/watch?v=g-8D6j5LPho. 
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relied on the television series’ opening fanfare to “create a strong, nostalgic link to the time of The 

Original Series.”60 His prescient words on this thematic choice encapsulate his intent: “the fanfare draws 

you in immediately—you know you’re going to get a good movie.61” With only The Original Series and 

The Motion Picture preceding it, Wrath of Khan’s invocation of the fanfare seems a straightforward 

technique to recall Trek’s past. Because of The Original Series’ popular syndication throughout the 1970s, 

the series cultivated a ritualistic power as viewers continued to re-watch its episodes.62 Critic Richard 

Harrington wrote, “like the movie, Horner’s score is obvious and kind of fun, nothing to sneeze at—or 

get excited about.”63 Bennett and Meyer expressly wanted a more modern score than The Motion Picture, 

a paradoxical claim given Goldsmith’s fondness for experimental instrumentation.64 But it is that 

obviousness—perhaps Bennett and Meyer’s definition of modernism through a taunt, percussive score 

with injections of the fanfare—that cultivates nostalgia for The Original Series. The film’s visuals 

introduce the concept, but the fanfare increases their sway, like a siren’s audiovisual song that demands 

attention. Undeniably, the fanfare’s presence in Wrath of Khan’s opening moments encapsulates the joy 

of re-watching The Original Series, as if re-creating its aura for the cinematic screen.  

                                                        

60 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 105. 
61 Jeff Bond, Lukas Kendall, and Alexander Kaplan, liner notes to Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan Expanded 
Original Motion Picture Soundtrack, James Horner. Retrograde Records B003BFOLF6, CD, 2009, 5.  
62 Michael Pounds provides viewership data in Race in Space, 67-73. The concept of ritual conjures Walter 
Benjamin’s oft-cited arguments centered in the (positive) destruction of ritualized aura in the present through 
the advent of mechanical reproduction, in which “even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is 
lacking in one element: its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to be.” 
Benjamin celebrates the advent of mechanical reproduction, particularly the cinema, because he believes it will 
allow the development of art free from the parasitic tyranny of ritual. Although mass-produced art lacks the 
same level of temporal and physical uniqueness of earlier rituals, reproductions are not bound to the time of 
their inception, and can inspire new experiences as viewers continue to consume them. Benjamin, “The Work 
of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken, 
1968), 222.    
63 Italics added by author. Harrington, “Sounds of the Summer Screen.” 
64 Bond, liner notes to The Wrath of Khan, 5.  
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Forming Star Trek’s Musical Icons  

Choices in the use of musical themes from The Original Series in both The Motion Picture and Wrath of 

Khan distill their conflicting orientations toward utopia. Goldsmith’s score relies on newly composed 

material that captures the pastoral elements of Star Trek’s fanfare. The fanfare itself never appears, but 

the score does include The Original Series’ title theme. By not directly stating the fanfare, Goldsmith’s 

score supports a forward-focused vision of Star Trek. He fails to capitalize on the nostalgic power that 

the fanfare can offer. Yet through the inclusion of The Original Series’ title theme, The Motion Picture 

attempts to have it both ways. In contrast, Horner milks the fanfare for all it is worth. His score offers 

a re-emergence of the status quo—a nostalgic comfort centered in a return to The Original Series.  

 

The Beguine in The Motion Picture  

On three occasions in The Motion Picture, the score includes what Jessica Getman has aptly labeled the 

beguine (Figure 7).65 As many have noted, the beguine stands apart from Star Trek’s fanfare. Its “space- 

 

Figure 7: Alexander Courage, The Original Series, Beguine66 

                                                        

65Getman bases her label in part on Original Series’ composer Fred Steiner’s use. “A Series on the Edge,” 303-07.  
66 All transcriptions are my own, with clarification provided by archival sketches, when noted.   
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age bachelor pad” vibe conjures neither bucolic wonder as part the Romantic tradition nor military 

might and efficiency.67 The beguine’s inclusion thus seems a halfhearted nod to The Original Series’ more 

carefree adventures. To wit, information remains murky on whether Goldsmith himself composed and 

included the theme in his score. Alexander Courage, who worked as Goldsmith’s uncredited 

orchestrator during the film, either orchestrated Goldsmith’s adaptation of the beguine for The Motion 

Picture or composed the cues on his own per Goldsmith’s request; the provenance retains conflicting 

and unsubstantiated accounts.68 The two composers had worked together previously in the same roles 

for Planet of the Apes (1968). Courage eventually became Goldsmith’s main orchestrator in the 1990s, 

working with him until Goldsmith’s death in 2004.69 Moreover, the three cues that feature the beguine 

do not appear on subsequent releases of the film’s soundtrack, such as the 20th anniversary collector’s 

edition. Regardless of Goldsmith’s intentions, however, the beguine remains in the released film. To 

that end, its appearances in The Motion Picture significantly deviate from The Original Series. Only its 

                                                        

67 Rebecca Leydon identifies a “space-age bachelor-pad” aesthetic in the music of Juan Garcia Esquivel, who 
wrote and performed band arrangements in the fifties and sixties. Many of this style’s characteristics resonate in 
the beguine, as noted by Neil Lerner. The combination of an untexted female voice with theremin provides an 
erotic undertone to the music. Leydon, “‘Ces Nymphes, Je Les Veux Perpétuer’: The Post-War Pastoral in 
Space-Age Bachelor-Pad Music,” Popular Music 22/2 (May 2003): 159–72; Lerner, Hearing the Boldly Goings: 
The Title Themes of the Star Trek Television Franchise, 1966-2005,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to 
the Future, ed. K.J. Donnelly and Philip Hayward (New York: Routledge, 2013), 59. At the same time, although 
the beguine contrasts greatly the space theme and fanfare, its musical construction communicates “not only the 
potential for progress, but progress itself.” Italics in original. Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 304. See also 
pages 9-15 in the Introduction. 
68 The issue is further complicated by the fact that Goldsmith’s other frequent orchestrator, Arthur Morton, 
receives official credit for the film. Moreover, Fred Steiner is also listed in the film’s credits as uncredited 
composer of additional music as well as orchestrator. Indeed, both Martin Marks and Frank Lehman have 
asserted to me that Fred Steiner wrote the cues. Nevertheless, the lack of material for the cues in Goldsmith’s 
own sketches at the Margaret Herrick Library suggest further confirmation that he was not their sole author. 
69 John Riley, “Alexander Courage: Composer of the Star Trek Theme,” The Independent, 30 May 2008, accessed 
3 May 2015, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/alexander-courage-composer-of-the-star-trek-
theme-837440. html. Notably, Courage also orchestrated Goldsmith’s scores for the Star Trek films First Contact 
(1996) and Insurrection (1998). On both occasions, he received credit.  
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melodic contour and pairing with Kirk’s captain’s log voiceovers recall its past, while Courage’s fanfare 

never appears. 

Together with the beguine’s visual accompaniment, these musical alterations build the 

foundation for a Wagnerian-esque Liebestod transformation in the spirit of Tristan & Isolde. Goldsmith’s 

involvement in the cue may be questionable, but his lack of contribution does not negate its audiovisual 

interaction and development in the film itself. The beguine first appears during an expository sequence 

in which Kirk anticipates contact with V’ger [00:38:03]. The brief statement suggests nothing but a 

dutiful nod to The Original Series for more attuned fans (Figure 8). It follows the common Original Series 

practice of accompany recitation of the captain’s log. The slowed tempo creates a more languid, 

hummable melody. The cue also shifts the tessitura much lower, but maintains a similar woodwind 

instrumentation that perhaps alludes to the un-texted soprano voice from the television series. The 

 

Figure 8: Jerry Goldsmith, The Motion Picture, Beguine [00:38:03] 

bass delivers an ascending chromatic countermelody while the violins provide a high pedal. The cue 

ends on a diminished triad between three voices, but their separation in register alleviates the perceived 

dissonance. Yet despite its slower tempo, stripped of percussive swing, and lack of un-texted voice, 

this rendition of the beguine cannot quite escape its “bachelor pad” roots. Because it falls immediately 
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after the Enterprise’s launch sequence, it seems out of sync with the more lyrical, languid theme that 

precedes it, a move that emphasizes its Otherness.  

 The beguine’s second and third iterations [00:51:21, 1:27:23] are more successful in cloaking 

its origins, a change that allows the Wagnerian reorientation to take hold. In the second appearance, 

the blaster beam sonority used to depict V’ger accompanies the beguine’s onset. The sonic elision 

bespeaks the growing tension between the Enterprise and V’ger, as indeed, the cue ends harmonically 

unresolved (Figure 9). The cue includes the second half of the beguine’s original presentation from The 

Original Series, but chromatically spurs a second statement in B	 mixolydian mode (m. 7-8). With this 

repetition, the bass and strings have dissolved into a pedaled wall of sound. The dissonance is 

prominent, with a tritone between the bass and clarinet, and a minor second with the strings (m. 8). 

 

Figure 9: The Motion Picture, Beguine [00:51:21] 

Visually, the sequence ends with Ilia in the center of the screen, foreshadowing her role in the escalating 

tension, when V’ger absorbs her into its being.   
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 The emphasis on the ascending half-step arrival, together with the thicker orchestration and 

slower tempo, suggest a musical apotheosis, a cathartic moment redolent in the hyper-chromaticism 

of Wagner’s musical aesthetic and epitomized in the final moments of the Liebestod. The ascending half 

step seems almost an inversion of the Liebestod’s final measures (Figure 10). The Motion  

 

Figure 10: Richard Wagner, Tristan & Isolde, Liebestod, mm. 182-84 

Picture cue does not include Wagner’s appoggiatura (m. 183), nor does he make an unequivocal 

connection by inserting the Tristan chord, but the theme does use a triplet to ascend to the downbeat 

in similar fashion, and with similar pitch content (mm. 5-6, 8, Figure 9). The cue’s proclivity toward 

the B	-B  arrival likewise gains traction with the opening of Tristan, in which Wagner emphasizes a 

half-step ascent (m. 3, Figure 11). Wagner is working within a more harmonically tonal context, but it  

 

Figure 11: Tristan & Isolde, Prelude, mm. 1-3 
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is as if the cue appropriates the most salient musical elements for The Motion Picture’s own 

philosophical aims. 

Although pure chromaticism and romance have a long and tortuous musical history that 

seemingly overshadows the necessity in forging a link to Tristan, the philosophical issues with which 

The Motion Picture engages find resonance in Wagner’s music drama. Moreover, even if Goldsmith did 

not solely compose these cues, he conjured Wagner’s ghost in at least one subsequent score.70 The final 

appearance of the beguine further develops the Liebestod development. As Kirk dictates his Captain’s 

log, the camera follows Decker giving the reincarnated Ilia (now a part of V’ger’s conscious) a tour of 

the ship [1:27:23]. Their romantic tension is palpable onscreen, increasing the Tristan connection 

through a tale of doomed love. When Ilia arrives on the Enterprise, her interaction with Decker alludes 

to an unfulfilled romance from their youth, when he was stationed on her home planet. Both the wide, 

genuine smile that crosses her face when she sees Decker and her grimace when she reminds Kirk of 

her oath of celibacy belie their romantic history (Figures 12 & 13). Because Ilia now exists as part of 

                                                        

70 Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries” from Die Walküre (1870) appears in King Solomon’s Mines (1985), while both 
Lionheart (1987) and First Knight (1995) offer further musical ties to Tristan & Isolde in their romantic subplots. 
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Figure 12: The Motion Picture, Ilia's Smile [00:32:16] 

 

Figure 13: The Motion Picture, Ilia's Grimace [00:32:26] 

V’ger, their romantic subplot becomes enmeshed with the ongoing tension between V’ger and the 

Enterprise crew. All parties are attempting to find varying resolutions, and the theme’s third appearance 

musically unites the two storylines. One cannot be resolved without the other, suggesting a greater 

purpose than mere romance between Ilia and Decker, just as Tristan and Isolde’s tragic romance 

symbolizes issues larger than themselves.  
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The film’s climactic sequence, in which Decker merges with V’ger—and thus, Ilia—to end his 

“carbon-based” life both philosophically and musically offers a Liebestod-esque fulfillment, a musical 

apotheosis via transformation of the beguine.71 Wagner himself attempted to espouse Arthur 

Schopenhauer’s rhetoric of unity through death in Tristan, which finds resonance here.72 In death the 

two are united once more, on (to quote the film) “a higher plane” of existence, in this case a new life 

form rather than a celestial afterlife. Here, the appearance of the film’s opening theme becomes 

relevant. Its chromatic inflections, emphasized by agogic accent, bear resemblance to the beguine’s 

own chromaticism (mm. 5-6, Figure 14). The beguine emphasizes a chromatic descent of A-A	 (m. 

2-3, Figure 7). Harmonically, the chromatic slip functions differently in each—a neighbor tone versus  

                                                        

71 Throughout the film, V’ger refers to the Enterprise crew as “carbon-based” life forms. 
72 Death becomes a moment of “deliverance from the one-sidedness of an individuality which does not 
constitute the inmost kernel of our being, but is rather to be thought of as a kind of aberration of it. The true 
original freedom re-enters at this moment, which, in the sense indicated, may be regarded as a restitutio in 
integrum.” Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation, Part 2, Supplements to the fourth book, 
“On Death and its Relation to the Indestructability of Our Inner Nature,” trans. R. B. Haldane and J. Kemp 
(London, 1909), 308. See also Karoline Gritzner, Eroticism and Death in Theatre and Performance (Hertfordshire, 
UK: University of Hertfordshire Press, 2010), 88-91. 
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Figure 14: The Motion Picture, Opening Theme [00:00:01] 

a 	VI—but the half-step emphasis in both suggests within The Motion Picture a common purpose in 

musically rendering the uncertainty within the interdependent conflicts between Ilia, Decker, the 

Enterprise, and V’ger. 

 Analysis of Goldsmith’s original sketches provides further support for this interpretation. In 

his first version of the cue, Goldsmith simply reiterates the opening theme several times.73 He places 

the melody prominently in the oboe: a more delicate, intimate setting that maintains a semblance of 

the closing moments of Wagner’s Liebestod. In his reworking of the cue that appears in the film, 

however, Goldsmith obfuscates the connection. The opening theme disappears in favor of a dramatic 

musical line that more closely mimics and even inverts the musical gestures from The Motion Picture’s 

                                                        

73 Jerry Goldsmith music sketches, cue 16-3, “Body Meld” and “Body Meld (revised),” Series 1, Folder 138, 
Production Files, Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
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transformed beguine in a soaring sublime (Figure 15). Both the viola line (mm. 7-10) and violin theme 

(mm. 11-16) mimic the contour and rhythmic profile of Wagner’s Liebestod melody (Figure 10). The 

scalar descent (mm. 17-20) inverts Goldsmith’s opening theme. Tutti violins over a dominant pedal 

suggest a subdued transformation of tonic-dominant harmonic movement in the previous theme (mm. 

3-4, Figure 14). 
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Figure 15: The Motion Picture, Transformation Scene [2:03:06] 
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 Perhaps then, Decker and Ilia’s unification, depicted through the transformation of the 

beguine and opening theme, operates as a metaphor for the exploration of the human (emotion) versus 

the artificial (logic); humankind versus the machine. In merging, Decker and V’ger transform into a 

new dimension, with the implied weight of Wagner’s own musical-philosophical metaphors behind it. 

It is a musical attempt to forge a new Star Trek, one that presents a utopia with a cathartic gesture 

centered in the unknowable possibility of the future, that is, Suvin’s cognitive estrangement. To wit, 

the opening theme reappears as soon as Ilia states that “the creator” must join with V’ger (Figure 16). 

Decker’s decision to join with V’ger (and the remnants of his lost love, Ilia) brings the Liebestod to 

 

Figure 16: The Motion Picture, Opening Theme [2:00:00] 

fruition. The film’s utopia orients itself toward the unknowable possibility of the future. Yet this model 

is out of sync with The Original Series’ more straightforward sensibilities. The beguine’s connection to 

the opening theme aims toward cognitive estrangement, but it remains not immediately audible. 

Moreover, cognitive estrangement is not conducive to franchising a brand, nor can it as readily generate 

iconic themes that reside in a “place” and simultaneous “no-place” of utopia. Indeed, the beguine on 

its own seems too specific to broach continued use beyond The Motion Picture.74   

                                                        

74 The beguine does not reappear with such prominence until the end credits of Michael Giacchino’s score for 
Star Trek (2009).  
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 The Motion Picture is not the Star Trek from the 1960s—it invokes neither its aura nor memory. 

The music provides elements of unification and catharsis, but it positions itself toward the film’s 

philosophical aims centered in discomfort without immediate consolation. The transformation even 

centers itself in non-canonical characters, Decker and Ilia. In exploring the complexities of the future, 

The Motion Picture feels overwhelmed with too many specifics. Through repetition and transformation, 

by its third occurrence the beguine does lose some of its disconnected quality. It musically renders the 

philosophical dissonance that the film explores through V’ger while simultaneously offering a nod to 

Trek’s origins, but the theme lacks integration that would make the construct simpler.75 

 

The Fanfare in Wrath of Khan 

In his persistent reliance on the fanfare rather than the beguine, James Horner’s score for Wrath of Khan 

poses a reassuring return to the straightforward utopia asserted in The Original Series. After opening the 

film, Alexander Courage’s fanfare most often appears in relation to Kirk and his struggles with no 

longer being a captain (Figure 17). Using the fanfare to denote Kirk’s emotional state does not deviate 

                                                        

75 The visuals that accompany the second appearance of the beguine further cloud the issue. The cue opens 
with a prolonged shot of the Enterprise gliding through space. Because the beguine operated as a calling card 
for The Original Series itself, and by proxy, the Enterprise, the pairing seems a logical choice. The insertion 
becomes confusing, however, because The Motion Picture uses a newly-composed theme for the Enterprise. 
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Figure 17: Courage, Fanfare, Opening Gesture 

from musical practices in The Original Series.76 But the extension of this practice to Wrath of Khan 

solidifies its codification for the franchise, allowing its evolving development. The fanfare’s invocation 

at the opening of Wrath of Khan provides assurances of this Star Trek’s relation to The Original Series. 

Two octave E’s spaced widely apart accompany the Paramount logo (Figure 18). The inclusion of an 

 

Figure 18: James Horner, Wrath of Khan, Opening Cue [00:00:01] 

                                                        

76 Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 313-17. 
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indistinct sonic cluster centered on the tritone relation B	, followed by a D (mm. 5-7), suggests an 

eerie uncertainty as to what this new Trek might bring to the franchise. The fanfare’s appearance in 

unison trumpets (m. 8) dispels any questioning. The initial statement’s tempo is clipped and almost 

stilted; it provides a perfunctory calling card to The Original Series. The theme invites the viewer into the 

film world as a reminder of the original Star Trek. Because the fanfare’s prominence aligns the film 

with The Original Series’ opening sequence, it offers a nostalgic return to the comforting utopia the 

television series depicts. The fanfare’s second modulatory statement (m. 11), makes the declaration 

emphatic, while the coloristic flourishes in B minor (m. 13) provide an eventual segue into the film’s 

actual title sequence.  

The fanfare’s first two appearances after the opening credits continue the practice from The 

Original Series of intimating Kirk’s emotional state [00:34:15], [00:40:18]. In both cases, Kirk is centered 

as the camera’s focal point. In the latter appearance, the fanfare sounds briskly in trumpet as Kirk exits 

the bridge. He is determined to succeed in their rescue mission and has instructed Sulu to set a new 

course (mm. 6-7, Figure 19). Quieter than in previous iterations, the heavy articulation keeps the  

 

Figure 19: Horner, Wrath of Khan, Fanfare [00:40:18] 

musical gesture prominent. The statement lasts only a few seconds, but its placement indicates an 

association between the fanfare and specifically Kirk.  
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Horner, however, expands the fanfare’s vocabulary by linking it with his own newly composed 

themes. The fanfare enters as Horner’s own theme finishes (mm. 5-6, Figure 19), a musical chain that 

associates the two. By opening Wrath of Khan with the fanfare, new musical themes are heard in context 

in which the fanfare remains primary; it is the film’s originating musical siren. Indeed, Wrath of Khan’s 

title sequence spirals through star-filled expansive space as the music sounds, a stylistic return to the 

interplanetary visuals that open The Original Series. The necessary familiar elements dominate the 

audiovisual context. In so doing, nostalgia for The Original Series’ known utopia colors Wrath of Khan’s 

orientation. 

 Horner’s insertion of the fanfare within his title cue demonstrates a musical orientation toward 

The Original Series. Brash and triumphant in a resounding C Major, his title theme music echoes the 

military might and efficiency that remains part of the fanfare’s musical associations.77 Assuring a sense 

of order, and by extension, comfort, Horner places the theme in brass choir, but it consists of mostly 

stepwise motion (Figure 20). The widest leap is a prominent major sixth (mm. 1-2). Although the theme  

                                                        

77 Getman discusses this aspect of the fanfare in “A Series on the Edge,” 301. Brass fanfares carry military 
weight that can signal efficiency, organization, commencement of official events, adventure, and heightened 
masculinity. See Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 375, 624–25; Byron Almén, “The Sacrificed Hero: Creative 
Mythopoesis in Mahler’s Wunderhorn Symphonies,” in Approaches to Meaning in Music, ed. Byron Almén and 
Edward Pearsall (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 143; and Edward H. Tarr, “Fanfare,” Grove 
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.co. 
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Figure 20: Wrath of Khan, Primary Theme [00:00:47] 

does not seem motivated by the wide-open spaces indicative of Copland-esque Americana, at least one 

commentator interprets the theme as a reworking of Star Trek’s original fanfare.78 The theme’s general 

contour follows the fanfare, particularly the ascending leap from C to A followed by a downward 

whole-step resolution (m. 2). Horner provides musical interest through chromatic inflection (mm. 2-

3), as if creating a metaphor for The Original Series’ occasional questioning of utopian ideas that The 

Motion Picture foregrounds. The fanfare operates as the foundation on which Horner builds, fashioning 

a theme from its durable, well-known bones as the theme rings with unbridled joy. Rhythmic vitality, 

a thicker instrumental texture, and chromatic neighbor tones abound. Star Trek has returned to the 

cinema. With a quick tempo and a denser texture, the music prepares the viewer for a film with a sense 

of vigor and excitement—a (chromatic) fantasy adventure. 

 The fanfare’s appearance with the title cue’s secondary theme not only reiterates their linkage 

but frames the Wrath of Khan’s orientation by bookending the title sequence. After two statements of 

                                                        

78 Kelly Konda, “Appreciating James Horner’s Musical Score for Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan, We Minored in 
Film, 23 June 2015, We Minored In Film, accessed 25 June 2015, http://weminoredinfilm.com/2015/06/23/two 
-men-and-their-friendship-appreciating-james-horners-musical-score-for-star-trek-ii-the-wrath-of-khan/. 
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the secondary theme, Horner inserts a variation of the fanfare in solo trumpet (mm. 15-17, Figure 21). 

The secondary theme itself, however, first orients the film toward The Original Series by invoking a  

 

Figure 21: Wrath of Khan, Secondary Theme and Fanfare [00:01:53] 

nautical connection. The ascending leaps followed by descending movement (mm. 1-2), combined with 

the agogic accent on beat two of each measure, mimic the undulating waves through which the 

Enterprise metaphorically sails through space.79 The secondary theme’s entire first statement can be 

                                                        

79 Many commentators have described the theme as nautical sounding. Meyer himself wanted “seafaring, 
swashbuckling” music. Bond, liner notes to The Wrath of Khan, 6. 
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characterized as a larger, all-encompassing wave through its gradual ascent and descent, a further 

illustration of the musical metaphor (Figure 22). Meyer envisioned Wrath of Khan as a period film, with  

 

Figure 22: Wrath of Khan, Secondary Theme, mm. 1-9 

a keen eye toward Starfleet’s naval military roots.80 Even the costumes evoke a decidedly nostalgic sea-

faring theme through their large belt buckles and decorative straps on the right shoulder.81 In returning 

to Star Trek’s roots, centered in The Original Series, the fanfare’s placement at the end of the secondary 

theme’s final statement directs this future through the lens of Trek’s past. The title sequence—two 

newly composed themes bridged by the fanfare—prepares for an old-school adventure on the high 

seas of space. Horner varies the fanfare’s rhythmic shape with the drawn-out triplet (m. 16, Figure 21), 

but the melodic contour is unambiguous. In using the fanfare so prominently, Horner not only 

increases its mnemonic power through direct invocation but also expands its reach by linking his own 

themes to it.82 Together, they orient Wrath of Khan toward The Original Series’ vision of a contented 

utopian future—while tacitly reaffirming the complicity of their musical characteristics in the construct.  

                                                        

80 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 106. 
81 Kay Anderson, “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan: How the TV series became a hit movie, at last" Cinefantastique 
12/5-6 (1982): 55; J.M. Dillard, Star Trek: "Where No Man Has Gone Before:" A History in Pictures (New York: 
Pocket, 1994), 96.  
82 Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida assert that title themes carry with them a power of mnemonic identification: 
“to facilitate memorization, recognition and identification of particular people, places, moods and actions.” Ten 
Little Title Tunes: Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media (New York & Montreal: The Mass Media Music Scholar’s 
Press, 2003), 110. 
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Wrath of Khan’s closing scene mirrors the explicit orientation toward The Original Series through 

its inclusion of the television series’ title sequence: space theme, fanfare, and voiceover. New planetary 

visuals that mimic the television series accompany the sequence (Figure 23). The beguine remains  

 

Figure 23: Wrath of Khan [1:47:00] 

noticeably absent. The voiceover itself is nearly as iconic as the accompanying fanfare, and is worth 

quoting in full: 

Space: the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.   
 

Notably, Spock himself, rather than Kirk, breathily recites the iconic voiceover over this sequence 

(Figure 24). These subtle alterations to the voiceover’s presentation represent an ideological pivot  
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Figure 24: Wrath of Khan, Final Sequence [1:47:00] 

from The Original Series loaded with meaning, which the final section of this chapter will explore in full. 

For the moment, the inclusion of the fanfare and voiceover at the film’s conclusion wraps the film 

within The Original Series’ own utopian framework. Even in Spock’s death, the echoes of his voice in 

the voiceover, accompanied by the fanfare, offer assurances that all will be well. The harmonically lush 

orchestration in D	 Major emphasizes the fanfare as within a radiant, warm key, as if bathing the 

moment in the warm glow of the past—the fanfare opens and closes nearly every episode of The 

Original Series. The more reverberant sound mix, with noticeable echo, along with the more relaxed, 

rubato tempo, further this aim. In slowing down the cue and filtering its presentation with reverb, the 

film emphasizes the fanfare in a manner that no other moment in its score receives. Here the fanfare 

is not simply a stand-in for the Enterprise, nor just for Kirk. Rather, it functions as metaphor for The 

Original Series’ soothing liberal humanism, in which the problems of the past have been solved. This 

version of Star Trek aims to explore, but not at the risk of unsettling the viewer too much. Placing the 

fanfare at the close of the film simply returns these issues to the forefront. With phrases like “her 

ongoing mission” and “these are the voyages,” the voiceover makes explicit the notion of Star Trek as 
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a cinematic franchise. Through the aura of the fanfare, then, viewers can not only expect future 

installments but also presumes their allegiance to Star Trek’s origins, centered in the comforting Original 

Series.  

 

Fanfare Traces in The Motion Picture 

Although the fanfare itself never appears, through its ties to the Copland-esque pastoral, The Motion 

Picture bears its remnants.83 Goldsmith’s title theme for the 1979 film provides the clearest example. 

The theme incorporates several common musical codes tied to the pastoral, including a slow to 

moderate tempo, a disjunct melody accompanied by a conjunct bass line, a sense of static or slow-

moving diatonic harmony, and repetition of both rhythmic and melodic motives.84 First, after an 

orchestral swell, filled with a series of disjunct leaps, Goldsmith’s title theme enters in stately, 

regimented tempo. Second, his opening melodic gesture, placed in trumpet, outlines a second-inversion 

B	 Major triad (m. 1, Figure 25). The gesture is only one half-step away from recreating the fanfare’s  

                                                        

83 Lerner also discusses the musical connections between the themes in “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 62. 
Goldsmith’s theme was re-used for title theme to Star Trek: The Next Generation (1987-94).  
84 Lerner posits these characteristics as indicative of the pastoral in “Copland’s Music of Wide Open Spaces: 
Surveying the Pastoral Trope in Hollywood” The Musical Quarterly 85/3 (Autumn 2001): 482-83. 
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Figure 25: Goldsmith, The Motion Picture, Title Theme, Part One 

successive perfect fourths. The descent from D to C (mm. 1-2) likewise mimics the fanfare’s contour, 

as does the subsequent leap from A	 to G and resolution on F (mm. 2-3). Both instances mimic the 

almost cathartic resolution of the half step that follows the fanfare’s successive perfect fourths. The 

second part of the theme also outlines a similar, though more distantly related, melodic contour with 

its opening pitches (m. 16, Figure 26), creating a minor third and a perfect fifth rather than two perfect 
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Figure 26: The Motion Picture, Title Theme, Part Two 

fourths. Its descent of two minor thirds, A-F-D, followed by a leap (mm. 17-18), however, seems too 

much like the fanfare to discount a familial resemblance as coincidence. Third, rearticulated tonic and 

dominant triads accompany the theme in largely stepwise motion between tonic and dominant 

harmonies. Finally, both halves the of the theme maintain consistent rhythmic profiles, while the initial 

theme (mm, 1-8, Figure 25), is repeated no less than three times throughout the full cue. 

Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida’s analysis of television title themes offers some analytical 

clarification to these musical connections.85 Goldsmith’s new theme, played in full over the opening 

title credits, generates a tentative bond with The Original Series through its reveille, preparatory, and 

mnemonic functions.86 Because title themes themselves possess greater formal autonomy than other 

musical underscore, Goldsmith’s new theme reminds viewers of Star Trek’s past.87 Yet because that 

                                                        

85 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 110-15.  
86 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 110. Lerner also echoes this claim in the theme’s re-use for The Next Generation 
television series in “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 53. 
87 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 110. 
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title theme is also presaged by a prominent orchestral theme, the orientation is guided toward a new 

manifestation centered in the unknown. Sweeping lyricism announces a ninety-second mini-prelude 

over a black screen to the actual beginning of The Motion Picture. The move parallels its rival, Star Wars—

minus any accompanying screen crawl of text. Continuing the break in visual style from The Original 

Series, the opening theme includes no previous Star Trek material. The musical choice foreshadows the 

film’s forging of a new utopian vision concerned with the anxieties of technological advancement, 

rather than offering a nostalgic look backward. The cue enters in sweeping orchestration whose 

harmony suggests a dominant function to D Major (Figure 27). The unexpected shift to D	  

 

Figure 27: The Motion Picture, Opening Theme [00:00:01] 

major upon the theme’s entrance (m. 4) offers an immediate parallel to the film’s philosophical anxieties 

with new technologies and their utopian promise. The melody ascends stepwise with some pronounced 

chromatic twists in high strings, evocative of the soaring sublime. The cello provides a sonorous 

countermelody that imbues the music with a sense of forward momentum; its quick descending 
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patterns provide a welcome contrast (mm. 8-11). Copious amounts of rubato lend an expansive feel, 

preparing the viewer for Star Trek on the cinematic screen. An orchestra of this size rarely appears in 

The Original Series, and its presence at the film’s opening intimates for the viewer the epic, adult saga 

about to unfold. 

Only in its final moments does the cue hint towards the broadly pastoral aesthetic within the 

fanfare by introducing a fragment of the title theme (Figure 28).88 A tertiary modulation to C Major  

 

Figure 28: The Motion Picture, End of Opening Cue [00:01:20] 

gives way to a solo horn (mm. 3-4). Viewers will likely recognize the sonorous melody in the 

forthcoming opening credits a few seconds later.89 Like its appearance in the title sequence, here the 

theme’s placement in the horn recalls the fanfare’s ties to the pastoral, as do its wider voicings, pedal 

points, and prominently slowed tempo.90 The modulation to C Major allows the horn to resonate as 

something distinct; it maintains some harmonic separation from the opening theme. A subtle nod to 

the past, the musical link to the fanfare remains oriented toward a new embodiment of Star Trek—

                                                        

88 For analysis of beguine in The Original Series title cue, see Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 303-07. 
89 Viewers re-watching the film in a post The Next Generation (1987-1994) era may instead recognize the tune as 
that of eponymous television series’ title theme.   
90 Lerner neatly demonstrates the connection between the title cue for The Next Generation and the fanfare in 
“Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 62-3.  
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foreshadowing its exploration of Suvin’s cognitive estrangement. The black screen for the duration of 

the prelude increases its autonomy; no visuals distract the viewer from the music itself.91 Musical ties 

to The Original Series may remain, but they are subdued.  

Both The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan and draw on the fanfare to display their auditory 

bona fides, but use opposing topoi: nods to bucolic wonder in the Romantic tradition in the former, 

and military might in the latter. The Motion Picture further obscures the fanfare’s potential through a 

prelude and title credits sequence that only cursorily relate to it. Horner’s secondary theme in the title 

sequence for Wrath of Khan nevertheless shares some similarities with Goldsmith’s opening pre-credits 

theme in The Motion Picture. The connection forges a modicum of musical continuity between the two 

films. Horner’s use of strings—first in a low register and then followed in soaring violins—invokes a 

soaring lyricism that Goldsmith draws out in his opening theme. More specifically, the opening melodic 

gesture of Wrath of Khan’s secondary theme, like Goldsmith’s title theme, outlines a second inversion 

tried (Figures 29 & 30). Horner leaps up a sixth first before landing on the root, creating a melodic  

 

Figure 29: Wrath of Khan, Secondary Theme, mm. 1-2 

                                                        

91 The prelude is not precisely a title theme, but because it sounds as a separate, autonomous cue, it operates in 
the same manner, almost like an overture to the opening credits. Overture sequences frequent Hollywood films 
of the 1940s through the 1960s. The iconic title sequences for Gone with the Wind (1939) and North by Northwest 
(1959) are but two of the most salient examples of an autonomous opening musical number that presages the 
entry into each film’s diegesis.  
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Figure 30: The Motion Picture, Title Theme, Part One, mm. 1-2 

similarity to the sixth leap in his own primary title theme (mm. 1-2, Figure 20). The subsequent stepwise 

ascent to F  (m. 2, Figure 29) may at first seem to contrast Goldsmith, but it can also be understood 

more broadly as a step down from the G  in the preceding measure (m. 1). From this perspective, 

perhaps Horner is drawing on the fanfare’s melodic contour in a similar manner to Goldsmith’s theme. 

Yet it is as if Horner chooses the most effective musical elements from Goldsmith’s score and 

naturalizes them through a more obvious, audible link to the fanfare.  

 

The Fanfare and the Enterprise   

Differing approaches to adapting The Original Series dictate contrary tactics to one of the most 

anticipated moments in a Star Trek film: the reveal of the Enterprise. The Enterprise herself constitutes 

a fetishized icon; her image and name are synonymous with the franchise.92 Analysis of audiovisual 

relationships in this key sequence can thus illustrate the burgeoning development of a Star Trek musical 

canon, simultaneously amplifying competing visions of the franchise’s utopia. Continuing the 

expansive saga implied by the opening theme, The Motion Picture’s reveal of the Enterprise unfolds like 

a ballet. The sequence lasts an astonishing five minutes, prime cinematic real estate in a two-hour 

                                                        

92 The ship’s name continues a clear chain from The U.S.S. Enterprise, the most decorated ship of the Second 
World War, and the Starship Enterprise in Star Trek. Through popular demand, NASA even dubbed a space 
shuttle with the name in 1976.  
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narrative. Kirk and Scotty’s shuttle journey to the larger vessel reads as a dance between two parties: 

Kirk, and his true love, the Enterprise. The first glimpse of the Enterprise comes with the ship at a 

distance enveloped in scaffolding (Figure 31) while the foregrounded shuttle draws nearer with a  

 

Figure 31: The Motion Picture [00:16:11] 

harmonically and rhythmically ambiguous statement of Goldsmith’s theme in the trumpet (Figure 32). 

The viewer can scarcely discern the Enterprise’s shape from this distance; even sonic clarification 
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Figure 32: The Motion Picture, Title Theme, Part One [00:16:08] 

falters. The elongated rhythms in the melody, along with the brittle piano and celeste oscillation, make 

the trumpet sound disjointed, even ambient (mm. 3-8). The Enterprise is still far off and hard to 

discern. Yet the instrumentation advances the connection to The Original Series first intimated at the 

close of the film’s pre-opening credits sequence. In the television series, the fanfare often acts as a 

musical placeholder for the Enterprise: returns from commercial breaks frequently open with a shot 

of the Enterprise and a brief statement of the fanfare.93 By drawing on that musical practice, together 

with its shared musical characteristics, Goldsmith’s new theme proffers a connection to the original 

depiction of the Enterprise, her crew, and most importantly, their leader Kirk. 

                                                        

93 Getman discusses the importance of these fly-in sequences in “A Series on the Edge,” 309-10. 
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Music is integral to Kirk’s special relationship with the Enterprise, which continues the well-

trodden trope of a captain’s love for his (feminine) ship. In using this archetype, the film allows the 

Enterprise herself to be a character, one whom Kirk—and by proxy, Star Trek fans—have dearly 

missed. This visual encapsulation of the mythic, however, draws on newly created musical content 

rather than the known fanfare. The next shot of the Enterprise shifts up close, still slightly blocked by 

scaffolding, and part one of the title theme enters in unison cello (Figure 33). The change in  

 

Figure 33: The Motion Picture, Title Theme, Part One [00:16:20] 

instrumentation and use of the cello’s higher range add the desirous flavor to Kirk’s relationship with 

the Enterprise. All previous statements have occurred in brass. Doubling the cello at the unison with 

horn in the theme’s second statement suggests their impeding union; the cue’s polarity between brass 

and strings, a musical metaphor for a contrived binary between human and machine, will soon unite. 

The moment arguably foreshadows Lieutenant Decker’s union with V’ger. This classic Germanic 

Wohlklang, a hallmark of Wagner’s aesthetic, furthers the metaphor for the romantic spark between 

Kirk and his ship.94 Moreover, Daniel Bernardi writes persuasively that this depicted relationship 

                                                        

94 Bryan Gilliam, Rounding Wagner’s Mountain: Richard Straus and the Modern German Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), 118.  
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between Kirk and the Enterprise mimics the representation of women in film as theorized by Laura 

Mulvey:  

Like the representations of women in Hollywood cinema, the Enterprise is a 
feminized figure eliciting scopic desire. The starship is literally a show-stopper, 
temporarily halting the progress of the story. 'She' is fragmented into parts by both 
the composition of the close-up shots and the design of the scaffolding.95 
 

Fluttering scales in the violin and flute enliven the harmonic texture with a shimmering gloss. 

Moreover, by the end of the thematic statement, Goldsmith has moved to C major (m. 9, Figure 32), 

underscoring Kirk’s triumph in reuniting with his vessel. As the lengthy scene continues for another 

four minutes, Kirk’s onscreen gaze fetishizes the ship. The camera invites the viewer to bask in her 

visual opulence from several vantage points. Workers floating about the Enterprise even suggest a 

dance ensemble; everyone is to remain enraptured by the most beautiful lady in the room, the 

Enterprise herself.  

 Throughout this sequence, Goldsmith’s theme dominates the soundscape, as if solidifying the 

reality of Star Trek’s new musical themes through brute repetition. Their novelty fulfills a dual purpose. 

First, it aids in fetishizing Star Trek’s technology—an aforementioned hallmark of the science fiction 

genre. Second, it opens the window for The Motion Picture’s direction away from The Original Series, an 

exploration of a more unsettling utopia, in which questions surrounding the nature of humanity, 

technology, and their sentience, take root. With Kirk’s (male) gaze, the viewer is encouraged to objectify 

the Enterprise. A technological marvel and recipient of Kirk’s enduring affection, the ship seemingly 

captures the essence of Star Trek, or at least the version that The Motion Picture offers. The chain between 

                                                        

95 Bernardi, Star Trek and History, 72; Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Screen 16/3 
(Autumn 1975): 6-18. 
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the two elements becomes clearest with a fortissimo statement of the theme’s first part in the trumpet 

paired with a head-on shot of the Enterprise (Figure 34). Instrumentation alternation—brass for the 

 

Figure 34: The Motion Picture [00:18:13] 

Enterprise and strings for Kirk—reinforces the artificial binary created between the two. Following 

the direct shot of the Enterprise, the camera cuts to a close-up Kirk gazing intently at his ship (Figure 

35). The return to B	 major, the theme’s home key, in full brass choir sonically authenticates the 

 

Figure 35: The Motion Picture [00:18:19] 
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moment. Kirk feels a symbiotic relationship with the Enterprise; he has always left a part of himself 

with his beloved ship. Their dance ends with Kirk’s shuttle docking on the Enterprise. Kirk assumes 

command, and the two unite for the remainder of the film. Kirk only leaves the Enterprise for one 

brief journey into V’ger during the film’s final act.   

Although this five-minute sequence overstays its welcome, it is at the same time necessary for 

Trek’s cinematic debut. It establishes the Enterprise’s iconicity; a higher budget and more advanced 

technology allowed the filmmakers to render the ship in all her glory. The ponderous length may have 

been unintentional—the effects shots arrived late and unedited, which forced Goldsmith to write a 

longer, more musically developed cue to maintain interest.96 But the shared musical space between 

Kirk and his ship simultaneously unites and differentiates them as separate characters, a negotiation 

that increases in musical significance for Wrath of Khan. Based on the shared characteristics of 

Goldsmith’s theme with fanfare, and tied to the mnemonic power of their audiovisual combination, 

the absence of Courage’s fanfare allows this new theme to attach itself to the Enterprise. Musical 

similarities offer subtle connections to the fanfare, but the new musical context foreshadows the uneasy 

utopia centered in the crew’s interactions with the artificial being V’ger. Star Trek’s past remains integral 

to the process, but it is orientation is shifted toward a more unsettling existence—thereby expanding 

the fanfare’s web of possible associative meanings as a new way of making.  

 Wrath of Khan’s reuse of the 1979 film’s visual effects, due to budgetary constraints, in a musical 

context more closely aligned with the fanfare illustrates the films’ differing commercial visions of 

                                                        

96 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 88.  
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utopia.97 In multiple instances, the images are re-cut and re-scored for a re-hashed cinematic approach 

centered in Trek’s campy roots. Meyer allows the Enterprise her cinematic grandeur, with a launch 

sequence that includes several close-ups of the ship, but, like the fanfare that opens Wrath of Khan, the 

sequence is succinct. Meyer’s reveal sequence lasts scarcely a minute. The Motion Picture delivers the 

necessary work to launch the Enterprise on the big screen, and Wrath of Khan needs only to reference 

rather than reenact. The 1982 film retains the romanticized connection between Kirk and the 

Enterprise, but does so with a more direct musical means. Effects shots from The Motion Picture are cut 

in length to quicken the pace. Some are re-purposed to fit only half the screen. In one shot, Kirk, 

Lieutenant Uhura, and Lieutenant Sulu actively scrutinize the Enterprise through their shuttle’s 

window (Figure 36). Both they and the viewer have seen these images before and do not require a 

complete refresher.    

 

Figure 36: Wrath of Khan [00:25:56] 

                                                        

97 Michael Okuda discusses the effect of budget constraint on the film’s visual effects in Star Trek II: The Wrath 
of Khan, The Directors Edition, text commentary (Hollywood, CA: Paramount Pictures, 6 August 2002), DVD. 
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The music for this sequence begins with a variation of Horner’s primary theme that again 

more closely mimics the fanfare and its military connotations through accompanied rhythmic business 

as well as a more regimented articulation. Although The Motion Picture similarly uses its primary theme 

to introduce the Enterprise, the difference here resides in the specific musical content used. Horner 

begins the theme with an added ascending fourth leap in the horn, more closely echoing the fanfare 

(mm. 3-4, Figure 37). The addition of descending triplet (m. 4) not only recalls the fanfare’s rhythmic 

 

Figure 37: Wrath of Khan, Primary Theme [00:25:27]  

profile but also creates a gentler musical line suggestive of the fanfare’s pastoral elements. Yet Horner 

also maintains the liveliness established in his title sequence with sprightly articulation and pulsating 

accompanimental figures (mm. 2-4) in a bright D major. The moment contrasts the lyricism from The 

Motion Picture’s fetishized wonderment. The stately tempo, softer dynamic, and lower register add an 

element of noble pomp to Kirk’s approach to the Enterprise. 

 In steering more closely to the source material, Horner adds a musical wrinkle to Wrath of Khan 

that builds the fanfare’s status as fluid musical icon. Wrath of Khan visually relies on The Motion Picture, 
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but sonically it rejects that film’s philosophical conceit. The fanfare accompanies the first close-up view 

of the Enterprise in the 1982 film. The statement maintains a faster, almost rushed tempo, yet sounds 

far more legato with a quieter dynamic (m. 1-2, Figure 38). The horn is doubled by the flute. These 

factors deem it almost mechanical, a sonic placeholder for the Enterprise. A return to one of the 

fanfare’s original functions—signifying the Enterprise—reiterates Wrath of Khan’s closer alignment with 

The Original Series’ scoring practices.98 The fanfare’s second appearance moments later (m. 8) adds  

                                                        

98 Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 310. 
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Figure 38: Wrath of Khan, Links to Fanfare [00:25:40] 

further confirmation of its renewed role. It occurs with a shot on the Enterprise crew looking at the 

Enterprise, with a glimpse of the eponymous text on the side of the ship. Horner places this statement 

in solo trumpet; its heavy articulation and higher register allow the statement to ring loud and clear. He 

also sandwiches the fanfare between statements of his two title themes (mm. 5-7 and 10-11). This 

musical elision unites the old with the new, but re-orients the new towards the old. Horner’s process 
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fashions a link between the fanfare and his original themes, but a link in which the fanfare—and the 

mnemonic power it represents through the film’s nostalgic impulses—reigns supreme. The orientation 

creates a musical window to the television series’ utopian vision.  

 

Scoring Spock’s Utopia 
Spock—and the actor Leonard Nimoy, who made him real—may well be Star Trek’s most iconic 

character. His Vulcan salutation, “live long and prosper,” with the accompanying hand gesture, is 

ubiquitous in American culture.99 His musical depictions in The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan offer 

clear manifestations of each film’s differing utopian philosophies. The Motion Picture uses Spock to 

reinforce a utopian ideal centered in an unknowable future—Suvin’s cognitive estrangement. Wrath of 

Khan, however, uses the fanfare to comfort specifically the viewer, wrapping her in warm nostalgia 

centered in Kirk and Spock’s beloved friendship.  

 Spock’s close relationship with Kirk and their differing relationships to utopian thought are 

key to understanding Spock’s musical depiction, and thus worth returning to once more. The season 

three episode “The Paradise Syndrome” (S03E03, 4 October 1968) clearly reiterates the show’s implicit 

message of Kirk as the superior, ideal leader. An accident with a mysterious obelisk on a primitive 

planet erases Kirk’s memory, and he starts a new life with the Native American tribe inhabiting nearby. 

Spock and McCoy temporarily leave him to save the planet from an impending asteroid collision. The 

music for the Native Americans—mostly drums and solo flute with pentatonic and parallel fifth 

harmonies—reinforces their noble simplicity, the utopian perfection in which they seemingly live in 

                                                        

99 Apple even created an emoji version of the gesture for text messaging in Spring 2015.  
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continual stagnation.100 They have not developed any new technologies in the hundreds of years in 

which their people have lived on the planet. Kirk yearns for this simple life, telling Spock and McCoy 

(before the accident) that “it’s like discovering Atlantis.” Upon this statement, the music reverts from 

pentatonic “simplicity” to Western European instrumentation: sweeping string choir in a repeated 

descending half-step (Figure 39). Kirk is both sophisticated and educated. His new life and musical  

 

Figure 39: The Original Series, "The Paradise Syndrome" [00:02:50] 

depiction within the tribe reiterates this characterization, in which the Native Americans immediately 

defer to him as a god.101 The utopian vision Kirk tenders, centered knowing his naturalized supremacy 

even when faced with amnesia, is musically reiterated through the contrast between his music and that 

for the Native Americans, who remained simple, unaffected, and static. Spock, meanwhile, faces 

multiple setbacks in his attempts to use reason and logic to divert the asteroid from destroying the 

planet. He relies on probability and statistical chance, and in so doing, blows out the Enterprise’s 

engines. He manages to almost save the planet (and Kirk) after managing to translate the symbols on 

the obelisk—a cipher for auditory sounds that he intuits because of his own musical background—in 

the nick of time. But he cannot fulfill the mission without Kirk, whose actual voice commands the 

                                                        

100 Bernardi provides a detailed analysis of the socio-political aspects of this episode, without discussion of their 
musical reinforcement. Bernardi, Star Trek and History, 44-52.  
101 Anahid Kassabian similarly argues that Star Trek is not alone in its tendency to continue remnants of the 
patriarchal, heteronormative, and racist legacies imbedded in United States culture within its scoring practices. 
Hearing Film: Tracking Identifications in Contemporary Hollywood Film Music (New York: Routledge, 2001), 33. 
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obelisk to open its doors because of his unique sonic qualities. Spock fails to lead the Enterprise to 

success on his own, implicitly championing Kirk as the model leader.102  

Despite his success in deciphering the code in “The Paradise Syndrome” through his musical 

knowledge, Spock is often feminized in The Original Series by this choice in leisure activity. On several 

occasions throughout the series’ run he plays the Vulcan harp, while other male crewmembers rarely, 

if ever, perform. The most well-known example occurs in “Charlie X” (S01E02, 15 September 1966), 

when Spock plays accompanist for Uhura’s improvised song. The scene paradoxically feminizes and 

others Spock, implicitly reinforcing the deficiencies of his dispassionate logic in comparison to Kirk.103 

As an exotic object for the both the crew’s and viewer’s enjoyment, he is robbed of his agency. 

 

Spock in The Motion Picture 

In The Motion Picture, Spock’s musical depiction makes almost no reference to his femininity or the 

exotic.104 Rather, through its chromatic inflections in opposition to the pastoral topos of the film’s 

primary and secondary themes, Spock’s theme suggests an alien Other aligned with V’ger through their 

similar lack of emotional engagement and quest for fulfillment. Spock’s early appearance in The Motion 

                                                        

102 Similar power roles occur in “The Naked Time” (S01, E04, 29 September 1966). In the episode, Kirk is the 
last on the ship to succumb to a plague that inhibits rational thought. Spock, however, fails to control his 
emotions sobs uncontrollably. The viewer never sees Kirk reduced to tears during the ensuing pandemonium.   
103 Jessica Getman, “Music, Race, and Gender in the Original Series of Star Trek (1966-1969) (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 2015), 226-28.  
104 Only in one fleeting moment does Spock’s music recall his depiction in The Original Series. A harp sounds 
three chords in a quasi-plagal IV – iv6/4 – I cadential progression in C	 major as he boards the Enterprise. A 
flute trio echoes the progression in a higher register, followed by woodwind choir. The music, although sharp 
in articulation, sounds more delicate and, through its contrast from the score’s instrumentation and harmony, 
exotic. Nowhere else in the film does solo harp appear. This brief injection suggests an implicit nod to Spock’s 
feminized musicality in the television series that The Motion Picture minimizes in favor of a link to V’ger through 
a broader musical, alien Other. 
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Picture spawns the musical and philosophical link between the two, a foreshadowing of the film’s 

preoccupation with the nature of existence. No longer in Starfleet and on his home planet Vulcan, 

Spock conducts a mystical ritual to purge himself of his humanity, that is, his human emotions. Both 

Spock and V’ger are alien and otherworldly to Earth; they embrace the discomforting aspects in which 

their goals reside. Spock attempts exist in pure logic, and V’ger is an artificial being attempting to 

achieve perfection that has yet to understand emotions. The percussive, reverberant blaster beam 

created for V’ger sound on E  accompanies the cut to Spock on screen (Figure 40). The blaster beam’s 

recorded mix of percussion and strings glissandos between E  and C  as Spock kneels in prayer. This 

 

Figure 40: The Motion Picture, Spock’s Introduction [00:09:01] 

unearthly melodic slide serves as the core of V’ger’s musical material, for V’ger as a villain is grounded 

more in fear of the unknown omnipotent than a specific individual. 

 In pairing V’ger’s theme with Spock, the film renders him in opposition to humanity. In so 

doing, The Motion Picture does not stray from The Original Series’ tendency to separate Spock from the 

Enterprise’s human crew.105 The difference rests in the actual musical content employed. Spock 

maintains emotional distance from his former crewmates, and demonstrates no affection for his old 

                                                        

105 Getman, “Music, Race, and Gender,” 212-50; Tim Summers, “Star Trek and the Musical Depiction of the 
Alien Other” Music, Sound, and the Moving Image 7, no. 1 (Summer 2013): 19-33. 
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friends. His theme following the blaster beam consists of meandering octave strings with several 

chromatic inflections (m. 6, 8-9, Figure 41). The widely-spaced octaves and monophonic texture  

 

Figure 41: The Motion Picture, Spock's Full Introduction [00:09:01] 

suggest an almost mystical spiritualism, a paradoxical rendering of Spock’s attempted embrace of pure 

logic.106 Besides the use of organ, an instrument colloquially associated with the sacred, the most salient 

feature of the tune is its opening descent to and return from a minor third (m. 4), a gesture latently 

associated with V’ger through the blaster beam. By the film’s end, V’ger’s musical theme has expanded 

to incorporate the first three (most tuneful) measures of Spock’s theme (Figure 42). Spock is nowhere 

                                                        

106 Conversely, they also speak to the Vulcans’ own mystical religious practices in their depiction in The Original 
Series.  
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to be found in the scene. Their shared musical depiction illustrates their  

 

Figure 42: The Motion Picture, V’ger Theme [1:44:13] 

similar philosophical position: the unknowable strangeness of the future in the pursuit of utopian 

perfection. 

Moreover, the stepwise oscillation that defines V’ger and Spock’s shared theme suggests a 

connection to the Dies Irae, a medieval chant melody often tied to depictions of the mystical, spiritual, 

or sacred (Figure 43). As a part of the Mass for the Dead, the Dies Irae’s association with death as a  

 

Figure 43: Dies Irae 

renewed life (read: salvation) resonates with the film’s final moments. Not only does Decker willingly 

sacrifice his human existence to explore a new consciousness with V’ger but also Spock returns to his 

human self by remaining in Starfleet. Moreover, Spock calls V’ger’s new emergence “the next step in 

our evolution” [2:06:11]. In death, life begins anew. The melodic contour, stately rhythm, 

instrumentation dominated by organ, and monophonic texture of V’ger’s theme all conjure notions of 
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an ancient sacred and its ties to philosophical life and death, which the Dies Irae often epitomizes in 

film.107  

 Nevertheless, Goldsmith’s score further complicates Spock’s depiction by still implying that 

he must embrace his humanity, just as V’ger must grasp emotion to achieve a higher plain of existence. 

Despite its philosophical premise, The Motion Picture cannot quite escape its ideological roots. Nor 

would it necessarily want to. The difference resides in the degree of emphasis. Spock himself states 

that V’ger will also have to deal with human emotions [2:06:35]. Moreover, during Decker’s merging 

with V’ger, V’ger’s theme becomes distinctly more tonal. The descending third expands to a perfect 

fifth, while incorporating triadic chords with greater regularity and more tonal harmonic motion 

(Figures 44 & 45). The musical transformation mimics the literal and philosophical one onscreen. 

 

Figure 44: The Motion Picture, Transformation Scene, mm. 1-4 

                                                        

107 Many films from multiple genres draw on the trope, including Sweeney Todd (2007), The Exorcist (1973), 
It’s A Wonderful Life (1946), The Shining (1980), and The Lion King (1994).  
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Figure 45: The Motion Picture, Transformation Scene, mm. 11-16 

Overtly tonal harmonies dominate the musical cue, eventually operating in D	 and A	 major, the 

primary key areas of the opening theme. Here at the end of The Motion Picture, V’ger’s transformation 

operates as a metaphor for Spock’s own relation with his human side. The musical material is different, 

but the philosophical aims remain similar. Humanity is the special ingredient within its more unsettling 

vision of the future.  

 

Spock in Wrath of Khan 

Spock’s musical depiction in Wrath of Khan rejects the confused, cognitive estrangement of The Motion 

Picture and reiterates its allegiance to a utopia centered in clear knowns through musical-ideological 

alignment with The Original Series. Yet the film also offers a modicum of the cognitive estrangement in 

which The Motion Picture revels. Horner’s score positions Spock in opposition to the central humanness 

that Wrath of Khan proliferates, with all the male whiteness it implies.108 Spock remains the stand-in for 

a forward-looking utopia, while Kirk embodies the everyman nostalgia that guides the film as a whole. 

Spock and Kirk’s private conversation in Spock’s Enterprise quarters illustrates their divide [00:37:25]. 

                                                        

108 Bernardi, Star Trek and History, 40.  
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The room remains cloaked in shadows, with various objects from Spock’s Vulcan heritage ornamenting 

the space (Figure 46). The music, a series of synthesized bell tones chromatically reminiscent of the  

 

Figure 46: Wrath of Khan, Spock's Quarters [00:37:36] 

fanfare’s own introductory space theme through their descending contour, places Spock apart from 

Kirk’s tonal humanity centered in the fanfare (mm. 1-5, Figure 47). The cue emphasizes half-step  
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Figure 47: Wrath of Khan, Spock's Theme [00:37:56] 

inflections, suggesting E-Phrygian in its repeated arrival on E from F (mm. 2, 4), while also creating 

harmonic instability with a D# tritone held over the A bass (mm. 16-19). Horner’s use of the whole 

tone scale likewise distances Spock from western tonality, rendering him an ineffable, unsettling Other 

(mm. 6-8). Like Spock, the whole tone scale seems an exoticized version of a (human) ideal (a well-

known musical trope). Spock offers a different knowledge-set to Starfleet, one which Kirk 
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paradoxically relies on for advice yet ultimately encourages him to reject. Spock is alien, but he is 

understood in relation to human (or tonal) terms. Indeed, the harmonic shifts between E major and 

B	 major that accompany the whole-tone melody (mm. 10-11) perhaps allude to their opposing points 

of view. His and Kirk’s conversation echoes their dynamic in The Original Series, and the music 

reinforces their differing orientations toward utopia. No other character receives this harmonic 

treatment or instrumentation in Wrath of Khan. 

Both the return of the fanfare and changes to Spock’s own theme upon his self-sacrifice and 

death in the film’s final act orient Wrath of Khan toward The Original Series. The fanfare sounds as the 

dying Spock utters his famous farewell, “Live long and prosper” [1:38:55]. The fanfare’s use in this 

context reveals its subtle versatility: here it serves not just as a musical analogue for Kirk. Rather, its 

meaning resides in the deep friendship shared between him and Spock. It encapsulates their loyalty to 

one another and their mutual respect, both integral to The Original Series’ weekly installments. As Kirk 

and Spock lock eyes and share the Vulcan gesture of farewell, the fanfare sounds three times: horn, 

trumpet an octave higher, and horn once more (Figure 48).109  

                                                        

109 The final statement of the three includes a little more rhythmic variation (the eighth notes in m. 3) and a 
somber cadential gesture that shifts to G minor for Spock’s final moments. The tritone shift from D	 major 
perhaps alludes to his shocking, unexpected death.  
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Figure 48: Wrath of Khan, Fanfare [1:38:55] 

Indeed, as Spock repeats his sentiments of friendship with Kirk with his dying breaths, his 

theme sounds in solo horn with an octave string pedal on E —the encapsulation of Star Trek’s wide 

open, human, spaces (Figure 49). A slower tempo and fuller sound through the combined use of horn 

 

Figure 49: Wrath of Khan, Spock's Death [1:39:23] 

and strings emphasizes the truth behind Spock’s words and the sentiments within them. He has called 

Kirk his “friend,” a moment of pure empathy that the music enriches with charged emotion. The cue 

ends without the half-step resolution to E , whose chromaticism provides a remnant of Spock’s earlier 

musical exoticism, but it is only a fleeting glimpse. With this instrumentation change, Spock embraces 
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Kirk’s ideal. The fanfare becomes a signifier for Kirk and the straightforward answers his leadership 

provides. 

Reversing the philosophical questioning ventured in The Motion Picture, the sequence soothes 

the shock of Spock’s death by emphasizing his knowable, human nature over his cold Vulcan logic. 

Throughout all of Trek, Kirk urges Spock to embrace his human self. Spock’s final words imply that 

he sacrifices himself out of profound affection for his crewmembers. Through the fanfare, the viewer 

is then invited to find security in his death through his acceptance of his humanity, a pivot from The 

Motion Picture that favors the utopia embodied by Kirk, and does not ask too many questions. It places 

Kirk, and the liberal humanism for which he stands, front and center. It offers relief, a window to a 

utopian future through the lens of the past. Because Spock returns to life in the subsequent film, the 

shift is arguably fleeting, but within Wrath of Khan the shift is palpable. 

 Moreover, it is worth reiterating that Spock, not Kirk, voices the voiceover at the film’s close. 

Only in death, in which Spock has welcomed his humanity, does Spock speak the iconic text. Through 

his death he achieves Star Trek’s noble—human—ideal, and is honored with speaking Star Trek’s ethos. 

The hymn “Amazing Grace,” a well-known American spiritual, plays as Kirk eulogizes that Spock’s 

soul was the most human he had ever encountered [1:41:30]. To further drive home the point, Spock’s 

theme sounds in full orchestra as Bones states, “He’s really not dead, as long as we remember him” 

[1:44:58]. Spock has been welcomed in to humanity’s fold, and it is in treasuring his humanity above 

all else that the film illustrates The Original Series’ utopia centered in a worry-free, known future. 
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Conclusion: Utopia as Already Heard  
As rival adaptations of The Original Series to the cinema, The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan together 

fashion Star Trek as nascent franchise. The films diverge from one another in their orientation toward 

utopia, but in studying both, their symbiotic relationship becomes clear. The Motion Picture revels in 

provoking cognitive estrangement and the unknowable future, while Wrath of Khan offers nostalgia 

through a future colored with the lens of the past. Horner relies on the fanfare, and in the process, 

expands its reach by blending it with newly composed themes. Goldsmith’s title theme operates in a 

similar manner, but uses far subtler means. Indeed, his theme does not fade from memory: it attains 

its own level of iconicity a decade later, in the television series, Star Trek: The Next Generation. In 1979, 

it is related to the fanfare’s more pastoral musical characteristics, but not with the same level of musical 

power or ritualistic draw.110 

 Simply put, Goldsmith’s score fails to fully capitalize on the fanfare’s mnemonic power as a 

title theme, even in Star Trek’s cinematic infancy. His score approaches a transformational catharsis, 

but it positions itself toward the film’s philosophical aims centered in discomfort without immediate 

consolation.111 The Motion Picture presents itself as a bloated episode of The Original Series while 

paradoxically sounding and looking nothing like it.112 Wrath of Khan inverts the process. The film begins 

                                                        

110 To contrast, in almost unintuitive fashion, the military might suggested by the fanfare’s musical 
characteristics, on which Horner relies, provides a sonic reminder that wrongs against the stalwart Enterprise 
crew will be righted; while the more pastoral ties in Goldsmith’s title and prelude themes unsettle rather than 
soothe.  
111 The direction seems counterintuitive, as The Original Series had achieved great popularity through syndication 
in the 1970s. Pounds, Race in Space, 67.  
112 In some ways, the film has more in common with the failed television pilot “The Cage” for The Original 
Series, which NBC executives deemed “too cerebral, too intellectual, too slow, and not enough action,” than 
subsequent episodes in the series. William Shatner, Up Till Now: The Autobiography (New York: Thomas Dunne 
Books, 2008), 119.  
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with a small series of events based on a singular popular from The Original Series and in the process, 

broaches the epic. To that end, Horner exploits all that he can from the fanfare. His score tenders 

nostalgia from the very beginning through its mere invocation. The move solidifies Trek’s roots for a 

branded experience and provides a streamlined, efficient model for moviemaking success. Bad utopic 

dream or not, by focusing on the relationships between beloved characters, maintaining a higher level 

of action, and offering a utopian dream close to The Original Series, Wrath of Khan establishes the tone 

for subsequent Trek films that feature The Original Series cast.113  

And yet, in some ways Wrath of Khan required The Motion Picture, which established Star Trek 

on the cinematic screen, to achieve success. This is not to claim that The Motion Picture was made to fail 

(an expensive risk indeed). On the contrary, viewers more fully understand each film through the 

reflective lenses of both. The Motion Picture’s disappointment opened the window for a renewed 

emphasis of a competing utopian sensibility. A sacrificial lamb, The Motion Picture fulfilled the necessary 

work of rendering Star Trek cinematically epic and full of worthy visual icons; Wrath of Khan could then 

return the franchise to its pulpy roots—a differentiation between iterations. To that end, The Motion 

Picture’s unnerving utopia does not fade from Trek canon. Bloch’s circular arguments show the 

importance of negotiation in approaching utopia through both these films’ musical contents. Because 

of their reiteration in an environment largely devoid of visual music notation, memory of audition takes 

on a powerful role. In The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan, the beguine and fanfare continue exist as 

both snapshots of particular moments and continuations from the past.  

                                                        

113 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 111.  
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Simply put, the shift away from The Original Series’ framework distinguishes The Motion Picture 

from Wrath of Khan, whose realignment with the television series’ ideology activates nostalgia for the 

television series’ comforting utopian dream. Bloch’s utopian framework likewise extends further and 

argues that music can forecast the future and provide anticipatory traces.114 To him, music 

simultaneously foretells the future, sees it latent in the present, and its incompleteness in the past. Yet 

it is only through retrospective analysis that Bloch’s anticipatory strains are actualized. One does not 

realize the process as it occurs, but only after the event has passed. Here, the ritual of consumption 

becomes key. Even after the premieres of both The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan, viewers could—

and still can—re-watch The Original Series in syndication. The fanfare, a musical icon, negotiates the 

franchise’s evolving conceptions of utopia, and through its continued presence, broaches the utopic 

by being of a place and no-place for past, present, and future.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

114 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 95. 
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The insurance of working with a big, already successful franchise just 
 gives you the chance to do other things on a more personal level.1 

—Jason Statham 

 

Chapter Two. Star Trek in The Wrath of  Khan’s Wake 

 
Star Trek in The Wrath of Khan’s Wake 

 

Following Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan’s smash success in 1982, Paramount continued to release Star 

Trek film entries featuring The Original Series cast for nine years. The fanfare’s presence in these films 

offers sonic remembrance of Wrath of Khan’s familiarity, while new derivative musical themes expand 

the score’s tools to depict a specific utopian future. To briefly summarize Trek’s cinematic past, both 

The Original Series and Wrath of Khan rarely provoke viewers with discomforting scenarios that lack clean 

resolution. Rather, their content assures viewers that “technology will solve their problems, virtually 

without human intervention.”2 The Star Trek installments that follow Wrath of Khan continue that film’s 

reorientation toward a comforting utopian dream that lacks the unsettling cognitive estrangement that 

                                                        

1 “Interview with Jason Statham,” Business of Cinema News Network, 7 August 2014, accessed 3 July 2016, http:// 
businessofcinema.com/hollywood/never-get-chance-romantic-jason-statham /164060.  
2 Keith Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth of a Film Franchise,” in Science Fiction Film, Television, and Adaptation: 
Across the Screens, ed. J. P. Telotte and Gerald Duchovnay (New York: Routledge, 2012), 102; Jeff Bond, The 
Music of Star Trek: Profiles in Style (Los Angeles: Lone Eagle, 1999), 107.  
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defines The Motion Picture (1979).3 The fanfare acts as the aural suture; it forges a link between the 

franchise’s television origins, Wrath of Khan’s success, and Trek’s  installments throughout the 1980s and 

into the 1990s. Immediately recognizable, it situates these films in The Original Series’ straightforward 

version of Star Trek’s utopia, where one need not ask too many questions and instead experience new 

adventures with a beloved cast of characters.    

This persistence helped codify Trek’s musical canon—a locus for the franchise’s brand—even 

as Paramount’s efforts produced mixed results. The fourth and sixth films, The Voyage Home (1986) and 

The Undiscovered Country (1991), achieved financial and critical success, but the third and fifth, The Search 

for Spock (1984) and The Final Frontier (1989), less so. The vitriol with which both critics and fans 

received The Final Frontier nearly ended Star Trek’s cinematic entries altogether.4 Roger Ebert’s review 

sums up much of the sentiment: 

"Star Trek V" is pretty much of a mess—a movie that betrays all the signs of having 
gone into production at a point where the script doctoring should have begun in 
earnest. There is no clear line from the beginning of the movie to the end, not much 
danger, no characters to really care about, little suspense, uninteresting or 
incomprehensible villains, and a great deal of small talk and pointless dead ends. Of 
all of the "Star Trek" movies, this is the worst.5 
 

The return of Nicholas Meyer, director of Wrath of Khan, along with the marketing potential within the 

franchise’s 25th anniversary in 1991, allowed production for a sixth film to gain traction. Yet Star Trek’s 

overall filmic success and continued popularity in syndication had already inspired a new television 

                                                        

3 For more on cognitive estrangement, see Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History 
of a Literary Genre (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979); pages 44-6 in Chapter One. 
4 Paramount eventually paired the film with Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989) as a double feature to 
increase Trek's financial gross. Most overseas theatrical releases were withdrawn and the film was released 
straight to VHS. “Warped Factor,” Warped Factor, 6 May 2015, accessed 3 June 2016, http://www.warpedfacto 
r.com/2015/05/10-things-you-might-not-know-about-star.html.  
5 Roger Ebert, “Review of Star Trek V: The Final Frontier,” Chicago Sun-Times, 9 June 1989, accessed 10 May 
2016, http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/star-trek-v-the-final-frontier-1989.  
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series, Star Trek: The Next Generation (1987-94). Featuring a fresh cast of characters and set nearly a 

century after the events of The Original Series, this series ranks as one of the franchise’s most beloved 

creations. The series ended production in 1994 so the cast could take over the film series, starring in 

the films Generations (1994), First Contact (1996), Insurrection (1998), and Nemesis (2002).6    

Although The Next Generation introduces a new captain, Captain Jean Luc Picard (Patrick 

Stewart), with a personality more reserved and introspective than Captain Kirk, the series continues a 

profound reverence for and awareness of Trek’s past. Original Series characters Spock and Scotty make 

noted appearances, and the new Enterprise crew themselves address them in hallowed tones of respect 

(“Unification, Parts I and II, 4 & 11 November 1991; and “Relics,” 12 October 1992). The new series 

also follows its predecessor’s framework: a starship crew exploring the galaxy.7 Musically, nothing more 

clearly expresses this transfer than the fanfare’s appearances in the film Generations. When the cast of 

The Next Generation take over the film series from The Original Series cast, the fanfare transfers to not 

only the new Enterprise crew but also Captain Picard himself. Although one may then posit that the 

fanfare generically refers to any captain of the Enterprise, its appearances in Generations prove key. 

Composer Dennis McCarthy introduces the fanfare in the trumpet as a framing device for the film’s 

opening sequence. A champagne bottle breaks against the Enterprise’s hull to christen the newly 

refitted ship [00:02:54]. In its next appearance, it shifts to a traditional emotional characterization 

                                                        

6 Certainly, other factors were at play, including Paramount’s determination that the series had reached 
maximum profitability, but their official reason cited a desire for the cast to take over the profitable film series. 
Eric Schmuckler, “Television; Profits, Reruns and the End of Next Generation,” New York Times, 24 July 1994, 
accessed 12 May 2016, http://www. nytimes.com/1994 /07/24/arts/television-profits-reruns-and-the-end-of-
next-generation.ht ml?.  
7 The crew’s personalities offer more parallels. For example, the android Data inversely mirrors Spock. Data is 
also bound to logic through the algorithms of his programming, but he reverses Spock’s identity through his 
avid embrace of emotional experience via a computer chip. “Descent, Part II” (20 September 1993) as well as 
the films First Contact, Insurrection, and Nemesis contain plots that foreground his experiments with emotion.  
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centered in Kirk’s experiences: his apparent death in a hull breach (Figure 50). The theme ascends 

stepwise in a straight rhythm in the horn that does not resolve with the anticipated downward half step  

 

Figure 50: Dennis McCarthy, Generations, Fanfare variation [00:17:37]8 

(mm. 2-3). Instead, it continues with a series of wider leaps in solo trumpet (mm. 4-8). Both a high 

violin pedal and modal harmonic support in the horns create expansive musical spaces, particularly in 

the open perfect fifth that ends the scene. This cue, rather than offering the fanfare’s hopeful window 

into unbridled exploration, resonates as a mournful, lugubrious death knell for Kirk. The fanfare 

remains unfulfilled; with Kirk’s death, the fanfare seemingly dies.  

The fanfare’s reappearance in the film’s final act, when Captains Kirk and Picard appear 

onscreen together, draws attention to this act of transference [1.37.00]. The two captains meet in the 

                                                        

8 All transcriptions are my own, with further clarification provided by archival sketches, when noted. 
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Nexus, a nether dream world in which Kirk has been trapped for almost a century since his presumed 

death. The melody’s presentation switches to unison horns rather than the solo trumpet (Figure 51).  

 

Figure 51: Generations, Fanfare [1:39:30] 

The tempo is markedly slower and articulation far more legato than the fanfare’s previous 

presentations, but not such that the fanfare becomes unrecognizable. With almost no other effects in 

the soundtrack, both characteristics in the theme’s presentation emphasize the moment of 

transference. The practice is not particularly remarkable on its own, but because of the fanfare’s 

absence throughout the film, its sudden injection reawakens its memory and bathes the moment in a 

nostalgia for Trek’s past. The transfer creates a precedent for Trek’s continued development of new 

stories, casts, and characters. In this moment, the fanfare aligns with a new individual (Figure 52). The  

 

 

Figure 52: Generations, Captains Kirk and Picard [1:38:14] 
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shared space onscreen between Kirk and Picard, saturated in warm lighting, suggests a ritualistic 

passage of leadership. In what almost feels like a moment of intimacy, one captain passes the fanfare 

to the other, just as in the film itself, the cast of The Original Series gives way to that of The Next Generation, 

with Picard leading the charge.  

The momentum toward this musical transfer—the characteristics imbedded within the fanfare 

that not only build its iconicity but also its broader symbolism—was not inevitable. Nor was Star Trek’s 

continued alignment with a utopian vision of a United States-centric future. The films starring The 

Original Series cast (The Search for Spock, The Voyage Home, The Final Frontier, and The Undiscovered Country) 

use the fanfare with increasing scarcity. Instead, they introduce new themes that retain musical 

connections to Star Trek’s modus operandi. (Successive perfect fourths most often maintain the musical 

chain, as this chapter makes clear.) Scoring in The Next Generation, as demonstrated in composer Jay 

Chattaway’s musical sketches, similarly relies on the fanfare for musical inspiration. A harmonic version 

of the fanfare occurs throughout the series as a scene transition or quasi cadential gesture.9 The films 

that star The Next Generation cast—Generations (1994), First Contact (1996), Insurrection (1998), and Nemesis 

(2002)—likewise continue this path, all the while adding new thematic content that expands Trek’s 

musical web (even as the version of the fanfare from Generations heralds the beginning of Star Trek 

films VIII-X). 

As illustrated in the Generations, the fanfare as musical symbol accrues associations that can 

both signify and realize emotional events, fears, ideological constructs, and a particular milieu or person 

                                                        

9 Jessica Getman discusses the fanfare’s use as scene transition in The Original Series, but stops short of labeling 
it a commercial bumper (a short segment that marks the start and end of a commercial segment during a 
television show). See “A Series on the Edge: Social Tension in Star Trek’s Title Cue” Journal of the Society for 
American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 309-12. 
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for both the individual and collective.10 Here the fanfare offers a perceived real connection onscreen 

between the two captains, viewers, and the fanfare itself that smooths the transition. The fanfare’s 

continual reiteration builds a constructed assumption that Kirk and Picard exist within the same 

tradition. Because of the repetitive audiovisual relationship, the iconicity imbedded within the fanfare 

becomes more aggressive and palpable.11 Thomas Turino provides a succinct explanation for the 

process:  

In spite of their rather unpredictable consequences, indices are frequently harnessed 
for the construction of social identities—in advertising, in mass political rallies, and 
propaganda, and in ritual and ceremonies—because of their emotion-producing 
potentials and as pre-existing signs of identity.12 
 

Here the ritual is key. Viewers continue to both re-watch and consume new Star Trek entries, both 

films and television series. Barbara Klinger similarly argues that although nostalgia tends to be 

associated with the middle-aged and elderly, the very young also experience a high degree of longing 

and wistfulness about their childhood and early adolescence. In re-watching media from their pasts, 

viewers’ “nostalgic impulses for re-viewing signal how individuals within a generation comprehend not 

only themselves and their peer group but also broader histories that define their social experience.”13 

Moreover, as a textual quality, nostalgia is often associated with those sequences that employ music to 

create a “sudden explosion of spectacle.”14 Quotable dialogue and visual special effects likewise 

                                                        

10 Thomas Turino elaborates on these concepts in “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian 
Semiotic Theory for Music” Ethnomusicology 43/2 (Spring 1999): 221. 
11 Charles Peirce differentiates between icon, index, and symbol in Philosophical Writings of Peirce, ed. Justus 
Buchler (New York: Dover, 2011), 104-15l. 
12 Turino, “Signs of Imagination,” 236.  
13 Barbara Klinger, Beyond the Multiplex: Cinema, New Technologies, and the Home (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2006), 175. See also Emma Pett, “‘Hey! Hey! I've seen this one, I've seen this one. It's a 
classic’: Nostalgia, repeat viewing and cult performance in Back to the Future” Journal of Audience & Reception 
Studies 10/1 (May 2013): 192.   
14 Ian Conrich, “Musical Performance and the Cult Film Experience,” in Film’s Musical Moments, ed. Ian Conrich 
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contribute to these moments, but music remains a critical factor. The very process entrenches the 

fanfare’s iconicity as well as its associative concepts that become symbolic and verge on the mythic.15 

Umberto Eco’s semiotic framework for visual signs offers a helpful tool that can be extended 

to how audiovisual relationships in the Star Trek franchise allow the fanfare’s iconicity to take hold. 

The practice is centered in the perception of qualitative likenesses that develop into socially constructed 

meanings. In A Theory of Semiotics, he illustrates how an iconic sign may become a narrative text. 

Drawing on Peircian semiotics, Eco argues that a sign is an icon when it “may represent its object 

mainly by its similarity.”16 Although he centers iconicity in terms of visual similitude, Eco’s broader 

framework stipulates that similitude forms through the construction of perceptual effects, that is, when 

“one decides to recognize as similar two things because one chooses certain elements as pertinent and 

disregards certain others.”17 In this production of iconicity, linkage occurs not through the forms 

themselves, but through the features that are noted and counted.18 The process may include visible, 

supposed, and conventionalized properties of the original object.19 From this perspective, Star Trek’s 

fanfare can be elevated to the constructed, textual level. The similarity is not centered in the relationship 

between image and object. Rather, it resides within the relationship between the text and its cultural 

content.20 The context itself establishes both the units of and surrounding meanings within the fanfare.   

                                                        

and Estella Tincknell (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2006), 115. 
15 Turino stipulates his negotiation of indexicality in Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2008), 11. 
16 Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1976), 195.  
17 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 196. 
18 Eco uses the example of the sun and visual renditions of it, such as a circle with rays emanating from it. The 
relationship exists “not between the image and the sun as object, but between the image and the abstract model 
of the sun as a scientific entity.” A Theory of Semiotics, 208.  
19 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics., 207. 
20 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 215-16.  
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Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida’s groundbreaking study on television title themes likewise 

asserts that “the musical text must exist not only as structure and syntax but also as intentions, reactions 

and functions in a sociocultural context.”21 Although their work traces respondents’ reactions to ten 

discrete themes rather than one theme over years of reiteration with multiple permutations, the 

semiotic framework—in which Tagg and Clarida use gestural interconversion—remains largely the 

same. Gestural interconversion consists of shared characteristics that come from “human gesturality, 

tactility, bodily movement and sensual perception” within a given culture.22 Moreover,  

Just as the same human gesture can be projected on to a set of gesturally compatible 
external objects, the same external phenomenona can, if perceived from the relevant 
distance, also be appropriated and internalized through the medium of gesture.23 
 

Through gesture and the specific features that are regarded as similar when understood from a specific 

vantage point, the two-way process of projection and appropriation gives way to gestural 

interconversion.24 This framework provides a means to extend Eco’s visual parameters for constructed 

iconicity to the aural. Melody, harmony, rhythm, timbre, texture, audiovisual placement, and style are 

only a few of the parameters that can be established to compare gestures and musical codes.  

Indeed, Eco’s arguments on similitude prove exceedingly apt for tracing iterations of the 

fanfare, in which the criterion for similarity or relationships between musical compositions and their 

visual counterparts can be similarly described as “based on precise rules that select some parameters 

as pertinent and disregard some others as irrelevant.”25 The fanfare’s repetitions are learned and 

                                                        

21 Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida, Ten Little Title Tunes: Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media (New York & 
Montreal: The Mass Media Music Scholar’s Press, 2003), 50.  
22 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 270.  
23 Italics in original. Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 271. 
24 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 271.  
25 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 196. 
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constructed as iconic because of their perceived similarities to something previously stated and heard.26 

The similitude is manipulated and learned, while the relationships center themselves within the various 

manifestations. Tagg and Clarida echo this argument:  

by observing regular occurrences of links between particular musical structures and 
particular connotations, and by grouping those recurrences into musical and 
paramusical categories, […] it has been possible to make some progress towards 
understanding one or two variants of the gestural and emotional essence which music 
seems able to distil from our everyday experiences.27 
 

An act of code-making itself, the progression approaches lexical meaning, determined by the context 

of cultural convention and construction.28 And through repetition, the fanfare grows into a web of 

assembled connotations. Its growth, however, does not follow a pre-determined course of action; 

rather, it is charged with possibility.29 The development and transformation is neither natural nor pre-

ordained. It is “the consequence of rules and artifice.”30 Moreover, Tagg and Clarida’s assessment that 

we only approach an understanding of one or two variants finds resonance in a Blochian utopia 

approached through glimpses and traces. No single semiotic theory of music exists.31 Expectation of 

its appearance informs subsequent iterations: the fanfare opens nearly every Star Trek film entry. 

Notable absences, such as throughout most of the film Generations, likewise contribute to the fanfare’s 

development as an iconic symbol. New iterations, and changing features and contexts, reiterate its 

existence as an adaptable musical—and cultural—text: “it becomes so step by step, the more its 

                                                        

26 V. Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1991), 49. 
27 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 275. 
28 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 216.  
29 Yuri Lotman, Culture and Explosion, ed. Marina Grishakova, trans. Wilma Clark (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 
2009), 7.  
30 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 200.  
31 Rather, viewers are presented with a range of “possible semiological projects.” Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 51.  
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addressee becomes acquainted with it.”32 The fanfare’s progression from Kirk and Picard, with its 

gradual musical changes, suggests as much.     

Through its continued reiteration from Wrath of Khan through Nemesis, the fanfare operates as 

an icon for a specific version of the Star Trek brand: a utopia centered in the unquestioning adventure 

of The Original Series. Yet in so doing, the fanfare is bolstered by its alterations and derivative content. 

In Generations, the slower tempo, mellower sound, and legato playing style do not compromise the 

fanfare’s previous iterations. Rather, they layer simultaneous presentations into the fold. They draw 

attention to the franchise’s past, cloaking the fanfare in nostalgia for The Original Series and informing 

viewers that the newest content is not dissimilar from what they know. Viewers, especially those who 

have consumed multiple installments, can retain awareness of its past. For Generations, perhaps the 

pairing indicates similar qualities in both Captains Kirk and Picard, while subtle changes reflect their 

differences in leadership and personality. Simply put, the fanfare, re-presented with Picard, cannot 

escape its earlier incarnations from The Original Series cast. But it can also offer variations that open the 

possibility for new musical content to surface. The continued reiteration creates an environment in 

which the fanfare is more easily removable from its prior audiovisual contexts, elevating its status to 

the symbolic. 

 

The Fanfare and The Original Series Cast  
The four films that follow Wrath of Khan and feature The Original Series cast each received a different 

composer: James Horner, Leonard Rosenman, Jerry Goldsmith, and Cliff Eidelman, respectively. 

                                                        

32 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 204-05.  
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Despite their differing compositional voices and approaches to scoring the franchise, each composer 

aligned his scored film with the 1982 film’s recognizable, largely straightforward utopian future. Both 

the fanfare and musical themes derived from it aid in this process. Yet the increasing body of musical 

content simultaneously expands the fanfare’s potential. Depending upon where and how it is invoked 

within each film, the fanfare can evoke more specific associations. Nevertheless, on an overarching 

plane, its iterations continue an allegiance to the Wrath of Khan’s orientation. 

 

Star Trek III: The Search for Spock  

Although James Horner introduces new themes for the Klingons, Vulcans, and Starfleet, his score for 

The Search for Spock heavily relies on his prior melodies from Wrath of Khan, further embedding them in 

memory. The fanfare itself appears liberally throughout the film, with a total of eleven statements. Its 

first appearance closes the film’s opening sequence, which summarizes the events of Wrath of Khan. 

Spock’s muffled restatement of the voiceover is underscored by the introductory space theme and 

fanfare once more. By slightly slowing the tempo and including a greater amount of reverberation as 

the fanfare sounds, however, this presentation emphasizes the moment more so than in the previous 

film.33 The fanfare immediately segues into Horner’s nautical theme from Wrath of Khan, a repetition 

of the thematic chain from the 1982 film.   

 The fanfare’s next appearance incorporates a greater diversity in instrumentation not seen in 

Wrath of Khan. When the Enterprise docks at a space station it appears in muted, more delicately 

                                                        

33 It arguably foreshadows the fanfare’s presentation in Generations. 
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articulated trumpet, followed by the oboe with a series of individual shots of the crew, but never with 

the ship itself (Figure 53). Perhaps this instrumentation change emphasizes the Enterprise’s diversity— 

 

Figure 53: Horner, The Search for Spock, Fanfare [00:11:34] 

at least from a 1980s perspective. The crews’ racial makeup remains varied, but everyone speaks 

English and Starfleet remains United-States centric. With the more forceful brass reserved for Kirk, 

the use of the flute suggests a more neutral, even feminized version to represent the crew as a unit. 

The fanfare still functions as a placeholder for the crewmembers of the Enterprise, but the 

instrumentation suggests their subsidiary role to the true, brass-backed hero—the white male—

Admiral Kirk.34        

Tellingly, the film use the fanfare to end with an even more explicit alignment with The Original 

Series’ relatively comforting utopia with which Wrath of Khan concluded.35 As the resurrected Spock, 

now reunited with his “katra” (a Vulcan version of one’s soul), begins to remember his friendship with 

                                                        

34 Indeed, as Getman argues, “it is not surprising that Star Trek’s musical theme most strongly highlights its 
main character. Kirk’s centrality within the story comes with a long history of traditional power structures in 
Western literature and art, in which the white, male hero dominates the story and all within it. As the leader and 
primary focus of the series, Kirk is the individual with whom the spectator is most meant to identify.” “A 
Series on the Edge,” 313. 
35 Spock’s death metaphorically illustrates an allegiance to his human half, as the fanfare’s presence makes clear. 
See pages 105-10 in Chapter One.  
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Kirk and the Enterprise crew, the fanfare sounds in solo trumpet (Figure 54). Their reunion again 

centers the fanfare in the human, rather than Vulcan, experience. Kirk, as the white male leader and  

 

Figure 54: The Search for Spock [1:39:09] 

close friend to Spock, is the locus of this (human) moment. Spock metaphorically accepts his human 

half through death at the close of Wrath of Khan. In his reawakening in The Search for Spock, the fanfare’s 

prominent appearance, paired with his burgeoning recollection of himself onscreen, reiterates the 

ideological premise for him to simply accept his human side (prodded by Kirk’s leadership) without 

too much questioning. The fanfare continues to sound as the crew encircles him, welcoming him back 

into their fold. All other sound dissipates, which not only allows the musical sequence to ring loud and 

clear but also makes explicit the film’s philosophical continuation of Wrath of Khan.  

The addition of the beguine, the second half of The Original Series’ title theme, makes more 

explicit the ideological orientation behind Spock’s familial reunion. As several scholars have noted, the 

beguine stands apart from Star Trek’s fanfare (Figure 55). Its “space-age bachelor pad” vibe does not  
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Figure 55: The Original Series, Beguine 

conjure the more pastoral framework to which the fanfare relates.36 Getman’s analysis is worth quoting 

at length:  

Unlike the fanfare’s use of the minor seventh, which draws listeners up and leaves 
them hanging, waiting for resolution, the beguine provides expansive hills, pulling 
listeners up and dropping them back down, only to be tossed skyward again by the 
countermelody. This leaping action propels the melody higher and higher (first up to 
E	 and then to F). […] In this way, the beguine contrasts greatly with the space 
theme and the fanfare, communicating not only the potential for progress, but progress 
itself.37 
 

In Search for Spock, Horner seamlessly elides the fanfare into the chromatic descending gesture from the 

beguine (Figure 56). By rhythmically augmenting the statement, he allows the melody to more explicitly  

 

Figure 56: Search for Spock, Beguine and Fanfare [1:39:20] 

                                                        

36 Rebecca Leydon coins the phrase in reference to Juan Garcia Esquivel. “‘Ces nymphes, je les veux 
perpétuer’: The Post-War Pastoral in Space-Age Bachelor-Pad Music” Popular Music 22/2 (May 2003): 159-72.  
37 Italics in original. Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 304. 
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shine as a seeming extension of the fanfare and revel in the harmonic resolution of an authentic 

cadence. The prolonged resolution, aided by a swelling orchestra, adds a level of musical schmaltz, 

perhaps an acknowledgement of The Original Series’ campy aesthetic. The trumpet’s high tessitura and 

vibrato retain some of the original theme’s jazzy space-age swagger stripped from its presentation in 

The Motion Picture (1979). In concert with the fanfare, the beguine makes more emphatic the film’s 

alignment with The Original Series’ utopian construct. The crew is made whole with Spock’s return. Yet 

the beguine remains secondary. Despite their connections, the beguine and fanfare have generally 

functioned as two musically discrete units.38 The beguine is tacked on only in the film’s final moments, 

and follows two pronounced statements of the fanfare. Its jazzier schmaltz is markedly different from 

the bulk of Horner’s nautical score, just as it stood apart from Goldsmith’s sweeping cues for The 

Motion Picture.39 The beguine is rehabilitated as part of the Trek musical canon, but only when clearly 

linked to the fanfare, which operates as the primary icon for Trek’s reassuring utopian promise. 

 

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 

Director Leonard Nimoy asked his good friend Leonard Rosenman to score The Voyage Home after 

Horner declined to return for the film.40 Rosenman’s unusual six-note theme for the film continues 

Star Trek’s musical sound-world through a process slightly different from Horner. Although The Voyage 

                                                        

38 Neil Lerner finds traces of the beguine in the Star Trek animated series, but then it disappears from the 
franchise’s title themes. “Hearing the Boldly Goings: The Title Themes of the Star Trek Television Franchise, 
1966-2005,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future, ed. K.J. Donnelly and Philip Hayward (New 
York: Routledge, 2013), 59-62. 
39 See pages 77-9 in Chapter One for specifics on Horner’s nautical theme in Wrath of Khan, and pages 58-69 of 
Chapter Two for the use of the beguine in The Motion Picture.  
40 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 119. 
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Home opens with a statement of the fanfare in solo trumpet, it harmonically gives way to two statements 

of Rosenman’s theme (mm. 8-12, Figure 57). The theme’s characteristics, however, move beyond 

Horner’s strategy of thematic succession by incorporating the fanfare more directly within its own 

theme. The fanfare’s most distinguished musical characteristics are embedded within. Rosenman  

 

Figure 57: Leonard Rosenman, The Voyage Home, Title Theme [00:00:01] 

admitted that he wrote his own arrangement of Courage’s theme for the film’s main title, but that he 

and Nimoy decided on something more “cheerful.”41 The new theme’s opening gesture (bt. 4, m. 8), 

                                                        

41 Bond, “An Interview with Leonard Rosenman,” The Music of Star Trek, 131.  
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an octave broken into a perfect fifth and fourth, recalls the fanfare. The prominent use of a triplet 

rhythmic figure at the end of the theme’s second statement does as well (m. 12). Moreover, the theme’s 

first four notes constitute an inversion of the perfect fourth sequence from the fanfare: the G  has 

been moved up an octave in a melodic inversion (m. 9). The F  (bt. 1, m. 9) likewise mimics the 

stepwise descent from the original fanfare in its eventual movement down to E	(bt. 3, m. 9). 

 Rosenman’s process seems to have set a precedent to employ within many of the Trek entries 

that followed it, including the television series Deep Space Nine (1993-99) and Voyager (1995-2001).42 To 

that end, the fanfare appears half as many times in The Voyage Home than it does in The Search for Spock: 

a total of five iterations—three of which occur in the first fifteen minutes. The distribution suggests 

that because of the fanfare’s continued use, as a reminder of The Original Series, it is most vital at the 

opening. Rosenman’s new theme also fits within the same musical time as the fanfare (two measures), 

filling a compressed metrical block that allows for its easy reuse and modification within the film score. 

With a brisk and spirited musical pace, the unison horns assure viewers that this Star Trek entry 

continues the tradition of its predecessors. The fanfare thereby gains a greater cultural currency—a 

mnemonic power that does not necessarily need to be stated quite as directly for its effects to be felt. 

The score arguably infuses the fanfare with more self-awareness than Rosenman’s 

predecessors. Indirect connection by way of Rosenman’s title theme, which permeates his score, 

cements an orientation to Wrath of Khan and The Original Series. But first, the film’s plot itself aids in the 

process. The Voyage Home is delightfully cognizant of The Original Series’ campy sensibility.43 Tasked with 

                                                        

42 Lerner discusses the connections of Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s title themes to the fanfare in “Hearing the 
Boldly Goings,” 65-7. 
43 Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 103-05. 
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a time travel mission, the Enterprise must bring back humpback whales from the twentieth century to 

save humanity from an unintelligible alien being trying to communicate with them. In the twenty-third 

century, humpback whales have become extinct. Captain Kirk and his crew slingshot around the sun 

to travel back to 1985 San Francisco and return with a pair of whales that can communicate with the 

alien entity. 

The appearance of a pulsating, seemingly technological being with whom humanity cannot 

communicate bears a striking resemblance to the plot of The Motion Picture. The seriousness with which 

the earlier film explores these issues—cognitive estrangement—is disregarded in favor a lighthearted 

adventure story. The plot’s absurdity, with its Earth-based setting, likewise lends itself to Rosenman’s 

set pieces in a hodgepodge of musical styles; they contribute to the film’s lighthearted tone.44 A scene 

in which Commander Chekov, originally of Russian descent, evades capture from American military 

forces features allusions to classical Soviet composers such as Sergei Prokofiev. The crew’s crash return 

on Earth in their own century is accompanied by a Baroque fugue that simultaneously incorporates 

playing styles and timbres from jazz.45 

Because The Voyage Home contains fewer occurrences of the fanfare, the moments in which it 

does appear attain greater prominence and autonomy. After the opening fifteen minutes, the fanfare 

disappears until the film’s end, when the crew return to the brand-new Enterprise-A (Figure 58). The 

fanfare sounds in full orchestra as the crew, crowded together in a shuttle, approach the Enterprise.  

 

                                                        

44 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 120.   
45 Bond, “An Interview with Leonard Rosenman,” 130-31. 
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Figure 58: The Voyage Home [1:54:14] 

They return to their memorable ship accompanied by the fanfare. The familial moment reaffirms the 

fanfare’s musical ties to the Enterprise, her crew, and their sense of comradery—led by the unwavering 

Kirk. Kirk’s line, “my friends, we’ve come home,” makes the symbolism explicit [1:54:10]. The crew 

have returned home, and the nostalgia they exhibit for their memories aboard the Enterprise equally 

resonates with those viewers who watched those adventures unfold. Together, both parties are invited 

to commemorate the past without delving too far into some of the more problematic implications of 

The Original Series’ white liberal humanism. The fanfare’s presence simultaneously marks the intimate 

moment as spectacle, and in so doing, reifies Trek’s past once more without much question.  

Rosenman’s addition of the beguine into the film’s final moments, tied with its surface-level 

plot similarities to The Motion Picture, highlights The Voyage Home’s disavowal of the earlier film’s 

philosophical questioning in favor of Wrath of Khan’s recognizable known. Fragments of the beguine 

bookend the crew’s approach to the Enterprise (Figure 59). Although the beguine could be read as a 
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Figure 59: The Voyage Home, Beguine [1:54:40] 

mere nod to Trek’s musical past rather than an ideological proposition, Rosenman modifies the theme 

to fit the cue’s harmonic progression (mm. 3-4). As in Horner’s score for Search for Spock, the beguine 

does not stand apart as a disjointed melody. Rosenman uses the second phrase of the beguine, but 

alters its final pitch to move to a dominant harmonic function during its stepwise descent. By changing 

the beguine ever so slightly to weave it into the overall cue, Rosenman draws it further into the fanfare’s 

musical world.46 The statement likewise functions as a moment for more self-aware viewers to take 

note, while the entire film’s whimsical tone, in which Rosenman injects musical styles from multiple 

eras, supports this reading. The viewer is invited to explore the galaxy along with the Enterprise crew.  

The modifications allow the beguine to operate in a broader capacity, but one filtered through 

the familiar, iconic fanfare. Its presentation at the close of The Voyage Home, presaged by a unison string 

tremolo and cessation of all other sound, transports a sense of comfort to the forefront. As an aural 

companion to the film’s sunny denouement, it is intended to be heard loud and clear. It serves as a 

bookend to reside in viewers’ memories until the next Trek installment. The reiteration of the title 

                                                        

46 This rehabilitation arguably paves the way for the beguine’s reappearance in the closing credits of the 2009 
Star Trek reboot. See Chapter Four.   
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theme over the ending credits, with its implicit ties to the fanfare, reiterates the message; through its 

musical connections it too draws on the fanfare’s mnemonic power. 

 

Star Trek V: The Final Frontier  

One of the few positive attributes critics and fans have bestowed upon The Final Frontier is Goldsmith’s 

return to the franchise. William Shatner himself directed the film, and personally hired Goldsmith.47 

Although the plot could have delved into a religious philosophical engagement akin to The Motion 

Picture, Shatner’s direction undercuts the drama with an unending barrage of puns and jokes that 

prevent any deep reflection. Indeed, this injection of material most clearly draws from The Original 

Series’ aesthetic. The film’s premise hinges on the attempt of Spock’s long-lost half-brother, Sybok, to 

find God at the center of the galaxy by hijacking the Enterprise. Shatner pulls from some of the 

television series’ most peculiar moments: Sybok and his followers’ quest to create a paradise read as 

descendants of Dr. Sevrin and the space hippies in the late season three episode “The Way to Eden” 

(S03E20, 21 February 1969); hypnotized crew members are a basic plot point in “And the Children 

Shall Lead” (S03E04, 11 October 19680); and Sybok fighting with his twin is derivative of “The 

Alternative Factor” (S01E27, 30 March 1967).  

 Goldsmith’s score adjusts to this shift from The Motion Picture, although it maintains the 

quintessential epic style that defines much of his other work.48 Several cues point to Copland-esque 

Americana, and Goldsmith heavily relies on his title theme from The Motion Picture for leitmotivic 

                                                        

47 William Shatner, Star Trek Memories, transcribed by Christopher Kreski (New York: Harper Collins, 1993), 
213.  
48 Goldsmith himself noted Igor Stravinsky, Belá Bartók, and Alban Berg as his three biggest influences. Allan 
Bryce, Soundtrack 25, (1981), accessed 12 September 2016, http://www.runmovies.eu/jerry-goldsmith/.  
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development.49 Furthermore, he decreases the number of fanfare appearances to two: in the opening 

credits, and toward the close of the film, when the camera pauses on an Enterprise placard that states 

“to boldly go where no man has gone before” [1:17:56]. Both instances operate more as placeholders 

that reiterate the film’s Trek bonafides. The Copland-esque cues mostly occur in the film’s first act, in 

which Kirk, Spock, and McCoy are camping in Yosemite National Park. The landscape’s “wide-open 

spaces” operate as a literal stand-in for space exploration.50 Yet the visual landscape offered, a famous 

American national park, suggests a wonder that resides within the known rather than the vastness of 

space. For example, in one of Goldsmith’s richest cues, a sonorous progression in the brass supports 

a melody filled with descending perfect fourths and fifths (mm. 30-33, 34-7, Figure 60).51 Parallel fifths 

in the harmony lend an almost sacred tone to the scene, while the added seventh and ninth (mm. 33 &  

 

                                                        

49 See [00:06:30-00:08:11], [00:20:03-00:21:09], [1:17:25-1:29:00], and [1:37:43-1:40:00].  
50 Lerner, “Copland’s Music of Wide Open Spaces: Surveying the Pastoral Trope in Hollywood” The Musical 
Quarterly 85/3 (Autumn 2001): 482. 
51 Transcribed from the film with consultation of the Jerry Goldsmith musical sketches, Folder 135, 1-3/2-1a, 
“The Climber,” Margaret Herrick Library.  
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Figure 60: Goldsmith, The Final Frontier, "The Climber," mm. 30-43 [00:07:00] 
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37) offer unexpected color that drive the cue forward. The final quintal chord (m.43), encapsulates the 

resonance of wide-open spaces. Stepwise movement from the preceding chord creates a sense of 

arrival, but the chord itself lacks triadic completion. Kirk and his crew are only at the beginning of their 

adventure.  

Likewise, Goldsmith derives the initial melodic content from two sets of interlocking 

successive perfect fourths (mm. 1-3) that can be interpreted as a burgeoning example of Tagg and 

Clarida’s “regular occurrences of links between particular musical structures and particular 

connotations.”52 The first three pitches—E, F#, B—together form an inverted set of descending 

successive fourths (mm. 1-2), a variation on the fanfare’s incipient gesture. The introduction of the C# 

at the phrase’s end, however, creates an alternate succession: C#, F#, B. The latter two pitches frame 

the melody’s parameters, while the rhythmic duration of the C# provides its own emphasis. The fanfare 

itself does not appear in the cue, and brass remain noticeably absent in place of reedy, more pastoral 

oboe, but one of its most distinguishable melodic characteristics remains part of its structure. Indeed, 

the oboe almost sounds as a muted, more legato trumpet. The features may not be immediately audible, 

but their pairing with Kirk’s dangerous mountain climb (he uses no safety gear), to incorporate Eco, 

allows the emergence of a web of assembled meanings. The cue’s musical content implies that despite 

the danger, Kirk will not yet face his own mortality.  

The newly composed cue, together with the fanfare, aligns The Final Frontier’s path with that 

of Wrath of Khan, a world of exploration here tinged with Copland-esque wonder. The theme’s disjunct 

fourths and fifths are accompanied by slow-moving pan-tonal harmony itself comprised of fourths and 

                                                        

52 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 275.  
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fifths in homophonic texture. Both the moderate tempo and repetition of the theme likewise speak to 

Copland’s pastoral topos.53 Goldsmith’s reliance on his own musical theme from The Motion Picture 

likewise expands the franchise’s musical vocabulary. Its connections to the fanfare have been well-

documented.54 By appearing in leitmotivic development throughout the film in lieu of the fanfare, 

Goldsmith’s theme not only multiplies the possible musical texts in service of Star Trek’s utopian vision 

but also reifies the power of the original source: the fanfare itself. The two-way process of projection 

and appropriation allows Tagg and Clarida’s gestural interconversion to surface. For example, a 

rhythmically altered fragment of Goldsmith’s own title theme appears as a shuttle with the Enterprise 

crew lands for a rescue mission (Figures 61 & 62). Sybok has taken control of a neutral colonized  

 

Figure 61: The Final Frontier, Fanfare [00:37:10] 

 

Figure 62: Fanfare 

planet—a distraction to gain control of the Enterprise. Goldsmith places the melody in unison trumpet 

and sweeping legato, yet with heavy articulation—as if stimulating Kirk to accomplish the mission and 

thwart Sybok’s takeover. The ascending melodic contour followed by stepwise descent broadly mimics 

                                                        

53 Lerner, “Wide-Open Spaces,” 482-83.  
54 See pages 81-6 in Chapter One and Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 62-3.  
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the fanfare, as does its rhythmic pattern: a dotted figure in an ascending sweep. Goldsmith dispenses 

with the triplet, but the melodic descent of a third followed by an ascending leap (m. 2, Figure 61) 

closely follows the contour of the fanfare’s triplet (bt. 4, m. 1, Figure 62). The meaning seems clear, 

reiterating with triumphant that Kirk and the Enterprise will prevail in their mission.  

The use of Goldsmith’s title theme (first used in The Motion Picture) in the film’s closing 

moments, when Spock is unveiled as the reason for the Klingons aiding the Enterprise, further 

illustrates the fanfare’s continued expansion through its derivative, related content. Goldsmith’s theme 

sounds in warm, unison cello as a chair slowly swivels to reveal Spock [1.38.13]. Stated in a slow, 

luxuriant tempo, the presentation echoes that of Kirk’s first sighting of the Enterprise in The Motion 

Picture [00:18.19].55 In the earlier film, the theme operates as a metaphor for Kirk’s profound connection 

with his ship. In Wrath of Khan, Horner uses the fanfare for Kirk and Spock’s friendship. In Final 

Frontier, however, Goldsmith returns to his own theme to reiterate Kirk’s bond with Spock. Through 

this chain, we can trace some of the fanfare’s development as musical text. Its characteristics exist 

within Goldsmith’s theme (particularly the initial ascending leaps, instrumentation, and subsequent 

contour) and this constructed chain of iconicity hinges on the features that count (Eco’s perceptual 

effects). Goldsmith’s theme appears in place of the fanfare, but their shared musical characteristics—

the intervallic content, melodic contour, instrumentation, and articulation—bridge the musical space 

and in the process, codify one aspect of Star Trek’s sonic brand. 

 

                                                        

55 See pages 87-93 in Chapter One for further discussion of this moment in The Motion Picture. 
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Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country 

The Undiscovered Country continues the trend toward briefer, more strategic appearances of the fanfare. 

Only in the film’s opening and closing moments does it surface. Both instances frame the film, inviting 

the viewer into the Trek universe at the beginning and leaving her at the close with a reminder of its 

ethos: a utopian future in which the Enterprise always prevails in attaining peaceful resolutions. An 

allegory for American-Soviet relations during the Cold War in the 1980s, The Undiscovered Country 

centers on the Federation and Klingon governments signing a formal alliance upon the collapse of the 

Klingon economy after a Chernobyl-esque energy meltdown. Tensions run high as the Enterprise crew 

is forced to set aside long-held distrust of and anger towards Klingons to negotiate peace. The 

Enterprise crew prevent as assassination attempt, and in so doing, bring about a new political era for 

the Federation.  

Having been unsuccessful in his intent to adapt Gustav Holst’s The Planets (1914-16) for the 

film’s score because of the prohibitive cost involved, returning director Nicholas Meyer parsed through 

demo tapes until he discovered Cliff Eidelman.56 Another young composer who would subsequently 

be propelled to fame by his work on Star Trek, Eidelman had previously worked on a compilation of 

Trek music. Hired early on in production, Eidelman visited the set of The Undiscovered Country 

throughout filming. He consciously avoided taking inspiration from previous installments: “[the 

compilation] showed me what to stay away from, because I couldn’t do James Horner as well as James 

Horner.”57 Tellingly, Eidelman’s score defers to Horner over Trek’s other prominent composers; Wrath 

                                                        

56 Nicholas Meyer, “Director’s Notes,” in Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country Original Motion Picture 
Soundtrack, 2-3, composed by Cliff Eidelman, Geffen Records, 1991, CD.   
57 Daniel Schweiger, "Cliff Eidelman performs the Enterprise's swan song for Star Trek" Soundtrack! 10/40 
(December 1991), 23.  
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of Khan looms over much of Trek’s musical branding. Yet Meyer has admitted that because each of the 

previous Star Trek entries opened with such iconic marches, he had no desire to open the film with 

such bombast and instead wanted something darker, akin to Igor Stravinsky’s The Firebird (1910).58  

The fanfare’s established aura stands in opposition to The Undiscovered Country’s mysterious, 

dark sound in its opening title theme. Trudging, stepwise lines in string bass, augmented by an ethereal 

chorus, create a foreboding atmosphere not unlike an imagining of an ominous evil power such as the 

Soviet Union (Figure 63).59 The fanfare’s two framing appearances are thus prominent, as if providing  

 

Figure 63: Cliff Eidelman, The Undiscovered Country, Title Cue [00:00:40] 

resolute reassurance. Although this title theme foreshadows the film’s darker plotline, much of 

Eidelman’s score still follows in the vein of its predecessors. The film’s peaceful ending reassures 

viewers that the Trek status quo remains. Moreover, Eidelman himself claims that the closing credits 

transform the somber motive into a heroic theme befitting the final film to star of The Original Series’ 

cast.60 As each of the original cast members’ signatures appear onscreen, a stately stepwise melody 

sounds in unison horn (Figure 64). Starting in a resounding G major, the cue maintains interest through  

                                                        

58 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 147. 
59 Tim Summers, “Star Trek and the Musical Depiction of the Alien Other” Music, Sound, and the Moving Image 
7/1 (April 2013): 24.  
60 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 148. 
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Figure 64: The Undiscovered Country, End Titles [1:44:00] 

a series of modulations at the third. Melodically, the stepwise ascent is followed by a descending perfect 

fourth (m. 6), rather than the descending augmented third and augmented second that occur in the 

opening theme (mm. 1-2, Figure 63). Kirk, the Enterprise crew, and a new galactic peace have 

triumphed.  

The alterations to the melody and instrumentation at the film’s close shift the orientation of 

Eidelman’s theme toward the fanfare. Based on the features that are noticed and counted, this closing 

theme draws on the fanfare’s constructed iconicity to offer reassurances that Star Trek will continue to 

live on. The addition of the actors’ signatures flashing across the screen as the transformed melody 

sounds crafts a sense of fetishized aura around the actors themselves. Having played these characters 

for twenty-five years, The Original Series cast have also become indicative of Star Trek’s brand. In The 

Undiscovered Country, they too have succeeded in keeping the franchise alive by bringing another Trek 

story to the screen. Just as the Enterprise ship itself became a technological icon bathed in a prolonged 

musical sequence for its launch in The Motion Picture, the characters (and to an extent the actors that 

play them) become crystallized in the moment. The music, through the fanfare’s sonic lens, builds the 

aura through its twenty-five years of continued use as textual source. The derivative melodic content 

may not be as directly related, but the web expands the fanfare’s reach through musical relation in lieu 

of rote repetition. 
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The Fanfare and The Next Generation Television Series  

Filmic creations, by their nature, are “joint products, put together by people who may have wildly 

differing agendas, ranging from the producers' concern for the integrity and continuing commercial 

viability of their product to the actors' desire to bring their characters fully to life.”61 Long running 

television series like The Next Generation are no different. Daniel Bernardi argues that the series does 

reveal a “dramatic shift in the articulation of race […], perhaps due to a sociopolitical context less 

concerned with practices of the civil rights movement than with a neo-conservative ideal.” A neo-

conservative bent, epitomized by the presidencies of Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush, does 

seep into The Next Generation’s treatment of race, but the series as a whole continues the unquestioning 

utopian present found in The Original Series.62 Yet characters and plotting in The Next Generation take on 

a more serious, introspective tone akin to The Motion Picture rather than The Original Series.  

 Six composers wrote for The Next Generation, but of these, three composed all but four 

episodes: Dennis McCarthy (88 episodes), Ron Jones (42 episodes), and Jay Chattaway (42 episodes).63 

Together they maintained a remarkable continuity of style, especially considering that Chattaway did 

not contribute to the series until the third season and Jones left after the fourth. Chattaway’s detailed 

sketches, scores, and spotting notes further illuminate The Next Generation’s connections to both the 

                                                        

61 Atara Stein, “Minding One’s P’s and Q’s: Homoeroticism in Star Trek: The Next Generation” Genders 27 (1998): 
34.  
62 See Daniel Leonard Bernardi, Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1998), 105-136. Chapter Four discusses the franchise’s hard turn to a neo-
conservative ideology. Rodenberry’s declining health and death in 1991 severely hindered his involvement after 
the first two seasons, which allowed the producers to exert greater control. See Chaos on the Bridge, directed by 
William Shatner (Los Angeles: Vision Films, 2014), DVD.  
63 George Romanis, Don Davis, and John Debney each composed one episode.  
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Wrath of Khan’s and Original Series’ musical (and ideological) past.64 Admittedly, television scoring 

includes multiple differences in content and practice from film. Television scoring draws on both 

cinema and radio practices. With frequent breaks for commercial in a shorter narrative context, the 

necessity for sonic reminders to attract attention increases. Musical styles that are easily communicated 

to audiences likewise swell in importance.65 Thus, using the fanfare in The Next Generation arguably 

proved key to its success. Throughout its seven-year run, The Next Generation’s sound-world relies on 

the franchise’s musical legacy as a working vocabulary. The fanfare’s continued employment in the new 

series not only continues Star Trek’s orientation toward The Original Series’ liberal humanist, utopian 

dream but also cements it as ubiquitous to the franchise. Outlier episodes appear throughout the series, 

but they remain just that, exceptions to an established norm.66 And to an extent, the fanfare becomes 

unmarked—an aural stand-in for its ideological inheritance.  

The inclusion of The Original Series’ voiceover and fanfare in the title sequence for The Next 

Generation cuts to the heart of the matter. The same ethereal space theme over interstellar planetary 

visuals invokes the memory of Star Trek’s origins.67 Subtle changes to the music demonstrate that this 

                                                        

64 As of this writing, Chattaway’s sketches and scores are the only materials from the series’ composers 
available for study. Jay Chattaway Papers, 1990-2005, The West Virginia and Regional History Library, 
University of West Virginia, Morgantown, WV. 
65 Ronald Rodman, Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 107-
110. 
66 For example, see “Ethics” (2 March 1992), in which a paralyzed Lieutenant Worf asks Commander Ryker to 
kill him; “The Measure of a Man” (13 February 1989), in which Data’s own sentience is put on trial; and the 
finale, “All Good Things” (23 May 1994), in which Picard defends humanity to the omnipotent Q.  
67 Paramount offered The Next Generation as a syndicated series sold directly to local affiliates rather than a 
national television network. Television stations that continued to run The Original Series—which had been wildly 
popular in syndication since the 1970s—were required to purchase and run The Next Generation as well. Thus, 
The Original Series’ continued popularity kept the newer series on the air, despite the uneven quality of its first 
three seasons. Steve Weinstein, “Newest Star Trek Zooms at Warp Speed: Next Generation Series Scores With 
Viewers and Critics Alike,” Los Angeles Times, 3 May 1988, accessed 3 September 2016, http://articles.latimes.co 
m/print/1988-05-03/entertainment/ca-2130_1_star-trek.  
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Star Trek has evolved—a differentiation between iterations that allows franchises to flourish. The cue 

maintains a more rubato tempo, especially in the first statement of the fanfare’s ascending fourth 

gesture. It is measured with pomp, as if anticipating the self-aware nostalgia in the film Generations. The 

orchestral sound is broader and far more expansive; it seems to fill the void of the galactic images 

onscreen. Captain Picard’s sonorous voice invokes the famous voiceover—his British accent lending 

the words, to American ears at least, a deeper sense of grandeur and seriousness.68 The voiceover itself 

suggest greater inclusivity through its continued use of the altered “where no man has gone before” to 

“where no one has gone before” inaugurated at the end of The Undiscovered Country.69 Similarly, the visuals 

speak to technological developments in the near twenty-year span from The Original Series’ cancellation. 

Much like the technological fetish that dominates The Motion Picture’s reveal of the Enterprise, The Next 

Generation’s title sequence focuses on the ship both from afar and up close. The entire sequence soothes 

potential rejection by offering reminders that this new creation is still Star Trek. But it is the entire 

audiovisual sequence, defined by the fanfare, that makes the promise of a new Trek tangible.  

In positing that “[music] prompts us to decipher a sound form of knowledge,” Jacques Attali 

offers another avenue from which to understand the fanfare’s iconicity for this new generation of Star 

Trek characters.70 Individuals must learn to separate, structure, and interpret melodies as a constant 

barrage of musical sounds. The process indoctrinates people by determining what they hear. Here the 

ubiquitous reiteration of the fanfare finds a negative connotation, for the “music heralds the 

                                                        

68 Stewart’s training with the Royal Shakespeare Company at the beginning of his career no doubt added to the 
gravitas imbedded in Picard’s voice.  
69 Lerner makes the same observation in “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 63. 
70 Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1985), 4. 
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establishment of a society of repetition in which nothing will happen anymore.”71 From Attali’s 

perspective, the repetition begets cultural homogenization; the repeated musical code is normalized, 

and becomes a mechanism for control that theoretically stifles the potential of other musical entities. 

The process seems an unintended consequence of Star Trek’s direction toward an established, known 

utopia. The re-presentation and re-experience of the fanfare facilitates the approaching of utopia, but 

within a context that silences other potentialities.   

And yet this very repetition does not warrant the pessimism with which Attali imbues it. 

Rather, it paradoxically allows the formation of potential new meanings. Perhaps the fanfare’s 

development can offer a critique of Attali’s theories with a more nuanced conclusion. The fanfare does 

not merely repeat itself ad nauseam and “dissolve into noise” as Attali’s theoretical framework would 

suggest.72 Repetition may numb one affect, but this opens the possibility for the accumulation of new, 

additional meanings and derivative content with old and new characters alike. The changes “occur 

through the minor modification of the precedent,” creating cycles, chains, and even “blasphemous 

subversions” along the way through invocation, reference, transformation, and repetition.73 The 

fanfare can become more perfect echoes of itself, return to its original shape, draw on the aura of its 

memory, and transform because of the drive to fetishize, recreate, and re-experience anew. The process 

becomes a ritual in which the original presentation of the fanfare and its visual context amasses a 

fetishized aura, one in which “cultural institutions [have] domesticate[d] the chosen object by turning 

                                                        

71 Attali, Noise, 5. 
72 Attali, Noise, 45.  
73 Attali, Noise, 109.  
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it into one that evokes only pleasure.”74 Re-presentation of the fanfare, particularly in The Next 

Generation’s title sequence, draws on notions of shared collectivity, nostalgia, and a shared and imagined 

community, even as members of society become individualized in their consumption. Contrary to 

Attali and Blochian in design, the codes continue in simultaneous strains.75 The chain hinges not on 

issues of fidelity, but rather in aligning the features perceived and counted.   

Scoring practices for The Next Generation alone—and their differences from The Original Series—

could easily encompass an entire separate project. In tracing the fanfare through its chains, cycles, and 

potentially blasphemous subversions, I maintain a narrow focus. Suffice to say, as in The Original Series, 

music in The Next Generation often functions as a scene transition or to punctuate key moments.76 Yet 

much of the melodic content itself relies on perfect fourths and fifths, the fanfare’s most prominent 

intervallic content. For example, the season three episode “Tin Man” (S03E20, 23 April 1990) closes 

with a gesture similar to the fanfare, as the Enterprise powers onward through space (Figure 65). The 

second interval expands to a perfect fifth, but the subsequent descending movement mimics the  

 

Figure 65: Jay Chattaway, "Tin Man" [00:44:35]77 

                                                        

74 Anat Zanger, Film Remakes as Ritual and Disguise: From Carmen to Ripley (Amsterdam, Holland: Amsterdam 
University Press, 2006), 23. 
75 Benedict Anderson develops and uses the term “imagined community” in Imagined Communities: Reflections on 
the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 2006). Attali likewise states that music no longer conveys 
information from within a code in Noise, 114. He also hints at this same possibility when he states that the 
domination of one no longer excludes the existence of others. See Noise, 43.  
76 The use operates similarly to the common “stinger” chord in classical Hollywood film scoring.  
77 Cue M53, Box 1, Folder 1, “Tin Man,” Chattaway Papers.  
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contour of the fanfare’s descending triplet figure. Placing the gesture in the horn also separates it from 

the music that precedes it: a highly ornamented flute tune using the pentatonic scale. Because the 

gesture closes the episode and is accompanied by one of Star Trek’s visual icons (the Enterprise herself), 

it performs a similar function to that in the films previously discussed. It frames the episode with the 

franchise’s sonic catchphrase, until viewers tune in for another weekly installment. Because the features 

perceived similar to and indicative of the fanfare itself, the actual theme is not necessary. 

The fanfare more playfully abounds in the season six episode “Relics” (S06E04, 12 October 

1992) to denote the presence of The Original Series engineer, Scotty. Scotty’s appearance at the close of 

the episode’s opening scene spurs an octave leap broken by an ascending fourth with percussive 

articulation (Figure 66). The unison horns make the link to the fanfare audible despite the expansion 

 

Figure 66: Chattaway, "Relics" [00:04:00] 

expansion of the second interval to a perfect fifth. Analysis of the Chattaway’s multiple revisions and 

scoring notes indicate that he and the producers spent prolonged time in the editing process to include 

the gesture as Scotty materializes onscreen.78 The five-second cue underwent four versions, a level of 

reworking rarely seen in Chattaway’s compositions for all his scoring for the Star Trek television series.79  

The fanfare’s inclusion directs focus toward The Original Series, and longer versions of the 

fanfare appear three times in the episode, each tied to Scotty. The musical choice sparks a recognizable 

                                                        

78 Cue M12, Cue M12-Rev, Cue M12-Rev-2, “Welcome Back Scotty,” Box 8, Folder 1, Chattaway Papers. 
79 Chattaway continued to score episodes for Deep Space Nine, Voyager, and Enterprise (2001-2005).  
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nostalgia for an Original Series cast member. First, the fanfare sounds when Scotty enters a holodeck 

version of the bridge from the ship he originally served on; second, it appears when Commander 

LaForge comments “just because something is old doesn’t mean you throw it away”; and third, it 

reappears at the close of the episode when Scotty leaves in a shuttle. The second example does include 

several rhythmic alterations that lengthen the fanfare (mm. 2-3, Figure 67), but they simply lengthen 

 

Figure 67: "Relics" [00:31:24]80 

the fanfare’s aural footprint in their use of perfect fifths (mm. 5-6). Implicit within these iterations lies 

a continued association with The Original Series’ utopian vision: the known future that Star Trek has 

offered for decades.81 Tellingly, it is LaForge who makes the point that older things have value, without 

further introspection regarding the potential historical and even ideological disruption Scotty’s 

presence elicits. His comment, and the iteration of the fanfare it triggers, instead fuels an orientation 

toward fond memories of the past. But those memories have expanded to a new generation of 

characters and viewers alike.  

Perfect fourths and fifths govern the very fabric of The Next Generation’s scoring: the fanfare’s 

perfect fourths permeate the series’ harmonic content. Individual scenes frequently end with a 

harmonized version of the two perfect fourths (Figure 68). Chattaway’s notes label the cue specifically 

                                                        

80 Cue M42, “Old and Still Useful, Box 8, Folder 1, “Relics,” Chattaway Papers.   
81 Indeed, Star Trek’s conscious looks back on its past occur throughout its various television series.   
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Figure 68: Chattaway, Harmonic version of the fanfare 

as a transition chord.82 This quasi-resolution subtlety reiterates the fanfare—and its invocation of a The 

Original Series’ framework. The strategy proliferates throughout the series’ seven-season run. Most 

frequently, the chord appears in second inversion, with the major second at the chord’s base. The 

chord abounds throughout the series to such a degree that it seems integral to the Star Trek sound.83 It 

not only operates as a shorthand for the fanfare itself but sounds like a stable, harmonic resolution. 

Viewers unaware of its musical roots may not consciously pick up on the relationship, but the 

frequency of its appearance can advance the fanfare’s iconicity through its musical shorthand.  

Despite inclusive changes to the voiceover, a lack of distinctive scoring for alien races 

reinforces the white male centrality that governs The Original Series politics.84 The continuation reiterates 

the comfortable known in which The Next Generation often stays within. Rather than Captain Kirk, now 

                                                        

82 Cue M11, “Supplies for Tagra Four,” Box 8, Folder 3, “A Fistful of Datas” (S06E08, 9 November 1992), 
Chattaway Papers.  
83 Several notable moments from Chattaway’s sketches include: Cue M11, Box 1, Folder 2, “Tin Man” (23 April 
1990), Chattaway Papers; Cue M14, Box 2, Folder 7, “The Host” (S04E23, 13 May 1991), Chattaway Papers; 
Cue M12, “Rescuing Ferengi,” Box 6, Folder 7, “The Perfect Mate” (S05E21, 27 April 1992), Chattaway 
Papers; Cue M14, “Riker’s Not Please,” Box 9, Folder 2, “A Chain of Command, Part I” (S06E10, 14 
December 1992), Chattaway Papers; Cue M51, “Hanging Out by a Nebula,” Box 9, Folder 4, “A Chain of 
Command, Part II” (S06E11, 21 December 1992), Chattaway Papers; Cue M11, “Exploring the Stars,” Box 11, 
Folder 2, “The Chase” (S06E20, 26 April 1993), Chattaway Papers; Cue M11, “Street Change,” Box 11, Folder 
6, “Rightful Heir” (S06E23, 17 May 1993), Chattaway Papers; Cue M16, “No Ship in Sight,” Box 15, Folder 6, 
“Lower Decks” (S07E15, 7 February 1994), Chattaway Papers; Cue M23, “The Star Trek Express,” and M53, 
“Birth of a New Lifeform,” Box 16, Folder 5, “Emergence” (S07E23, 9 May 1994), Chattaway Papers; and Cue 
M52, Box 17, Folder 1, “Preemptive Strike” (S07E24, 16 May 1994), Chattaway Papers.  
84 See pages 97-9 in Chapter One.  
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Captain Picard fulfills the role of model leader who questions that events that surround him, but not 

enough to rupture the known paradigm. For example, borrowing a plotline from the earlier series, in 

the season five episode “The Perfect Mate” (S05E21, 27 April 1992), only Captain Picard can resist 

seduction from a female being created specifically by another species to please her male mate. Likewise, 

as the Klingon-centric season six episode, “Birthright” (S06E16-17, 1 March 1993) makes clear, the 

melodic content for alien races in The Next Generation also relies on perfect fourths and fifths. In 

Chattaway’s score, perfect fourths and fifths predominate when Klingons are onscreen, but not in any 

pattern reminiscent of Goldsmith’s famous motive for the alien race. The music could interchangeably 

underscore scenes for Picard.  

At the close of this two-part episode, Commander Worf makes an impassioned appeal for 

Klingons to leave the planet if they so choose. Worf has discovered a colony of Klingons originally 

imprisoned by the Romulan race after a prolonged war. He attempts to bring them freedom and leave 

the planet, with only cursory attempts to understand the broader socio-political issues in which these 

subjugated Klingons have experienced for several decades. Immediately after the Romulans concede 

to his demands, the fanfare sounds in slow, legato solo horn. The ascending perfect fourths are 

unmistakable in their origin (Figure 69). The final three pitches of the gesture also musically outline  

 

Figure 69: Chattaway, "Birthright Part II" [00:41:50]85 

                                                        

85 Cue M53, “Over My Dead Body,” Box 10, Folder 3, “Birthright, Part II” (S06E17, 1 March 1993), 
Chattaway Papers.  
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the most common inversion of the perfect fourth chord. Worf, a Klingon who willingly entered 

Starfleet (a path almost no other Klingon chooses, out of pride), implicitly asserts Starfleet and the 

Federation as benevolent good. Worf appeals to the Federation’s liberal humanist values centered in 

free will, and the fanfare lends audible support. A stand-in for the model minority of American politics 

during the late 1980s and early 1990s, he demonstrates a Starfleet that is “merciful, sophisticated, still 

very white,” and does not ask to question too far beyond the bounds of existing societal constructs.86 

With Picard as Worf’s Captain, the chain circles back to him as the white, male, human leader to which 

all crew members answer. Worf simply spouses Starfleet values without deeper contemplation into 

their meaning for his fellow non-Starfleet Klingons that he wishes to liberate. The fanfare’s presence 

provides sonic confirmation to his thought process, and in so doing, confirms the constructed meaning 

within its reiteration.  

The season five episode, “The First Duty” (S05E19, 30 March 1992), uses the fanfare to 

showcase Picard’s role as the Enterprise’s moral compass, in which clear distinctions exist between 

right and wrong. Throughout the episode, Picard attempts to uncover the truth behind a training 

accident that cost the life of a young Starfleet trainee. Cadet Nick Locarno finally admits the truth: his 

own arrogance and error caused the accident. The entrance of a solo horn upon his confession infuses 

the scene with the fanfare’s own ties to certainty and model leadership (Figure 70). The opening perfect  

                                                        

86 Bernardi, Star Trek and History, 112. 
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Figure 70: Chattaway, "The First Duty" [00:42:30]87 

fourth, in a very slow, solo horn, borrows focus from the visuals (m. 1). Picard has solicited truth and 

justice for the deceased cadet. The fanfare’s entrance operates as a sonic reminder of his guidance, a 

talisman for honest leadership centered in finding a clear, knowable truth. This is not to suggest that 

The Next Generation neglects morally gray issues. Rather, the reliance on the fanfare in this episode—

one example among many throughout the series—demonstrates a proclivity toward more definitive 

conclusions with identifiable answers without unanswered questions.  

The season seven episode, “Journey’s End” (S07E20, 28 March 1994) continues this thread 

and uses the fanfare to move beyond Captain Picard and suggest the archetypical white male as savior. 

The episode follows a group of Native Americans who settled on a new planet to preserve their culture. 

Starfleet forces them to leave their planet because of a new treaty with the Cardassian government 

(with whom the Federation shares a tepid relationship). While the Enterprise attempts their relocation, 

a Native American Holy Man, Lakanta, reveals to Ensign Wesley Crusher that he is destined for more 

than Starfleet. Crusher, a white human of Irish descent, aids the tribe and achieves a personal fulfillment 

through a series of vision quests. After he helps the Native Americans negotiate continued residence 

on the planet, Crusher leaves Starfleet and joins Lakanta on a journey to explore the universe. 

                                                        

87 Cue M51, Box 6, Folder 4, “The First Duty,” Chattaway Papers. 
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Using a white male to save an indigenous people is no stranger to Star Trek, and whether 

unintentional or not, continues The Original Series’ problematic politics in The Next Generation.88 Likewise, 

the process of transferring the fanfare is not new; it passes from Kirk to Picard in Generations. But in 

associating the fanfare with the young Crusher rather than a fellow captain, the series elevates the 

character above other non-white, non-male crewmembers who dutifully follow Picard’s orders. The 

fanfare’s marked presence in both the episode’s sketches and orchestrated score at key moments 

renders these connections audible.89 In the cue “War or Peace,” when Lakanta informs Crusher of his 

potential, a wooden flute gives way to brass ensemble. Moments later, when Lakanta states that Crusher 

has evolved, a complete statement of the fanfare sounds in unison horn.90 Chattaway circles the 

individual pitches in his sketch, a practice throughout his sketches that seems to emphasize important 

musical moments in an episode. The fanfare’s invocation not only signals Crusher as sincere and well-

intentioned but also implicitly suggests that he, a white man, is the most suitable leader for a Native 

American tribe. He instigates a riot amongst the Native Americans to resist their forced transport to 

another planet.  

Because Crusher angers Picard by aiding the Native Americans, the fanfare’s appearance 

during Crusher’s visions complicates its ideological baggage. It suggests Crusher as a white male leader 

superior to Picard. Picard may be following orders from his superiors, but there are several key 

moments in the franchise in which he breaks with his commands, such as the Borg battle in the film 

First Contact and protecting the Baku people in Insurrection. Both decisions, however, occur several years 

                                                        

88 See The Original Series episode, “The Paradise Syndrome,” pages 90-2 of Chapter One.  
89 Cue M11, “Family Train Stop,” Box 16, Folder 2, “Journey’s End,” Chattaway Papers; Cue M44, “Wes’ 
Visions,” Box 16, Folders 2 and 3, “Journey’s End,” Chattaway Papers.  
90 Cue M52, mm. 73-75, “War or Peace,” Box 16, Folder 3, “Journey’s End,” Chattaway Papers. 
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after the events in “Journey’s End.” Picard’s nearsighted judgement, suggested by the Native 

Americans’ decision to renounce Federation citizenship and remain on the planet, is a welcome 

development largely unseen in Star Trek’s depiction of its (white) leaders. The fanfare’s insertion into 

Crusher’s visions suggests Picard’s error, but with little questioning of the more complicated issues at 

play in forcibly relocating an entire community. Yet through the changed audiovisual pairing, the 

fanfare goes beyond association with an individual or crew to connote a level of moral righteousness. 

But this musical moral compass functions as a metaphor for the uncomplicated ethical distinctions to 

which The Next Generation often adheres. The issue is resolved by the episode’s end. Challenges to 

Picard’s leadership occur through Wes’s actions, but not so much as to fundamentally change the series’ 

ethos. Moreover, they come from a fellow cisgender, white male.  

The fanfare’s pairing with Crusher’s visions also provides an opportunity for the musical text 

to expand its depiction to another specific character—that is, beyond Captains Picard or Kirk—while 

still maintaining ties to its incipient ideology. Even as Crusher ventures into the unknown to explore 

the universe, the fanfare’s appearance places his journey simultaneously in confident predictability. A 

solo, stately horn adds nobility to Crusher’s decision (Figure 71). His mother’s statement, that he should  

 

Figure 71: Chattaway, "Journey's End" [00:43:25]91 

                                                        

91 Cue M54, “Wes Goes His Own Way,” Box 16, Folder 2, “Journey’s End,” Chattaway Papers.  
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“be sure [to] dress warmly on those other planes of existence,” on the surface suggests a reference to 

the “higher plane of existence” that closes discussion in the final scene of The Motion Picture. But her 

chiding parental tone conveys a relaxed, joking attitude, with none of the earlier film’s cognitive 

estrangement in the face of a genuine unknown. The fanfare, paired with the dialogue, orients the scene 

toward a clear-cut, even comfortable journey. Crusher is about to embark on a new adventure, but the 

fanfare’s repetition, tied to its previous appearances—per Tagg and Clarida, its reveille, preparatory, 

mnemonic functions as a recognizable title theme—intuits that, much like The Next Generation series as 

a whole, Crusher already has the answers, and can forgo most of the questions.92 

 

The Fanfare and The Next Generation Film Series 

With the end of The Next Generation, the cast turned solely to Trek film projects. Goldsmith, at the 

behest of director Jonathan Frakes, returned an unprecedented third time to score First Contact.93 He 

would continue to score the remaining films featuring The Next Generation cast. Goldsmith’s reunion 

with Trek waxes nostalgic in First Contact’s opening title sequence. The film opens with all the revered 

pomp of a regal procession as the actors’ names glide into focus, like a starship in motion. But the 

credits also feel more personal as each individual name enters the screen (Figure 72). The fanfare, with 

  

                                                        

92 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 110.  
93 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 123. 
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Figure 72: First Contact, Opening Title Sequence [00:00:48] 

copious amounts of rubato, expectedly sounds over the opening Paramount logo—echoing its iteration 

from the final act of Generations. The music then transitions into a new brass theme in warm F major 

with an ascending perfect fourth to accompany the parade of names (Figure 73). The theme includes  

 

Figure 73: Goldsmith, First Contact, Title Theme [00:00:43] 

an outline of the fanfare, a link similar to Horner’s scores that injects Trek with new material. Goldsmith 

(assisted by his son, Joel Goldsmith) inserts two appoggiaturas that break up a direct fanfare quotation: 

a C before the expected B	 (m. 2), and another C before the B	 resolution to A (m. 3). Yet the 
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melody’s octave span itself is derivative of Copland. Goldsmith continues to alter the theme in its 

second statement: a move to the submediant spurs a D as part of a subdominant (mm. 5-6). The 

decision prevents an outright statement of two successive ascending perfect fourths starting on C (m. 

6) that would arguably sound too obvious in an opening marked by its reverence tone. Goldsmith’s 

sketches of the cue, moreover, suggest firm intent.94 Unlike his sketches for The Motion Picture, which 

include numerous revisions and taped-in additions, his sketches for First Contact scarcely contain any 

music. Other unknown sketches may exist for the film, but the extant materials appear in a half-finished 

hand, with musical details frequently omitted. The sketch for the “Red Alert” cue [00:10:00] even 

includes the note, “use rhythm from The Motion Picture.”95 Working on his third Star Trek score, 

Goldsmith deftly crafts themes that operate within Trek’s sound world without a need for direct 

statement of the fanfare. Memory of the past, rather than the past itself, informs the newest musical 

permutations.  

Because of the fanfare’s reiteration in a context largely devoid of visual music notation, 

memory of audition takes on a powerful role in its iconicity. Indeed, Yuri Lotman argues that “a 

meaningful element is always the destruction of some expectation,” and in “receiving cinematic 

information, one compares what one sees [and hears] on the screen not only (and sometimes, not so 

much) with life, but also with clichés in films which one already knows.”96 To turn to Theodor Adorno, 

                                                        

94 Cue 1-1, “Main Title, Folder 134, Jerry Goldsmith Music Sketches, 1957-2003, Margaret Herrick Library, 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Beverly Hills, CA. In addition, long-time collaborator Alexander 
Courage worked as Goldsmith’s orchestrator. Perhaps Goldsmith’s cleaner sketches speak to his trust of 
Courage, with whom he had worked on several occasions (including Planet of the Apes (1964) and the television 
series The Waltons (1972-81), to simply know his intentions based on their long professional history.  
95 Italics added by author. Cue 1-6, “Red Alert, Folder 134, Jerry Goldsmith music sketches.  
96 Yuri Lotman, Semiotics of Cinema, trans. Mark E. Suino (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 
1976), 32.   
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self-awareness and a cognizance of difference upon presentation in music “is closest to reconciliation 

as also to lamentation,” and is re-enacted over and over.97 Through repetition and slight modification, 

Star Trek’s fanfare generates a sense of ritualized aura for the modern era, inscribing the utopia 

proffered in Wrath of Khan. For many viewers, love of The Next Generation cast arguably surpassed that 

of The Original Series.98 The ritual of consumption allows the new cast’s iconic status to take hold. 

Seeping into consumerist American folklore, the fanfare that presages the opening cue boasts a 

reverence seldom used in the films featuring The Original Series cast. The film’s ideological allegiance to 

Star Trek’s past—here centered in comforting memory of The Original Series’ established past—is given 

added weight, providing a meaningful, more personal context to the unfolding story.  

This musical legacy highlights the franchise’s best film reviews since The Wrath of Khan’s 

premiere. After thirty years of perpetual use, the fanfare achieves a level of near-ubiquitous expectation 

as a quasi-folksong—a musical shorthand to be invoked when desired. Kenneth Turan of the Los 

Angeles Times claimed that the film “does everything you’d want a Star Trek film to do, and it does it 

with cheerfulness and style,” while James Berardinelli called the film the most entertaining Trek film in 

a decade, writing “it has single handedly revived the Star Trek movie series, at least from a creative 

point of view.”99 To achieve this bourgeoisie affirmation, Goldsmith’s score draws on the past while 

introducing new material; the connections no longer need be as overt.  

                                                        

97 Theodor W. Adorno, Beethoven: The Philosophy of Music, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Edmund Jephcott 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1998), 173. 
98 For example, the 2015 Star Trek convention in Las Vegas, Nevada, a personalized autograph of Patrick 
Stewart cost $150, while Shatner’s was only $100. 
99 Kenneth Turan, “Star Trek: First Contact,” Los Angeles Times, 23 November 1996, accessed 14 June 2016, 
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/; James Berardinelli, “Star Trek: First Contact,” ReelViews, 22 November 
1996, accessed 14 June 2016, http://www.reelviews.net/reelviews/star-trek-first-contact. 
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To that end, in First Contact Goldsmith not only continues to rehabilitate his title theme from 

The Motion Picture but also expands Trek’s musical vocabulary with new thematic content. The fanfare 

appears rarely in its original form. Because his original title theme for The Motion Picture had been used 

for The Next Generation television series’ own opening credit sequence, upon the premiere of First 

Contact, many unknowing fans of the latter series charged Goldsmith with plagiarism.100 Fragments of 

the theme appear throughout First Contact, Insurrection, and Nemesis in connection to Picard, the 

Enterprise, and her crew. It stands in place of the fanfare, but through their shared musical features, 

Goldsmith’s theme continues to reify the musical text through appropriation and projection.  

Goldsmith’s new themes draw less so on the melody than on the fanfare’s instrumentation, 

contour, and intervallic content. But the strategy still guides viewers into Trek’s largely known web. 

Caryl Flinn’s positioning of film music as within a sense of historical timelessness allows for the 

construction of this “no-place” utopia.101 In so doing, it “emerges from an historical and ideological 

base that, in exceeding that base, broaches the utopian.”102 And yet, Flinn’s arguments of the ahistorical 

timelessness within film music are complicated both by Star Trek’s use of historical musical codes from 

multiple eras and by shifts within contemporary (United States) culture from the franchise’s inception. 

Moreover, her construct suggests an ethnocentric viewpoint that privileges Western audiences. Despite 

these historical markers, Star Trek’s fanfare becomes a powerful sonic lens through which to view these 

layers of development.103 First, as a fictionalized future, Star Trek’s continued installments can and do 

                                                        

100 Bond, The Music of Star Trek, 117. 
101 Caryl Flinn, Strains of Utopia: Gender, Nostalgia, and Hollywood Film Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1992), 91. See also pages 34-6 of the Introduction.  
102 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 97. 
103 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 93. 
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present these codes in anachronistic simultaneity, a postmodern sensibility that could label them 

stylistic markers.104 Second, the shared lineage of the fanfare’s derivative content can offer fleeting 

glimpses and traces of Flinn’s no-place utopia, a version of what Tom Gunning might label the “cinema 

of attractions” through the presentation of spectacle.105 Depending on the context, the fanfare can be 

invoked throughout the Star Trek brand, both implicitly and explicitly: subtle illusions, harmonic 

chordal versions, and direct statements. Re-consumption through syndication, VHS, DVDs, and online 

streaming augments those moments. Viewers can nostalgically revisit the past as an eternal present.106 

The moments in which the fanfare appears, then, suggest glimpses of that timelessness, that spectacle, 

but they retain to ties to the film text in which they occur. This ritual of re-consumption can thus free 

the fanfare—and Star Trek—from its originating shackles, if only for a moment, and even more for 

those viewers and communities knowledgeable of past content. Flynn’s arguments become a possibility 

rather than a closed theoretical framework.   

An early melodic fragment in First Contact offers a prime example. Following the presentation 

of the fanfare in First Contact, a seemingly insignificant melodic major triad appears in the timpani 

(Figure 74). The gesture seems part of the processional, but Goldsmith later expands the motive to 

include a #4-3 gesture—a previous A	 pedal in the bass grounds the cue in A	 major (Figure 75). 

Downward motion of the D to C lends an unexpected sweetness to the arrival of the C; it enhances a  

                                                        

104 Postmodernist theory presents its own set of issues to unpack, the focus of Chapter Five.  
105 Tom Gunning, "The Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde" Wide Angle 
8/3-4 (Fall 1986): 66.  
106 Klinger, Beyond the Multiplex, 170. 
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Figure 74: First Contact, Melodic fragment [00:00:18] 

 

Figure 75: First Contact, #4-3 Motive [00:09:10]107 

sense of yearning through its unexpected presence. Drawing on nineteenth-century compositional 

practices, the use of the Lydian mode also envelops the scene with sacred undertones. Ludwig van 

Beethoven most famously uses the mode in the third movement of Op. 132, String Quartet no. 15 in 

A minor (1825). Titled Heiliger Dankgesang eines Genesenen an die Gottheit, in der lydischen Tonart [Holy song 

of thanksgiving of a convalescent to the Deity, in the Lydian mode], the movement alternates passages 

with a melody in Lydian and faster sections in D major. Beethoven wrote the piece near the end of his 

life after a bout of severe illness. Goldsmith’s use of the #4 and Lydian mode in the first film to solely 

star The Next Generation cast similarly injects a sense of thanksgiving. He does not quote from 

Beethoven’s late work; rather, similar to The Motion Picture’s flirtation with a Wagnerian Liebestod, his 

score offers a philosophical metaphor by using an historical compositional trope.108 The Next Generation 

cast has taken over the franchise, but they maintain a reverence for Trek’s previous star players. Viewers 

can rest in the knowledge that the film “does everything [they’d] want a Star Trek film to do”—a 

                                                        

107 Cue 1-6, “Red Alert,” Folder 134, Goldsmith Music Sketches. 
108 See pages 60-72 in Chapter One.  
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suggestion of timelessness in returning to the franchise once more. Through the fanfare’s invocation, 

First Contact first brings respectful awareness of the franchise’s past. The melodic arrival of a #4 to the 

third of the chord shortly thereafter provides a sense of a fulfillment centered in longing and the 

fulfillment of nostalgia. Star Trek has arrived once more. The moment simultaneously suggests a sense 

of timelessness, but does so by drawing on a variety of relevant historical precedents.    

Multiple scholars have attempted to unpack the meaning of the Heiliger Dankgesang. In drawing 

on their work, my intent is not to choose one narrative, but rather to illustrate the profound impact 

specific pieces of music can have upon their audiences.109 The music of Star Trek is no different. The 

construction of meaning in Beethoven’s music—particularly the Heiliger Dankgesang—has a long, 

tortuous history. I do intend to claim that Goldsmith draws directly on Beethoven’s use of the Lydian 

mode. I center my argument in the presence of the Lydian mode itself. Just as the musical Americana 

of Aaron Copland can trace its roots into the nineteenth century orchestral tradition, so too do uses 

of the Lydian mode. Goldsmith’s melodic gesture relies on that shared cultural baggage of the musically 

sacred. The unexpected sweetness of the third’s arrival illustrates a sonic fulfillment of nostalgic longing 

for the past, and in so doing, helps First Contact’s opening moments verge on a mythic timelessness to 

resonate with Star Trek’s past iterations.  

 Indeed, the integration of Goldsmith’s new motive with the fanfare suggests a parallel to the 

integration that Beethoven’s own motivic content undergoes in the Heiliger Dankgesang. The first 

complete presentation of Goldsmith’s motive appears when the crew decide to disregard their orders 

                                                        

109 See Kevin Korsyn, “J. W. N. Sullivan and the Heiliger Dankgesang: Questions of Meaning in Late Beethoven,” 
in Beethoven Forum II, 133-74 (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1993); John Paul, “Spiritual 
Narratives in Beethoven’s Quartet, Op. 132” Journal of Musicology 30/3 (Summer 2013): 330-68.  
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from Starfleet and fight their enemy, the Borg (Figure 75).110 Stated in unison horn, the motive 

continues the fanfare’s instrumentation. The triplet rhythm likewise suggests a link to the fanfare; the 

descending pitches have simple been rearranged. The ascending leap that follows is expanded from a 

perfect fourth to a perfect fifth. Captain Picard has countermanded a superior’s orders—the kind of 

impulsive decision typical of Kirk’s leadership style that asks only limited questions before acting. Tied 

to the actions depicted onscreen, Goldsmith’s motive directs Picard’s actions toward Star Trek’s past. 

In the face of an unknown battle on the horizon, the unexpected arrival of the third injects the scene 

with momentary sweetness. Drawing on the fanfare assuages fear and centers the experience in the 

Enterprise crew’s certain victory, free from cognitive estrangement.  

 Goldsmith’s continued use of both the fanfare and #4-3 motive in Insurrection further 

demonstrate a musical commitment to Star Trek’s ideological legacy. The film’s plot itself turns more 

firmly toward nostalgia for an idealized past without complications. The Enterprise crew prevent 

nefarious aliens from taking advantage of the Baku, a species who eschew technology and have settled 

on a planet that provides immortality. The film opens with the expected fanfare, but as in First Contact, 

Goldsmith immediately introduces a new motive (mm. 4-5, Figure 76). The motive itself also includes  

                                                        

110 The Borg Collective, a technologically connected hive mind that assimilates all civilizations in its path, can 
be read as an inversion of the Federation’s utopian society.  
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Figure 76: Goldsmith, Insurrection, Opening Titles [00:00:05]111 

the fanfare’s bones: an ascending perfect fourth with an eventual stepwise descent. Yet Goldsmith also 

includes a tritone leap from B	 to E . The interval allows a stepwise descent of #4-3, with the F (m. 

4) operating as an ornamental neighbor tone. The cello’s fast articulation maintains a faint and delicate 

sound, while the descent to the D sounds especially sweet (both the opening fanfare and cello motive 

center the cue on B	). The D likewise occurs both on the downbeat and on a unison with the horn, 

allowing it to ring clear on the soundtrack.  

The uncertainty presaged by the tritone outline and its descent to the third sonically render 

the film’s preoccupation with nostalgia and longing. The film’s villains are revealed as members of the 

Baku who left the planet to explore the galaxy. Without the immortality offered by their home, they 

have aged beyond recognition. At the film’s close, those who survived only want to return and live 

among their species. The pitches of the #4-3 descent, E and D, land on either side of E	, which would 

outline the fanfare in the cello motive (m. 4). By landing on either side of the pitch, the motive fails to 

achieve the pure certainty the fanfare encapsulates. The moment can function as a metaphor for Star 

Trek’s own reverence of its past. The Baku, analogous to an Amish society, have embraced an older 

way of living. Their utopia orients itself toward a perceived simpler past, with a lack of technology and 

                                                        

111 Cue 1-1, mm. 1-5, “Baku Village,” Insurrection, Goldsmith Music Sketches. 
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the daily routines of their small society standing in for Trek’s traditional certainty. The #4-3 descent’s 

twenty-seven appearances throughout the film—far more than any other motive—makes the 

orientation, centered in nostalgia for what once existed, even more explicit. The positioning occurs 

without use of the fanfare itself, but with a motive linked to it in its first statement.  

Insurrection’s increased use of the #4-3 descent, however, in conjunction with several lyrical 

cues, also offers a possible explanation for its mixed reception.112 Goldsmith’s theme for the Baku 

consists of mostly stepwise motion in oboe accompanied by harp, while Picard’s romantic theme uses 

strings, harp, and flute. Goldsmith also makes little use of his own theme from The Motion Picture. The 

fanfare frames the beginning and end of the film, while Goldsmith’s original theme makes three 

truncated appearances. Whether symptomatic or a direct cause, his score indicates the fanfare’s 

importance as an icon for the Trek brand; too little, and the film can lose sonic recognition. The 

Washington Post called the film old-fashioned, but “in the best sense of the word,” saying: 

Fans and fanatics of the original Star Trek and its late successor The Next Generation 
will find a familiar and comforting security blanket in Insurrection, a satisfying but safe 
feature that trots out all the shopworn formulas and devices that made the Gene 
Roddenberry-created show and its three televised spin-offs so successful.113 
 

Like the intent behind The Wrath of Khan, the film reads as an elongated episode of The Next Generation 

television series, with more intimate portraits of both Picard and Data. Yet the filmmakers seem unable 

to have injected Insurrection with the same level of cinematic vim and vigor. Goldsmith’s score likewise 

                                                        

112 The film’s inclusion of a member of Starfleet (but not a member of the Enterprise crew) who colludes with 
the banished Baku to harness the planet’s fountain of youth offers an additional explanation. In both The 
Original Series and The Next Generation, members of Starfleet are rarely portrayed as morally compromised. Yet 
Insurrection does not linger on this ideological disruption. The film quickly resolves the issues without any long-
lasting repercussions. 
113 Michael O’Sullivan, “Insurrection: Resistance is Futile,” The Washington Post, 11 December 1998, accessed 15 
June 2016, https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-700664.html. 
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offers too few connections to Trek’s musical past that could salvage and mark the film as part of the 

sonic ideological brand. The increased use of the #4-3 descent provides almost too much nostalgic 

fulfillment without the anchor that both the fanfare and Goldsmith’s Motion Picture theme can provide. 

Used alone, the #4-3 motive lacks two few of the of the fanfare’s musical features to resonate as such.  

The android character Data’s secondary storyline in the film provides a helpful tool to 

understand this musical turnaround, for it mirrors Spock’s own embrace of his human side in The Wrath 

of Khan. Ever since his introduction in The Next Generation, Data has wished to become more fully 

human.114 In the film series, he continues to learn with an emotion chip. Data’s bonding with a small 

Baku child in Insurrection helps him more fully appreciate emotional intelligence; he revels in the 

experience. Data’s connection with the child can be read as “a metamorphoses motif where a child 

becomes computer-like and a computer/android becomes more childlike;” Data operates as 

a metaphor for a child who seeks to understand what being human means and then, 
like the velveteen rabbit, wishes to become. From confronting his father and evil 
brother to finding his mother [plot points from The Next Generation television series], 
Data also represents the potential within all of us to quest for a fuller humanity.115 
 

Here the differences from Wrath of Khan become clear. Horner’s score in Wrath of Khan guides Spock’s 

ideological evolution through an explicit use of the fanfare. Goldsmith, however, relies on his newly 

composed material for Data’s development. In the final scene of Insurrection, Data plays in a haystack 

with the Baku child. Goldsmith’s pastoral theme from the film’s first scene plays in full. Data’s 

                                                        

114 In the Next Generation episode that features Spock, “Unification,” Data himself notes that Spock tries to 
distance himself from his human side to achieve what Data has, a perfectly logical mind. Data, however, wants 
to embrace human emotion (“Unification,” Part II [23:00]). Both characters suggest the necessity to balance 
logic and emotion, but through Data’s orientation throughout the episode as well as Spock’s in Wrath of Khan, 
with the privileging of the emotional experience.  
115 Sharon R. Sherman and Mikel J. Koven, Folklore/Cinema: Popular Film as Vernacular Culture (Utah State 
University Press: Logan, UT, 2007), 87. 
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experience is a brief snippet lost amongst a cinematic montage of individual characters enjoying the 

outdoors before returning to the Enterprise. The moment lacks the emotional resonance that Spock’s 

final words—tied with the fanfare—kindle.   

In the final film to feature The Next Generation cast, Nemesis, Goldsmith continues similarly 

disconnected musical practices. He peppers his score with the #4-3 descent and a few short variations 

of his Motion Picture theme, but they too appear sparsely. The dearth of musical connections to Trek’s 

past—even the #4-3 descent—mirrors the entire film’s design. Nemesis maintains the lowest gross of 

Trek’s cinematic output, and maintains the second-worst reviews of the franchise.116 The film 

effectively ended Star Trek’s cinematic run for seven years, the longest between films since the premiere 

of The Motion Picture.117 Although multiple factors contributed to the film’s failure (the director, Stuart 

Baird, admitted to never having seen an episode of The Next Generation), Goldsmith’s score, like 

Insurrection, lacks content that draws on its most effective sonic icon: the fanfare.118 Much of the film, 

both in its plot and musical content, focuses on the villain Shinzon (Tom Hardy), rather than the 

Enterprise and her crew. Shinzon’s motive, moreover, is a chromatic descent broken up into two 

rhythmic groups (Figure 77). Shinzon is a young cloned version of Picard, but the lack of fanfare in 

                                                        

116 The film attained only a $43 million domestic gross on a budget of over $60 million. Rotten Tomatoes 
places the film at only 37% fresh. “Star Trek: Nemesis,” Boxofficemojo, accessed 10 July 2016, http://www.boxoffi 
cemojo.com/ movie s/?id=startrek10.htm.   
117 A script had been in production that would serve as a fifth and final adventure for The Next Generation crew, 
filled with many nods to Trek’s past, but Nemesis’s failure at the box office convinced Paramount to abandon the 
project due to “franchise fatigue.” “Final TNG Movie was Pulled Due to Franchise Fatigue,” Airlock Alpha, 8 
October 2010, accessed 13 July 2016, http://airlockalpha.com/7889/final-tng-movie-was-pulled-due-to-franch 
ise-fatigue-html.  
118 “New Frontiers: Stuart Baird on Directing Nemesis,” DVD Featurette, Star Trek: Nemesis. Nemesis is also one 
of Goldsmith’s final scores, and his final Trek score. He died two years later, in 2004.  
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Figure 77: Goldsmith, Nemesis, Shinzon Motive119 

his scoring separates him from Picard, suggesting a missed opportunity to explore the potential for 

moral ambiguity in Picard’s own leadership. Neither Picard nor the film intellectually prod beyond the 

immediate goal of preventing war with the Romulan empire—one small example of the film’s 

continuation of The Next Generation’s dominant principles. Shinzon’s theme does appear in horn, but 

its chromatic descent and fast rhythmic bursts are too distanced from the fanfare to elicit its ghost. 

The fanfare’s presence can assure viewers of a Star Trek installment’s support of a framework that 

adheres to a known framework. Simply put, its lack in Nemesis suggests the film was simply not quite 

the Star Trek that viewers could expect, and failed to provide an alternative in its place.  

 

Conclusion: Star Trek and the Personal Level  

The Trek films featuring The Original Series cast as well as the television series and films focused on The 

Next Generation crew strengthen the Trek ideology to which Wrath of Khan returned. The 1982 film’s 

potent utopia, centered in a well-known formula that eschewed cognitive estrangement, proved too 

successful to alter. The fanfare—and its expanding musical topos—continued to rest at the brand’s 

center throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s. Easily transferable, the fanfare and its derivative 

content allowed new installments to feel fresh, but its construction remained linked within Wrath of 

                                                        

119 Cue 1-1, m. 29, “Remus,” Nemesis, Goldsmith Music Sketches. 
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Khan’s rendition of Trek’s utopia. The entire process instilled the fanfare with greater symbolism for 

not only the Star Trek brand but also its role in depicting the bonds between individuals throughout its 

expansive media output—an increased focus on the personal, individual level. From Captain Kirk, to 

Captain Picard, the Enterprise crews, Lieutenant Worf, and even to the young Ensign Wesley Crusher, 

the fanfare’s appearances remind viewers of a utopian vision centered in white male leadership, in 

which one does not ask too many questions. Both Tagg and Clarida’s and Eco’s similar systems of 

perceived similitude, centered in the stylistic features that are counted, demonstrate that previously 

codified system of expectations is what allows “the iconic representation, however stylized it may be, 

appear to be more true than the real experience.”120 Indeed, Adorno’s own discussion of Beethoven 

remains apt: “utopia is heard only as what has already been.”121 The past informs the fanfare’s 

construction in the present, and centering it within the personal experiences of beloved characters 

allows the perceived reality of the experience to resonate.  

This bridge between the historical codes from the past and ahistorical timelessness of 

(re)consumption in the present similarly complicates Flinn’s explanation of film music as utopian. Yet 

the fanfare’s continued presence allows us to unpack the differing iterations. Eleven composers 

contributed to this re-orientation toward The Original Series’ utopia, each bringing his own personal 

style. But in drawing on the fanfare’s musical characteristics, each composer allowed a lineage to 

coagulate. Chattaway’s copious sketches, scores, and notes offer a window into understanding the 

process. Looking to the past may have become an exhausted trope in the films Insurrection and Nemesis, 

                                                        

120 Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 204-05. Tagg and Clarida describe their approach using similar language, Ten Little 
Title Tunes, 270-71.  
121 Adorno, Beethoven, 175. 
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but this content’s continued existence speaks to the fanfare’s own resilience and paradoxical musical 

flexibility. Contrary to Attali’s arguments, repetition may numb one affect, but this opens the possibility 

for the accumulation of new, additional meanings and derivative content. For example, in all five of 

his Trek scores, Goldsmith includes the Klingon motive he first wrote for The Motion Picture. No other 

composer draws on its content.122 Only Goldsmith’s title theme from The Motion Picture gains traction, 

and more so because of its continual use in The Next Generation television series. The entire process 

indicates the co-dependence between composers necessary for iconicity and symbolism to take hold 

within a musical text. Others must continue to repurpose, reuse, and recycle themes for them to gain 

continued traction. Viewers can likewise watch The Original Series and Next Generation casts in 

syndication, personal DVD collections, and multiple streaming services. Viewers can nostalgically 

revisit the past as an eternal present through this presentation of the spectacle. The Original Series’ utopia 

may become solidified in memory through Wrath of Khan, but its budding ubiquity through the 

installments consumed in its wake has simultaneously prepared for new ideologies to break through.123 

The moments in which the fanfare appears, then, provides glimpses of that timelessness while retaining 

more historical ties to the films in which they occur. Flynn’s arguments offer one potential outcome 

                                                        

122 The theme’s lack of use may be due to a legal arrangement with Paramount, but at least for The Undiscovered 
Country, the motivation appears to be centered in the film’s allegory rather than inability to use previous musical 
material. Eidelman noted, “I brought the Klingons right into the main title … my Klingon theme is very 
different from the past Klingon themes. I’ve literally taken Goldsmith’s Klingon theme and put it up to the 
Klingons in Star Trek VI and it works horribly, because the Klingons are not warlike in this movie. […] It’s a 
different situation.” Mark A. Altman, “Cliff Eidelman: Scoring Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country’” Film Score 
Monthly, 1/23 (1992): 10; and Tim Summers, “Musical Depiction of the Alien Other, 38.  
123 See Chapter Three. This development allowed Trek’s musical topos to be steered toward a new direction: the 
greater uncertainty that guides Deep Space Nine and Voyager. Likewise, its retrofuturist reworking in the twenty-
first century spurred the franchise’s rebirth, the focus of Chapter Four. 
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rather than inevitable framework. To reiterate, however, only through a persistent sonic world-building 

using the fanfare—and its ties to The Original Series’ paradigm—could these shifts even take place. 

The fanfare encapsulates this notion of simultaneous stasis and change. Through the 

cultivation of memory and nostalgia, both its presence and derivative content may take on “greatness, 

a presence in the past which […] it could never achieve in the present.”124 Here a turn to notions of 

the aura and consumption become key. The term aura conjures Walter Benjamin’s oft-cited arguments 

centered in the (positive) destruction of ritualized aura in the present through the advent of mechanical 

reproduction, in which “even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element: 

its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to be.”125 Benjamin 

celebrates the advent of mechanical reproduction, particularly the cinema, because he believes it will 

allow the development of art free from the parasitic tyranny of ritual. Although mass-produced art 

lacks the same level of temporal and physical uniqueness of earlier rituals, reproductions are not bound 

to the time of their inception, and can inspire new experiences as viewers continue to consume them. 

The paradoxical shift between the continuation of The Original Series’ framework and the 

subsequent ability for modification through that repetition manages to capture the essence of Flinn’s 

utopian construct. Negotiation proves key.126 Depending upon the context, the fanfare and its progeny 

exist as snapshots, continuations from the past, or perhaps anticipatory traces of the future.127 With 

each (re)iteration, something of the original is maintained, but its meanings offer the potential to shift 

                                                        

124 Adorno, Beethoven, 175-76. 
125 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Illuminations, ed. Hannah 
Arendt (New York: Schocken, 1968), 222.    
126 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 97. 
127 Flinn discusses Bloch’s anticipatory traces in Strains of Utopia, 95.  
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as an envisioning of utopia develops. This non-linear process of “rummaging through all our cultural 

inheritance” creates an expansive chain of development centered in the memory of past Star Trek 

experiences.128 The very process captures snapshots of the American collective consciousness in 

memory and allows for a paradoxical cycle of musical continuity and variation within one icon: the 

fanfare.   

 

 

 

                                                        

128 Theodor Adorno and Hanns Eisler, Composing for the Films, (1947, reprint; New York: Continuum, 2007), 55. 
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Q: [wounded] You hit me. Picard never hit me. 
Commander Sisko: I’m not Picard. 1 

—Star Trek: Deep Space Nine 

 
Chapter Three. Markers of  Utopian Difference: Deep 
Space Nine and Voyager  

Markers of Utopian Difference:  
Deep Space Nine and Voyager  

 

Gene Roddenberry’s death in 1991 presaged a new chapter for Star Trek. In the 1990s, two television 

series, Deep Space Nine (1993-99) and Voyager (1995-2001), offered Treks unlike their predecessors. As 

characters in both series grapple with religious conflict, ethical dilemmas, and ongoing warfare, Deep 

Space Nine and Voyager shift away from the familiar, relatively uncomplicated utopia presented in The 

Original Series and The Next Generation. Rather than a vision centered in white male leadership, in which 

one does not ask too many questions, both series’ leaders regularly face morally ambiguous situations 

that force them to tackle unanswerable questions.2 Despite this pivot toward a more dystopian 

                                                        

1 Commander Benjamin Sisko to the alien “Q” [00:24:45], “Q-less” (7 February 1993).  
2 This is not to suggest that The Next Generation and The Original Series never present their characters with more 
unsettling situations. It is a question of degree. Indeed, in the season three finale of The Next Generation, Captain 
Picard is kidnapped by another species, the Borg, and made to join their collective hive mind. But the fanfare’s 
continued straightforward employment in The Next Generation not only directs orientation toward The Original 
Series’ comforting utopian dream centered in a liberal humanism and United States centric ideology, but also 
cements it as ubiquitous to the franchise. Daniel Leonard Bernardi, Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White 
Future (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1998), 105-36. Outlier episodes appear throughout the 
series, but they remain exceptions to an established norm. For example, the season five episode “The Outcast” 
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framework, The Original Series’ fanfare retains ties to both series’ title themes and underscore—but in 

fragmentary form. Indeed, through their use of the fanfare’s characteristics, composer Jay Chattaway’s 

musical sketches suggest recognition of the fanfare’s ability to navigate the ideological tensions and 

ethical quandaries within both Deep Space Nine and Voyager.3 Musical traces, deformations, and 

distortions of the fanfare color both series’ scores. 

Chattaway began writing for Star Trek during the third season of The Next Generation, and 

continued to work on all subsequent Trek series. His combined output of 183 episodes is rivaled only 

by fellow composer Dennis McCarthy.4 Both composers’ scoring shows a consistency of style that 

came to define the franchise’s televised sound. In tracing Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s differences from 

the Trek that precedes them, McCarthy and Chattaway offer musical continuity from The Next 

Generation (in tandem with both series’ production design and costumes), a necessary concern in 

maintaining brand identity. Moreover, the fanfare’s manipulation in their underscore denotes both 

series’ more dystopian framework.  

The fanfare’s importance in solidifying Trek’s utopian future in its earlier installments cannot 

be understated. Throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s, much of Star Trek’s film scoring, as well as 

                                                        

(S05E17, 16 March 1992) was intended to address the contemporary issue of LGBT rights by presenting an 
androgynous species who view binary gender expression as a perversion. One member of the species, Soren, 
falls in love with Commander Riker, and they begin an affair. After the affair is discovered and Soren is placed 
in conversion therapy, Riker attempts an unsanctioned rescue. He discovers the therapy has worked, and 
returns to the Enterprise. The episode’s dénouement provides clear-cut resolution to a complex issue, and later 
episodes do not revisit the issue.  
3 Jay Chattaway Papers, 1990-2005, West Virginia and Regional History Center, University of West Virginia, 
Morgantown, WV.  
4 Chattaway scored 42 out of 176 episodes for The Next Generation, 59 out of 173 for Deep Space Nine, 54 out of 
170 for Voyager, and 28 out of 98 for Enterprise (2001-2005). He also composed the pilot and series finale for 
Voyager, and won an Emmy for the latter episode. McCarthy scored 88 out of 176 for The Next Generation, 77 
out of 173 for Deep Space Nine, 65 out of 170 for Voyager, and 30 out of 98 for Enterprise.  
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the televised The Next Generation, privileges either the fanfare’s unambiguous presentation or themes 

noticeably derivative of its characteristics.5 The fanfare rarely, if ever, provokes viewers with 

discomforting scenarios that lack clean resolution. Rather, through its presence, it assures that 

“technology will solve their problems, virtually without human intervention.”6 These renditions of Trek 

maintain Wrath of Khan’s reorientation toward The Original Series’ sensibilities after the critical and 

financial failure of The Motion Picture. They lack the unsettling strangeness defined by that less successful 

cinematic Trek debut.7 Through its prolonged use, then, the fanfare continues to develop as a sonic 

icon, a cipher expanded beyond its originating context.8 It can be invoked throughout the Star Trek 

brand implicitly and explicitly, including subtle allusions, inversions, and direct statements. Indeed, this 

shift portends the powerful role of musical fragments within Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s scoring.    

Even as Deep Space Nine and Voyager present grittier versions of Trek’s utopian future, because 

the fanfare—no matter how blurred—forms the foundation of their scoring practices, both series 

simultaneously regenerate the more straightforward utopian future that their antecedents proliferate. 

But first, a brief discussion of each series’ origins and narrative developments will help explain the 

                                                        

5 Neil Lerner, Neil Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings:  the Title Themes of the Star Trek Television 
Franchise, 1966-2005,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future, ed. K.J. Donnelly and Philip 
Hayward (New York: Routledge, 2013), 52-71. 
6 Keith Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth of a Film Franchise,” in Science Fiction Film, Television, and Adaptation: 
Across the Screens, ed. J. P. Telotte and Gerald Duchovnay (New York: Routledge, 2012), 102; Jeff Bond, The 
Music of Star Trek: Profiles in Style (Los Angeles: Lone Eagle, 1999), 107.  
7 Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1979), 27. Chapter One addresses the The Motion Picture’s and Wrath of Khan’s rival cinematic 
adaptations of The Original Series.   
8 Caryl Flinn’s positioning of film music within a sense of historical timelessness offers an explanation for the 
construction of a “no-place” utopia from which Trek’s fanfare emerges. In so doing, it surfaces from within an 
“historical and ideological base that, in exceeding that base, broaches the utopian.” Strains of Utopia: Gender, 
Nostalgia, and Hollywood Film Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992), 91-7; pages 34-6 of the 
Introduction.  
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ostensible paradox. In 1992, Paramount Pictures executive Brandon Tartikoff tasked Rick Berman and 

Michael Piller, the creative force behind The Next Generation, to develop a new Trek series.9 Their result, 

Deep Space Nine, became the first installment without any input from Roddenberry. In contrast to the 

transitory spaceship in The Original Series and The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine centers its action on 

a station led by the African American Commander Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks) at the Federation’s 

border. The backwater post quickly develops into a bustling center of interstellar commerce, however, 

with the discovery of a nearby stable wormhole that allows quick travel to a distant section of the galaxy 

called the Gamma Quadrant. Deep Space Nine’s fixed setting is but the first of many differences from 

the Trek that precedes it. The crew that run the station, a mixture of officers from the Federation and 

citizens from the nearby planet Bajor, clash over differing philosophies, values, and religious beliefs. 

From season four onward, a serialized storyline follows the Federation’s ongoing war with a hostile 

species from the Gamma Quadrant. The station is the locus of battle, and the crew cope with uncertain 

victory, an attempted military coup, betrayals from within their own government, death, loss, and the 

unforgiving consequences of warfare. In so doing, Deep Space Nine ventures beyond Trek’s known 

framework; its characters more often face impossible situations, and are not assured success in their 

endeavors.  

Similarly, as The Next Generation ended in 1994, Paramount executives desired a series to 

complement Deep Space Nine as well as anchor a new television station: United Paramount Network 

                                                        

9 Berman and Piller had been tossing around ideas for a new Trek for several years, but Tartikoff became the 
impetus behind Deep Space Nine’s pre-production. Berman would go on to serve as an executive producer for 
the series’ entire run. Terry J. Erdmann and Paul M. Block, Deep Space Nine Companion (New York: Pocket 
Books, 2000), 12.  
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(UPN).10 Voyager presents a twist to The Original Series’ familiar premise. Captain Kathryn Janeway (Kate 

Mulgrew), captain of the starship Voyager, is tasked with retrieving a Maquis ship that disappeared 

with a Federation spy onboard.11 The Maquis are a faction of Federation citizens who refuse to leave 

colonies ceded to Cardassia, a militaristic species with its own government. Both the Maquis ship and 

Voyager are snatched by a powerful alien and taken to the Delta Quadrant, an area of uncharted space 

over 70,000 light years away. Forced to merge into one crew, Federation officers and Maquis separatists 

must work together to complete an anticipated 75-year journey home. Yet Voyager’s blended crew 

regularly pause to explore scientific phenomena and meet new species. At face value the premise 

mirrors Captain Kirk’s ongoing missions aboard the Enterprise in The Original Series. But like Deep Space 

Nine, Voyager privileges the crew’s internal friction even as they unite together to shorten their journey’s 

length. Moreover, flung far outside the Federation’s utopian stability, they wrestle with morally 

ambiguous situations that challenge their own value systems and ethics.  

The fanfare’s continued influence within both Deep Space Nine and Voyager thus seems at odds 

with the more disquieting futures they present. From a generic perspective, both series share increased 

similarities with The Motion Picture. Darko Suvin’s description of science fiction as a genre of “cognitive 

estrangement,” in which abstract ideas regarding life and intelligence are explored, defines the utopia 

projected in the 1979 film.12 Per Suvin, films that provoke cognitive estrangement force the viewer to 

contemplate the very nature of her existence by placing her in a world different from her own. In The 

                                                        

10 The series was also the first Trek installment to premiere after Paramount’s sale to Viacom, and the 
corporation was eager to create new revenue from the franchise. Paul Ruditis, Star Trek Voyager Companion 
(New York: Pocket Books, 2003), 6-8.  
11 Work began on Voyager in 1993 during production of the final season of The Next Generation and season two 
of Deep Space Nine. Plot points related to the Maquis are woven into both series, creating continuity between all 
three series. Ruditis, Voyager Companion, 7.  
12 Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction, 27; pages 44-6 of Chapter One. 
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Motion Picture, viewers are encouraged to contemplate the nature of humanity’s future through the 

physical merging of a sentient, artificial being with two humanoid species. Numerous episodes in Deep 

Space Nine and Voyager follow a similar line of questioning, but their differences from The Motion Picture 

rest in both degree and originating framework. Wrath of Khan reverted to The Original Series’ less 

complicated progressive vision as a course correction to the Motion Picture’s critical and commercial 

failure. Deep Space Nine and Voyager were developed after a decade defined by films and a new television 

series that did not stray from Wrath of Khan’s formula. 

Neither Deep Space Nine nor Voyager venture as far into the more unsettling future that The 

Motion Picture depicts. Rather, both Commander Sisko and Captain Janeway internalize the differences 

they experience to strengthen their own resolve and achieve their goals. In other words, both engender 

their leadership roles by treating the differences they encounter and harsh conditions they face as 

sources of strength that work toward achieving the Federation’s familiar utopian aims. As a center of 

commerce and governance, the station in Deep Space Nine functions as an area of exchange, whose 

cultural riches can be used to better the Federation and its current and potential citizens.13 As a 

transitory ship journeying home, Voyager encounters new worlds and ideas, but eventually returns to 

its home, the Alpha Quadrant, with a wealth of knowledge. In his diacritical work “Of Other Spaces: 

Utopias and Heterotopias,” Michel Foucault uses the metaphorical ship in his own construct to posit 

such centers of exchange as “heterotopia par excellence,” in which “interrelation, contradiction, 

                                                        

13 The Ferengi species’ obsession with gold-pressed latinum as a form of currency runs in stark contrast to the 
Federation having transcended money-based economic systems. Members of the Federation, however, 
frequently scoff at the Ferengis’ economic model.  
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inversion, and cultural imagination” exist in heterogeneity.14 Rather than offering an inverted dystopia, 

Foucault’s heterotopia offers a mirror reflection to explores what a utopian embrace that incorporates 

difference and harmony might look like.15 In other words, Foucault offers a strategy for how such a 

utopia might come to exist. Foucault’s argument, however, finds clearer explanation in Ernst Bloch’s 

depiction of utopia as glimpsed in fleeting traces.16 Per Bloch, utopia is broached by way of negotiation 

of the texts that surround the culture in which it exists.17 In Deep Space Nine and Voyager, the main 

characters more frequently acknowledge profound differences as something of value, and do not shy 

from unanswerable questions in striving to uphold the Federation’s utopian governance. Bloch’s 

utopian frame remains intact, but it is broached through altered means, almost as if by mirror image 

of The Original Series’ less demanding embodiment.  

To that end, musical fragmentation saturates the scores of Deep Space Nine and Voyager. The 

fanfare itself rarely appears in unadulterated form, a metaphor for their interactions with ambiguity as 

means to broach a utopian existence. For example, a harmonic version of the fanfare’s successive 

perfect fourths proliferates throughout The Next Generation as a means of scene transition, especially as 

a cadential arrival that frames the cut to commercial (rarely is it the first sound heard upon return to 

the episode’s diegesis). Most often occurring in second inversion, the chord becomes part of Star Trek’s 

sound world.18 In both Deep Space Nine and Voyager, however, Chattaway often alters the chord with a 

                                                        

14 Italics in original. Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias” Architecture/Mouvement/ 
Continuité (October 1984): 27; Aviva Dove-Viebahn, “Embodying Hybridity, (En)gendering Community: 
Captain Janeway and the Enactment of a Feminist Heterotopia on Star Trek: Voyager” Women’s Studies 36 (2007): 
599. 
15 Foucault, “Of Other Space,” 27; as cited in Dove-Viebahn, “Embodying Hybridity,” 599.  
16 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 92.  
17 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 93. 
18 See pages 150-52 in Chapter Two.   
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half-step shift. The resulting minor second and augmented fifth audit as unsettling, with uncertain 

direction. The cue that follows the opening scene of the Deep Space Nine season two episode “The 

Collaborator” (S02E24, 22 May 1994) provides a clear illustration of its use. Inverted perfect fourth 

chords gradually morph into the chromatic distortion in brass-dominated instrumentation of 

cacophony (Figure 78). The episode follows Bajor’s election of a new spiritual leader, during which 

 

Figure 78: Jay Chattaway, Cue M11, mm. 34-7, “The Collaborator”19 

political subterfuge and smear tactics dominate the proceedings. Suffice to say, the cue, the first of the 

episode, intimates the conflicting motivations ahead that guide Major Kira Nerys’ (Nana Visitor) 

actions as well as her fellow Bajorans’ moral lapses in sanctioning acts of violence and terrorism. Even 

as the episode ends with a fragment of the Deep Space Nine title theme as an ostensible acceptance of a 

new leader, however, this closure remains open-ended; Nerys worries about the implications from the 

new leader’s lack of ethics, and how they will trouble both her species and Deep Station Nine station 

in the future.20 

                                                        

19 All transcriptions are my own, with further clarification provided by archival sketches, when noted. Cue M11, 
mm. 34-7, Box 21, Folder 5, “The Collaborator” (22 May 1994), Chattaway Papers.  
20 In another instance of distortion, the Deep Space Nine episode “Necessary Evil” (S02E08, 14 November 1993) 
includes the opening gesture of the fanfare to accompany narration by the station’s security officer, Odo (René 
Auberjonois). The gesture is not only harmonized at the tritone but also gives way to further chromatic 
movement [00:04:53].   
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By drawing on a fundamental element of The Next Generation’s musical legacy, itself derived 

from The Original Series, the scoring in Deep Space Nine and Voyager expands the fanfare’s potential use 

and meanings. The chromaticized fanfare chord does occasionally appear in The Next Generation, but 

its increased appearance in Chattaway’s episodes for Deep Space Nine and Voyager illustrates one brief 

example of how modification to the fanfare’s musical characteristics can be indicative of both series’ 

shifted focus.21 Yet Chattaway’s initial version of the fanfare chord still appears in both Deep Space Nine 

and Voyager with some regularity.22 The distortions suggest a musical analogue for both series’ 

broaching of the franchise’s utopia; fleeting glimpses abound, as if acknowledgement of decreased 

certainty while simultaneously striving toward it.  

Yet ties to the fanfare also suggest a modicum of an accustomed known that grounds Deep 

Space Nine and Voyager in a learned, recognizable past. Both series’ title themes provide clear examples. 

First, Dennis McCarthy’s theme for Deep Space Nine forges audible links with Star Trek’s musical past 

in both its instrumentation and melodic content.23 Lerner’s analysis provides one of the clearest 

outlines. McCarthy emphasizes larger intervals such as perfect fourths, fifths, and octaves, reiterating 

the pastoral topos of the fanfare’s pedal points and wide-open musical spacing.24 Rather than the dense, 

swashbuckling instrumentation that opens The Next Generation, McCarthy provides a lonely trumpet 

                                                        

21 Examples of the chord in The Next Generation include “Descent, Part I” (21 June 1993), Cue M44, Box 12, 
Folder 2, Chattaway Papers; “Descent, Part II” (20 September 1993), Cue M13, Box 12, Folder 3, Chattaway 
Papers; and “Emergence” (9 May 1994), Box 16, Folder 5, Chattaway Papers.  
22 See “Musical Continuity in Deep Space Nine and Voyager,” pages 178-85. 
23 Jerry Goldsmith was approached to write the theme for Deep Space Nine, but scheduling conflicts prevented 
him from doing so, which allowed McCarthy to take over. Jeff Bond, The Music of Star Trek: Profiles in Style (Los 
Angeles: Lone Eagle, 1999), 97.  
24 Neil Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 64. 
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solo over a sparse texture—a metaphor for the station’s lonely outpost on the Federation’s frontier 

(Figures 79 & 80).25 In composing the theme to Deep Space Nine, McCarthy was no stranger to the  

 

Figure 79: Dennis McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, Title Theme 

 

                                                        

25 After the station grows into a busy hub, however, the theme receives a percussive accompaniment and 
enlivened tempo, all reflective of its changed status. Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 64-5.  
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Figure 80: Space Station Deep Space Nine in Deep Space Nine, Title Sequence 

franchise. He had been the primary the composer for The Next Generation and would go on to compose 

the 1994 film, Generations.26 

 McCarthy’s use of multiple musical ties to the fanfare grounds his theme in Star Trek’s past. 

After introductory material in the horns filled with wide leaps of mostly perfect fourths and fifths (mm. 

1-9, Figure 79), the theme opens with the same intervallic content from the opening of The Next 

Generation (m. 10, Figure 79 & m. 1, Figure 81). McCarthy places his theme in a different rhythmic 

profile: straight sixteenths instead of a triplet (m. 10, Figure 82). McCarthy’s theme also sounds over a 

 

Figure 81: Jerry Goldsmith, Opening of The Next Generation Title Theme 

                                                        

26 See n. 4, Chapter Three.  
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Figure 82: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, Title Theme, mm. 10-11 

pedaled C; the empty texture becomes a metaphor for the station’s isolation.27 The gesture’s sheer 

repetition over this sparse base—it appears six times, while its rhythmic pattern begins nearly every 

other measure in McCarthy’s theme—drives its hummable memorability.  

Beyond its instrumentation and ties to The Next Generation, whose own title theme remains 

linked to the fanfare, McCarthy’s theme retains embedded melodic elements of the fanfare.28 First, the 

incipient gesture’s return to D (m. 10, Figure 82) creates a melodic inversion of the successive perfect 

fourths that define the fanfare’s opening gesture. The E (m. 10) can alternatively be interpreted as an 

appoggiatura to the D, whose prolonged duration provides further confirmation of its importance. The 

gesture, sounding over a static, empty texture, suggests a melodized version of the harmonic fanfare 

chord. Second, in the next gesture the pitches G, C, D, and F are emphasized most, and together, 

comprise multiple renditions of the fanfare’s successive perfect fourths (Figure 83). The melodic ascent  

  

Figure 83: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, Title Theme, mm. 12-13 

                                                        

27 Lerner makes a similar point in comparing the musical atmosphere to Aaron Copland’s Quiet City. “Hearing 
the Boldly Goings,” 64. 
28 For The Next Generation title theme’s ties to the fanfare, see Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 62-3; and 
81-7 of Chapter One.  
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to F allows the fanfare’s root position perfect fourths, G-C-F, to surface more clearly through the 

exclusion of the high G (m. 13). The descending triad that follows, however, masks the relation. The 

leap to C at the gesture’s finish, with its longer duration, emphasizes the pitch’s significance. The final 

pitches of the phrase, G-F-C, also comprise an inverted statement of successive fourths. Finally, the 

title theme’s closing gesture offers the clearest statement of the inverted successive fourths (Figure 84). 

If the D (m. 32) were lowered an octave, interlocking statements of inverted perfect fourths become  

 

Figure 84: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine Title Theme, mm. 32-4 

apparent: the root position D-G-C, with the F acting as a quasi-passing tone, or the second inversion 

F-G-C, with the D omitted. Thus, multiple versions of one of the fanfare’s definitive characteristics 

interlock with one another.  

Variations of the fanfare in the theme’s contrasting B section continue to emphasize the 

pitches F, G, C, and D through their placement on downbeats, lengthened duration, and as the goals 

of melodic direction (mm. 18-25, Figure 85). These interlocking successive perfect fourths continue to 

 

 

Figure 85: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine Title Theme, mm. 18-25 
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suggest a stripped-down stand-in for the fanfare. Careful observation of the section’s first two 

measures reveals its implicit presence. The leap from G to C (m. 18) is followed by a stepwise descent 

to F (m. 19). If the contents of the following measure were moved up an octave, both the B (m. 18) 

and G (m. 19) sound as ornamental pitches to the metrically and rhythmically emphasized C and F, 

outlining root position successive fourths. Similarly, its answering phrase (mm. 20-1) uses the same 

strategy to emphasize successive perfect fourths based on D-G-C. Here, the descending F and E (m. 

20) sound as passing tones between G and C. The C (m. 21) may function as a neighbor to the 

rhythmically accented D, but its status as both the highest and lowest pitch in the section stresses its 

importance to the theme’s construction.   

Jerry Goldsmith’s title theme for Voyager, however, contains a dearth of tangible links to the 

fanfare. In contrast to McCarthy, Goldsmith’s theme presents few ties beyond the initial prefect fifth 

and octave leaps as a loosely Copland-esque pastoral (Figure 86).29 The theme also differs from much  

                                                        

29 Neil Lerner, “Copland’s Music of Wide Open Spaces: Surveying the Pastoral Trope in Hollywood” The 
Musical Quarterly 85/3 (Autumn 2001): 492. 
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Figure 86: Goldsmith, Voyager Title Theme 

of Goldsmith’s prolific work for the Trek franchise, including his theme for The Next Generation.30 

Lerner provides a similar assessment, stating “it’s difficult to imagine either the original series theme 

or The Next Generation theme as fitting with the serene images of the ship gracefully floating through 

space that open Voyager” (Figure 87).31 John Burlingame likewise notes its “sweeping orchestral  

 

                                                        

30 Goldsmith originally wrote the theme for The Motion Picture, and it was reused for The Next Generation title 
theme. 
31 Lerner, “Hearing the Boldly Goings,” 66. 
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Figure 87: The Starship Voyager in Voyager, Title Sequence 

signature […that] has an innate majesty and a grandeur that has few if any parallels in television 

music.”32  After an initial perfect fifth and octave leap, the theme includes far greater stepwise motion 

than Deep Space Nine. Goldsmith states the opening eight-measure phrase twice (sections A and A’, 

mm. 1-16), presents a contrasting theme (section B, mm. 17-24), and then restates a slight variation of 

section A one final time (mm. 25-31). The chromatic inflections in section B could perhaps suggest an 

inversion of the stepwise descending flourishes of Courage’s beguine, albeit in a non-chromatic 

context. The steady tempo, greater reliance on straight quarter and half notes, continued use of perfect 

fifth leaps, and use of strings rather than horn distance Goldsmith’s theme from Courage’s. 

Concealed motivic links to the fanfare, however, can still be found within Goldsmith’s theme. 

The robust unison horns offer the most audible link. The final gesture of the second statement, 

reiterated at an octave higher for title theme’s final phrase, provides the clue (mm. 14-6 & 29-31, Figure 

88). In each statement, the theme leaps from C# to G# before arriving at F# (m. 30-1). Together, the  

                                                        

32 John Burlingame, TV’s Biggest Hits: The Story of Television Themes from Dragnet to Friends (New York: Schirmer, 
1996), 120.  
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Figure 88: Goldsmith, Voyager Title Theme, mm. 29-31 

three pitches form a first inversion of the fanfare’s successive perfect fourths. The pitches are not in 

the correct order, nor do they follow a consistent ascending or descending direction, but the theme’s 

preceding measure relies only on C# and F# before arriving at G# on the following downbeat (m. 29-

30). No other extraneous pitches appear.33 Moreover, the low C (m. 30) can be interpreted as a 

continuation of the octave-higher C in the previous measure, which allows a clearer outline of 

successive fourths.  

Rather than the discomforting strangeness of The Motion Picture or the unambiguous familiar 

construct of Wrath of Khan, the fragmentary traces of the fanfare within Deep Space Nine’s and Voyager’s 

title themes can be read as a hybrid of the two films’ perspectives, a metaphor for both television series’ 

lack of certainty in relentlessly striving toward a utopian present. But that difference is still grounded 

in orientation toward Star Trek’s known musical past (just as The Original Series’ depictions of diversity 

reflects the social mores of its own time).34 The fanfare itself, even without direct statement, is implied 

as primary. The musical text itself is not audible, but finding its components within both title themes 

in varied forms suggests a musical metaphor: even as both series tread new territory, a familiar 

background persists. Indeed, a base moored in the recognizable (and a literally moored space station 

                                                        

33 Likewise, the C#-B-F# descent in section A (m. 4, Example 4.6) is yet another arpeggiated inversion of 
successive perfect fourths. 
34 Jessica Getman, “A Series on the Edge: Social Tension in Star Trek’s Title Cue” Journal of the Society for 
American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 293-320.  
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in Deep Space Nine) is arguably necessary to explore new variations within an established franchise.35 It 

is only because Star Trek had already accrued this cultural capital—its association with an attained 

utopian future—that the alternative explorations using similar elements could develop. Thus, it is not 

just significant that McCarthy’s theme emphasizes perfect intervals; rather, it is their sequencing that 

subtly draws on the fanfare’s mnemonic power to encapsulate Trek. Voyager’s predicament provides a 

helpful metaphor. The ship has drifted into uncharted space—narratively, musically, and 

ideologically—but the theme’s tenuous links to the fanfare nevertheless suggest dogged confidence, as 

if intimating the reassuring utopia that lies at their journey’s end. These links to Trek’s past are precisely 

what allow both Deep Space Nine and Voyager to offer something different from previous Trek stories. 

The reveille, preparatory, and mnemonic identification of the fanfare’s characteristics mitigates 

potential skepticism of two series that otherwise differ markedly from The Original Series and Next 

Generation.36  

 The fanfare is not the only element that Deep Space Nine and Voyager employ to forge links to 

their well-known forbears. Musical aspects work in concert with the characters and situations both 

series employ. In the Deep Space Nine pilot, “Emissary” (S01E01, 3 January 1993), Captain Picard brings 

Sisko to the station and provides him his orders. Next Generation engineer Miles O’Brien (Colm Meaney) 

joins the cast, while the popular character Commander Worf (Michael Dorn) joins in season four after 

the ending of The Next Generation. The station also appears in later episodes of The Next Generation, 

including the season six “Birthright” (S06E16, 7 & 14 March 1993). Moreover, in “Trials and Tribble-

                                                        

35 Paul Grainge discusses this “raiding of the archive” in Brand Hollywood: Selling Entertainment in a Global Media 
Age (New York: Routledge, 2008), 109-29.  
36 Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida, Ten Little Title Tunes: Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media (New York: Mass 
Media Music Scholars’ Press, 2003), 110. 
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ations” (S05E06, 4 November 1996), the cast travel back in time to The Original Series episode “The 

Trouble with Tribbles” (S02E15, 29 December 1967). Using modern technology, the cast members 

are inserted into the episode’s original footage, creating another intertextual layer that grounds the 

show in its knowledge of and relation to its predecessor. In a similar process, Voyager’s pilot begins 

with the crew docking at Deep Space Nine before embarking on their mission. In later seasons, as the 

crew achieve a means of communication with the Alpha quadrant through subspace, two characters 

from The Next Generation, Counselor Troi (Marina Sirtis) and Lieutenant Barclay (Dwight Schultz), 

become invested in assisting them.  

 This familiar framework of linkage—admittedly not a concept invented by Star Trek’s 

creators—nevertheless emboldens Deep Space Nine and Voyager to explore more nuanced philosophical 

issues whose questioning cannot always be glossed over or brushed aside. Both Sisko and Janeway 

challenge The Original Series’ traditional white male centrality—Sisko as an African American, and 

Janeway as a female. No other non-white males consistently lead others in Trek’s television series.37 In 

tying the fanfare to their experiences of positively reinforced leadership, the fanfare begins to expand 

beyond the ideological tensions of its past—or at least attempt to. Suvin’s borrowing of Bloch’s term 

“novums” offers a necessary framework to understand the predicament. Suvin uses novums as markers 

of the differences that cause the film world to differ from the viewer’s own.38 Novums thereby allow 

the viewer to recognize fundamental changes and consider how she might better her world for the 

                                                        

37 The forthcoming Star Trek Discovery (2017), however, with a female Asian captain, appears to be changing 
that reality.   
38 Bloch, The Principle of Hope, vol. 1, trans. Neville Plaice, Stephen Plaice and Paul Knight (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1986), 11. As cited in Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction, 103. 
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future. Optimism notwithstanding, the process may simultaneously unsettle viewers with its moral 

ambiguity.   

 Alterations to the fanfare, such as the chromatically altered perfect fourth chord, as well as 

traces of it, such as in Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s title themes, can thus be understood as musical 

novums. Markers of difference, they signify both series’ shift toward the uncertain, discomforting, and 

ambiguous. Yet in so doing, these musical novums can mark Deep Space Nine and Voyager as apart from 

The Original Series, and by extension, Star Trek’s brand. Because of the fanfare’s constructed association 

with The Original Series’ less-taxing utopian future, its perceived lack in Deep Space Nine and Voyager 

opens the possibility for marking both series as non- or lesser Trek.39 Depending upon the audiovisual 

context, the moments in which the fanfare more clearly surfaces can also imply that Sisko, Janeway, 

and their respective crews are striving toward The Original Series’ model. In so doing, some of Sisko’s 

and Janeway’s actions can be interpreted as attempting to live up to their white male forbears. This 

                                                        

39 Both series, however, continue to have devoted fan bases, and Deep Space Nine is often regarded as the best 
written of all the Trek television series. Annalee Newitz, “What Deep Space Nine does that no other Star Trek 
series can,” Ars Technica, 8 September 2016, accessed 3 December 2016, http://arstechnica.com/the-multivers 
e/2016/09/what-deep-space-nine-does-that-no-other-star-trek-series-can/. Yet because the fanfare influences 
much of the series’ scoring, Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s explorations almost seem hollow. During and after 
both series’ runs, Paramount continued to release films featuring The Next Generation cast, with Generations 
(1994), First Contact (1996), and Insurrection (1998), and Nemesis (2002). Deep Space Nine and Voyager offer 
alternatives, but the franchise’s continued output alongside their airing privileges The Original Series’ more 
comfortable future. Neither Deep Space Nine nor Voyager have achieved the same level of ubiquity as The Next 
Generation or Original Series casts. They have not starred in feature films, nor do Sisko or Janeway fetch top tier 
prices for their autographs at fan conventions. Fans had to pay $150 for an autographed picture of Patrick 
Stewart (Captain Picard) at the 2015 Star Trek convention in Las Vegas, Nevada. Avery Brooks was not even in 
attendance. Kate Mulgrew’s moniker fetched $70. Likewise, Both Deep Space Nine’s and Voyager’s viewership 
dwindled throughout their seven-year runs, while The Next Generation remained consistently strong. Over 13 
million people tuned in for Voyager’s premiere, but its final season frequently dipped below 3 million viewers 
per episode. Similarly, over 18 million people watched the premiere of Deep Space Nine, but the final season 
averaged 4 million viewers per episode. The Next Generation, however, maintained over 11 million viewers each 
week in its final season. “All Star Trek Movies and Episodes in Two Charts” Madmind: The Movie Blog Outside the 
Frame, 2 May 2009, accessed 1 October 2016, http://www.madmind.de/2009/05 /02/all-star-trek-movies-and-
episodes-in-two-charts/.   
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desire to measure up against the weight of the history seems innocuous, but because of Trek’s own 

ideological baggage in place since The Original Series, paired with Sisko’s race and Janeway’s gender, the 

process minimizes the enriching effects that Deep Space Nine and Voyager offer to the franchise. Indeed, 

Voyager’s focus on reaching Earth as a catch-all for home mirrors Star Trek’s problematic politics of 

white male centrality.40 

The intertextual references to all of Trek—and the memories they conjure—within both Deep 

Space Nine and Voyager cloud their articulation of a utopian future with ideological friction based in 

acceptance of difference, the dark realities which life can present, and The Original Series’ more 

superficial approach. Moral plurality may rise to the forefront in these later series, but does so in 

relation to what has preceded them. In demarcating these ideological issues through consistent use, the 

fanfare is almost unmarked in its orientation. Like the white male in Trek, the fanfare stands in for the 

universal, a utopia that simply exists.41 Its fragmentary presence in Deep Space Nine and Voyager can 

place both series against this constructed norm. Musico-ideological ties to the franchise’s legacy 

maintain The Original Series as a guiding force. Yet it is precisely because of what has come before them 

that their differences can be articulated. For example, Voyager offers two variations of The Original Series 

episode, “The Enemy Within” (S01E05, 6 October 1966), in which a transporter malfunction splits 

                                                        

40 Michael Pounds advances the franchise’s white male centrality in Race in Space: The Representation of Ethnicity in 
Star Trek and Star Trek: The Next Generation (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 1999); Getman applies similar 
arguments to scoring in The Original Series in “A Series on the Edge.”  
41 The term unmarked comes into being over time: “The meaning of a concept must be general, it cannot be 
exhausted on any single occasion of use but must extend to ever new instances.” Elizabeth Bruss, Peirce and 
Jakobson on the Nature of the Sign,” in The Sign, edited by Richard W. Bailey (Ann Arbor, MI: University of 
Michigan Press, 1978), 84; as cited in Edna Andrews, Markedness Theory: The Union of Asymmetry and Semiosis in 
Language (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1990), 12. But it is important to remember that the unmarked 
element is not determined by what occurs with greatest frequency. Rather, the unmarked/marked relationship 
is determined by “properties of meaning,” which are given by the system itself.  
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Kirk into two versions of himself with wildly different personalities.42 Technological malfunctions 

cause both incidents. In “Faces” (S01E14, 8 May 1995), the bi-species Lieutenant B’Elanna Torres 

(Roxann Dawson) is split into her human and Klingon halves, while in “Tuvix” (S02E24, 6 May 1996), 

Commander Tuvok (Tim Russ) and Neelix (Ethan Phillips) are merged into one being. Without the 

prior Original Series episode, Voyager’s offerings lose an element that marks them as alternate enactments 

of Star Trek’s utopia. Neither episode expresses a cohesive ideology, nor would one necessarily want 

them too. Rather, when viewed together, viewers can retain awareness of multiple versions 

simultaneously—an aggregate of glimpses, traces, distortions, and deformations, and, through that 

aggregate, find central but also localized conceptions for Trek (that can thereafter resonate in viewers 

own lived experiences).43 Exploitation of the fanfare, an established known and rapidly recognized 

musical text, provides a crucial, unique link that expands Trek’s potential draw.44 In so doing, Deep Space 

Nine and Voyager offer nuanced examinations within a recognized mold without producing carbon 

copies of the past, a model for franchised television scoring. 

                                                        

42 Getman documents the fanfare’s contribution to the depiction of the rival Kirks. “A Series on the Edge,” 
313-17.   
43 V. Kofi Agawu, in his semiotic analysis of eighteenth and nineteenth century Western art music, describes 
the process as “not so much a linguistic ability as it is an ability to recall a certain vocabulary.?” Playing with Signs: 
A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991), 49. Similarly, Yuri 
Lotman’s arguments echo the process of finding additional meaning within the interactions of past and 
previous texts. Lotman expands Roman Jakobson’s work in linguistics to argue that monolingual systems do 
not exist. Only an “aggregate of languages” can represent reality, in which each reciprocally depends upon the 
other, because neither can independently express a complete meaning.43 His argument is worth quoting at 
length: “Subsequently atypical behavior is introduced into consciousness as a possible destructor of norms: 
abnormality, crime, heroism. At this stage, a division between individual (abnormal) and collective (“normal”) 
behavior occurs. […] Thus, individual and collective behavior arise simultaneously as mutually independent and 
contrasting alternatives of a unitary whole.” Yuri Lotman, Culture and Explosion, ed. Marina Grishakova, trans. 
Wilma Clark (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009), 2-3. 
44 Both Tagg and Clarida as well as Umberto Eco’s work traces how the fanfare can become a musical text.   
Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1976), 191-208; Tagg, Ten Little Title 
Tunes, 270-75; see pages 119-23 in Chapter Two.  
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Musical Continuity in Deep Space Nine and Voyager 
Despite their preoccupation with moral gray areas, Deep Space Nine and Voyager include multiple scoring 

practices that are holdovers from The Next Generation. The move is not surprising; together, McCarthy 

and Chattaway composed 385 out of 519 episodes, 74% of the three series’ content. Faced with a 

substantial workload, the occurrence of similar, if not repetitive, gestures seems probable. Moreover, 

by the mid-1990s, Star Trek was an established franchise with a developed sound-world. In catering to 

that known brand, many elements in the series’ scoring mirror those in The Next Generation. 

Highlighting their appearance proves vital, for it demonstrates that even as both series venture beyond 

Star Trek’s the utopia depicted by The Original Series, their musical connections link them to the 

franchise’s known framework.  

For example, the Deep Space Nine first season episode “Dax” (S01E08, 14 February 1993), 

makes frequent use of the aforementioned chordal version of the fanfare for scene transitions and cuts 

to commercial breaks (Figure 89). Multiple episode of both Deep Space Nine and Voyager make use of  

 

Figure 89: Harmonic version of the fanfare 

the gesture, with no differences in presentation from The Next Generation.45 In all three series, it appears 

in full orchestra, often with brass instruments foregrounded. In other renditions, melodic statements 

                                                        

45 Several other notable episodes from Chattaway’s sketches and notes include, from Deep Space Nine: Cue M12, 
Box 21, Folder 1, “Profit and Loss” (S02E18, 20 March 1994), Chattaway Papers; Cue M13, Box 20, Folder 3, 
“Necessary Evil” (S02E08, 14 November 1993), Chattaway Papers; Cue M53, Box 24, Folder 1, “Defiant” 
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of the inverted successive fourths give way to the chord, as in the cut to the commercial break in the 

episode “If Wishes Were Horses” (S01E16, 16 May 1993) (Figure 90). The D� remains sustained 

 

Figure 90: Deep Space Nine, "If Wishes Were Horses,” Cue M11, mm. 1-4, [3:20]46 

throughout the cue, while E	 and A	 are the primary pitches in melodic content, outlining successive 

inverted fourths in the violin and horn. Similarly, in the second season episode, “Cardassians” (S02E05, 

24 October 1993), multiple scene transitions common to The Next Generation appear. The most salient 

example occurs in the episode’s fourth act in a return from commercial break. The brass, violins, and 

                                                        

(S03E09, 21 March 1994), Chattaway Papers; and Cue M52, Box 26, Folder 2, “Rejoined” (S04E06, 30 October 
1995), Chattaway Papers. Select episodes from Voyager include: Cue M51, Box 36, Folder 1, “Non-Sequitur” 
(S02E05, 25 September 1995), Chattaway Papers; Cue M53Alt A, Box 36, Folder 3, “Maneuvers” (S02E11, 20 
November 1995), Chattaway Papers; Cue M11, “What the…,” Box 36, Folder 5, “Death Wish” (S02E18, 19 
February 1996), Chattaway Papers; and Cue M54, “When Harry Met Paris,” Box 38, Folder 6, “The Chute” 
(S03E03, 18 September 1996), Chattaway Papers.  
46 Cue M11, mm. 1-4, Box 19, Folder 3, “If Wishes Were Horses” (S01E16, 16 May 1993), Chattaway Papers. 
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flute sound in parallel fifths, with a descending gesture that includes two perfect fourths within it in 

the top line, separated by half-step (Figure 91). The instrumentation favors the top line, with only the  

 

Figure 91: Deep Space Nine, “Cardassians,” Cue M41, mm. 2-3, [00:27:34]47 

second violin and second horn indicated for the lower harmonizing line. Moreover, the cue then arrives 

at the harmonic fourth chord for its close. As Chattaway’s sketches from his work on The Next 

Generation make clear, the device appears frequently throughout the earlier series for scene transitions.48 

These brief examples could themselves comprise a study of their own, but suffice to say, their use 

throughout Deep Space Nine points to the series’ shared musical heritage with its predecessor. 

                                                        

47 Cue M41, mm. 2-3, Box 20, Folder 1, “Cardassians,” Chattaway Papers.  
48 See in particular Cue 2M3A, Box 1, Folder 2, “Tin Man” (S03E20, 23 April 1990), Chattaway Papers; Cue 
M11, “Bring Help,” Box 6, Folder 2, “The Outcast” (S05E17, 16 March 1992), Chattaway Papers; Cue M11, 
“Searching for a Shuttle,” Box 6, Folder 5 “The First Duty” (S05E19, 30 March 1992), Chattaway Papers; Cue 
M12, “Rescuing Ferengi,” Box 6, Folder 6, “The Perfect Mate” (S05E21, 27 April 1992), Chattaway Papers; 
Cue M14, “Riker’s Not Pleased,” Box 9, Folder 3, “A Chain of Command Part I & II” (S06E10 & E11, 14 & 
21 December 1992), Chattaway Papers; Cue M11, “Exploring the Stars,” Box 11, Folder 2, “The Chase” 
(S06E20, 26 April 1993), Chattaway Papers; Cue M44, “Shuttle Jacking,” Box 12, Folder 2, “Descent, Part I” 
(S06E26, 21 June 1993), Chattaway Papers; Cue M13, “Built in Obsolescence,” Bo 12, Folder 3, “Descent, Part 
II” (S07E01, September 1993), Chattaway Papers; and Cue M16, “No Ship in Sight” Box 15, Folder 5, “Lower 
Decks” (S07E15, 7 February 1994), Chattaway Papers. The gesture also appears in several episodes of Voyager, 
including: Cue M51, “Mutiny Gone Awry,” Box 34, Folder 3, “Prime Factors” (S01E10, 20 March 1995), 
Chattaway Papers;  Cue M53 Alt A, Box 34, Folder 5, “Cathexis” (S01E13, 1 May 1995), Chattaway Papers; 
Cue M52, “At the Time Stream,” Box 36, Folder 1, “Non-Sequitur” (S02E05, 25 September 1995), Chattaway 
Papers; Cue M54, Cue M54, “When Harry Met Paris,” Box 38, Folder 6, “The Chute” (S03E03, 18 September 
1996), Chattaway Papers; Cue M44, “Tuvok’s Demise,” Box 42, Folder 4, “Shattered” (S07E11, 17 January 
2001), Chattaway Papers; Cue 53Rev, “Janeway Knows His Secret,” Box 42, Folder 4, “Shattered” (17 January 
2001), Chattaway Papers; and Cue M55Rev, “Escaping the Void,” Box 42, Folder 7, “The Void” (S07E15, 14 
February 2001), Chattaway Papers.  
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The fanfare itself is largely reserved for more blatant intertextual contexts that, in so doing, 

position The Original Series as a model to be emulated. The Deep Space Nine season five episode “Trials 

and Tribble-ations” provides the most straightforward example. The crew travel back to The Original 

Series time (nearly a century in the past) to prevent a catastrophic alteration to the timeline. Upon the 

Enterprise’s visual reveal, the well-known space theme and fanfare sound prominently. As the episode 

unfolds, references to the franchise’s past abound: jokes about inconsistencies in uniform color, 

differences in the Klingon species’ appearances, wistful statements about how exciting it must have 

been to live during that time, and actual interaction with Original Series characters. The fanfare again 

appears in full as Captain Kirk and Commander Spock walk onscreen. Its presence highlights the 

nostalgia for the period. Crewman Jadzia Dax (Terry Farrell) states “it’s hard to not want to be a part 

of it again” [00:24:40]. The fanfare’s prominence—a stark contrast from the series’ usual technique—

emphasizes Deep Space Nine’s differences. The fanfare resonates because it so rarely appears in the series. 

Its successive perfect fourths remain cloaked and inverted, as fleeting glimpses of the utopian future 

The Original Series and Next Generation present more straightforwardly. In the episode’s final act, the 

fanfare sounds in unison horn with Sisko’s success in transporting a bomb off the Enterprise. It then 

reappears as Sisko takes a moment to physically meet Kirk. After he states, “it’s been an honor serving 

with you sir,” the fanfare enters in solo horn and is echoed in trumpet [00:39:10]. Sisko, like Dax, 

admires Kirk and the time in which he lived. Here, Sisko’s reverence implies that Kirk—and the 

unquestioning utopia which his leadership epitomizes—offers an ideal toward which to strive. The 

closing cue confirms as much with another slightly truncated statement of The Original Series space 

theme and fanfare.  
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The fanfare’s reappearance at the end of “Necessary Evil” (S02E08, 14 November 1993) 

reiterates its association with honesty and truthfulness, ideals to which it has long remained attached.49 

After attempting to hide her checkered past from Security Officer Odo, Major Nerys admits the truth, 

and asks him if he will be able to trust her again. Successive perfect fourths appear in solo oboe as the 

two non-human characters lock eyes (Figure 92). The gesture’s subsequent half-step descent also  

 

Figure 92: Deep Space Nine, “Necessary Evil,” Cue M53, mm. 1-3, [00:44:20]50 

follows the fanfare’s contour, even as its rhythms are stripped to straight quarter and half notes. 

Variations on its content may reveal Deep Space Nine’s broader exploration of differing motives and 

ideological values. Nerys herself committed terrorist acts against Cardassian oppressors on her home 

planet of Bajor. But the fanfare’s altered reappearance here reifies the Federation’s implicit values to 

which these characters must seemingly adhere. The implication of truthfulness as universal value is not 

the issue; rather, the matter rests in how the fanfare, because of the weight of its ideological symbolism 

over continued use, positions the Federation’s values as an implicit model for all characters working in 

and alongside the Federation to follow. Even as the series reopens The Motion Picture’s unsettling 

strangeness, The Original Series’ model remains the overarching frame.  

Worf’s introduction in Deep Space Nine’s fourth season provides a clear example of both Deep 

Space Nine’s continued reliance on Star Trek’s musical past while also forging a new direction. Moreover, 

                                                        

49 See pages 151-53 in Chapter Two.  
50 Cue M53, mm. 1-3, Box 20, Folder 3, “Necessary Evil” (14 November 1993), Chattaway Papers.  
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McCarthy’s score for the episode does not differ from Chattaway’s practices. Worf remained a popular 

character on The Next Generation, and his transfer to Deep Space Nine was an attempt to peak new viewers’ 

interests.51 In the fourth season premiere, “The Way of the Warrior” (S04E01, 2 October 1995), a 

Klingon general threatens Worf with being stripped of all his Klingon rights and privileges if he does 

not accede to an invasion of the Cardassian empire. Worf, still a loyal member of the Federation, 

refuses, saying he will still have his honor [00:51:30]. The music that enters, however, differs from 

Worf’s portrayal in The Next Generation. The Next Generation episode “Birthright Part II” uses the 

fanfare’s legacy to delineate his ideological allegiances to the Federation.52 In Deep Space Nine, Worf’s 

declaration of continued dedication to Starfleet lacks accompaniment by obvious fanfare content. 

Instead, an arpeggiated inversion is hidden in low, quiet brass (Figure 93). The final gesture, moreover, 

 

Figure 93: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “The Way of the Warrior” [00:51:30] 

forms another inversion of perfect fourths with the two pitches that precede it, B	 and E	. Through 

his sense of honor and duty, Worf remains loyal to the Federation’s liberal humanism. But he does so 

less emphatically, and contemplates precisely how he can fulfill his multiple obligations. He is torn by 

the conflict between his loyalty to the Federation and his own species. The fanfare’s subdued presence 

suggests his inner turmoil. Just as the fanfare surfaces in traces and is obscured through inversion and 

                                                        

51 Berman asked Michael Dorn to continue his role on the series. Brian Wilkins, “Interview with Michael 
Dorn,” TrekNews, 30 August 2012, accessed 3 November 2016, http://www.treknews.net/2012/08/30/exclus 
ive-michael-dorn-talks-tng-at-25-ds9-and-his-pitch-for-a-new-star-trek-series/.   
52 See pages 152-53 in Chapter Two.  
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distortion, the Federation’s values remain in place, but receive more rigorous questioning of their status 

as such. Worf’s internal debate throughout the episodes indicates the changed perspective. Yet the 

episode closes with several fragments of the Deep Space Nine title theme as Worf decides to remain on 

the station. After questioning his values, loyalty, and choices, Worf remains faithful to the Federation. 

Although the series showcases his uncertainty, through the title theme’s connections to the fanfare, the 

final orientation seems clear: the unquestioning utopia depicted in The Next Generation and The Original 

Series. 

 Chattaway’s scores for Voyager likewise draw on Star Trek’s musical precedents for pivotal 

character death scenes. In the season seven episode, “Shattered” (S07E11, 17 January 2001), the crew 

experience a spatial anomaly that allows Commander Chakotay to pass through different periods of 

time on the ship. In one alternative future, he watches Vulcan Commander Tuvok utter final words of 

friendship with Janeway before dying (Chakotay is later able to prevent his death). Tuvok was injured 

while protecting the crew from plasma bursts in engineering. Janeway and Tuvok share a close 

relationship throughout Voyager, much like Kirk and Spock in The Original Series. As Tuvok utters the 

Vulcan words of farewell, “live long and prosper,” and shakily forms the accompanying gesture, the 

fanfare sounds in solo horn over a sparse texture and briefly echoed in the violin (Figure 94). The  
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Figure 94: Chattaway, Voyager, “Shattered,” Cue M44, mm. 10-1453 

pairing and context mirror Kirk and Spock’s interaction in Wrath of Khan. Chattaway truncates the latter 

half of the statement, but the initial theme is unmistakable. In mirroring a scene from Wrath of Khan, 

with its accompanying themes of friendship and self-sacrifice, Voyager re-inscribes The Original Series’ 

orientation toward utopia. Yet several alterations in Voyager suggest that this utopia is achieved through 

the heterogeneity of their differences working together. First, Tuvok is full Vulcan, and in his final 

moments remains true to his dispassionate self: “it has been an honor to serve with you, and be your 

friend” [00:32:00]. His voice remains even and unwavering; he maintains the traditional composed 

cadence of Vulcans’ speaking style—a contrast to Spock’s hushed, emotional delivery in Wrath of Khan. 

Janeway and Tuvok’s friendship is defined by their mutual respect, and even in Tuvok’s death, Voyager’s 

audiovisual construction privileges that framework as the means to achieve utopia, rather than the 

elevation of human ideals over others. In pairing the fanfare with Tuvok’s death, Chattaway’s score 

subtly opens new potential for the fanfare’s associative meaning. 

 Finally, scoring that accompanies Captain’s log voiceovers in both Deep Space Nine and Voyager 

does not deviate from practices in The Next Generation. For example, in the season one Voyager episode, 

                                                        

53 Cue M44, “Tuvok’s Demise,” Box 42, Folder 4, “Shattered “(17 January 2001), Chattaway Papers. 
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“The Cloud” (S01E06, 13 February 1995), the horn that opens the episode and underscores Janeway’s 

update is a broadly hummable line with several nondescript perfect fourths and fifths (Figure 95). After  

 

Figure 95: Chattaway, Voyager, “The Cloud,” Cue M11, mm. 1-5 [00:00:01]54 

an extended duration with a fermata, the melody gives way to variations on Voyager’s own title theme.55 

Numerous episodes of Next Generation follow this practice, with solo horn lines that include a balance 

of perfect fourth and fifth leaps and stepwise motion. Chattaway’s opening for the season seven 

episode, “Inheritance” (S07E10, 22 November 1993) provides a clear example. The opening gesture 

consists of an ascending perfect fourth followed by ascending perfect fifth, all in solo horn (Figure 96).  

 

Figure 96: The Next Generation, “Inheritance,” Cue M11, mm. 1-2 [00:00:01]56 

Similarly, underscore for Picard’s log in the episode “Eye of the Beholder” (S07E18, 28 February 1994) 

includes variations of the fanfare. Moreover, the descending part of the gesture (m. 2, Figure 97)  

                                                        

54 Cue M11, mm. 1-5, Box 33, Folder 3, “The Cloud” (13 February 1995), Chattaway Papers. 
55 Two examples from Chattaway’s scores for Deep Space Nine that follow this model include: Cue M13, Box 22, 
Folder 1, “The Search, Part II” (S03E02, 3 October 1994), Chattaway Papers; and Cue M52, Box 25, Folder 5, 
“Hippocratic Oath” (S04E04, 16 October 1995), Chattaway Papers.  
56 Cue M11, mm. 1-2,  Box 15, Folder 1, “Inheritance” (22 November 1993), Chattaway Papers. 
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Figure 97: The Next Generation, "Eye of the Beholder," mm. 1-2, [00:16:00]57 

includes the thematic transition previously discussed (Figure 91). Thus, although both Deep Space Nine 

and Voyager present a new chapter in Star Trek’s content, their scoring practices maintain ties to the 

franchise’s past.  

  

The Fanfare and Religious Belief in Deep Space Nine  

Deep Space Nine’s preoccupation with religiosity complicates its depiction of Star Trek’s utopia. More 

than any other character in Deep Space Nine, Commander Sisko’s seven-season journey encapsulates a 

head-on confrontation with the unknown. Sisko’s relationship with the series’ religious undertones 

demonstrates of how the fanfare is used to negotiate Star Trek’s expanded focus, in which not all 

remains defined and certain.58 Suvin again provides helpful background. He defines science fiction as 

                                                        

57 Cue M21, mm. 1-2, “Eye of the Beholder” (28 February 1994), Chattaway Papers. 
58 The series’ main characters likewise reflect a heterogeneity of values, beliefs, and opinions. Sisko is joined by 
the Bajoran Major Nerys, shapeshifting Security Officer Odo, British white male Dr. Julian Bashir (Alexander 
Sidding), the white female Trill Jadzia Dax (Terry Farrell), and the male Irish engineer Miles O’Brien. The 
Ferengi Quark (Armin Shimerman), runs a bar and holodeck on the station, while the Cardassian Elin Garek 
(Andrew J. Robinson) works as a tailor. Later additions include Lieutenant Worf in season four, and the Trill 
Ezri Dax (Nicole de Boer) in season seven. Jadzia and Ezri both offer rich potential for identity exploration, as 
each member of their species lives in symbiosis with wise, long-lived creatures known as symbionts. Both 
Jadzia and Ezri share a single, conscious mind with the symbiont. Their personalities are a blending of both the 
host and the symbiont. In so doing, each individual has access to all previous skills, memories, and knowledge 
from a symbiont’s previous hosts. Because the host is not always the same gender, Jadzia has lived several 
previous lives as both male and female. Her diverse experiences open the possibility for deeper explorations of 
gender identity, which deserves its own separate study beyond brief mention here. 
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largely non-religious. Because utopian societies are established through humanity’s own efforts, they 

cannot include religion. Suvin argues:  

 As different from religious ideas about other worlds such as Paradise or Hell, utopia 
is an historically alternative wishful construct. Its islands, valleys, communities or 
worlds are constructed by natural intelligent beings—human or humanoid—by their 
own forces, without transcendental support or intervention. Utopia is Other World 
immanent to the world of human or least psychozoic endeavor, dominion and 
hypothetic possibility—and not transcendental in a religious sense.59  

 
Steeped in a liberal humanist ideology, in which technology has solved humanity’s problems, Star Trek 

(at least in this respect) follows the model Suvin presents. In the Star Trek that precedes Deep Space 

Nine, religion plays a minor role. Vulcans admittedly retain their mystical beliefs, and their rituals reunite 

Spock with his katra in the 1984 sequel The Search for Spock.60 But religion persists at a localized plane 

of the cultural or individual. Humanity, the stand-in for utopian perfection, engages in few displays of 

spiritual devotion. Deep Space Nine’s primary character, Sisko nevertheless grapples with religious belief 

throughout the entire series, a development that often places him at odds with the Federation’s 

principles.  

 Many of the changes to Star Trek’s discourse in Deep Space Nine correlate with 1990s political 

developments that affected the United States. The 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union changed power 

relations on a global scale. Whereas the sixth Trek film, The Undiscovered Country, offers a model of peace 

through crafted alliances as a metaphor for United States and Soviet Union relations, Deep Space Nine 

explores the horrific realities of prolonged war through the Federation’s conflict with the totalitarian 

Dominion empire. Rather than black-and-white distinctions between a Eurocentric west and the Soviet 

                                                        

59 Darko Suvin, Positions and Presuppositions in Science Fiction (Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 1988), 34.  
60 See pages 125-29 in Chapter Two.  
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bloc—a known paradigm—Deep Space Nine explores the ramifications of recovery from oppression.61 

The show’s premise opens with the Cardassian race’s cessation of military occupation of a planet 

inhabited by the Bajoran race. The Cardassians have dominated the planet for over fifty years with 

harsh rule; countless Bajorans died in a resistance movement. The Federation assumes control of the 

region through Deep Space Nine to not only aid the Bajoran people in rebuilding their independent 

society but also prevent the Cardassians from returning.  

The years of oppression faced by Bajorans suggests an explanation for religion’s pronounced 

role in their society. Deep Space Nine’s initial premise also draws a stark parallel to the religious/ethnic 

wars of former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. As multiple ethnic peoples fought for both control of and 

independence from one another, a NATO-backed United States attempted to broker peace agreements 

with varied success.62 The Slavic peoples’ confrontations—and the former Yugoslavia’s ties to the 

Soviet Union—can be read as a metaphor for Cardassia’s authoritative control over Bajor. Military 

retaliation from all sides added to the death toll, creating a moral grey zone that dominated the 

situational narrative: numerous citizens debated the United States’ involvement, and conflict has 

continued in the region into the twenty-first century.63 Similarly, the frequent conflicts between Israelis 

and Palestinians also finds resonance in Deep Space Nine. Producer Rick Berman compared the Bajoran 

                                                        

61 Matthew Wilhelm Kapell makes the case for Deep Space Nine as an allegory for the Holocaust, but I argue that 
its comparison to the new world order that arrived in the final decade of the twentieth century proves more 
relevant to the series’ persistent questioning of the religious and philosophical. “Speakers for the Dead: Star 
Trek, the Holocaust, and the Representation of Atrocity,” in Star Trek as Myth: Essays on Symbol and Archetype at 
the Final Frontier, ed. Matthew Wilhelm Kapell, 67-79 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 2010).  
62 Political analyst Tim Judah provides the clearest narrative of the escalating conflicts that led up to and 
encompassed the Balkan wars of the 1990s. The Serbs: History, Myth and the Destruction of Yugoslavia, 2nd edition 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2000), 168-224.  
63 The secession of Kosovo from Serbia in 2008 is the most recent example. As of 2016 the country is still 
recognized by only 109 United Nations member states.  
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species to the Palestinians, the Jews in the 1940s, the boat people from Haiti.”64 Their experiences of 

oppression resonate as problems within every age and in which some people turn to religion in search 

of both comfort and answers.  

Deep Space Nine’s pilot episode, “Emissary,” establishes the framework for Sisko’s religious 

journey. An opening scrawl of text provides necessary context: a Federation spaceship is in the midst 

of a losing battle with the Borg. The Borg, a hive-mind species that assimilates others into a unified 

collective, destroy the ship. Sisko’s wife dies during the encounter. Low brass in ascending chromatic 

gestures accompany the opening scene; the lack of fanfare-related material foreshadows the series’ 

more complicated perspective (Figure 98). Uncertainty rises to the forefront as the Federation is on  

 

Figure 98: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, "Emissary" [00:00:01] 

the defensive. Heralded by almost all Star Trek opening sequences, the fanfare’s absence is noteworthy. 

In addition to The Original Series and The Next Generation televisions series, the fanfare opens nearly every 

film in the Star Trek franchise. 

                                                        

64 Larry Nemecek, Star Trek: The Next Generation Companion, Revised Edition (New York: Pocket Books, 2003), 
178. Screenwriter Ronald Moore similarly commented, “depending on the episode, you could also call Bajor 
Israel, or Iran, or even America, and the Cardassians could be Germans, or Russians or several other 
examples…[but] we don’t really try to make Bajor a direct analogy to any specific contemporary country or 
people.” Ronald D. Moore AOL chats, Memory Alpha, 3 April 1997, accessed 15 February 2017, http://memor 
y-alpha.wikia.com/wiki/Memory_Alpha:AOL_chats/Ronald_D._Moore/ron012.txt. 
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Only upon the introduction of Sisko’s relationship with his son Jake do the fanfare’s ties to 

the pastoral enter, a move which centers the fanfare within Deep Space Nine’s interpersonal relationships. 

Previous Trek installments follow a similar course—for example, the fanfare operates as a stand-in for 

The Original Series’ camaraderie—but the diverse characters that make up Deep Space Nine offer increased 

expansion.65 Following the battle, the episode jumps three years forward. Sisko is on the cusp of 

receiving his new command of Deep Space Nine. His son expresses trepidation with moving so far 

from Earth. After Sisko convinces Jake that this new chapter in their lives will be an adventure, a solo 

flute enters (Figure 99). The ascending arpeggios mimic the opening gesture of the title theme—and  

 

Figure 99: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Emissary,” [00:05:37] 

by extension, The Next Generation—but in a more lyrical tempo with legato articulation. Resonant, more 

open musical spaces enter while the horn and trumpet echo the same motive. The two men view the 

station from afar. The arpeggio may not be two successive perfect fourths, but it follows the fanfare’s 

                                                        

65 See pages 125-35 in Chapter Two. 
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contour and instrumentation, and in so doing, the link becomes unmistakable. The final horn statement 

also leaps a minor seventh, E to D, before ending on A, an outline of the fanfare’s perfect fourths (bt. 

3, mm. 6-7). In contrast to the musical content that precedes it in the episode, the cue provides implicit 

assurance that this Star Trek is not a complete departure from the franchise’s established paradigm. To 

wit, the cue segues into the first appearance of Deep Space Nine’s title sequence.  

Deep Space Nine nevertheless limits this utopian relief to instead highlight Sisko’s anger. Three 

years after the loss of his wife, Sisko still grieves. He blames Picard, who controlled the Borg vessel 

that caused Sisko’s loss (Picard had been captured by the Borg at the time).66 When Picard gives Sisko 

his orders, Sisko becomes visibly hostile. Picard is a visceral reminder of the Commander’s loss. Rather 

than the stoic resolve displayed by both Captains Picard and Kirk, the viewer is presented with a leader 

wrestling with emotional turmoil. Sisko contemplates leaving his post altogether. Past Trek entries 

address personal loss—Spock’s death in Wrath of Khan being the most prominent example—but Kirk 

does not think of leaving Starfleet, nor does he continue to grieve years later. In fact, Spock is 

miraculously brought back to life. Sisko’s loss, however, is permanent. The scoring at the close of Sisko 

and Picard’s conversation speaks to this shift in orientation. An inversion of successive fourths enters 

as Sisko angrily spits out “in the meantime, I will do the job I have been ordered to do to the best of 

my ability, sir” [00:18:30] (m. 2, Figure 100). The melody continues an ascent to F (m. 3), which briefly  

                                                        

66 See The Next Generation episodes “The Best of Both Worlds Part I & II” (18 June & 24 September 1990). 
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Figure 100: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Emissary” [00:18:40] 

suggests the fanfare’s opening gesture in root position through its span, a minor seventh, and duration, 

a half note. The chromatic descending bass line adds melancholy, while the melody’s arrival on E (m. 

4) suggests fulfillment of the arpeggiated second-inversion triad that not only opens this statement but 

also begins The Next Generation and Deep Space Nine themes. The fanfare is only glimpsed in traces. Brass 

instrumentation has been replaced by strings. Here, Sisko pledges to fulfill his duties, but does so 

grudgingly. The fanfare is not directly present, but its musical characteristics suggest a leader committed 

to his duty but vulnerable to his emotions. The musical distortion of the fanfare’s content stands as a 

mark of difference. Sisko’s borderline contempt toward Picard, one of Star Trek’s most beloved icons, 

flies in the face of convention.67 In direct contrast, Picard shares a warm, reverent relationship with his 

predecessor, Kirk, in the 1994 film Generations.68 

Both The Next Generation and Original Series do explore dark, quasi-dystopian themes of loss 

and grief—Picard’s aforementioned capture by the Borg being the most prominent—but neither do 

so in their first episodes, and never to such a pronounced degree. Sisko’s contemplation of leaving 

Starfleet is but the impetus for his religious journey. After he meets with Picard, Sisko becomes trapped 

in a wormhole inhabited by an alien species who live outside linear time. In his attempt to explain how 

humanity experiences life, Sisko uses the metaphor of baseball: 

                                                        

67 One could also read the exchange as Sisko’s seething resentment of Picard’s white privilege.  
68 See pages 116-19 in Chapter Two.  
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Sisko: In fact, the game wouldn’t be worth playing if we knew what was going to  
  happen. 

 
Alien: You value your ignorance of what is to come? 
 
Sisko: That may be the most important thing to understand about humans. It is the  

  unknown that defines our existence. We are constantly searching, not just  
  for answers to our questions, but for new questions. […] That is why I am  
  here. Not to conquer you with weapons, but with ideas. But to coexist, and  
  learn.69    

 
Their exchange frames Sisko’s subsequent journey, and in so doing, Deep Space Nine directs its focus 

toward contemplation of the unknown, in which certainty is not a foregone conclusion.  

Yet the pilot episode’s final act, in which Sisko embraces command of the station, points to 

Deep Space Nine’s sustained, if tenuous, allegiance to Star Trek’s utopian promise. Sisko informs Picard 

that he has changed his mind and wishes to remain. Sisko’s interaction with the wormhole aliens has 

renewed his desire for (intellectual) exploration. Through questioning, he has found certainty anew. 

Herein lies the core of Deep Space Nine’s rendition of Star Trek’s utopia: strength built through difference. 

The fanfare’s implied presence directs this inclusivity toward the Federation’s soothing utopian 

outlook. Sisko tells Picard, “I’m certain sir” [1:28:10]. A slower, stately version of ascending perfect 

intervals enters, with multiple inversions of the fanfare’s successive perfect fourths in unison horn as 

Picard extends his hand (mm. 1, 3, 5, 6, Figure 101). It is as if Picard were passing the baton of  

 

Figure 101: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Emissary” [1:28:10] 

                                                        

69 “Emissary,” Deep Space Nine [1:12:40]. 
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leadership to Sisko (even as The Next Generation continued to air for two more seasons). In so doing, 

the score grounds Deep Space Nine’s uncertainty within a larger framework of Trek’s established, known 

future. The fanfare’s musical traces forge the link. Sisko readily accepts his continued membership in 

Starfleet. He has seen new, unfathomable alternatives in the wormhole aliens, but remains committed 

to the Federation. His decision, accompanied by the fanfare’s components, implicitly ties the series 

with Star Trek’s past iterations while also presenting a more inclusive, complex vision.70  

As Sisko wrestles with the religious connotations of his visit with the wormhole aliens, his 

choices illustrate Deep Space Nine’s proclivity to contrast doubt and certainty. The Bajorans regard the 

wormhole aliens as gods, and view Sisko as a prophet whom they call the Emissary. The fanfare’s 

musical ties to Sisko’s negotiation of these beliefs performs three functions. First, glimpses of the 

fanfare depict Sisko’s own questioning of religion and his role within it. Second, they provide an aural 

metaphor for Deep Space Nine’s greater focus on the unknown. Third, they expand the possibilities of 

meaning associated with the fanfare itself. For Deep Space Nine, utopia is broached at least in part by 

way of heterogeneity. A society’s pronounced differences provide strength. Because of its past use and 

ideological baggage, the fanfare’s musical manipulation helps encode the development. Throughout all 

seven seasons, Sisko maintains deep respect for the Bajoran religion. He does not regard their beliefs 

as less evolved, as characters in both The Original Series and The Next Generation frequently do.71 Indeed, 

Sisko presents a marked contrast from Kirk in “The Paradise Syndrome” (S03E03, 4 October 1968), 

                                                        

70 Only once in “Emissary” does the fanfare appear: as Picard and the Enterprise leave the station. Importantly, 
the statement enters as Picard says goodbye to his outgoing engineer, O’Brien [00:40:20]. The elision of a 
fragment of the Deep Space Nine theme at the cue’s end links the two themes together, again suggesting Deep 
Space Nine’s continued ties to Star Trek’s established past.   
71 For example, see The Original Series episode “The Apple” (S02E05, 13 October 1967), and The Next Generation 
“Justice” (S01E08, 9 November 1987).   
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who romanticizes the Native American tribe he discovers as embodiment of the noble savage.72 Sisko 

not only supports the continuation of Bajor’s religious traditions, but eventually joins their gods—the 

wormhole aliens—in their alternate perception of reality where time has no meaning.73  

Sisko’s acceptance of his religious role develops gradually. In the season three finale, “The 

Adversary” (S03E26, 19 June 1995), the fanfare’s opening gesture accompanies his promotion from 

Commander to Captain (Figure 89). Unison horns enter as his son pins the new badge on Sisko’s chest. 

 

Figure 102: Chattaway, Deep Space Nine, “The Adversary,” mm. 1-2, [00:00:40]74 

Sisko appears committed to the Federation and its utopian promise. He continues to respectfully 

dismiss the Bajorans’ belief that he is the chosen prophet from their gods. Sisko continues to reject the 

role until the season four “Accession” (S04E17, 26 February 1996). A rival prophet emerges from the 

wormhole, and Sisko breathes a sigh of relief. He becomes troubled, however, by the new prophet’s 

desire to reinstate the Bajoran caste system. Sisko and the rival re-enter the wormhole to discover who 

the true leader is. Upon the aliens’ admission that Sisko is in fact the prophet (“You are of Bajor”), a 

solo horn enters in the musical foreground filled with woodwinds and synthesizer (Figure 103). The  

                                                        

72 See pages 97-9 in Chapter One.  
73 Peter Linford, “Deeds of Power: Respect for Religion in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine,” in Star Trek and Sacred 
Ground: Exploration of Star Trek, Religion, and American Culture, edited by Jennifer E. Porter and Darcee L. 
McLaren (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press), 99. 
74 Cue M11, mm. 1-2, Box 25, Folder 3, “The Adversary” (19 June 1995), Chattaway Papers.  
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Figure 103: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Accession” [00:40:38] 

ascending gesture mimics the fanfare: D# slides into the E (m. 1) such that the melody emphasizes 

two perfect fourths with the second receiving a quasi-leading tone. The G (m. 3) is part of a transition 

to new material, but the descending perfect fourth that follows suggests, through its changed pitch 

content, a metaphor for Sisko’s spiritual realization. Multiple sets of successive fourths, separated by a 

half step, reflect his need to bridge the divide between his Federation heritage and Bajoran religiosity. 

The horn’s pairing with this realization makes the link with the fanfare unmistakable. Sisko is the true 

prophet for the Bajoran species while also a Federation captain. When forced to admit his duality, the 

fanfare’s presence remains, but is masked within as a musical deformation, mirroring Sisko’s own 

internal reassessment. The fanfare’s construct broadens to encompass a wider berth of possibilities. 

Here, its implicit presence intuits that Sisko will find a solution within the heterogeneity of his 

conflicting roles that will in turn allow him to more effectively lead. 

Fanfare-related material appears with less frequency as Sisko embraces his role as Bajoran 

prophet. The scoring implies that as he embraces his new role, he drifts outside the Federation’s more 

straightforward utopian society, with known, even scientific, answers. The season five episode, 

“Rapture” (S05E10, 30 December 1996), provides clarification. Sisko begins receiving visions that help 

him locate an ancient Bajoran city. Dr. Bashir does not attempt to explain Sisko’s experiences using 

scientific methods. His perspective illustrates Deep Space Nine’s willingness to contextualize Sisko’s 

religious experiences within both secular and religious terms. When the visions begin to threaten 
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Sisko’s life, Dr. Bashir informs that he can stop them medically; he chooses not to focus on what is 

causing them. In so doing, the episode illustrates a sensibility in which commonly conflicting 

perspectives—science and religion—are embraced as a source of strength. The episode reveals Deep 

Space Nine’s “willingness to allow either the secular or religious context to be legitimized.”75 In other 

words, the episode privileges heterogeneity over The Original Series’ more black and white assessment, 

in which the white male, Kirk, embodies leadership.  

And yet, ties to the fanfare in the episode’s scoring suggest that despite this more nuanced 

outlook, Star Trek’s well-established utopia remains the orienting perspective. First, when Sisko awakes 

from surgery to discover that his ability to have visions has been removed, a solo flute enters in wide 

leaps followed by a tritone and whole tone scale subset (Figure 104). Such moments of success nearly 

 

Figure 104: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Rapture” [00:41:40] 

always receive horn and any content related to the fanfare.76 Their lack here indicates Sisko’s infidelity 

to the Federation by relying on his spiritual experiences. Sisko himself does not regard the surgery as 

a success; it has robbed him of his visions. In the scene that follows, a uniformed Sisko informs his 

superior that it was in his capacity as both Emissary and Federation representative that he 

recommended that Bajor defer membership in the government until a later date. The admiral upbraids 

                                                        

75 Linford, “Deeds of Power,” 96. 
76 For example, in the pilot episode, when Sisko escapes near death and successfully exits the wormhole in the 
pilot episode, truncated statements of the Deep Space Nine title theme appear [1:25:40].  
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Sisko for his disloyalty to the Federation, but recognizes that the Federation needs Sisko for Bajor to 

eventually join. As if to confirm this friction between opposing views as a strength, a solo horn enters 

in an inverted arpeggio of successive fourths (Figure 105). The first three pitches create successive  

 

Figure 105: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Rapture” [00:43:25] 

fourths in first inversion. By agogic accent and range, the A	 suggests another interlocking set of 

fourths in root position; the F could be read as a non-chord tone. The arrival of the ending B	, 

however, somewhat downplays the link—though it can be interpreted as an encircling back to the 

statement’s beginning. Although saddened by the loss of his visions, Sisko cannot reject his Federation 

heritage outright. It remains a possible, rather than sole, guiding force within which his religious 

explorations occur. His soon-to-be new wife’s statement that “I know you feel you’ve lost something 

important, but believe me, you’ve held on to something important as well [00:44:08]” parallels the 

musical confirmation. Shortly thereafter, a fragment of the title theme enters (Figure 106). It is not  

 

Figure 106: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, “Rapture” [00:44:42] 

insignificant that the fragment is the opening gesture drawn from The Next Generation, whose fearless 

Captain Picard led loyally within the Federation. In so doing, the moment sonically confirms not only 

Sisko’s faithfulness to his duty, even as he ventures outside the Federation’s dictums.  
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Because so few of the fanfare’s characteristics appear in the Deep Space Nine finale, even as it 

seemingly returns to The Original Series’ framework, the series ends in a cloud of ambiguity. A slow, solo 

rendition of the series’ title theme does trail the final line of dialogue, in which Quark states, “the more 

things change, the more they stay the same” (“What You Leave Behind,” S07E25 & E26, 2 June 1999 

[1:29:30]). Connections to the fanfare, through the title theme’s brass instrumentation and intervallic 

patterns, are embedded, but they remain subdued. Peter Linford’s analysis of the show’s relationship 

with religion provides a helpful intersection: 

 The position Deep Space Nine finally holds is that where religion exists, then so be it. 
Where it is absent, so much the better. While beginning with an obvious attempt at a 
more sophisticated religious debate, Deep Space Nine ends up entrenching the very view 
with which science fiction began.77 

 
In other words, even as Deep Space Nine both musically and ideologically allows greater diversity within 

characters like Sisko, it returns to that originating framework model for Trek society at large. The 

presence of the title theme at the series’ close, rather than the fanfare itself, sonically legitimizes Deep 

Space Nine’s heterogeneity. But the title theme’s ties to the fanfare also indicate a hierarchical approach 

in which the Federation’s unquestioning utopia serves as the goal: “the more things change, the more 

they stay the same.” Bajor is poised to join the Federation. Prolonged war with the Dominion has 

ended at great cost, but has achieved unprecedented peace between the Dominion, Federation, 

Klingons, and Cardassians. Musical traces and distortions of the fanfare allow glimpses of Star Trek’s 

utopia comes into existence, but in so doing, they privilege the inevitability of The Original Series’ 

orientation, in which too much questioning and uncertainty are deemed largely unnecessary.   

                                                        

77 Linford, “Deeds of Power,” 99. 
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Yet Sisko’s final actions, in which he leaves the Federation and joins the wormhole aliens, 

allows a thread of the series’ uncertainty to continue. Like V’ger in The Motion Picture, he merges to 

experience a higher plane of existence that suggests the benefit of prolonged questioning of oneself. 

The certainty with which he makes his decision forges a middle ground between The Motion Picture’s 

unsettling strangeness and Wrath of Khan’s uncomplicated known. The key difference from the 1979 

film is that Deep Space Nine uses fanfare’s existing musical framework. Sisko’s actions contain the 

Bajoran faith within itself, rather than becoming of universal significance.78 To that end, the music that 

underscores his joining with the wormhole aliens contains few, if any, ties to the fanfare. An ascending 

solo horn suggests one connection (Figure 107). Its initial leap is a major sixth, but the gesture’s final  

 

Figure 107: McCarthy, Deep Space Nine, "What You Leave Behind" [1:14:52] 

pitch frames a minor seventh, key to the fanfare’s intervallic structure. Moreover, ending with the 

gesture continues a degree of uncertainty in Sisko’s future. As he informs his new wife, Cassidy, he 

could rejoin her “in a year, or it could be tomorrow” [1:17:55]. He continues to broach his own utopian 

existence, as the traces of the fanfare illustrate. In providing heavily subdued ties to the fanfare, the 

cue likewise does not extend Sisko’s role in the Bajoran faith into a one of leadership in the Federation’s 

own system. Sisko’s focus remains on the Bajorans themselves, and his personal relationships with 

them. Similarly, the Deep Space Nine title theme remains tethered to the series; it does not appear in 

                                                        

78 Linford, “Deeds of Power,” 95.  
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other Trek installments with the ubiquity that the fanfare enjoys. Unlike the fanfare or Next Generation 

themes, it is limited to Deep Space Nine’s more specific focus. Links endure, but Deep Space Nine does 

not expand beyond its parameters; it, like the Bajoran religion, is tied to the local rather than the 

Federation’s implicit universal. Depending on the features emphasized, alternate contextualized 

meanings can and do surface. In so doing, the series’ questioning thrives in a restricted capacity, and is 

largely directed toward (re)approaching an already established utopian vision. Ambiguity remains, but 

oriented within The Original Series’ sphere.  

 

Ethical Dilemmas in Voyager 
Throughout its seven-year run, Star Trek: Voyager continues the trajectory established by Deep Space 

Nine by crafting narratives that address morally ambiguous situations.79 Flung 70,000 light years from 

Earth, the crew begin their journey homeward under the leadership of Captain Janeway. On the surface, 

their peripatetic travel seems more akin to The Next Generation. Nevertheless, Janeway, a pragmatic 

scientist by training, is forced to “address every value of the Federation [...] in a universe in which those 

values may no longer apply.”80 Other crew members cope with ethical dilemmas, but Janeway’s 

reactions illustrate a consistent focus on ambiguity. Deprived of the Federation’s protection, she serves 

as both mother and stalwart captain for her crew. The crew have only each other, allowing familial ties 

to take root. They must work together to survive, and in so doing,  

                                                        

79 Elaine Graham, “Much Ado About Data,” in Representations of the Post/Human: Monsters, Aliens and Others in 
Popular Culture (Manchester, UK: University of Manchester Press, 2002), 115.  
80 Thomas Richards, “Afterward,” The Meaning of Star Trek: An Excursion Into the Myth and Marvel of the Star Trek 
Universe (New York: Main Street Books, 1997), 192-93.  
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 Voyager adopts a unique utopian-feminist notion of egalitarianism tempered by 
emphasis on individuality and diversity and enacted through and in heterotopian 
space. Not able to endure their long journey home simply as part of a military vessel, 
domesticity becomes beyond the basics of survival through the construction of a 
multicultural and multifunctional community.81 

 
From this perspective, Janeway’s evolution encapsulates the series’ broaching of utopia through 

difference. No matter the cost, she protects the womb-like bubble of her crew’s existence on Voyager, 

with all the friction the crew’s differences generate. Although religion does occasionally play a role, the 

ethics of morally ambiguous situations more frequently inform the series’ narrative.  

 With Star Trek’s utopia challenged from within, ideological tensions surface. Voyager wrestles 

with the frequent loss of crewmembers and countless hostile species. As Janeway informs the ex-Borg 

Seven of Nine (Jeri Ryan), who struggles to adapt to life on Voyager, “you’re part of a human 

community; we may be individuals but we work together” ([00:16:30] “The Gift,” S04E02, 10 

September 1997). Among her many decisions, Janeway executes a temporary member of the crew 

(“Tuvix,” S02E24, 6 May 1996), makes allegiances with the Borg, the Federation’s mortal enemy 

(“Scorpion, Parts I & II,” S03E26 & S04E01, 21 May & 3 September 1997), and sacrifices herself to 

negate a timeline filled with loss and death (“Year of Hell Parts I & II,” S04E08 & E09, 5 & 12 

November 1997). On several occasions, her desire for personal vengeance clouds her judgement, as in 

“Equinox, Parts I & II” (S05E26 & S06E01, 26 May & 22 September 1999). Yet because of Voyager’s 

largely human cast of characters, and their focus on reaching Earth, the series flirts closer to The Original 

Series’ construction. Beyond its most visible change in leadership, Voyager also relies on an Earth-based 

cast. Janeway, rather than joined by a Vulcan first officer, has Commander Chakotay (Robert Beltran), 

                                                        

81 Dove-Viebahn, “Embodying Hybridity,” 599. 
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a Native American who frequently explores his spiritual ancestry. Commander Tuvok (Tim Russ) 

remains in charge of security. Lieutenant Tom Paris (Robert Duncan McNeil) serves as the helmsman, 

while half-Klingon B’Elanna Torres (Roxann Dawson) serves as the chief engineer—a switch in The 

Original Series from the white Commander Scott as chief engineer and ethnically Asian Ensign Sulu as 

the helmsman. Asian American Ensign Harry Kim (Garrett Wang) provides operations support. Non-

humans Neelix (Ethan Phillips) and Kes (Jennifer Lien) join the crew in the Delta quadrant, while the 

self-aware Doctor (Robert Picardo) is a holograph who continually evolves throughout the series.  

Janeway’s scoring throughout the series reflects the ethical quandaries in which she finds 

herself while guiding her crew home. The fanfare itself rarely appears, signaling Voyager’s distancing 

from The Original Series’ tendency to articulate definitive truths.82 Rather, musical traces of the fanfare 

position Janeway as attempting to enact utopia by finding strength in the very differences that can 

cause friction between her crew members. The Original Series’ utopia is broached, but reveals an 

increased ambiguity in answering how that utopian promise functions in the present. The moments in 

which the fanfare more blatantly enters mark her attempts as successful, while also drawing on Star 

Trek’s established ideological hierarchy, solidified by Wrath of Khan, to close the narrative. In so doing, 

Voyager remains tied to The Original Series’ framework, but its musical components expand the fanfare’s 

potential meanings through glimpses charged with possibility rather than finality.  

Fanfare appearances in Voyager’s pilot episode, “Caretaker” (16 January 1995) advance this 

perspective from the outset. “Caretaker” begins almost verbatim to Deep Space Nine, with a scrawl of 

                                                        

82 Roddenberry’s original vision was not a stranger to moralizing themes. Keith M. Booker, “The Politics of 
Star Trek,” in The Essential Science Fiction Television Reader, ed. J.P. Telotte, 195–230 (Lexington: The University 
Press of Kentucky, 2008). 
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text and ascending low brass. The Maquis are in rebellion against the Federation, and Voyager is tasked 

with finding a missing enemy vessel on which the Federation had placed a valuable spy. The premise 

alone illustrates a Trek quite different from its past; the Federation is engaged with civil war. 

Throughout all but the final two minutes of the ninety-minute episode, the fanfare never appears. A 

shortened version of the series’ title theme does provide a leitmotivic function like the fanfare in The 

Original Series.83 For example, when Janeway promises to bring the Federation’s spy home, the title 

theme’s opening gesture sounds in solo horn (Figure 108). It then reappears toward the episode’s end 

 

Figure 108: Chattaway, Voyager, “Caretaker” [00:15:30, 1:10:25] 

when Lieutenant Paris risks his life to save Ensign Kim. In both instances, the title theme functions 

like the fanfare to represent truth and honor. The Next Generation uses the same process throughout its 

run. For example, melodies derivative of the fanfare’s content underscore Picard’s urging of a young 

cadet to tell the truth about a training accident.84 In “Caretaker,” Chattaway extends the process by 

using a theme even more distanced from the fanfare’s characteristics. A perfect fourth increases to a 

fifth, and the minor seventh widens to an octave. Perhaps the expansion is a literal example of the 

wider, unknown space in which the crew find themselves. Nevertheless, the motive is a more distant 

relation to the fanfare.   

                                                        

83 For more on the leitmotiv’s function in The Original Series, see Jessica Getman, “Making the Music of Star 
Trek: Production, Creativity, and Practicality,” in Music, Race, and Gender in the Original Series of Star Trek 
(1966-1969) (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 2015), 24-79.  
84 “The First Duty” (30 March 1992). See pages 154-55 in Chapter Three.  
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The fanfare’s role in Voyager as articulator of utopian existence through attempted coexistence 

finds its strongest support in the pilot’s final scene. The fanfare makes a pronounced, if fleeting 

appearance, as if confirming the characters’ inevitable return to the Alpha Quadrant with their integrity 

intact. Janeway makes a stirring speech to motivate her newly blended crew:  

One thing is clear. Both crews are going to have to work together if we’re going to 
survive. That’s why Commander Chakotay and I have agreed that this should be one 
crew, a Starfleet crew. As the only Starfleet vessel assigned to the Delta Quadrant, 
we’ll continue to follow our directive, to seek new worlds and explore space. But our 
primary goal is clear. […] Somewhere, along this journey, we’ll find a way back.85 
 

Members of the Maquis and Starfleet must work together. When Janeway asserts that they will continue 

to explore space, the fanfare enters in solo horn (Figure 109). Although after the half- step descent that 

 

Figure 109: Voyager, “Caretaker,” Cue M84Rev2, mm. 46-9 [1:29:20]86 

follows the successive fourths, the horn deviates from the fanfare’s outline, its entrance posits that 

even as Janeway finds a way home, her crew will continue adhere to Federation principles, that is, 

uphold Star Trek’s utopian promise. In this revised version of the cue, Chattaway aligns the fanfare’s 

entrance with the phrase “explore space.” Television scoring is a collaborative art, but the change here 

demonstrates the fanfare’s powerful role in articulating Voyager’s ideological ties to its predecessors. 

Chattaway thereafter links the fanfare’s appearance with reiterations of Goldsmith’s title theme, forging 

                                                        

85 “Caretaker” [1:29:00] 
86 Cue M84Rev2, mm. 46-9, “Set Course for Home,” Box 31, Folder 6, “Caretaker” (16 January 1995), 
Chattaway Papers. 
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a musical and ideological bond. Their linkage with a crew populated by opposing factions in a foreign 

situation highlights the series’ differences from its Trek predecessors. They must find a way to work 

together to survive, and the fanfare’s presence provides that strength to do so. Yet the fanfare’s blatant 

placement in the scene makes the crew’s forthcoming struggles a foregone success. The moment 

almost rings hollow and unearned—a seemingly backwards turn to The Original Series uncomplicated 

presentation.87 They key lies in the Voyager title theme fragments that follow. This subtle but important 

shift expands the fanfare’s potential meaning. While asserting their success as inevitable—a reliance on 

The Original Series’ known framework—it simultaneously provides a window into Voyager’s subsequent 

exploration of how the Federation’s value systems whether the Delta Quadrant. The link between the 

fanfare and Goldsmith’s title theme, in this moment, gives Voyager the necessary room to wrestle the 

moral and ethical dilemmas its crew will encounter in unknown space.   

Three pivotal episodes illustrate the fanfare’s contribution in unpacking the ethical dilemmas 

Janeway must confront as she and her crew attempt to enact Star Trek’s well-known utopia from afar. 

First, the season two “Tuvix” provides a direct contrast to The Original Series’ “The Enemy Within” by 

unpacking its straightforward morality. In “The Enemy Within,” Captain Kirk is accidently split into 

rival personalities—one benevolent, one aggressive—after a transporter malfunction. The two halves 

remain at odds to one another throughout the episode. “Tuvix” inverts the error. Returning from an 

away mission, Tuvok and Neelix are accidently merged into one being during a transporter 

                                                        

87 Berman later admitted, “We wanted to get the Maquis into Starfleet uniforms, with a captain who had to pull 
together diverse groups of people into a functioning, solid, effective unit. It would get pretty irritating, and 
cumbersome, to have the Maquis tension in every episode.” Brandon Nowalk,” Star Trek: Voyager Accidently 
Presided Over the Franchise’s Decline,” A.V. Club, 28 May 2013, accessed 4 December 2016, http://www.avcl 
ub.com/article/istar-trek-voyageri-accidentally-presided-over-the-98207.  
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malfunction. Because the crew are unable to reverse the process, this new being, an amalgamation of 

both Tuvok’s and Neelix’s personalities and memories, takes the name Tuvix. Over several weeks he 

integrates into the ship’s culture. The differences between the episodes lay in their endings. Prior to 

their reunion in “The Enemy Within,” the good Kirk assures his weeping alter ego that they both will 

live on as parts of each other [00:45:30]. All returns to normal as the Enterprise crew reunite Kirk’s 

two halves. In “Tuvix,” however, the eponymous character has no opportunity to continue living. The 

Doctor discovers a procedure that will separate Tuvix back into Tuvok and Neelix. In so doing, Tuvix 

will cease to exist. Janeway is disturbed by the ethical dilemma. In sanctioning the procedure, she 

returns two individuals to life while sending one, whom she has come to appreciate in his own right, 

to death. Janeway ultimately chooses to execute Tuvix, a rare course of action in Star Trek’s utopian 

society.88 Her morally vague decision provides little closure. Indeed, “Tuvix” remains one of Voyager’s 

most complex episodes, as fans and critics alike debate Janeway’s ethics.89  

Musical traces of the fanfare frame Janeway’s decision. The fanfare itself fulfills a similar 

purpose in “The Enemy Within”—Jessica Getman has documented its manipulation to depict both 

the good evil Kirks throughout the episode—but “Tuvix” reorients its components to encode the 

episode’s moral ambiguity.90 Chattaway’s scoring begins the process with the camera’s close-up reveal 

of Tuvix. Flute and strings enter in a whole tone subset that outlines a tritone (Figure 110). The motive 

                                                        

88 No other captain has ordered execution of a Starfleet crew member. Even Commander Sisko refuses to 
execute Lieutenant Worf for profound insubordination during the Dominion war in the season four “To the 
Death” (13 May 1996). Coincidentally, the episode aired one week after “Tuvix.” 
89 Twenty years later, multiple list-serv posts in social media that debate Janeway’s ethics. For example, see 
“Did the Tuvix episode bother anyone else?,” “r/startrek,” Reddit.com, 21 April 2015, accessed 14 November 
2016, https://www.reddit.com/r/startrek/comments/33c741/did_the_tuvix_episode_bother_anyo ne_else/.  
90 For analysis of “The Enemy Within,” see Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 307-316.   
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Figure 110: Voyager, “Tuvix,” Cue M14, mm. 6-8 [00:03:20]91 

constitutes a distortion of the fanfare’s smallest kernel, a single perfect fourth. Moreover, it is as if the 

intervallic shift, spurred by Tuvix’s reveal, cannot continue. Stripped of its melody and instrumentation, 

the fanfare, as a stand-in for the Federation’s order and normalcy, has no place for Tuvix.  

As the crew begin to accept Tuvix over the weeks that follow, fragments of Voyager’s theme 

similarly reenter the texture. For example, a montage of his settling into life on Voyager, narrated by 

Janeway’s log, features the return of perfect fifth and fourths in sequence (Figure 111). Despite the 

 

Figure 111: Voyager, “Tuvix,” Cue M42, mm. 5-8 [00:28:30]92 

unorthodoxy of his birth, Tuvix slowly finds acceptance within the Voyager family, as the horn’s 

presence seems to confirm. After the initial F#-B leap, the melody’s emphasized pitches form an 

inversion of two successive fourths, A-D-E. Conversely, the F#-B-E can form their own set of 

inverted fourths, in which the A functions as an escape tone. The fanfare may not appear, but its 

glimpses creep into the frame. Prior to the montage, the horn has not appeared in the episode since 

                                                        

91 Cue M14, mm. 6-8, “Bad Beam In,” Box 38, Folder 2, “Tuvix,” Chattaway Papers.  
92 Cue M42, mm. 5-8, “Captain’s Log,” Box 38, Folder 2, “Tuvix,” Chattaway Papers.  
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the opening cue. The fanfare’s lack itself suggests the crews’ hesitation. Tuvix remains an anomaly 

outside the Federation.  

  Chattaway’s score reverts to increased ambiguity with the revelation that the transporter 

malfunction can be undone. Tuvix’s exclamation that he has the right to live lacks accompaniment of 

the fanfare’s characteristics. Instead, the cue is filled with more chromatic melodic movement, a 

distortion with the implicit suggestion of not only Janeway’s forthcoming decision but also Tuvix’s 

lack of, for want of a better word, humanity. Prior to his execution, as Tuvix forgives Janeway for her 

decision, a solo horn finally reenters the texture (Figure 112). The fanfare’s successive fourths remain 

 

Figure 112: Voyager, “Tuvix,” Cue M54, mm. 1-3 [00:42:15]93 

within the gesture, A-D-G and E-A-D, but are masked by descending inversion, as if acknowledging 

the unenviable decision of Tuvix’s fate. No clear-cut solution exists. The fanfare’s implied certainty 

cannot apply, but its musical glimpses broach an attempt toward an answer.  

The melody that enters with Tuvok and Neelix’s return suggests a semblance of the moral 

certainty that The Original Series exhibits in “The Enemy Within.” The motive is the same from Tuvix’s 

montage, but in lush orchestration and decidedly pan- tonal context of chordal versions of successive 

fourths (Figure 113). The lack of brass subtly hints at the moral ramifications of Janeway’s decision by 

                                                        

93 Cue M54, mm. 1-3, “Exit Tuvix,” Box 38, Folder 2, Chattaway Papers. 
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Figure 113: Voyager, “Tuvix,” Cue M54, mm. 34-5 [00:44:45]94 

preventing notions of complete certainty. Repetition of the motive thereafter shifts to a viola and horn 

combination, as Janeway begins to come to terms with her decision. The first three pitches of the 

Voyager title theme in violin, the episode’s final musical gesture, receives open fifth accompaniment. 

Its presence suggests a hollow moral victory in Tuvok and Neelix’s return. Because the fanfare itself 

does not appear, the moment allows its traces—the opening phrase of Voyager’s theme outright as well 

as the inverted successive fourths—to reflect the episode’s conflicted morality. Issues of right and 

wrong are not the primary focus. Rather, “Tuvix” weighs the cost of finding answers in impossible 

situations, of what is both lost and gained. The fanfare’s absence reveals just as much as its presence. 

Here, its glimpses intimate the strength Janeway must find to soldier onward despite uncertainty in her 

own morality. The fanfare’s traces allow her room for that uncertainty without condemning her own 

questioning outright.  

Janeway is presented with a different ethical dilemma in the two-part episode “Scorpion.” She 

argues with Commander Chakotay over the most effective strategy to combat the Borg. She is making 

a ruthless, unmotherly alliance with the species to defeat an even more dangerous enemy, Species 8472. 

                                                        

94 Cue M54, mm. 34-5, “Exit Tuvix,” Box 38, Folder 2, Chattaway Papers.  
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Although Chakotay disagrees with Janeway’s decision, he accedes to his captain’s orders. Strings and 

trumpet enter with melodic inversions of successive perfect fourths (Figure 114). The fanfare’s lack  

 

Figure 114: Voyager, “Scorpion Part I,” Cue M51Rev, mm. 2-6 [00:41:30]95 

expresses the uncertainty behind Janeway’s decision. The inverted fourths’ presence, their first 

occurrence in the episode outside the title theme, aurally confirms the dangerous situation. Her choice 

places the entire crew at risk, and the inverted fourths portend the risk in her decision. 

Broadcasting a traditionally masculine sensibility, in which she refuses to cede power and 

makes aggressive demands, Janeway here upholds the Federation’s ideals while simultaneously forging 

an alliance with a species other captains regard as pure evil. As she states in the season one episode, 

“Parallax” (S01E03, 23 January 1995), “over the years I’ve learned that sometimes you just have to 

punch your way through” [00:40:32]. The lack of fanfare—indeed, the scene has no underscore at all—

suggests her ethical dilemma. In her review of previous captains’ logs on the Borg, Janeway reads 

Picard’s own assessment: “in their collective state the Borg are utterly without mercy, driven by one 

will alone, the will to conquer. They are without redemption, without reason” ([00:13:00], “Scorpion 

Part I). But Janeway views an alliance as her crew’s only hope. In so doing, she finds redeemable 

qualities in the character Seven of Nine, who acts as the Borg’s liaison with Voyager. As a hive mind 

                                                        

95 Cue M51Rev, mm. 2-6 “Dealing with the Devil,” Box 38, Folder 7, “Scorpion, Part I” (21 May 1997), 
Chattaway Papers. 
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acting with one voice, the Borg constitute a negative inversion of the Federation’s utopia.96 They 

“represent a notion of feminist collectivity gone harrowingly awry”—the negative inversion of 

Voyager’s familial womb.97 

In making this “deal with the devil,” Janeway demonstrates the series’ altered approach to 

enacting Star Trek’s utopia.98 Use of the fanfare’s characteristics provides a glimpse of the burgeoning 

context. Janeway sees humanity within Seven. Her rejection of Seven’s subsequent wishes to return to 

the Borg reiterates Janeway’s ultimate allegiance to the Federation’s envisioning of utopia. Individuality 

and difference are prized assets, but only when used to realize the Federation’s own vision. Indeed, 

Seven’s burgeoning acceptance of Janeway’s decision in the following episode, “The Gift” is followed 

by a musical gesture that draws on the fanfare’s musical characteristics, a change from the chromatic 

swells that accompany her earlier appearances onscreen (Figure 115). A delicate, muted horn enters  

 

Figure 115: McCarthy, Voyager, “The Gift” [00:44:45] 

with an inverted statement of successive fourths before nearly outlining the fanfare in its ascending 

leap to G	 (mm. 5-6). Although the fanfare itself remains absent, its musical legacy remains. As 

Janeway compels Seven to join the Federation’s utopian promise, she draws on the fanfare’s 

characteristics to achieve that end. But the way she does so lends greater emphasis to individual 

                                                        

96 Mia Consalvo, “Borg Babes, Drones, and the Collective: Reading Gender and the Body in Star Trek” Women’s 
Studies in Communication 27/2 (Summer 2004): 185. 
97 Dove-Viebahn, “Embodying Hybridity,” 611. 
98 The cue’s label is marked as “Dealing with the Devil,” Cue M51Rev, Box 38, Folder 7, Chattaway Papers.  
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differences to realize those objectives. Indeed, in “Scorpion Part II,” only with the defeat of Species 

8472 and Voyager’s escape from the Borg does the opening fragment of Voyager’s title theme return. 

Because the fanfare has been linked with Voyager’s title theme, both implicitly and through their linked 

statements in the pilot episode, that journey is colored with a sense of inevitability toward The Original 

Series’ unquestioning utopia.  The crew have worked together to achieve success, but not with unvarying 

consensus. Chakotay continues to badger Janeway over her decision, and the captain admits that she 

should have allowed his council to resonate with her own goals rather than dismiss him unequivocally.99 

Voyager, therefore, broaches utopia by finding strength through difference. The musical gesture that 

closes their conversation, dominated by successive inverted perfect fourths, offers sonic 

confirmation.100 

Voyager’s series finale, “Endgame” (S07E25 & E26, 23 May 2001), use the fanfare’s sway to 

articulate Janeway’s most complex ethical dilemma yet: her own person. At the episode’s opening, an 

aged Admiral Janeway, having brought Voyager back to Earth after a twenty-year journey, time travels 

to a Voyager still in the Delta Quadrant. She wants to bring the crew home earlier to avoid the deaths 

of several beloved crewmembers. In the present, Captain Janeway has just discovered a Borg trans-

warp hub that could bring Voyager home in minutes. Upon Admiral Janeway’s arrival, she and Captain 

Janeway argue over the ethics of destroying the hub to impede the Borg instead of using it to return 

Voyager home. The two women eventually compromise on a plan that achieves both objectives.  

                                                        

99 Dove-Viebahn, “Embodying Hybridity,” 613. 
100 Cue M54, mm. 1-3, Box 38, Folder 8, “Scorpion, Part II” (27 September 1997), Chattaway Papers.  
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Before reaching that compromise, Ensign Kim speaks in favor of the Captain’s plan to destroy 

the Borg hub for the greater good. During his monologue, a rhythmically augmented version of the 

series title theme sounds in solo horn (Figure 116). Its presence, tied to the fanfare through its musical  

 

Figure 116: Chattaway, Voyager, “Endgame,” Cue M65, mm. 1-11 [1:06:40]101 

components, reiterates their loyalty to one other, their desire to work together that finds strength within 

their differences. Indeed, reunited with the familial network on Voyager, the Admiral remembers “how 

much they loved being together” [1:07:41]. Transitional material marked by descending stepwise 

motion links the Voyager theme to the fanfare, an action that mirrors the pilot episode in reverse order. 

Harry offers a toast, “to the journey,” and the fanfare enters in solo horn (mm. 10-11). The rhythmic 

augmentation makes the statement more emphatic. Here, the series’ ties to Star Trek’s past become 

clear. In appearing with the words “to the journey,” the fanfare suggests that the journey ends within 

the warm embrace of The Original Series’ utopia to which the fanfare still retains links. That journey 

remains centered in the relationships between the crew, just as in The Original Series, but Voyager’s 

heightened focus on moral quandaries, as seen in Janeway’s leadership, has expanded the realm of 

                                                        

101 Cue M65, mm. 1-11, “Harry’s Big Speech,” Box 44, Folder 1, “Endgame” (23 May 2001), Chattaway Papers.  
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possibility. Voyager may have expanded Star Trek’s outlook, but the franchise’s ultimate orientation stays 

largely the same.  

To that end, the fanfare appears once more as the two Janeways reach their compromise. The 

Captain offers the Admiral good luck, and the fanfare sounds in violin in straight rhythm (Figure 117). 

The clarinet and viola echo an inversion of interlocking perfect fourth sequences—a nod to the element 

 

Figure 117: Voyager, “Endgame,” Cue M66Rev, mm. 17-20 [1:09:00]102 

of uncertainty that tinges their mutual decision—but the fanfare’s initial presence is noticeable. The 

two women have agreed to a course of action that they are hopeful will bring Voyager and her crew 

home. In using the fanfare rather than the title theme, the fanfare’s presence indicates that they will 

achieve their goal. And because the fanfare appears twice in such close succession, its significance 

increases. With such rare appearances throughout the entire series, their occurrence here intimate that 

Voyager is coming to an end. 

Voyager’s final scene opens a window of ambiguity in its alignment with The Original Series’ 

uncomplicated utopia broached through a more heterogeneous community. Janeway can only say, “we 

did it” as fragments and variations of the Voyager theme drift in and out of the score [1:24:23]. Her 

final line, “set a course for home,” spurs a variation of the title theme in resounding horn choir (Figure 

118). Tellingly, the final gesture is a second inversion arpeggio of successive fourths, and not the 

                                                        

102 Cue M66Rev, mm. 17-20, “Smell the Coffee,” Box 44, Folder 2, “Endgame,” Chattaway Papers. 
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Figure 118: Voyager, “Endgame,” Cue M74Rev, mm. 35-6 [1:25:49]103 

fanfare. Moreover, the final chord includes a harmonic version of the successive perfect fourths. In 

closing the episode, the gesture subtly recalls its approach to enacting Star Trek’s utopia. Rather than 

the relatively uncomplicated fanfare, viewers are presented with Voyager’s focus on approaching utopia 

via heterogeneity and tackling its struggles head-on.  

 

Conclusion: Same Means, Different Ends 
Even as Deep Space Nine and Voyager offer nuanced explorations of Star Trek’s utopia, their musical 

content, in relying on the fanfare’s characteristics, directs their orientation toward The Original Series’ 

more straightforward paradigm. Yet both Voyager and Deep Space Nine offer a re-contextualization of 

the unsettling strangeness that surrounds The Motion Picture. Both series gravitate toward the 

unknown—Deep Space Nine in its religiosity, Voyager through its moral ambiguity. Just as liberal 

humanism informs the discourse that surrounds The Original Series, so to the political changes of the 

1990s can reflect a metaphor for each series’ uncertainty. Their questioning, however, largely exists as 

part of a journey to the enactment of The Original Series’ utopia. Deep Space Nine and Voyager may expand 

Star Trek’s reach, but the franchise’s established framework retains prominence. Deep Space Nine ends 

with achieving newfound peace between the Federation, Dominion, Klingons, and Cardassians. 

                                                        

103 Cue M74Rev, mm. 35-6, “End of the Game,” Box 44, Folder 2, “Endgame,” Chattaway Papers. 
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Voyager finally reaches Earth. Garek (Andrew Robinson), the tailor from Deep Space Nine, provides an 

apt metaphor when discussing an alien wine: “it’s so bubbly and cloying and happy. Just like the 

Federation. if you drink enough of it, you begin to like it. It’s insidious” ([1.12.00] “The Way of the 

Warrior”). The fanfare, tied to The Original Series, becomes Garek’s insidious symbol through the 

volume of sheer repetition in Trek’s previous installments.  

Musical continuity to this past, centered in The Next Generation’s scoring practices, thus proves 

vital. Both Chattaway’s and McCarthy’s use of the fanfare maintains the brand of Star Trek’s sound 

world. Neither series portrays Star Trek as dystopia. Deep Space Nine and Voyager instead suggest a 

mirrored image that broaches The Original Series’ utopia. Musical traces, fragments, and distortions of 

the fanfare’s musical characteristics raise the dual specter of ambiguity and uncertainty, but their 

presence also affirms both Deep Space Nine and Voyager as part of Star Trek’s musical brand. In their 

fleeting glimpses of alternatives, the fanfare’s Blochian traces broadcast how The Original Series’ utopia 

might come to exist. To wit, the station Deep Space Nine uses its status as cultural hub to better the 

Federation, while Voyager’s encounters with strange new worlds and ideas eventually benefit the Alpha 

Quadrant’s knowledge of the wider galaxy. Both locations experience the juxtaposition of incompatible 

beings and situations on a weekly basis, all for (potential) betterment. Their concentrated focus can 

remain contained within Star Trek’s broader paradigm while also stimulate reflection from within—a 

model for franchised television scoring. Viewing impossible situations as a source of strength helps 

Captains Sisko and Janeway become part of the larger construct of The Original Series’ (inevitable) 
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fruition. Sisko asserts to the mischievous alien Q, “I am not Picard,” but viewed through the lens of 

shared characteristics, neither is he—nor Janeway—anathema to the famed captain.104 

These musical markers of difference—Suvin’s novums—help Deep Space Nine and Voyager 

unpack the religious and ethical issues they address. As part of the fanfare’s defined construct, the 

musical traces within both series’ scoring can be noticed because those characteristics are already 

recognizable and rapidly understood. Constructed and repeated over time, both the fanfare’s lack of 

presence and repurposed components can and are used toward altered ends. Sisko enters a higher plane 

of existence, while Janeway successfully brings Voyager home. Paired with manipulation of the 

fanfare’s construct, both characters’ quandaries explore ideological tensions that allow the viewer to 

not only recognize societal complexities but also consider their value. Intertextual references to Star 

Trek’s past provide grounding and allow both series to more easily raise the unsettling situations they 

seek. Yet in so doing, the process circles back onto the original fanfare and the comfortable known 

linked with it. Together, these pieces of a perceived whole offer an aggregate of meanings whose 

fleeting glimpses offer the potential for new associative meanings and aggregative to surface.  

Simply put, in their exploration of a Star Trek that blends elements of both The Original Series 

and The Motion Picture, Deep Space Nine and Voyager use related means for nuanced purposes. Although 

in so doing they remain linked to the ideological tensions of Star Trek’s past installments, the glimpses 

of possibility that they offer—centered in musical ties to the fanfare—chip away at the established 

construct’s perceived inevitability. Their existence demonstrates Star Trek’s—and by proxy, the 

fanfare’s—potential for continual expansion as a constructed text.  

                                                        

104 The Next Generation, “Q-less” [00:24:45].  
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Retrofuturism is little more than an aesthetic feedback loop. 1 

—Niklas Maak  

 
Chapter Four. (Re)Scoring Star Trek’s Utopia in a Post-
9/11 World 

(Re)Scoring Star Trek’s Utopia in a Post-9/11 World 

 

The twenty-first century has brought with it new changes to Star Trek’s brand. By the fall of 2001, the 

franchise had sparked nine films and five television series.2 With the series finale of the television series 

Deep Space Nine (1993-1999) and soon-ending Voyager (1995-2001), Paramount Pictures needed an eye-

catching show for its fledging television network, United Paramount Network (UPN). The studio 

tasked Rick Berman and Brannon Braga—producers of The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine, and 

Voyager—to draft a new, relatable prequel series set 115 years before the events of The Original Series. 

Paramount executives were eager to return to a more familiar Star Trek that could simultaneously 

present creative opportunities for a new generation of viewers while maintaining older fans.3 The result, 

                                                        

1 Niklas Maak, "Goodbye Retro-Futurism: A farewell to our perpetual nostalgia for the future," 032c9 (Summer 
2005): 117. 
2 I include the short-lived but generally regarded as non-canonic Star Trek: The Animated Series (1973-1974). 
Roddenberry himself did not consider the series canonic. David Alexander, Star Trek Creator: The Authorized 
Biography of Gene Roddenberry (New York: Macmillan, 1996), 408.  
3 Show creator Brannon Braga discussed Enterprise’s beginnings in his talk at the 2015 Star Trek Convention in 
Las Vegas, NV, 8 August 2015.     
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Star Trek: Enterprise (2001-2005), depicts a nascent Starfleet’s first space explorations outside Earth’s 

solar system.   

Scholars and critics alike have noted Enterprise’s similarities to The Original Series. The male 

Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) leads his crew in exploration (read: veiled colonization) of the 

galaxy in an episodic structure that metaphorically addresses contemporary societal issues.4 The series’ 

underpinnings, however, transforms Star Trek’s political ideology. The pilot episode hinges on a neo-

conservative political viewpoint, which dominated American policymaking after the terrorist attack on 

New York City’s World Trade Center on 11 September 2001.5 Enterprise premiered two weeks later. 

Because three weeks provides little time to reorient a television series’ politics in the wake of a national 

tragedy, skeptics may disregard the move as coincidence. But reflective of an already changed political 

climate, President George W. Bush had assumed office in January 2001 after a polarizing election. 

Regardless of any debate surrounding the initial episodes, these political reverberations shape all of 

Enterprise’s four-season run.  

Yet to understand Enterprise’s ostensible return to Star Trek’s roots, we must also understand 

the media that came after it. Enterprise’s cancellation in 2005, after four years of plummeting viewership 

                                                        

4 See Matthew Kimberley and Jason M. Dittmer, “To Boldly Go Where No Man Has Gone Before: 
Complexity, Science, and the Star Trek Reboot,” in Time Travel in Popular Media: Essays on Film, Television, 
Literature and Video Games, ed. Matthew Jones and Joan Ormrod, 63-76 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2015). 
5 Scholarly work has already reached consensus on viewing Enterprise as an allegory for a post 9/11 world. 
Sharon Sharp, “Nostalgia for the Future: Retrofuturism in Enterprise” Science Fiction Film and Television 4/1 
(2011): 25-40; Steffen Hantke, “Star Trek’s Mirror Universe Episodes and US Military Culture through the Eyes 
of the Other” Science Fiction Studies 41/3 (November 2014): 562-78; David Greven, “The Twilight of Identity: 
Enterprise, Neo-conservatism, and the Death of Star Trek” Jump Cut 50 (Spring 2008): 1-16; and Stephen 
McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine: The Care and Repair of Archetypal Heroic Leadership in J.J. Abram’s Star 
Trek,” in Star Trek as Myth: Essays on Symbol and Archetype at the Final Frontier, ed. Matthew Wilhelm Kapell, 197-
212 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2010). 
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and mediocre reviews, for many signaled Star Trek’s death.6 The most recent Trek film, Nemesis (2002), 

had been a critical and financial disaster.7 Paramount sought yet another new direction for the 

franchise—a film that would succeed where Enterprise had failed.8 Like Enterprise, the Star Trek (2009) 

reboot mines Trek’s past. But this new film moves closer to the source material by focusing on younger 

versions of The Original Series characters in lieu generating new ones. The film exists in an alternate 

universe in which Captain Kirk’s father dies while saving his crew from an unknown Romulan vessel, 

all on the day of Kirk’s birth.  

Star Trek’s pivot to its roots—at least on the surface—with Enterprise and the 2009 Star Trek 

film (henceforth Star Trek 2009) reasserts the utopian vision first offered by The Original Series and 

extended by Wrath of Khan. After the box-office failure of The Motion Picture (1979), Wrath of Khan 

reoriented Star Trek toward an uplifting utopian future that lacks the previous film’s unsettling 

strangeness.9 In this envisioning of the future, one need not ask too many questions about the nature 

of humanity’s future existence. Instead, viewers are invited to experience new adventures with a 

                                                        

6 The pilot episode garnered over 12 million viewers, whereas the final season averaged fewer than 3 million an 
episode. “Weekly Program Rankings,” ABC Media Net, accessed 3 December 2015, https://web.archive.org/w 
eb/20090601192241/http://abcmedianet.com/web/dnr/dispDNR.aspx?id=101204_04. 
7 The film attained only a $43 million domestic gross on a budget of over $60 million. Rotten Tomatoes places 
the film at only 37% fresh. “Star Trek: Nemesis,” accessed 10 July 2016, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movie 
s/?id=startrek10.htm.   
8 Paramount’s ownership of the Star Trek franchise requires some clarification. In 2005, Viacom, Paramount’s 
owner, separated from CBS. CBS retained Paramount’s television properties, including the Star Trek brand. The 
president of Paramount, Gail Berman, persuaded CBS to allow them eighteen months to develop a new Trek 
film before CBS would re-earn the rights for a new television series. In return, CBS kept all merchandising 
rights. Thereafter, Berman approached J.J. Abrams to be involved with the film. Dave Itzkoff, “New Team 
Retrofits the Old Starship” New York Times, 23 April 2009, accessed 1 October 2016, http://www.nytimes.com 
/2009/04/26/movies/26itzk.html?_r=4&pagewanted=all. 
9 For more on cognitive estrangement, please see Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and 
History of a Literary Genre (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 27; pages 44-6 of Chapter One. 
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beloved cast of characters.10 Again, both Enterprise and Star Trek 2009 envision the future depicted in 

The Original Series through direct appeals to Star Trek’s past. Enterprise returns to The Original Series’ basic 

premise: the crew encounters new life forms and grapples with philosophical issues that these 

interactions generate. Star Trek 2009 returns to the franchise’s original characters in an alternate 

universe. Yet, by killing Kirk’s father in Star Trek 2009, the Romulan aggressors fundamentally alter 

Trek’s timeline. Kirk grows up to be a rebellious, James Dean flyboy rather than inspiring leader. Both 

he and Captain Archer likewise act based on their instincts; they simply know how to lead. As 

“deciders,” both of their leadership styles echo that of former President George W. Bush.11 Moreover, 

in Star Trek 2009, Starfleet shifts to an intergalactic armada rather than benevolent peace-keeping body. 

The film tracks Kirk’s unorthodox ascendancy to captaining the Enterprise, after which he begins The 

Original Series’ five-year mission to explore the galaxy. Simply put, each of these Trek installments 

operate in lieu of a changed reality for American citizens that occurred following the 9/11 terrorist 

attacks, in which xenophobia, fear of terrorist attacks, and constant military vigilance comprise the 

everyday experiences of many. Through their changed politics, Enterprise and Star Trek 2009 surpass 

Wrath of Khan’s nostalgic impulses centered in The Original Series’ carefree liberal humanism. Star Trek 

has always sought to reflect the issues of its time. Enterprise and Star Trek 2009 are no different. 

Retrofuturism, a desire centered in nostalgia for an earlier vision of the future, provides a 

helpful framework to understand the neo-conservative politics at work in both Enterprise and Star Trek 

                                                        

10 Keith Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth of a Film Franchise,” in Science Fiction Film, Television, and Adaptation: 
Across the Screens, ed. J. P. Telotte and Gerald Duchovnay (New York: Routledge, 2012), 103-05. 
11 Stephen McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine, 199. Bush famously used the phrase “the decider” in defending 
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld during the failures of the war in Iraq. Ed Henry and Barbara Starr, 
“Bush: ‘I’m the decider’ on Rumsfeld,” CNN, 18 April 2006, accessed 8 December 2016, http://www.cnn.com 
/2006/POLITICS/04/18/rumsfeld/.   
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2009. Xenophobic attitudes, fear of random terrorism, interventionist foreign policy, and the desire 

for constant military vigilance color the world-views presented by their main characters. Retrofuturism 

operates in a vein similar to the utopia proffered by Wrath of Khan and the Trek installments that follow 

it.12 A “conservative cultural impulse,” this construct circulates nostalgia for these past dreams of the 

future—particularly their futuristic technologies—yet simultaneously neglects their embedded social 

contexts.13 Lloyd Dunn defines the concept as an “ambivalent fascination with past utopian visions of 

the future.”14 Returning to The Original Series’ vision of the future by using self-referential elements 

from its past mimics parts of Wrath of Khan’s strategy, but the politics that underlie Enterprise and Star 

Trek 2009 fashion the distinct shift. To that end, retrofuturism allows us to explore discrepancies 

between what the future once meant in the past, and what meanings it no longer holds in the present.15 

But in Enterprise and Star Trek 2009, this manifests as a nostalgic reprise of The Original Series’ promises 

of the future, melded with overtly nationalist myths of the United States’ past, all as part of a post-

9/11 identity.16 Enterprise, by exploring the era that came before The Original Series, infers that neo-

conservative policies achieved this future. Star Trek 2009 infers that such strategies are necessary in a 

world fraught with danger.   

                                                        

12 Sharon Sharp applies retrofuturism to Enterprise in “Nostalgia for the Future,” 25. See Chapter Two for in-
depth analysis of the Star Trek entries that came after Wrath of Khan and followed its musico-ideological 
orientation.  
13 Henry Jenkins, “‘Ephemera vs. The Apocalypse’: Retrofuturism After 9/11” Confessions of an Aca-Fan: The 
Official Weblog of Henry Jenkins, 25 June 2007, accessed 10 October 2015, http://henryjenkins.org/2007/06/emp 
himera_vs_the_appocalypse_r.html.  
14 Sharp, “Nostalgia for the Future,” 25. 
15 Elizabeth Guffey, Retro: The Culture of Revival (London: Reakton, 2006), 152.  
16 Lincoln Geraghty, “A Truly American Enterprise: Star Trek’s Post-9/11 Politics,” in New Boundaries in Political 
Science Fiction, ed. Donald M. Hassler and Clyde Wilcox (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 
2008), 163; and Guffey, Retro: The Culture of Revival, 163. 
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The 9/11 attacks profoundly altered the American political landscape. Citizens and politicians 

alike searched (and still continue) for ways to make sense of the present, and in so doing, turned to the 

past and its visions of a future that had not come to exist.17 Such introspective moments in the face of 

cataclysmic events have existed throughout history, but are relatively new to the world of Trek. This 

rhetorical shift illustrates how retrofuturism is more than a cacophonous merging of past and future, 

nor is it merely a more cynical manifestation as Fredric Jameson’s postmodernism steeped in the 

pastiche of anachronistic historical styles might allude.18 Rather, retrofuturism can become a vehicle, a 

means to work through problems in the present and offer a potentially subversive critique with the 

possibility of both progressive and regressive ideologies co-existing. Because the term retro maintains 

an aura of irony, self-aware and subversive elements can rise to the forefront.19    

This is not to claim that the creators of both Enterprise and Star Trek 2009 consciously 

fashioned subversive espousal of a neo-conservative agenda. Rather, both productions reflect what 

Star Trek has always done: address the daily realities experienced by (United States) society at the time. 

Indeed, Star Trek 2009 director J.J. Abrams stated in one interview, “it was important to me that 

optimism be cool again.”20 His intent in creating Star Trek 2009 is key, and worth repeating at length:  

I watched episodes, I read up a lot, I watched the movies, I talked to people, whether 
it was our “Trek” consultant or one of the two writers [Alex Kurtzman and Roberto 
Orci] about what it would mean to do what we wanted to do. We have one producer, 
Bob [Orci], who is a complete Trekker and another [producer] in Bryan Burk who 
had never seen an episode of the show ever. And it was a great balance. We could 

                                                        

17 Arin Keeble, The 9/11 Novel: Trauma, Politics, and Identity (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2014), 17-39.   
18 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
1991), 19-25.  
19 Guffey, Retro, 20.  
20 Jeff Jensen, “Star Trek: New Movie, New Vision,” Entertainment Weekly, 18 October 2008, accessed 2 October 
2015, http://www.ew.com/article/2008/10/18/star-trek-movie-inside-scoop. 
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make sure it passed the test of the ultimate fan and the ultimate neophyte and make 
sure that it was equally entertaining to both parties.21 
 

From its conception, then, Abrams intended to not only pay homage to Star Trek’s past but also appeal 

to a broad audience beyond traditional fans—which necessitated a film that resonated with the realities 

of its contemporary consumers. Nevertheless, although Abrams may position Star Trek 2009 in a web 

of optimism, it, like Enterprise, resides in a changed political reality: fear and uncertain safety in the 

aftermath of 9/11.  

In melding a Star Trek that appeals to both fans and newcomers alike, the franchise’s musical 

legacy saturates Enterprise, Star Trek 2009, and its two sequels, Star Trek Into Darkness (2013) and Star 

Trek Beyond (2016). Their scoring, however, helps bend the franchise’s canon toward the retrofuturist 

outlook. The Original Series’ iconic fanfare maps out these ideological revisions to its original utopian 

framework. And as this musical content reappears, the fanfare achieves a new layer of associative 

meanings through subtle gradations. The fanfare may appear infrequently, but it is in those important 

moments that Star Trek asserts its connections to its past. The presentation of Star Trek as spectacle 

seems especially prescient considering the newest films’ plethora of sleek action set-pieces filled with 

CGI. This cinema of attractions “solicits a highly conscious awareness of the film image engaging the 

viewer’s curiosity.”22 We can extend film scholar Tom Gunning’s framework to posit that viewers are 

thereby encouraged to remain aware of both looking and hearing in their consumption of the screen. 

These musically self-aware instances place the Trek franchise between two poles, forging a reevaluation 

                                                        

21 Geoff Boucher, “J.J. Abrams: Star Trek must escape the shadow of Star Wars,” LA Times, 31 January 2009, 
accessed 10 December 2013, http://herocomplex.latimes.com/uncategorized/star-trek-dir-1/#/0. 
22 Tom Gunning, "The Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde" Wide Angle 8/3-
4 (Fall 1986): 64.  
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of its own mythology that illuminates the broader political realities of twenty-first century American 

life. 

Although Enterprise, a ratings disappointment, was cancelled after just four seasons, its 

framework fundamentally changed Star Trek’s philosophical orientation in the decade that followed.23 

The rebooted Star Trek films not only share in Enterprise’s political ideology but also normalize its 

existence through their reintroduction of The Original Series characters. This differentiation between 

iterations creates a cinematic Trek for a new century, but through continual re-consumption, the 

franchise’s earlier stories, characters, and viewpoints do not disappear. Rather, Star Trek attains greater 

awareness of its own content, ideological baggage, and history. Viewed through a retrofuturist 

understanding of the franchise’s musical content, in the twenty-first century, Star Trek goes meta. 

Viewers and filmmakers alike can remember these previous versions, often with fondness. 

Paradoxically, although the fanfare’s continued presence allows us to understand shifts in Trek politics, 

its exploitation simultaneously can mask the retrofuturist orientation. Through the features that are 

counted and exploited—Umberto Eco’s constructed iconicity as well as Philip Tagg and Robert 

Clarida’s similarly constructed gestural interconversion—the fanfare and its related material continue 

                                                        

23 The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine, and Voyager all lasted seven seasons. Critics and viewers alike panned the 
first two seasons of Enterprise. Only in season three and particularly season four did the series begin to gain 
traction and garner positive reviews. Dave Itzkoff’s article on the series provides a clear summary: “Aware of 
viewers' disappointment, the producers made significant changes for its third season: a single, yearlong storyline 
was established, pitting the ship's crew against a malevolent alien race called the Xindi, and Manny Coto, 
creator of the Showtime series Odyssey 5, was brought in as a co-executive producer. But while Mr. Coto was 
widely hailed by colleagues and fans alike for delivering episodes that equaled the quality of previous Star Trek 
series, the show's ratings continued to erode.” “It’s Long Trek Over, the Enterprise Pulls into Dry Dock,” New 
York Times, 1 May 2005, accessed 15 November 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2005/05/01/arts/television/ 
its-long-trek-over-the-enterprise-pulls-into-dry dock.ht ml?_r =0.  
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to be rapidly employed and understood.24 The semiotic process presents a simultaneous, non-linear 

presentation of meanings, all of which the viewer may retain awareness—again, based on the features 

that count.   

These latest Trek incarnations are neither complete re-imaginings nor repetitions of The 

Original Series. Enterprise and the film reboots’ retrofuturist orientation revisits not just The Original Series, 

but all of Trek mythology. Musical retrofuturism—Star Trek’s (re)scoring—illustrates the network of 

simultaneous possibilities within the franchise. As a musical text that draws on relationships within 

Trek’s musical past, the fanfare and its related content offer both flexibility and assurance. Fluid 

associations allow constant renewal, and the most important insights can arrive in recognizing the 

differences between them.25 Shrewd winks for those viewers in the know constitute a Star Trek very 

much aware of its past, present, and future. Depending on the depth of their knowledge in Trek lore, 

viewers can enjoy these new entries at varying levels, from carefree adventure stories to obscure 

references. The awareness expands possibilities in constructing meaning; creators of any stripe can pick 

and choose amongst previous iterations, reciprocally reinforcing certain ideologies and interpretations 

over others. The quality is not unique; rather, Trek can serve as an example for the creative possibilities 

all franchises have the potential to offer. To wit, it is through the fanfare’s ubiquity that these new 

associations come into being. An insidious sonic suture, it offers cover for an altered Star Trek while 

simultaneously redirecting the franchise from within.  

                                                        

24 Pages 110-12 of Chapter Two. Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University 
Press, 1976), 191-208; Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida Ten Little Title Tunes: Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media 
(New York & Montreal: The Mass Media Music Scholar’s Press, 2003), 270-75. 
25 Thomas Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music” 
Ethnomusicology 43/2 (Spring 1999): 222. 
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Scoring Retrofuturism in Enterprise 

Enterprise’s title theme(s) and their ties to the fanfare present the clearest point from which to unpack 

the series’ musical retrofuturism. Multiple scholars have written of the show’s break with Star Trek 

tradition in using a pop song rather than purely orchestral theme.26 The song itself, “Where My Heart 

Will Take Me,” is a retro rock anthem originally titled “Faith of the Heart.” Diane Warren wrote the 

song for the 1998 film Patch Adams, with Rod Stewart performing.27 Enterprise re-recorded the song 

with English tenor Russell Watson to recount the tortuous road of space exploration. The title 

sequence refashions American history as universal by wrapping it within the mythos of Star Trek’s past. 

It “not only links iconic visions of the past with iconic visions of the future, but links a narrative of 

technological progress with American national identity as the majority of the technology.”28 Over 

images of navigational and technological exploration beginning with the Renaissance, the sequence 

culminates with Star Trek’s own vision of future space travel by reusing footage from the first warp 

drive test as depicted in the Trek film First Contact (1996). The sequence places the United States as heir 

apparent to the traditions of the Greeks, the European Renaissance, and the British Empire. Although 

the title sequence includes images of international achievements, such as the 1947 Norwegian Kon Tiki 

expedition from South America to the Polynesian islands, it gives pronounced attention to American 

empire-building. Archival footage of the Apollo astronauts and Mars Explorer dominate the sequence. 

The sequence likewise not new to American television. A popular sign-off segment for many television 

                                                        

26 Neil Lerner provides the most cogent summary in “Hearing the Boldly Goings: Tracking the Title Themes of 
the Star Trek Television Franchise, 1966-2005,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future, ed. K.J. 
Donnelly and Philip Hayward (New York: Routledge, 2013), 66-8.  
27 The song peaked at #3 on the Billboard Adult Contemporary charts. Billboard, 27 March 1999, 90.  
28 Sharp, “Nostalgia for the Future,” 31-2.  
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stations in the 1970s through 1990s depicted American history from the founding of Jamestown to the 

trips to the moon, all set to the Star-Spangled Banner. Like Enterprise’s own gloss over of darker 

historical times in its title sequence, the segment jumped from World War II to the 1969 moon landing, 

skipping over the Korean War, Kennedy assassination, and Vietnam War.29  

This break with tradition enraged fans. Online commenters spewed a united front of hatred 

for the anthem. Actor Simon Pegg (who plays Original Series character Commander Scott in the 

rebooted Star Trek films) eloquently summarizes the discord: 

I think that the theme music to Enterprise was probably the most hideous Star Trek 
moment in history. I couldn’t believe that they had this great idea of sort of pre-
Kirk/Spock Star Trek, and they gave it a dreadful soft-rock music start. It just seemed 
so ill-advised. I mention Admiral Archer [in 2009’s Star Trek]—it isn’t struck off 
because of the terrible music. Scotty actually mentions him. But [the theme music] is 
terrible. I’ve never seen Enterprise, because I couldn’t get past that music. It would 
still be ringing in my ears when the show starts.30 
 

Fifteen years after the series’ premiere, one can still experience fans’ and critics’ collective loathing. 

Even with the announcement on 2 November 2015 of a new Star Trek television series to premiere in 

2017, one journalist could not resist inserting a snarky reference to the title song, referring to it as that 

“god-awful theme tune.”31   

An ostensible lapse with musical continuity by using a sung theme song, however, exists only 

within the veneer of Enterprise’s opening sequence. “Where My Heart Will Take Me” does not continue 

the tradition from previous Star Trek television series, but it also does not operate in the same vein. 

                                                        

29 I am grateful to Neil Lerner for bringing this segment to my attention. “Flag Evolution,” YouTube, 2 July 
2007, accessed 14 December 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auupP1FDlKA.  
30 Trekmovie.com Staff, 10 June 2011, accessed 1 October 2015, http://trekmovie.c om/2011/06/10/simon-
pegg-hates-star-trek-enterprise-theme-song-writing-next-comedy-before-star-trek-sequel/.  
31 Luke Holland, “Star Trek: can the franchise live long and prosper in the era of “Netflix and chill?,’” The 
Guardian, 3 November 2015, accessed 3 November 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2015/nov/03 
/star-trek-can-prosper-netflix-and-chill-era.  
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Unlike other Trek title themes, the song rarely appears in the scores of Enterprise episodes. Rather, the 

series relies on an orchestral, brass-dominated theme that closes all but three episodes out of ninety-

eight. The theme operates as the de facto Enterprise theme, and primary composers Dennis McCarthy 

(30 episodes), Jay Chattaway (28 episodes), Paul Baillargeon (15 episodes), Velton Ray Bunch (13 

episodes), and Kevin Kiner (10 episodes) frequently weave it into their scores. 

This instrumental theme provides the key to understanding Enterprise’s musical retrofuturism. 

Even guest composer Mark McKenzie relied on its use in his sole contribution to the series.32 Much 

of the theme consists of stepwise motion that precedes or follows a wide leap (m. 2-3, Figure 119), 

accentuating the prospect of wide, open spaces. The motion sounds more as an imitation of Copland, 

 

Figure 119: Dennis McCarthy, Enterprise Theme33 

like John Williams’ own attempt in his music for rural Kansas in Superman: The Movie (1978) rather than 

Copland himself. Williams’ music for the young Clark Kent growing up consists mainly of stepwise 

motion in a pan-tonal setting with only a few leaps. Because Enterprise is a prequel series that depicts 

Starfleet’s first extended journey into space, larger leaps suggest the unknown adventures that await 

the Enterprise crew. The theme’s second phrase (m. 4) introduces the most direct tie to The Original 

                                                        

32 The second season episode “Horizon” (16 April 2003) is his one scored episode.   
33 All transcriptions are my own.  
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Series’ fanfare: two ascending fourths follow a descending half step in strict metrical time. In so doing, 

the music rhetorically doubles down on Trek’s past with an audible connection. The placement of the 

initial pitch (G) on the downbeat (m. 3) allows the gesture to ring loud and clear. Woven into the fabric 

of Enterprise’s actual theme, the fanfare works to camouflage the series’ revisionism, as if assuring 

viewers of the new series’ authenticity to The Original Series’ ideological premise. The melody is in the 

solo horn, a clear tie to the fanfare’s previous appearances as title theme. Yet the theme itself is more 

straightforward and almost regimented in its time. An unwavering tempo, articulate dotted rhythms, 

balanced phrasing with antecedent and consequent structure, and larger chunks of stepwise motion 

create a melody easily more hummable than the fanfare itself. The prequel series may position itself as 

a looser, rough and tumble time when Starfleet just began to explore the galaxy, but simultaneously 

posits that the era was simpler, with black-and-white distinctions even more clear-cut than in The 

Original Series (as well as its descendent, The Next Generation). It suggests a modest time, when melodies 

fit into neat, balanced phrases.  

Musical reminiscence for simpler days translates to Star Trek’s neo-conservative modifications 

within Enterprise. The straightforwardness mirrors the artificial binaries between allies and enemies that 

have dominated American politics in the wake of 9/11. Enterprise makes the connection explicit in its 

third season, which follows the crew’s attempt to find the culprits behind a devastating terrorist attack 

on Earth that killed millions. The attack is only the first attempt to wipe out Earth’s entire civilization. 

Changes to humanity’s relationship with the Vulcan race prove most telling. Since The Original Series, 

humans and Vulcans have shared a special relationship—as the human Captain Kirk and Vulcan 

Commander Spock’s close friendship makes clear. Kirk and Spock’s friendship is one of Star Trek’s 

greatest strengths. Wrath of Khan’s final act centers on Spock’s self-sacrifice that saves the Enterprise 
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and her crew from certain death. For Star Trek, Vulcans have always been the Canada to humanity’s 

United States. In Enterprise, however, the Vulcans actively curtail Earth’s progress in space exploration 

and urge extreme caution. The relationship between the two species remains fraught with distrust. 

Humans trust each other, but no one else, just as the United States remained skeptical of even its allies 

following 9/11.34  

Enterprise concerns itself with a changed political reality, but the fanfare within its instrumental 

theme eases the transition as a musical metaphor for the series’ retrofuturist discourse. The appearance 

of this theme as the ship embarks on her maiden journey in the pilot episode [00:18:20]—much to the 

dismay of the Vulcan High Command—imbues the crew with confidence in pursuing their destiny 

alone. Inclusion of the fanfare’s characteristics within the theme generates a sense of musical ancestry, 

a sonic reminder that this Enterprise is The Original Series’ progeny. But the lack of the fanfare itself 

suggests a new Star Trek for a post-9/11 era, with balanced phrases as a stand-in metaphor for black-

and-white political distinctions. The Enterprise, the theme assures, will prevail, just as the Bush 

administration expressed confidence in bringing terrorists to justice.35 Because Enterprise is a prequel 

series that chronologically precedes all other Trek installments, changes to the fanfare within its scoring 

can subsequently alter perception of the musical themes that follow them. In the chronology of Star 

Trek’s history of production, the fanfare passes from the previous captain of the Enterprise, Picard 

                                                        

34 The United States’ decision to invade Iraq in 2003 is one of the clearest examples. The Bush administration 
favored an immediate invasion of Iraq, while many democrats advocated an international coalition and 
obtaining United Nations authorization. President Bush did seek UN authorization, but still reserved the 
option to invade without it. “Chronology of the Bush Doctrine,” PBS Frontline, accessed 15 October 2015, http: 
//www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/iraq/etc/cron.html.  
35 Seth Cline, “The Other Symbol of George W. Bush’s Legacy,” U.S. News & World Report, 1 May 2013, 
accessed 1 August 2016, http://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/press-past/2013/05/01/the-other-symbol-of-
george-w-bushs-legacy.  
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(The Next Generation, 1987-1994), to Archer, who in Trek’s timeline will pass it on to Kirk. The process 

mirrors the transfer that occurs between Kirk and Picard in Generations (1994).36 The new theme for 

the Enterprise under Archer confirms an ideological shift that allows the progression to appear 

inevitable. The fanfare is embedded, but modified for a new worldview. 

 

Ideological (Re)Orientation: Enterprise and The Original Series 

Momentarily placing musical considerations aside, Enterprise returns to The Original Series’ familiarity by 

both implicitly and explicitly mimicking its predecessor’s character types. First, the new series continues 

The Original Series’ racial and gender politics by relegating people of color and the female sex to 

subordinate roles under a white male hierarchy.37 The Vulcan female T’Pol (Jolene Blalock) parallels 

Spock’s original role and joins Captain Archer as the science officer. T’Pol is joined by Japanese linguist 

and communications officer Hoshi Sato (Linda Park) in place of African American Nichelle Nichols’ 

Nyota Uhura, and African American pilot Travis Mayweather (Anthony Montgomery), in place of the 

Asian Hikaru Sulu (George Takei). The white males Trip Tucker (Connor Trinneer) and Malcom Reed 

(Dominic Keating) fill the high-profile roles of chief engineer and tactical officer, respectively. The 

ship’s doctor, Dr. Phlox (John Billingsley), may imply diversity through his non-human identity (he is 

Denobulan) but his light skin tone and strong facial features imply white maleness in their 

orientation—the racial identity of the actor playing him. One could perhaps explain these casting 

                                                        

36 See pages 116-19 in Chapter Two. 
37 Jessica Getman documents The Original Series’ problematic treatment of gender roles in “A Series on the 
Edge: Social Tension in Star Trek’s Title Cue” Journal of the Society for American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 293-320. 
See also David Bernardi, Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 1998), 69-104.   
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choices as an authentic turn to a Star Trek in which its utopian promise has not quite been realized; The 

Original Series does present its utopia with little exploration of how it came to be.38 Yet by aligning itself 

with this trajectory, Enterprise shows its retrofuturist grounding. Indeed, unlike T’Pol, Spock is not 

forced to strip down and rub gel on his body to decontaminate himself after visiting a planet. The 

sexualization of her character crudely directs Enterprise toward the utopian future of The Original Series. 

The Original Series’ liberal humanism reflects the cultural biases of the time of its production, the mid-

1960s: that is, a hierarchy centered in white male leadership. Enterprise, rather than exploring the moral 

gray areas of this evolution, regenerates the model by cheaply sexualizing one of its primary female 

characters. The decision rings false in an era well past The Original Series’ creation. This is not to suggest 

that media in the present is free from problematic gender politics. Because Trek casts itself as a futuristic 

utopia, however, its tone-deaf response to cultural changes between 1966 and 2001 illustrate Enterprise’s 

retrofuturist perspective. These clear-cut distinctions exemplify retrofuturist discourse through their 

nostalgic return to the past, in which Enterprise confirms The Original Series archetype as the model 

without further contemplation of its accompanying culture.39   

Similar to Abrams’ attempt to attract newcomers to Star Trek 2009, Enterprise blends alignment 

with The Original Series with more superficial appeals to contemporary (to 2001) space travel that also 

obscure Enterprise’s ideological revisionism. According to long-time Star Trek production designer 

Herman Zimmerman, Enterprise’s mise-en-scène was meant to be a “reinvention of the franchise” that 

                                                        

38 Keith Booker, “Star Trek and the Birth,” 102. 
39 This perhaps explains many fans’ dismissal of the series. By the end of the first season, rating had plummeted 
to 5.3 million for the finale. “Episode List: Star Trek Enterprise,” accessed 1 December 2015, http://www.tvta 
ngo.com/series/star_trek_enterprise/episodes /sort/episodeNumber/type/asc.  
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recalled not the look of The Original Series but of the International Space Station.40 The series discards 

sleek futurism in favor of utilitarian metallic structures with corrugated steel and hatch-like doors that 

typify early twentieth century space travel. The future was crafted to mimic a more accessible present 

as “an attempt to fabricate the future more realistically based on the aircraft and spacecraft that 

[researchers] are working on now.”41 The crew wear blue jumpsuits with arm patches not unlike the 

NASA space shuttle program (Figure 120). In drawing on a more closely related future, Enterprise  

 

Figure 120: Enterprise Starfleet Uniform, “Home” (S04E03), [00:00:40] 

attempts a bridge between the present day and The Original Series’ seemingly inevitable future. Viewers 

are confident in Star Trek’s eventual direction while enjoying a window into Starfleet’s origins.  

Inclusion of several contemporary musical characteristics in an often-used closing version of 

the instrumental Enterprise theme provides a musical analogue for the series’ contemporary references. 

This version inserts bass guitar and drum set, as if associating Enterprise with the present-day rock 

                                                        

40 “Report to the New Bridge: With a redesign sequence initiated, UPN’s new Enterprise goes where no Star 
Trek has gone before,” LA Times, 29 August 2001, F1.  
41 “Report to the New Bridge,” F1.  
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anthem that opens each episode. In this rendition, the theme still appears in solo horn, but is 

accompanied by bass guitar (Figure 121). The simple harmonic progression becomes even more  

 

Figure 121: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Sleeping Dogs” (S01E14), [00:43:40] 

 

pronounced, while an added drum set maintains a steady percussive tick with metronomic articulations. 

The Enterprise theme’s straightforward rhythms, unambiguous phrasing, traditional harmonic language, 

and stepwise bass literally fill in the imbedded fanfare’s wide, open spaces. They blend the musical 

equivalent of the series’ black-and-white political distinctions with nods to more contemporary musical 

characteristics from the early twenty-first century, as if making the series’ appearance more palatable, 

more relatable—a reflection of the present.    

 

Retrofuturism in Enterprise’s Pilot Episode  

A close reading of the pilot episode “Broken Bow” (26 September 2001) reveals Star Trek’s retrofuturist 

reworking beyond Enterprise’s instrumental theme. By tracing the fanfare’s ties to the theme’s variations, 

their musical reworking as reflection of political reorientation becomes clearer. The episode’s plot 
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centers on the newly-constructed Enterprise on her maiden voyage into space. The crash-landing of a 

Klingon (a species at the time unknown to Earth) vessel spurs Starfleet to return him to his home 

world as their first mission, much to the Vulcans’ objections. While en route, an enemy species known 

as the Suliban (a telling nod to the Taliban) kidnap the Klingon for unknown reasons. The Enterprise 

crew eventually rescue and return him to his home world.  

The music gesture into the episode’s diegesis is not a verbatim statement of the Star Trek 

fanfare’s successive perfect fourths. But the solo horn, slow tempo, melodic contour, legato playing 

style, and high-pitched violin pedal all suggest a connection (Figure 122). Composer Dennis McCarthy 

 

Figure 122: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Broken Bow” [00:04:10] 

includes two ascending leaps followed by a descending step in a languid tempo. The conspicuous 

placement suggests a musical portal into Trek—a draw on the fanfare’s memory. Indeed, the moment 

reiterates the fanfare’s changes in the films from the 1990s featuring The Next Generation cast. The 

tempo is markedly slower and articulation far more legato than the fanfare’s earlier presentations. This 

injection reawakens the fanfare’s memory and bathes the moment in the warm glow of nostalgia for 

Trek’s past, a manifestation of how remakes draw more on memory rather than the original object 
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itself.42 The descending perfect fourth that closes the statement (mm. 3-4), the ascending perfect fifth 

at its entrance (m. 1), and the perfect fifth at its center (m. 2) encircle the moment with the wide-open 

spaces of exploration. The figurative spaces feel even wider, for in this prequel, Star Trek has not yet 

even begun.   

The extension of this short melody into the Enterprise theme, as inventor Zefram Cochrane 

gives a pre-recorded speech for the Enterprise’s inaugural voyage, extends the nostalgic orientation 

toward Star Trek’s (already known) future. Cochrane piloted the first warp engine in the film First 

Contact, and his presence forges a connection with Trek’s canon.43 The solo horn’s wide leaps shrink to 

ascending stepwise motion (m. 5-6, Figure 123). The gesture heralds the arrival of the Enterprise  

 

Figure 123: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Broken Bow” [00:18:07] 

                                                        

42 Thomas Leitch, “Twice-Told Tales: Disavowal and the Rhetoric of the Remake,” in Dead Ringers: The Remake 
in Theory and Practice, ed. Jennifer Forrest and Leonard R. Koos (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 2002), 44. 
43 Cochrane first appears in conjunction with The Next Generation. Several characters, including Commander 
LaForge, mention him several times throughout the series. Moreover, the Next Generation crew’s hero worship 
of Cochrane during the events of the film First Contact complicates their own time-travel to the past to ensure 
their future. Their nostalgia for Cochrane’s achievements during his own life complicates their efforts and is 
nearly their undoing. 
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theme (m. 7). In prefacing the Enterprise theme with ascending leaps that mimic the contour of fanfare’s 

incipient perfect fourths (mm. 1-2), the cue intimates the Enterprise’s pre-ordained journey to its 

future: The Original Series. The fanfare’s reveille, preparatory and mnemonic identification function to 

link the two series together as a retrofuturist return to Trek’s past.44 In so doing, the music helps obscure 

the changed political atmosphere of neo-conservative discourse that has accompanied the series’ 

retrofuturism. The Enterprise theme’s subsequent repetition in high strings as the Enterprise embarks 

on her journey makes musically explicit the crew’s success, as if pure repetition will make it so.  

The Enterprise theme deepens its connections to Star Trek’s musical past through its association 

with Archer. Doing so re-inscribes notions of implied white male centrality; the fanfare frequently 

depicts Kirk’s moods and feelings in the Original Series.45 McCarthy himself has referred to this new 

melody as “Archer’s Theme.”46 For example, a fragment of the theme reappears when Archer leads 

several crew members to a new planet while searching for a Klingon kidnapped from their ship (Figure 

124). Archer has made a bold decision for the crew to search the planet in person. The statement intuits 

 

Figure 124: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Broken Bow” [00:38:30] 

                                                        

44 Tagg and Clarida list three main functions of title themes to build their semiotic framework. Ten Little Title 
Tunes, 110. 
45 Jessica Getman, “A Series on the Edge,” 313-16. 
46 Randall D. Larson, “Interview: A New Enterprise with Dennis McCarthy,” Soundtrack: The Cinemascore and 
Soundtrack Archives 21/82 (2002), accessed 15 December 2016, http://www.runmovies.eu/a-new-enterprise-
for-dennis-mccarthy/. 
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Archer’s role as captain, as does the fanfare with both Captains Kirk and Picard. Tellingly, the portion 

of the theme used is the segment most directly related to the fanfare: two perfect fourths before a 

stepwise descent. The straight eighth notes, however, associate the statement with Enterprise’s version 

more so than the fanfare itself. Yet the stepwise ascent to the G (m. 2) suggests the fanfare. First, the 

fanfare itself frequently begins on B	. Second, the ascent to the G (m. 2) can be interpreted as an 

extension from the G in the previous measure. The stepwise descent from the A	 mimics the fanfare’s 

own half-step descent; the F functions as a prolonged neighbor tone. In not using the fanfare’s triplet 

rhythm, McCarthy truncates—and modifies—the gesture. The quotation uses the some of the fanfare’s 

most prolific features, the successive ascending perfect fourths, and in doing so, draws on the theme’s 

constructed iconicity to fashion that associative meaning with Archer.  

Deepening its ties to Archer, the Enterprise theme becomes linked with other characters only 

when they align their thinking under Archer’s guidance. The theme is not linked as directly to Archer 

as the fanfare is with Kirk in The Original Series. Rather, the Enterprise theme speaks to the broader 

ideologies and leadership style to which Archer adheres. The distinction is key to understanding 

Enterprise’s musical ties to its neo-conservative grounding. To return to the previous figure (Figure 124), 

although Archer briefly consults with some of his crew members on how to continue their mission 

and rescue the Klingon, he relies on his own intuition and instinct to succeed. He remains especially 

hostile to any suggestions made by the Vulcan T’Pol [00:38:12]. He acts quickly; he is the decider.47 

Archer, humanity’s primary leader in Enterprise, remains self-reliant and skeptical of foreigners. In tying 

                                                        

47 Stephen McVeigh applies the concept to the young Captain Kirk in Star Trek 2009, but the comparison is apt 
here. “The Kirk Doctrine,” 199.   
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his theme to his tactical decisions, Enterprise links a neo-conservative leadership style with the fanfare’s 

musical contents.  

For example, in “Broken Bow,” the Enterprise theme appears with T’Pol only when she 

demonstrates loyalty to Archer. She chooses to obey his orders, which she previously attempted to 

override [00:56:36]. As first officer, she has assumed temporary command after Archer is injured. The 

theme first sounds faintly in viola, as if T’Pol helps only through her inaction (Figure 125). The  

 

Figure 125: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Broken Bow” [00:56:36] 

fragment leaps a minor seventh after the initial stepwise descent (m. 2). The intervening C that would 

divide the leap into two consecutive perfect fourths occurs at the close of the first phrase (m. 4), and 

is emphasized by its duration. The Enterprise theme’s broader melodic framework remains in 

rhythmically augmented form. When T’Pol opts to actively help Archer in the following scene, another 

variation of the Enterprise theme appears (Figure 126). In deferring to Archer’s desired course of action, 

 

Figure 126: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Broken Bow” [00:59:25] 

the theme sounds with her onscreen. He has made a choice, and she must follow. A solo horn fills in 

the second ascending fourth with stepwise motion, but the melodic counter of a minor seventh 

remains. Perfect fourths also bookend the statement. The brass’s smoother articulation musically 
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renders T’Pol’s tentative willingness to help her white, male, human leader. And yet its presentation 

maintains subtle differences from the fanfare; it is not a carbon copy re-invoked. Instead, it draws on 

the fanfare’s memory, its aura, through a specific set of noticeable features.  

Enterprise’s conscious ties to Star Trek’s past become clearest in “Broken Bow’s” closing 

moments, when Archer asks T’Pol to continue serving as his science officer. Archer grudgingly admits 

that he could benefit from her knowledge, but asserts himself as the primary leader: “a Vulcan science 

officer could come in handy, but if I ask you to stay it might look like I wasn’t ready to do this on my 

own” [1:24:20]. T’Pol agrees to Archer’s veiled request, and a solo horn bearing a remarkable similarity 

to the second part of Jerry Goldsmith’s title theme to the 1979 film The Motion Picture enters (Figures 

127 & 128).48 Goldsmith’s theme itself bears may similarities to the fanfare, with its opening ascending  

 

Figure 127: McCarthy, Enterprise, “Broken Bow” [1:24:45] 

 

Figure 128: Jerry Goldsmith, The Motion Picture & Next Generation Title Theme 

                                                        

48 It is worth reminding that the theme was reused for The Next Generation title theme, and has become almost 
as well-known as the fanfare.  
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fourth. Notably, McCarthy slows the tempo and smooths the articulation to mimic the legato The Next 

Generation version more so than the jaunty pomp in The Motion Picture. The horn’s descending and 

ascending leaps (mm. 5-6) are also typical of his score for the 1994 film Generations.49  

These links to Star Trek’s musical past connects Archer’s Enterprise to both Kirk’s and Picard’s 

chronologically future models. The statement’s development into the Enterprise theme forges the 

relation. The fanfare—whose musical features form the connecting tissue through their reveille, 

preparatory functions—is embedded within. The Enterprise theme grows out of The Next Generation’s 

musical past, which disguises the neo-conservative worldview that colors the prequel television series. 

As the decider, Archer guides primarily by his personal intuition. Although his theme bears connections 

to the fanfare, its neatly balanced phrases and hummable stepwise motion provide a musical metaphor 

for Enterprise’s more black-and-white ideological divisions. The musical legacy, as The Next Generation 

television series has passed the baton to Enterprise as Enterprise in turn paradoxically prepares for The 

Original Series’ future, cloaks the alteration within a chain of ritualized repetition.  

 

Continued Neo-Conservative Rhetoric: Enterprise Season 4 

Multiple story arcs from Enterprise’s better-received fourth season demonstrate its nevertheless 

continued retrofuturist grounding.50 Several episodes use an allegory of the American war on terror to 

argue in favor of torture, invasion, and warfare as justifiable responses to achieve peace.51 Musical ties 

to the fanfare again prove key in unpacking the shift. For example, in the series’ penultimate episode, 

                                                        

49 Particularly the solo trumpet that sounds upon Kirk’s assumed death See Figure 50, page 107.    
50 Philip Chung provides a fair assessment, saying it had improved over time. “Getting Lost and Losing 
Enterprise,” Asianweek, 11 May 2005, 3.  
51 Sharp, “Nostalgia for the Future,” 35. 
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“Terra Prime” (S04E21, 13 May 2005), a variation of the fanfare sounds as Archer dictates his captain’s 

log following another successful mission (Figure 129). The fanfare’s presence sanctions Archer’s  

 

Figure 129: Jay Chattaway, Enterprise “Terra Prime” [00:31:27] 

success in using an undercover mission to prevent a coup by a xenophobic political faction on Earth. 

During the mission, he uses tortures to achieve success. Un-syncopated quarter and half notes, as well 

as the E	 that fills in the ascending perfect fourths, clearly follow the fanfare’s footprint; the statement 

resolves down at half step, G	 to F, before continuing with new material (m. 2). Archer’s actions may 

be in service of Trek’s peace-keeping ideology, but his morally ambiguous actions in preventing the 

faction from wresting control from Starfleet are presented as justifiable. The greater good justifies his 

torture of the enemy faction’s leader. Humanity’s white male savior uses whatever means necessary to 

keep his people safe, similar to neo-conservative ideology epitomized by former President Bush’s 

policies. Through Archer, Enterprise places the white male as the locus for a utopian future, betraying 

the episode’s positive ending. The fanfare’s veiled presence confirms the legitimacy of his choices.  

Although the political context has shifted, the fanfare’s musical baggage also helps mask more 

complicated questions that might accompany that very change. When an away team embarks on a 

dangerous mission in “Terra Prime,” a variation of the fanfare also sounds (Figure 130). An ascending 
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Figure 130: Chattaway, Enterprise, “Terra Prime” [00:21:50] 

fifth, followed by an unexpected chromatic shift (mm. 2-3) follows the fanfare’s contour. The 

chromatic shift operates as a figurative portal to the franchise’s neo-conservative grounding: the crew 

are attempting to overtake the terrorist faction using whatever force necessary. Trek’s familiar utopia is 

“still present, but in a rather conservative and backward-looking form.”52 The deformation highlights 

Enterprise’s changes to an existing framework; it is the same, but different—just as this return to The 

Original Series is similar, but politically altered.  

Archer’s status as savior reaches its zenith in an early season four arc in which he functions as 

the conduit for the Vulcans’ cultural transformation. Rather than humanity’s closest ally, the Vulcans 

in Enterprise function as quasi-villains. They inhibit Earth’s attempts to explore the galaxy and decide 

their own fate. And yet Archer, a white male human, ushers in their spiritual reformation to the culture 

with which Trek viewers are most familiar.53 The story begins with a bombing investigation of Earth’s 

embassy on the Vulcan home world. The Vulcan government intends to blame a separatist Vulcan sect 

called the Syrannites for the terrorist attack. Through Archer’s quest for the truth, he uncovers ancient 

Vulcan writings long thought lost. Their reappearance brings a new era to Vulcan culture, one in which 

                                                        

52 Geraghty, “Truly American Enterprise,” 163. 
53 The episodes are “The Forge” (S04E07, 19 November 2004); “Awakening” (S04E08, 26 November 2004); 
“Kir’Shara” (S04E09, 3 December 2004). 
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religious scholar Jennifer Porter has metaphorically compared to the Christian Reformation that 

occurred in sixteenth-century Europe.54  

The scoring for this transformation similarly confirms Archer’s defining role. When Archer 

reveals the Kir’Shara, a repository of Surak’s long-lost teachings, to the Vulcan government, the music 

renders a minor transcendent apotheosis in an ambient wash of sound (Figure 131). The melody, 

 

Figure 131: Kevin Kiner, Enterprise, “Kir’Shara” [00:37:24] 

although not in the horn or trumpet, has a resonant, ping-like tone in its synthesized string sound, 

indicative of Archer’s assertive nature. Archer’s subsequent interaction with the Vulcans, in which the 

new leaders state that “you’ll no longer have us looking over your shoulder; it’s time for Earth to stand 

on its own [00:41:15],” is underscored by solo horn playing fragments of the Enterprise theme (Figure 

132). Archer resides at the center of their philosophical salvation. Humanity, in liberating the Vulcan 

 

Figure 132: Kiner, Enterprise, “Kir’Shara” [00:41:18] 

                                                        

54 Jennifer E. Porter, “The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Surak: Star Trek: Enterprise, Anti-Catholicism, and 
the Vulcan Reformation,” in Star Trek as Myth: Essays on Symbol and Archetype at the Final Frontier, ed. Matthew 
Wilhelm Kapell, 163-81 (London: McFarland, 2010).   
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species from itself, is the conduit for galactic peace. Another Vulcan states, “You might be seeing the 

start of a new era, not only for Vulcan, but for Earth as well [00:41:05].” From a neo-conservative 

perspective, Archer’s determination for justice and peace allows The Original Series’ utopia to take hold. 

It amplifies nostalgia for this first vision of Star Trek’s future, with little moral gray area, and justifies 

Archer’s actions through the end results he achieves. The trajectory allows Enterprise to resonate with 

the neo-conservative politics of the early twentieth century. The Vulcans acted against humanity, but 

in ushering in their reformation, Archer has allowed the Vulcans to become aligned with them. And in 

so doing, Archer forges the bridge between the Vulcans first presented in Enterprise and the race with 

which Trek viewers of old can identify as an inevitable, necessary transformation. The solo horn that 

underscores the scene, with its characteristic ties to the fanfare, sonically confirms the trajectory.  

The two-part episode “In A Mirror, Darkly” (S04E18 & E19, 22 & 29 April 2005) brings these 

revisionary issues to the forefront. Only in this brief double episode does Enterprise hint at a rejection 

of neo-conservatism. “In a Mirror, Darkly” offers an alternate Trek universe in which Earth creates an 

imperial empire ruled with force rather than intergalactic alliance. The plot is not new to Trek. In The 

Original Series season two episode, “Mirror, Mirror” (S02E04, 6 October 1967), Captain Kirk and 

Lieutenant Uhura rematerialize in an alternate universe when the transporter malfunctions during an 

ion storm. Deep Space Nine similarly visits this alternate dimension in five separate episodes.55 Enterprise 

resurrects this premise and places the double episode entirely within the alternate universe. In so doing, 

Enterprise comments upon itself as part of the Trek franchise.56 The Original Series episode articulates a 

                                                        

55 “Crossover” (15 May 1994), “Through the Looking Glass” (17 April 1995), “Shattered Mirror” (22 April 
1996), “Resurrection” (17 November 1997), and “The Emperor’s New Cloak” (3 February 1999).  
56 Hantke, “Star Trek’s Mirror Universe Episodes,” 563. 
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specific set of positive American values that include democratic decision making, authority based on 

mutual respect, a rejection of cruelty and torture, neutral negotiation instead of aggression, sexuality 

operating within proper social structures, and peaceful coexistence with others.57 Moreover, “Mirror, 

Mirror” implies that vicious infighting, backstabbing, and treachery between peers is not only amoral 

but also wasteful; cooperation is more efficient. In creating a universe that valorizes the opposite of 

what Trek culture traditionally represents, “Mirror, Mirror” reaffirms The Original Series’ values. It 

defines the confines of its utopia through the absence of those characteristics.58 Yet the series’ 

retrofuturist orientation stops short of questioning the problems within its own characters’ actions and 

ideological views. Such questions venture beyond the realm of simplicity The Original Series’ utopia 

offers and provides.   

It is in Enterprise’s exploration of this mirror universe that both the series’ self-awareness and 

retrofuturist outlook assert themselves. After capturing a ship from Star Trek’s normal, canonic 

universe, the mirror characters discover their counterparts’ biographies. Their examination, in which 

they see individuals who use their skills and talents for humanity’s improvement, attains a subversive 

power that reinforces The Original Series’ utopia. Several characters begin to question if this utopia would 

offer them better lives—a seeming rejection of their own reality, in which adherence to the chain of 

command dictates the empire’s inner workings. The presence of the captured ship, identical to The 

Original Series’ Enterprise, visually forces the connection. Several characters, particularly Archer, don 

the uniforms found in the ships’ quarters (Figure 133). They scorn their counterparts’ optimism with 

                                                        

57 Hantke, “Star Trek’s Mirror Universe Episodes,” 567.  
58 Henry Jenkins, “‘Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations’: Genre and Authorship in Star Trek,” in Science 
Fiction Audiences: Watching Dr. Who and Star Trek, ed. John Tulloch and Henry Jenkins (London: Routledge, 
1995), 190.  
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Figure 133: Enterprise, “In A Mirror, Darkly, Part II” [00:07:26] 

references to several events from Trek canon. Simply put, the alternate universe Enterprise crew’s 

rejection of Star Trek’s original universe follows the path of “Mirror, Mirror” and implicitly reinforces 

The Original Series’ carefree utopia. But in so doing, it also implies that this utopia is achieved by Archer 

and his crew’s neo-conservative position. 

The episodes’ musical content works in a similar manner. The opening sequence arranges 

historical clips of war, rather than the series’ colonizing depiction of scientific inquiry and the space 

exploration. This revised montage emphasizes American military might and suggests “the complicity 

between Star Trek and the spirit of American military aggression.”59 The episode opens with footage 

from the closing moments of the film First Contact, in which Vulcans and humans make contact for the 

very first time. In the film, the exchange is peaceful, and ushers in a new era for humanity that begins 

                                                        

59 Hantke, “Star Trek’s Mirror Universe Episodes,” 571. 
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a time of peace and prosperity.60 In the Enterprise episode, the humans attack and pillage the Vulcan 

ship, spurring a militaristic society.  

The term fanfare can itself imply militaristic bombast. Based on the elements exploited—the 

features that used and thus implied as important—it can transform into a battle call. The theme for the 

episode’s title sequence is rhythmically busy, with heavy downbeat accents that suggest the discipline 

of its military connotations. The theme becomes a bastardized inversion of the fanfare itself (Figure 

134). Placed in unison horn, the wide-open spaces are usurped by a battle call, a musical encapsulation 

 

Figure 134: Kiner, Enterprise, “In A Mirror, Darkly, Part I” [00:02:05] 

of the fine line between peaceful exploration and military aggression. Here, the fanfare lurches toward 

its ability to militaristically announce, with seeming bloodthirsty efficiency, a virile masculinity steeped 

in power and control.61 Two ascending leaps, a perfect fifth and tritone (m. 2), function as a chromatic 

deformation of the fanfare, as does the triplet that follows it (m. 4). The dissonance of the high F with 

the lower E emphasizes the impending conflict; this Trek universe brims with discord. Subsequent 

inverted statements of the fanfare reinforce the connection. Perfect fifths continue to abound with 

unexpected chromatic shifts (m. 3, Figure 135) or expand perfect fourths to tritones (Figure 136) that  

                                                        

60 The Enterprise episode even reuses Goldsmith’s First Contact title theme in brass choir, but the music quickly 
dissipates and never appears again in the alternate universe version of events. 
61 Byron Almén, “The Sacrificed Hero: Creative Mythopoesis in Mahler’s Wunderhorn Symphonies,” in 
Approaches to Meaning in Music, ed. Byron Almén and Edward Pearsall (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University 
Press, 2006), 143; Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 375. 
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Figure 135: “In A Mirror, Darkly, Part I” [00:16:27] 

 

Figure 136: “In A Mirror, Darkly, Part I” [00:27:51] 

create further uncertainty. These mirror inversions occur at moments where the mirror Enterprise crew 

engages in behavior anathema to the correct Trek: torturing alien prisoners and abusing subordinate 

officers. Their xenophobic actions seem akin to neo-conservatism under the Bush administration, but 

on the opposite end of the scale, as if going too far. Similarly, the contour of the fanfare remains, but 

it is subverted, just as the episode has turned the Trek universe upside down.  

This subversion, however, re-inscribes the fanfare itself as the iconic symbol for the idealized 

Trek universe, in which one accepts the utopian construct without much interrogation. Because of its 

airdate in the wake of a post-9/11 reality, “In a Mirror, Darkly” presumably expresses a severe unease 

with American militarism, a seeming reversal of much of the series’ xenophobic undertones.62 But 

within this intertextual play, the fanfare is so well-recognized, its deformation seems to reinforce The 

Original Series’ established ideologies as the unquestionable model. The chain predisposes Enterprise 

                                                        

62 Sharp, “Nostalgia for the Future,” 35; Lincoln Geraghty, Living with Star Trek: American Culture and the Star 
Trek Universe (London: Taurus, 2007), 139.   
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toward a retrofuturist grounding. Nostalgia for The Original Series’ future without further contemplation 

of not only how it came to be but also how Archer and his crew’s actions contribute to that future 

operates at the center. And yet, Enterprise’s ideological maneuvering demonstrates the fanfare’s ability 

to negotiate shifting ideological lines. Repetition, and the ritualistic aura of memory that it summons, 

allows the differing associations to thrive.   

Because Enterprise functions as a prequel series to everything that has occurred in Trek 

chronology, it functions as a musical analogue for Michel de Certeau’s utopian “ways of making.”63 

This continual negotiation of The Original Series and its retrofuturist reworking broaches utopia; it offers, 

in the manner of Certeau, strategies and tactics for different and unexpected ends. Utopia becomes a 

strategy, a “way of making” that creates fleeting glimpses of the past, present, and future. The fanfare 

appears in glimpses and traces throughout Enterprise’s four seasons. A glimpse of what is to come in 

the franchise’s future, its fragments appear embedded within the series’ primary theme. Only in 

Enterprise’s finale does the fanfare fully unmask itself. During the final scene, the Enterprise theme grows 

out of Star Trek’s most well-known tunes. First, the fanfare sounds loud and clear with a shot of the 

Enterprise flying through space (m. 3, Figure 137). The inclusion of The Original Series’ iconic voiceover, 

                                                        

63 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1984), 32. 
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Figure 137: Kiner & McCarthy, Enterprise, “These are the Voyages…” [00:41:15] 

divided into three overlapping sections, highlights the connection to Trek’s past: 

Space: the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its 
continuing mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.64  
 

                                                        

64 Italics added by author. 
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Captain Picard voices the first two sentences of the text as themes from The Next Generation sound 

underneath (mm. 4-10). Captain Kirk then takes over, as The Next Generation theme fades out (mm. 11-

12). Captain Archer finishes the voiceover as the Enterprise theme sounds once more before eliding 

with a final statement of the fanfare (mm. 14-20). The chain makes the connection between the three 

white male captains explicit. Neither Captains Benjamin Sisko nor Kathryn Janeway, from Deep Space 

Nine and Voyager, respectively, are included in the sequence. Enterprise centers itself in nostalgia for only 

The Original Series’ vision of the future.65 Tellingly, Archer uses the pronoun “man” rather than “one.” 

In The Next Generation, Picard’s version of the voiceover confirms the inclusive grammar introduced in 

The Undiscovered Country; the change reflects an awareness of gender equality. Archer’s use of the male 

gender as a stand-in for the universal implies a retrofuturist return to The Original Series’ envisioning of 

the future sans examination of its own flaws, its social context. The fanfare and the voiceover provide 

the glue between the Enterprise captains. Together, their audiovisual presentation disguises the subtle, 

yet insidious, difference. Star Trek, in Enterprise, approaches The Original Series’ utopia, and the fanfare’s 

appearance blithely points forward with little additional thought.   

Per Enterprise, a neo-conservative grounding allows Star Trek to achieve the utopia presented 

in The Original Series. Enterprise is the story of how this utopia came into being, but because it relies on 

the knowledge of Trek’s future, nostalgia—and the retrofuturism that informs it—becomes key to 

unpacking its ideological premise. Here, the series’ awareness of its past, illustrated through the 

fanfare’s continued presence, implies that only through this path was Star Trek able to fulfill its utopian 

promise. Indeed, Trek’s utopian dream has not fully materialized in Enterprise. Only through the already-

                                                        

65 The Next Generation largely reinforces much of The Original Series’ utopian future. See pages 144-70 in Chapter 
Two.  
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known future does this past within Trek’s chronology make sense. In using the fanfare and its most 

iconic musical features in its most recognizable theme and throughout its underscore, Enterprise layers 

the theme with additional, ideologically potent, associations.  

 

Rebooting a Reboot: The New Star Trek  

Like Enterprise, Star Trek 2009 eschews the liberal humanism from its past and instead favors a neo-

conservative paradigm. Because it and its (as of this writing) two sequels, Star Trek Into Darkness (2013) 

and Star Trek Beyond (2016) share not only similar musical content but also the same composer, Michael 

Giacchino, Star Trek 2009 receives primary focus. To reiterate, from conception director J.J. Abrams 

intended to not only pay homage to Star Trek’s past but also appeal to a broad audience beyond 

traditional fans of the franchise. Nevertheless, although Star Trek 2009 may position itself as an 

optimistic film, it resides in a changed political reality: the wake of 9/11.  

Star Trek 2009’s time travel complexities require a more in-depth plot summary. The film mines 

its past by turning to young versions of The Original Series characters. The film exists in an alternate 

universe in which Captain Kirk’s father dies while saving his crew from an unknown Romulan vessel, 

all on the day of Kirk’s birth. An unknown Romulan vessel led by an individual named Nero has 

traveled from the future to enact revenge on the Federation and Ambassador Spock. Both failed to 

save the Romulan home world from destruction. In killing Kirk’s father, Nero fundamentally alters the 

Trek timeline. Kirk grows up to be a rebellious, James Dean flyboy rather than inspiring leader. The 

film tracks his ascendancy to captaining the Enterprise, after which he begins The Original Series’ five-

year mission to explore the galaxy. In the film, we meet young versions of The Original Series’ crew—

including a young Spock, who becomes Kirk’s rival. The original Spock, played by Leonard Nimoy 
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(henceforth Spock Prime), who was sucked into the past via Nero’s time-travelling wormhole, provides 

guidance to both Kirk and Spock. He steers the timeline as close as possible to its original story from 

his experiences in Star Trek canon.   

In creating an alternate timeline, J.J. Abrams frees himself from adhering to Trek’s canon, that 

is, the already-known future events to which Enterprise chose to relate. Characters, cast, crew, and 

viewers can all experience the galaxy anew, hinting at the film’s retrofuturist reworking. The characters 

in Star Trek 2009 become aware of their alternate universe, but they—and Star Trek’s new creators and 

viewers alike—are not necessarily burdened with a pre-determined history that awaits them in the 

future.  

 

(Re)Positioning Star Trek’s New Title Theme 

Star Trek 2009’s neo-conservative outlook takes hold through both Starfleet’s general culture and Kirk’s 

actions. Throughout the film, Starfleet functions as an intergalactic armada rather than the benevolent 

governing body from The Original Series. This NATO-like alliance is tasked with peace-keeping activities 

and defense from unknown threats like the powerful Romulan ship. The film itself opens with 

substantial causalities. The young Dr. McCoy’s later observation later proves apt: “space is disease and 

danger wrapped up in darkness and silence” [00:27:30]. Star Trek 2009 orients itself toward the menaces 

that exist in space. By the end of the film, the Vulcan home world has been destroyed, with millions 

of lives lost and their culture decimated. Indeed, the optimism of the utopian future promised in The 

Original Series is “still present, but in a rather conservative and backward-looking form.”66 Earth leads 

                                                        

66 Geraghty, “Truly American Enterprise,” 163. 
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Starfleet and orients itself toward interventionist policies that alleviate suffering, mirroring American 

foreign policy over the last fifteen years.67 Both Into Darkness (2013) and Beyond (2016) continue this 

practice. The former opens with the Enterprise preventing the destruction of a primitive race from a 

volcanic eruption, while the latter hinges on them saving the new Federation colony Yorktown from 

an imminent attack.   

Likewise, Kirk works alone using his instincts, not through consultation with his fellow 

officers. He is “the decider.”68 He relies on his instincts to reach decisions, and in so doing, makes 

them central to his heroism and leadership credentials. Stephen McVeigh’s analysis of this new Kirk is 

worth quoting at length:  

In this way, Star Trek is an allegory that charts the impact of 9/11 and the onset of 
the War on Terror. Equally importantly, however, just as the galactic context is one 
that reflects the post-9/11 global situation, so Kirk’s captaincy is modeled on the 
Bush character and foreign policy style that emerged from it.69 
 

Rather than just providing The Original Series’ uncomplicated vision of the future, in which one simply 

disregards questions and accepts the technological wonder, Star Trek 2009 goes farther in its black-

and-white distinctions. The film operates within a “with us or against us” mentality, analogous to early 

21st century American life in the wake of 9/11. Simply put, Star Trek 2009’s utopia exists primarily 

through adherence to law and order, a subversion of the carefree liberal humanism from the franchise’s 

inception. 

 

                                                        

67 The United States’ decision to invade Iraq in 2003 is one of the clearest examples. “Chronology of the Bush 
Doctrine,” PBS Accessed 15 October 2015, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/iraq/etc/cron. 
html. 
68 McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine,” 199.   
69 McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine,” 201.   
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Scoring Kirk’s Retrofuturist Utopia  

A conceptual shift toward retrofuturism emerges through the presentation of Star Trek 2009’s title 

theme and its ties to the fanfare. Exploitation of the fanfare and its ties to both the Romantic pastoral 

and brash military might masks the retrofuturist, neo-conservative reworking. A brass fanfare carries 

both military and aristocratic weight of efficiency and organization as well as the sublime and magical.70 

In his analysis of the pastoral in Aaron Copland’s pastoral orchestral works, Neil Lerner eloquently 

summarizes the composer’s modernist re-workings of this ancient trope in his film scores of the 1930s 

and 40s, stating, “it is most often used as the music of nostalgia, a longing for the place that is no more, 

perhaps the music of utopian desire.”71 The pastoral appears fleetingly in Star Trek 2009’s opening 

moments, but in light of the film’s ideological revisionism, its manifestation and the process on which 

it draws become of heightened importance. As a textual quality, nostalgia is often associated with those 

sequences that employ music to create memorable moments that can verge on the spectacle.72 

Quotable dialogue and visual special effects likewise contribute to these moments, but in the opening 

of Star Trek 2009, music—couched as a longing for Trek’s past—remains the critical factor. Both the 

fanfare’s outright statement at the film’s close as well as its connections to Giacchino’s score privilege 

suggest a musical fulfillment of that longing. The fanfare thus becomes a cipher through which to trace 

                                                        

70 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 375, 624–25; Byron Almén, “The Sacrificed Hero: Creative Mythopoesis in 
Mahler’s Wunderhorn Symphonies,” in Approaches to Meaning in Music, ed. Byron Almén and Edward Pearsall 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 143; and Edward H. Tarr, “Fanfare,” Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.co. Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2000), 40. 
71 Lerner, “Wide Open Spaces,” 483.  
72 Ian Conrich, “Musical Performance and the Cult Film Experience” in Film’s Musical Moments, ed. Ian Conrich 
and Estella Tincknell (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2006), 115. 
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layers of ideological-musical development that, simultaneously, continue to loosen the fanfare’s bonds 

with its original presentation. 

Both the fanfare and Star Trek 2009’s new title theme become tied to the young Kirk—a 

scoring practice that mirrors The Original Series. Yet the use of Star Trek 2009’s title theme in also 

depicting the young Spock not only complicates the two characters’ traditional camaraderie but also 

proves indicative of the film’s retrofuturist reworking of The Original Series. Changes in instrumentation, 

tessitura, and camera focus posit Spock as usurper of Kirk’s authority.73 Star Trek 2009’s reliance on 

the fanfare becomes apparent in the film’s opening frames. Uncertainty plagued this new Trek 

installment, especially in a 2009 context where the most recent franchise ventures, the short-lived 

Enterprise television series and 2002 film Nemesis, were regarded as failures. At first hearing, Giacchino’s 

new title theme bears little resemblance to Trek’s past. Giacchino himself noted the trouble he had in 

writing:  

As a matter of fact, the first theme I wrote for the film was not well received. 
However, after a conversation with Damon Lindelof (producer of Star Trek and writer 
of Lost), I got the right perspective on this assignment. Damon said to me: look, this 
Star Trek is not a "space" movie, it is basically the story of a friendship between two 
men. So, I changed my mind and I wrote something different from Star Trek and Star 
Wars. The music finally worked well. However, I am afraid I disappointed some of 
the long-time fans of Star Trek, that perhaps were expecting something more familiar 
to them.74 
 

                                                        

73 As many commentators have argued, Kirk and Spock’s friendship is one of Star Trek’s greatest strengths, 
especially in the 1982 film The Wrath of Khan. See pages 98-110 in Chapter One. 
74 Michael Giacchino, “Interview with Peter van der Lugt,” Screen Anarchy, 11 August 2009, accessed 3 October 
2015, http://twitchfilm.com/2009/08/an-interview-with-michael-giacchino.html. 
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Yet Giacchino has a history of reusing not only his own material but also other franchise’s musical 

histories in his film scores.75 In the past six years, he has entries for disparate franchises, including 

Mission Impossible III (2006), Dawn of the Planet of the Apes (2014), and Jurassic World (2015).   

Connections to Star Trek’s musical past become apparent in the first phrase of Star Trek 2009’s 

title theme (Figure 138). A solo horn in stately tempo intones a dark, mysterious D minor. Although 

 

 Figure 138: Michael Giacchino, Star Trek 2009, Title Theme 

the fanfare itself does not sound, the new theme continues its rhythmic profile. A dotted quarter 

followed by an eighth note and triplet figure comprise the first three measures, as if Giacchino were 

providing a rhythmically truncated version of the fanfare. The connection may not be immediately 

audible, but the fanfare’s documented influence on other Trek title themes provides ample evidence 

for the link. Because the fanfare opens nine of the previous Trek films, the instrumentation and 

rhythmic profile here intimate that this is the Star Trek for which viewers have been waiting. The 

                                                        

75 Giacchino uses themes from the track "U-Boat" in the 1999 videogame Medal of Honor soundtrack in his 
scores for the television series Lost (2004-10). Snippets of Lost appear in both Up (2008) and Star Trek 2009.   
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theme’s melodic contour builds further links. In its opening statement, it broadly follows the more 

pastoral elements of the fanfare’s progeny: a slow tempo in homophonic texture (the theme sounds 

with only chordal accompaniment), a slow-moving diatonic harmony, and repetitive rhythmic and 

melodic content. The resonant mix for the horns, along with the harp accompaniment, infuse the 

moment with a bucolic quality image of the magical and sublime.76  

 Notably, Giacchino’s cue lacks both the melodic and harmonic fifths that typify Copland’s 

Americana style. The alteration, however, speaks to the theme’s retrofuturist foundation. A more easily 

sing-able tune, with its mostly stepwise motion and skips of a third, Giacchino’s title theme suggests a 

simpler, more approachable Trek for the more casual viewer. Its straightforward antecedent and 

consequent structure, moreover, mimics the Enterprise television title theme’s own formula. In so doing, 

the Star Trek 2009 title theme intimates a vision of a simpler time with clearer-cut distinctions between 

right and wrong. Ties to Courage’s fanfare remain: melodically, Giacchino’s theme first ascends a minor 

third before descending, mainly in stepwise motion (mm. 1-2). The ascending third (m. 2) also follows 

the contour of the fanfare’s triplet. Based upon the characteristics drawn together, Giacchino, like 

previous Star Trek composers, links his new composition with its past while also offering something 

attuned to the current installment’s sensibilities.  

It is the title theme’s underlying harmony, however, that points to the film’s revisionist 

perspective. The first two measures of the theme establish D minor, with a pedaled first inversion triad. 

The chromatic shift to an E	 major triad is an unexpected addition to an otherwise unremarkable 

harmonic path. (The following measure cadences in D minor). The Neapolitan-flavored E	 itself is 

                                                        

76 Raymond Monelle details these characteristics in The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2000), 40. 
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not unnatural, but its presence here suggests that although many elements of Trek’s past remain, Star 

Trek 2009 is reimagined for a new era. The harmonic shift operates as a figurative portal to the 

franchise’s neo-conservative grounding, in which its utopia is, to reiterate once more, “still present, but 

in a rather conservative and backward-looking form.”77 The chromatic slip to E	 mirrors the 

inflections that occur in the Enterprise episode “Terra Prime” (Figure 130). The closing dramatic horn 

shriek—something never used in a Trek title cue—reiterates the prophetic warning and disrupts the 

moment of quasi-Copland-esque tranquility. Black and white distinctions flout The Original Series’ liberal 

humanism to favor a utopian society comforted, but by law and order. In striving for this ideal, Star 

Trek 2009 tries to out-utopia The Original Series by seeing the past through the hindsight of the future. 

The reappearance of the title theme after the opening scene of death and destruction makes 

the musical and ideological transformation more explicit. The cue begins with a faster, more 

regimented tempo with a percussive tick, like a metronomic clock keeping order that doubles down on 

the fanfare’s militaristic characteristics (Figure 139). Star Trek’s universe has fundamentally changed; it 

shifts in the wake of an unexpected, devastating attack with widespread ramifications to the timeline—

a window for a retrofuturist orientation in light of a changed reality. The injection of a flutter-tongued 

flute with an augmented second (mm. 10-11) suggests further uncertainty, as if all is not quite the same 

in this new Star Trek. The orchestra’s fortissimo swell for a new statement of the theme—notably 

without the triplet rhythmic figure (m. 17)—provides a bombastic statement as the visuals present the 

film title in huge, shiny, golden letters: Star Trek (Figure 140). Kirk’s birth coincides with a new 

                                                        

77 Geraghty, “Truly American Enterprise,” 163. 
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historical context, as the theme’s sharply articulated rhythms assert. The shimmering golden glow of 

the film title affirms that this is the new Star Trek.   

 

 

Figure 139: Star Trek 2009, Title Theme Sequence [00:11:15] 
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Figure 140: Star Trek 2009 [00:11:49] 

This musical sandwich of title theme entries places the locus of experience on Kirk himself; 

the death of his father and his own birth tie it to his character. The title theme only resurfaces when 

Captain Pike extends an invitation to Kirk to join Starfleet (Figure 141). Kirk is adrift. Pike reminds  

 

Figure 141: Star Trek 2009, Title Theme [00:24:40] 

Kirk of his father’s bravery aboard the U.S.S. Kelvin, and the title theme enters. He contemplates his 

situation by handling a miniature model of the Enterprise as the theme softly sounds in oboe (Figure 

142). The naked instrumentation broadcasts his loneliness; he is momentarily unsure of what to do. 
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Figure 142: Star Trek 2009, Title Theme and Kirk [00:24:46] 

Yet his quick decision becomes apparent as strings fill the sound mix. A repetition then follows in low 

trumpet with percussive drum core [00:25:35]. He is as a man of action, the decider.78 Although he 

heard Pike’s advice, he makes his decision alone. Soon after, with a self-aware nod to viewers in the 

know, the abridged space theme sonically confirms his destiny as his shuttle pod takes off [00:27:54]. 

He does not organically grow into his role through knowledge, discipline, and hard training. Kirk 

possesses innate abilities inherited from his father. Making clear the nature of his leadership, the film 

then jumps to his third year in Starfleet, where little of his carefree attitude has changed. 

A fragment of the title theme next appears with the Enterprise’s reveal. The young cadets 

have been tasked with battle; Romulans have attacked the Vulcan home world. The editing asserts it 

is Kirk’s ship, as if by birthright: the frame centers his own gaze. The theme sounds in full brass as 

only he speaks, with “wow” (Figure 143). Although the title theme thereafter appears in horn as  

                                                        

78 McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine,” 203-04.  
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Figure 143: Star Trek 2009, Kirk sees the Enterprise [00:38.42] 

Spock enters the bridge, two elements negate his association with it (Figure 144). First, the camera 

follows him voyeuristically from afar, as if Kirk were watching after sneaking onto the ship (Figure 

145). Second, the theme noticeably evaporates as Spock assumes his console on the side of the bridge. 

He is not the leader of the Enterprise, and his entrance is presented as a false ascendancy. The theme’s 

reappearance in flute as Captain Pike briefs the crew again reiterates that Kirk is the Enterprise’s true 

captain. No one can usurp his calling.  

 

Figure 144: Star Trek 2009, Title Theme with Kirk followed by Spock [00:39:51] 
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Figure 145: Star Trek 2009, Spock Enters the Bridge [00:39:57] 

Several other appearances of the title theme reiterate Spock as false leader of the Enterprise. First, the 

theme’s faint appearance upon his promotion to acting Captain and Kirk to first officer reasserts it as 

for Kirk alone. Horn and strings are scarcely audible beneath the dialogue. Kirk is the rightful captain 

and the music’s quiet change suggests he is approaching his destiny; Spock is the false captain. The 

blend of strings and horn for Spock’s ascendancy foreshadows the shifting hierarchy. Second, the 

theme appears when Spock Prime informs Kirk that in the original timeline, Kirk has always been 

captain above Spock. The title theme sounds in somber flute and viola as Spock Prime tells Kirk to 

provoke the young Spock to anger (he has just lost his mother and home world) so that Kirk can take 

control of the ship (Figure 146). The theme’s presence suggests these actions’ necessity. In so doing, 

Kirk will move the timeline closer to the original Trek universe.  

 

Figure 146: Star Trek 2009, Spock Prime and Kirk [1:26:49] 
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Only at the film’s close, when Kirk assumes full command of the Enterprise, does the actual 

fanfare sound. Here the connection between the two themes is clearest. The title theme elides with a 

full statement of the fanfare, followed by its accompanying voiceover (Figure 147). The voiceover— 

 

Figure 147: Star Trek 2009, Fanfare [1:57:49] 

spoken by original Spock Leonard Nimoy—fashions an auditory reset to The Original Series, especially 

with the introductory space themes’ inclusion. But the cue retains several stark differences. First, the 

horns play in counterpoint to one another with rhythmic variations of the fanfare in one voice and a 

variation of the title theme in the other (m. 3). The layered rhythms create a denser musical texture. 

The fanfare does not maintain primacy. Second, Giacchino rhythmically compresses the fanfare so that 

it fits into one measure (m. 4). This decision smooths transitions to new material. The alteration 

likewise allows for greater flexibility in how the fanfare can be used, both musically and ideologically. 

Third, his use of triplets suggests a more legato playing style for the opening ascending fourths. But 

the division of the triplet for the second half of the figure—with two quarter notes followed by two 

eighth notes, seems more rhythmically stilted and too metrically precise. The “swinging space-age 

bachelor pad music” that defined The Original Series has no place here, only an echo of the fanfare 
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remains.79 By constricting the fanfare to one measure, the music almost seems rushed in its attempt to 

fit all the necessary material within the requisite time. The theme itself is more straightforward and 

almost regimented. An unwavering tempo, articulate dotted rhythms, balanced phrasing, and larger 

chunks of stepwise motion create a melody easily more hummable than the fanfare itself.  

Indeed, Star Trek 2009 may position itself as a return to The Original Series’ framework, but the 

film instead creates one with starker black-and-white distinctions—a neo-conservative, retrofuturist 

departure, where melodies fit into neat, balanced phrases. The scoring both reveals and obscures a 

changed political direction. The placement of the beguine, the second half of The Original Series title 

sequence, over the film’s end credits makes the reorientation all the clearer. In using the theme, 

Giacchino aurally aligns Star Trek 2009 with its past: Kirk and the Enterprise are about to begin their 

original five-year mission. Rather than untexted solo soprano, Giacchino places the theme in full 

orchestra and untexted choir. The swinging rhythms and slurred playing are a pronounced departure 

from the rest of the film’s score. Moreover, Giacchino alternates statements of the beguine with his 

own title theme. The technique parallels James Horner’s score for Wrath of Khan, but within Star Trek 

2009’s politics, it reads as a nostalgic return to Trek’s past steeped in a retrofuturist understanding.80 

The old links with the new, but within a context that understands that past through the lens of the 

present. The instrumentation changes pronounce it, as if attempting to exceed The Original Series’ utopia 

through sheer force of will.  

                                                        

79 Rebecca Leydon, “‘Ces nymphes, je les veux perpétuer’: The Post-War Pastoral in Space-Age Bachelor-Pad 
Music” Popular Music 22/2 (May 2003): 159-72.   
80 See Chapter One for Horner’s approach to Wrath of Khan.  
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To return to the fanfare’s development throughout the film, however, rather than signifying 

Kirk and Spock’s touching friendship as in The Wrath of Khan, the theme suggests Kirk’s authority rather 

than camaraderie. Kirk in Star Trek 2009 is profoundly different from in The Original Series. Star Trek 

2009 Kirk may share some similarities with Original Series Kirk, but in this alternate timeline, Kirk is his 

own hero. Impatient, egotistical, and emotional—he is Action-Hero Kirk to a greater extent than The 

Original Series ever exhibits. Original Series Kirk is impetuous, unorthodox, and risk-taking, but he 

remains clearly part of the system. 2009 Kirk shows no fear in standing alone. His brazen cheating in 

the Kobayashi Maru test during the 2009 film flies in the face of Starfleet, while his alternate ego only 

alludes to the incident with the mild humor of bygone days. Even his uniform reflects the separation. 

For much of Star Trek 2009, Kirk is separated from the rest of Starfleet by an all-black ensemble—the 

institution’s figurative black sheep (Figure 148).  

 

Figure 148: Star Trek 2009, Kirk’s Uniform [1:10:15] 

This reverberant, yet precise cacophony upon his ascendancy to the captain’s chair suggests a 

musical talisman for the neo-conservative Kirk the reboot offers in place of The Original Series’ pulpy 
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stoicism. He is imperfect and impulsive, but does what is necessary—a hallmark of the Bush doctrine.81 

The title theme’s placement throughout Star Trek 2009 reinforces this ideology, presenting Kirk as a 

model leader. And in linking it with the original fanfare, the construct not only obscures deviations 

from Trek canon, but also, and most especially, offers alternative meanings embedded within the 

fanfare itself, centered in the film’s retrofuturist discourse. 

Giacchino’s score builds toward this explicit ending by binding the title theme with Kirk and 

Spock’s relationship. When Kirk literally wrestles control of the Enterprise from Spock, Lieutenant 

Uhura states, “I sure hope you know what you’re doing” [1:33:10]. The title theme quietly enters as a 

string elegy (Figure 149). The delicate ensemble may indicate that Kirk is more unsure of himself than 

 

Figure 149: Star Trek 2009, Title Theme [1:33:15] 

before, but the theme pledges that his innate character will shepherd everyone through danger. To that 

end, the film’s final act, in which Spock and Kirk work together, defeat the Romulans, and rescue Pike 

as smatterings of the title theme appear, suggests their eventual friendship. But its placement illustrates 

Kirk’s supremacy in the equation. The fragments only appear after Spock, in a rejection of his Vulcan 

logic, accedes to Kirk’s plan to board the ship [1:35:45].82 It is he who has broken, who has altered his 

thinking to unite under Kirk’s guidance.83 In so doing, the title theme as well as the space theme that 

                                                        

81 McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine,” 205.  
82 McVeigh provides this same argument, but does include music’s role. “The Kirk Doctrine,” 210.  
83 The binary mirrors T’Pol bending to Archer’s will in Enterprise’s pilot episode.  
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reappear when he and Kirk successfully return to the Enterprise [1:48:46]. Indeed, mere sonic 

invocation of the space theme, along with the opening words of the voiceover, prompt memory of the 

fanfare itself. The voiceover, space theme, and fanfare have been linked since their inception, and the 

brand of liberal humanism and utopia they support rejects The Motion Picture’s questioning stance. 

Instead, they offer relief, a window to a utopian future through the lens of the past. Before, changes 

to the title theme intimated Spock’s false leadership. Now, with his and Kirk’s shared space on screen, 

the film suggests that if Spock will follow Kirk, he too can find greatness. Kirk’s actions colonize 

Spock’s Otherness into humanity’s fold as the Vulcan submits and falls in line under Kirk’s leadership.84 

The process here offers a Star Trek indicative of a post 9/11 reality. As the human, white, male leader, 

Kirk’s decisions never falter. The links between Star Trek 2009’s title theme and the fanfare, and their 

placement throughout the film, allow the process to unfold yet also conceal its mechanisms.  

 

(Re)Scoring Spock’s Utopia 

Giacchino does not limit Spock’s depiction as false leader to the title theme’s appearances. A new 

theme used for both the young Spock and Spock Prime continues a musical portrayal from The Original 

Series and Wrath of Khan. Giacchino’s theme differs in its melodic content, but his choices in 

instrumentation are similar to Spock’s prior musical depictions. Spock’s musical topos, as illustrated by 

Jessica Getman, is centered in his musical queering. He frequently exists as exotic and separate from 

the proto white male leader, Kirk.85 In The Original Series, this involves his frequent performance of the 

                                                        

84 Moreover, Spock Prime guides the young Spock toward this outcome by providing Kirk with the 
information necessary to take control of the Enterprise away from the young Vulcan.  
85 Getman, “‘Constantly at War’: Spock in the Middle,” in “Music, Race, and Gender in the Original Series of 
Star Trek (1966-1969) (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 2015), 239-49.  
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Vulcan harp. In Wrath of Khan, his musical othering continues through a chromatic descending theme 

on synthesized bells (Figure 150).86 The theme emphasizes an augmented second, and its harp and low  

 

Figure 150: James Horner, Wrath of Khan, Spock’s Theme [00:37:56] 

flute outline a pan-tonal framework that is simultaneously align Spock with Star Trek 2009’s ideological 

agenda. Spock’s melody first appears when, as a child, he discusses his half-breed status with his father 

(Figure 151). The melody is played on an erhu, a traditional Chinese violin with a resonant, reedy  

 

Figure 151: Giacchino, Star Trek 2009, Spock’s Theme [00:17:00] 

timbre. The use of a non-European instrument continues musical practices that mark Spock as Other 

in both The Original Series and Wrath of Khan.87 Marimba pedals on D provide a soothing effect 

comparable to the Wrath of Khan’s harp, to which the cue’s instrumentation eventually shifts (m. 6). The 

repeated, stagnant perfect fifths and pentatonic subsets in both the erhu and harp offer a musical 

                                                        

86 See pages 105-08 in Chapter One. 
87 Getman, “‘Constantly at War’: Spock in the Middle,” 243.  
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analogue for cool Vulcan logic. Because the melody remains harmonized with perfect fourths and 

fifths, it remains grounded in a more tonal framework that Spock’s scoring in Wrath of Khan. Moreover, 

the theme in Star Trek 2009 itself retains aspects of traditional tonality. It occasionally forms major 

triads with its accompaniment (m. 14), and its chromatic inflections resolve to consonances following 

the traditional rules of counterpoint (mm. 15-16). Fourths and fifths have a long history of musical 

associations, but their presence here operates most clearly within common practice tonality.88 The shift 

is analogous to the film’s ideological with-us-or-against-us politics, in which one is on the side of the 

Starfleet, or its enemies. Spock’s musical depiction may be like that in Wrath of Khan—aurally conjuring 

reminders of the earlier film’s utopia. But the subtle differences suggest a musical portal into Star Trek 

2009’s retrofuturist grounding.   

Just as the fanfare in Wrath of Khan illustrates a change in Spock’s species allegiance, here the 

placement of his theme within more traditional western tonality indicates a change in Spock’s 

disposition for Star Trek 2009. Rather than an embrace of his human nature, however, the newer film 

places the shift under his acceptance of Kirk’s ideology; he has converted to Kirk’s doctrine. The 

theme’s pairing with Spock Prime likewise suggests a reordering of the character’s most important 

traits. Spock’s theme appears in erhu as Kirk first lays eyes on Spock Prime and Kirk. A solo horn 

echoes in a second statement (mm. 5-8, Figure 152). The musical placement is apt, for Spock Prime 

                                                        

88 The practice became common Hollywood cinema, with the most salient example being Max Steiner’s score 
for King Kong (1933). Perfect fourths and fifths, both melodic and harmonic, form the backbone of his cue for 
the jungle dance, when the main characters first land on the mysterious Skull Island [26:10]. An open fifth, E-
B, pulsates in the bass, while the melodic gestures outline perfect fourths and fifths. The cue remains within a 
more tonal framework, with both melodic sequences and an authentic cadence. The cadence, spurred by the 
diegetic action, itself is admittedly abrupt, but its harmonic direction highlights the tonal framework toward 
which Steiner pushes the exotic sounds.  
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Figure 152: Star Trek 2009, Spock Prime and Kirk [1:15:20] 

states, “I am, and always will be, your friend [1:15:00].” The shift to horn fashions a musical 

acknowledgment of the two individuals’ special bond in the original timeline, centered in the horn’s 

seemingly magical conjuring of the aura. It seemingly aligns Star Trek 2009 with the events of Wrath of 

Khan. Spock Prime wants his younger self to embrace humanity and align with the original timeline, in 

which Kirk and Spock share a special friendship. Indeed, the actions he takes to do so suggest a 

similarly neo-conservative value in which the ends justify the means. The two characters begin that 

bond by the close of the film, but through different means and for very different reasons. Spock bends 

his Vulcan logic to accede to Kirk’s plan. He and Kirk’s friendship appears more as hierarchy rather 

than equal level. It is a Star Trek retooled for a post-9/11 America, with a strong (white, male, human) 

leader at the center.  

Two other shifts in instrumentation for Spock’s theme further Spock’s retrofuturist 

evolution in Star Trek 2009. First, as the young Spock briskly moves about the Enterprise to prepare 

for battle, his theme sounds in muted trumpet in a strict accented rhythm (Figure 153). Muted brass 
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Figure 153: Star Trek 2009, Spock’s Theme [00:39:40] 

brass again implies inadequacy as a leader. In the film’s closing moments, Spock’s theme once more 

appears, but in solo trumpet. Young Spock has entered the bridge and asked to serve as Kirk’s science 

officer (Figure 154). He willingly agrees to advise rather than lead. Kirk smiles and readily accepts; all 

 

Figure 154: Star Trek 2009, Spock’s Theme [1:57:18] 

have recognized his claim to the Enterprise. In so doing, Spock’s theme now sounds loud and clear in 

brass, an instrumentation reserved for the fanfare’s true hero—a musical signifier for his acceptance 

of Kirk’s leadership. This final statement even includes a variation of the fanfare’s triplet. 

Enharmonically, this final statement of Spock’s theme spans a perfect fourth. Ties to The Original 

Series—and the fanfare that sonically conjures it—run deep; they are the nostalgic core of a retrofuturist 

orientation toward the well-known television series. Yet the subtle changes make clear Star Trek 2009’s 

reworking for a post 9/11 existence. Kirk, encapsulated by both the fanfare and this new title theme, 

resides at the center.  
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Khan Rises Again: Star Trek Into Darkness 

Re-workings of Trek continue to surface in the 2013 sequel, Into Darkness. The film returns to both 

Wrath of Khan and The Original Series episode “Space Seed” (S01E22, 16 February 1967), using their 

characters and plot devices to retell the story within a post 9/11 reality; that is, both the neo-

conservative framework and musical characterization from Star Trek 2009. The modifications to Wrath 

of Khan likewise elicit a retrofuturist understanding of the 1982 film, creating a reciprocal relationship 

between it and Into Darkness. The 2013 film’s opening act includes two terrorist attacks on Earth, as 

well as the construction of secret military weapons and space bases in the name of defending Starfleet, 

and the freedom for which it stands. The most salient parts of the plot are these: Starfleet finds Khan’s 

cryogenically frozen crew, reanimates Khan, and uses his mind and DNA for scientific research. Self-

preservation spurs their work; Vulcans now number fewer than 10,000 and Earth itself faced near-

obliteration. The film’s final act also mirrors Wrath of Khan, but reverses Kirk and Spock’s roles. Now, 

it is Kirk who sacrifices himself to save his crew and ship. His apparent death spurs Spock’s desire for 

vengeance.  

Returning director Abrams received heavy criticism from his coy attitude in revealing Khan as 

the villain prior to the film’s release. He later admitted in an interview, “it probably would have been 

smarter just to say upfront ‘this is who it is.’”89 For many fans, the re-working of a well-known property 

within Star Trek proved tiresome. Abrams himself admitted the problem: “there were too many nods 

                                                        

89 Kate Aurthur, “The Triumphs and Mistakes That Got J.J. Abrams Ready for Star Wars,” Buzzfeed, 16 
December 2015, accessed 2 May 2016, https://www.buzzfeed.com/kateaurthur/jj-abrams-and-the-long-road-
to-star-wars%23.pyR358Xp27?utm_term=.xneMy2aMA#.adBQDnYQl.  
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to Wrath of Khan. I'll cop to that.”90 Conscious allusions to Star Trek’s past, compounded with the 

filmmakers’ evasion in discussing them, contributed to a reception less enthusiastic than for Star Trek 

2009.91 Yet focus on the film’s ties to its predecessor simultaneously both lessened and increased 

attention on its changed political outlook. Only through repetition do new variations attain greater 

significance, a move that verges on the mythic.92 Drawing on nostalgia—a hallmark of retrofuturism—

forges a suture with the past, a link that allows new formations to take hold. But in a retrofuturist streak 

that idolizes a past vision of the future while neglecting its social context, Into Darkness “steal[s] classic 

Star Trek moments without having a clue as to why those moments had meaning.”93 The film, as with 

Star Trek 2009, idolizes The Original Series’ vision of the future, but offers a changed reality in its stead 

that resonates with the politics of 21st century American life.  

Returning composer Giacchino’s continued reliance on his title theme from Star Trek 2009 

builds on the musico-political relationships forged in the prior film, but the lack of connection between 

Khan’s musical scoring in Wrath of Khan and Into Darkness seems a missed opportunity. The change 

does highlight the film’s transformed political focus. For example, Into Darkness foregrounds a Khan 

vs. Spock rivalry rather than Wrath of Khan’s Khan vs. Kirk. The 2013 film uses a stepwise flourish in 

unapologetic C minor for Khan (Figure 155). Its quick, militaristic rhythms that turn on a minor second 

                                                        

90 Jordan Hoffman, “10 Things we Learned from Colbert-Abrams Star Wars Talk,” Rolling Stone, 23 November 
2015, accessed 25 November 2015, http://www.rollingstone.com/movies/news/10-things-we-learned-from-
colbert-abrams-star-wars-talk-20151123.  
91 Into Darkness grossed $228 million domestically and $467 million internationally on a $190 million budget. It 
received 86%positive reviews on the film review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, whereas Star Trek 2009 received 
95%. Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 2 November 2015, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek12.ht 
m.  
92 Royal S. Brown writes on the film music verging on the mythic in Overtones and Undertones: Reading Film Music 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1994), 5-9.  
93 Matt Goldberg, “Star Trek Into Darkness Review,” Collider.com, 16 May 2013, accessed 1 December 2016, 
http:// collider.com/star-trek-into-darkness-review/.  
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Figure 155: Giacchino, Into Darkness, Khan’s Theme [00:12:37] 

 (A	 to G) bear some resemblance to Khan’s depiction in the 1982 film—chromatic oscillations in 

solo trumpet (Figure 156). Khan, like Spock, wrestles with his identity. Spock embraces his humanity,  

 

Figure 156: Horner, Wrath of Khan, Khan’s Theme [00:48:20] 

however, while Khan rejects it as a fate for inferior beings. The two actors, Benedict Cumberbatch and 

Zachary Quinto, even bear physical resemblance to one another as tall, pale, brown-haired white men 

(Figures 157 & 158). Gone are Khan’s exoticized features from Wrath of Khan. Instead, Khan is cloaked  

 

Figure 157: Into Darkness, Spock (Zachary Quinto) 
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Figure 158: Into Darkness, Khan (Benedict Cumberbatch) 

with a normal, everyday appearance. Here the neo-conservative orientation arises: enemies hide 

amongst anyone and anything, reiterating the film’s post 9/11 awareness. Indeed, Khan’s theme in Into 

Darkness borders on the prosaic. The string flourish follows a simple harmonic progression; it does not 

stand out from the musical crowd. Moreover, Spock’s acceptance of his humanity in comparison to 

Khan’s vocal contempt provides a stark binary for Into Darkness’s politics. Khan not only rejects the 

Federation but also attempts to destroy it. His terrorist acts exhibit the film’s status as a Wrath of Khan 

reworking within a neo-conservative paradigm. The two characters offer a black and white distinction 

of Into Darkness’s politics. One must adhere to cultural norms, or face the consequences.94 Khan’s 

theme receives little alteration throughout the film. His contempt for humanity runs deep, as his 

unchanging musical theme implies. 

                                                        

94 The implicit ideology paradoxically channels the Borg, an alien species in Trek canon who are Starfleet’s 
sworn enemy. Their chosen motto is “resistance is futile.”  
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Even as Into Darkness emphasizes Spock’s deepening acceptance of his own humanity, it 

includes only a whiff of the fanfare for this transformation. Spock embraces his identity in Wrath of 

Khan, but Into Darkness constructs an even stronger narrative through its reversal of Kirk’s and Spock’s 

roles. Yet the reversal scarcely includes the fanfare.95 The lack of musical ties perhaps explains the 

film’s unexceptional reception. Without its presence, the suture to Star Trek’s past loses traction. A 

minor mode variation of the Star Trek 2009 title theme (used liberally in Into Darkness) on solo piano 

lends the scene an elegiac tone. Echoing Wrath of Khan’s dialogue, Kirk admits it was the logical thing 

to do, that it is what Spock himself would have done [1:49:35]. Viewers who know the 1982 film 

understand that Spock’s true reason was out of love for Kirk. Logic is a convenient excuse. The rest 

of their conversation does not continue a reversal of roles in which Kirk understands Spock’s logic. 

Rather, Spock admits that he is currently failing to not feel, and breaks down crying. He cannot deny 

his emotions.  

In this moment, the film’s audiovisuals do not provide equal confirmation levels of Spock’s 

human embrace. The characters’ shared Vulcan gesture of goodwill, a key moment in Wrath of Khan 

accompanied by the fanfare, posits even more directly than the 1982 film that it is Spock’s human side 

that makes him most valuable (Figure 159). Yet only a stripped-down version of the Star Trek 2009 

                                                        

95 See pages 108-10 in Chapter One for analysis of Spock’s death in Wrath of Khan. 
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Figure 159: Into Darkness, Shared Vulcan gesture [1:50:35] 

title theme—Kirk’s de facto theme of instinctual leadership—flows out of Spock’s, just as Spock states, 

“you are my friend” (Figure 160). Spock’s theme flows directly into Kirk’s—a musical analogue for his 

 

Figure 160: Into Darkness, Spock’s Theme and Title Theme Variation [1:50:45] 

full embrace of not only his humanity but again Kirk’s guidance of it.96 But the musical moment almost 

feels underwhelming. The stripped version of the title theme, which vaguely outlines the original 

                                                        

96 Kirk’s sacrifice bears a weight of holy significance lacking in Spock’s same function in Wrath of Khan. Kirk’s 
success is bathed in an untexted choir in brilliant D major. He beats the reactor into submission with his feet. It 
his pure will that save the ship. In Wrath of Khan, Spock calmly uses his intellect to move the parts into their 
appropriate working order.  
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presentation with its minor third descent (m. 2) and chromatic inflection (m.3), sounds too far removed 

from the title theme, let alone the fanfare, to make use of its lineage, its associative meanings.  

The moment illustrates the fanfare’s cultural capital, especially when it proves crucial to the 

ideological reorientation in the franchise’s newest installments. Even its absence cannot always avoid 

notice, and can leave a scene wanting. Perhaps because of Wrath of Khan’s well-known version of 

Spock’s death scene, Abrams did not want to retread those waters. Or perhaps the film simply “steal[s] 

classic Star Trek moments without having a clue as to why those moments had meaning.”97 The scene 

flirts dangerously close with Jameson’s pastiche through its re-use of the earlier film’s trope devoid of 

much of its original meaning.98 Kirk and Spock’s friendship informs the scene, but this new version 

becomes entrenched by the memory of the past without creating something anew, as the lack of fanfare 

implies. The moment does allow the film to posit Spock’s human embrace of his emotions more 

explicitly than in Wrath of Khan—indicative of the film’s ideological grounding in retrofuturism. From 

that perspective, more contemplative viewers can return to the 1982 film with greater insight for what 

makes the moment so special within the franchise. Spock’s acceptance of his humanity is heightened, 

and portrayed with black-and-white distinctions. In avenging Kirk’s perceived death, he attempts to 

become the leader whose authority he accepted. But without a clearer musical connection offered by 

the fanfare, the scene paradoxically feels too tired, too similar. It fails to draw on Trek’s sonically 

constructed myths. And in lacking that iconicity, the scene approaches the prosaic.   

 

                                                        

97 Goldberg, “Star Trek Into Darkness Review.”  
98 Jameson, Postmodernism, 17-8.  
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Conclusion: The Aesthetic Feedback Loop 
The Star Trek fashioned in the twenty-first century returns to its roots—The Original Series—even more 

forcefully than the installments before it. Yet in so doing, both Enterprise and the rebooted film series 

craft an alternate political reality centered in a neo-conservative understanding of the world. A 

“conservative cultural impulse,” this retrofuturist outlook circulates nostalgia for The Original Series’ 

dream of the future, but neglects the flaws embedded in its 1960s cultural context.99 For Enterprise and 

Star Trek 2009, a retrofuturist orientation centers that feedback in nostalgia for The Original Series’ less 

complicated utopia. Viewers are not confronted with philosophical inspection of the nature of 

humanity’s existence, as in The Motion Picture. Rather, in the manner of both The Original Series and Wrath 

of Khan, Enterprise and Star Trek 2009 offer more action, adventure, and an implied simpler time with 

clear distinctions between right and wrong. 

Retrofuturism may allow us to explore discrepancies between what the future once meant in 

the past, and what meanings it no longer holds in the present, but in so doing, it manifests as a nostalgic 

reprise of Star Trek’s promises of the future, melded with overtly nationalist myths of the United States’ 

past.100 Enterprise, by exploring the era that came before The Original Series, infers that the nascent 

Starfleet’s actions led to the comfortable lives depicted in The Original Series’ that simply occur in the 

future, without further inspection surrounding how they came to be or what they may represent. Neo-

conservative policies, the series suggests, achieved this future. Enterprise’s characters may soften some 

of the xenophobic attitudes through budding friendships with Vulcan characters such as T’Pol, but 

even in the final season episode “Terra Prime,” they rely on constant military vigilance and morally 

                                                        

99 Jenkins, “Ephemera vs. The Apocalypse.”  
100 Guffey, Retro, 163. 
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questionable actions to enact their desired peace. In Star Trek 2009, Starfleet similarly acts as a NATO-

like armada rather than a benevolent peacekeeping body. Captains Kirk and Archer likewise act based 

on instinct; they simply know how to lead. As deciders, both of their leadership styles echo that of 

former President George W. Bush.101  

Neither Enterprise nor Star Trek 2009 replicates or fully alters Star Trek’s legacy. Within this 

aesthetic feedback loop, their perspectives allow the franchise to negotiate its own mythology. 

Retrofuturism may color Trek’s sunny optimism with a dose of modern cynicism, but its contribution 

adds further gradations of meaning to both the fanfare and franchise at large. The intertextual play, 

sometimes patently obvious and other times strikingly nimble, widens the creative possibilities as the 

franchise marches onward. The process illuminates the realities of twenty-first century American life 

that both installments attempt to address. The fanfare operates at the center of this loop. Enterprise and 

Star Trek 2009 mine Star Trek’s past, creating new echoes through references to the franchise’s past, 

present, and future, as well as alternate universes. Different characters and political situations surface, 

as do new musical themes, but their connections to the fanfare assert that underneath, Star Trek 

remains. The fanfare’s constructed iconicity—based on the reveille, preparatory, and mnemonic 

features that are used in the projection and appropriation of gesture—paradoxically cloaks the shifts 

in Trek’s orientation.102 Subtle modifications and related musical material can illustrate the changes, but 

the chains linking them together, centered in the fanfare’s Copland-esque Americana, reifies the fanfare 

itself. Their musical retrofuturism, heard in, for example, melodies more hummable than the fanfare 

itself, highlights the network of simultaneous possibilities. Fluid associations permit constant renewal, 

                                                        

101 McVeigh, “The Kirk Doctrine,” 199.   
102 Tagg, Ten Little Title Tunes, 271. 
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and allow us to recognize their differences.103 We only understand these differences, these changes, 

because the fanfare once existed as an original version. Through DVDs and streaming services such as 

Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Hulu, viewers can watch any and every version of Star Trek back to back 

if they so choose. The earlier versions cannot be erased. They all exist in simultaneity, as if in dialogue 

with each other using the same musical code in service of differing ideological possibilities. Circular 

self-reference for those knowing viewers in turn recirculates the responses. The reference disappears 

if there is no residual history to tease apart.104  

Indeed, the aesthetic feedback loop, in using the fanfare, constitutes a Star Trek very much 

aware of its past, present, and future. Depending on the depth of their knowledge in Trek lore and 

cultural reference, viewers can enjoy these new entries on levels ranging from carefree adventure stories 

to meta narratives filled with obscure references. Creators of any stripe can pick and choose amongst 

the iterations, reciprocally reinforcing alternate ideologies and interpretations. Awareness expands the 

possibilities. And yet, it is through the fanfare’s quasi-ubiquity that these new associations come into 

being. A versatile sonic suture, it offers cover for differing visions of Star Trek, allowing the franchise 

to offer different visions from within and depict the shifting realities of a society in flux.

                                                        

103 Turino, “Signs of Imagination,” 220-22. 
104 The greater musical cohesion within the rebooted Star Trek films, however, illustrates a refinement in 
Paramount’s rebranding of the franchise for the twenty-first century. Michael Giacchino’s scores for Star Trek 
2009, Into Darkness, and Beyond use the same thematic material. Some may propose that Jerry Goldsmith’s five 
Star Trek scores as well as James Horner’s two demonstrate similarly cohesive units within the franchise, but 
Giacchino’s decidedly monothematic approach, centered in his title theme for Star Trek 2009, betrays the 
realities of film studios’ corporate bottom lines. See also Kimberly Owczarski, “The Co-Development of 
Franchising and Conglomeration,” in “Batman, Time Warner, and Franchise Filmmaking in the Conglomerate 
Era” (PhD diss., The University of Texas at Austin, 2008), 14-26. 
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A reader is the total of all he’s read, in addition to all the films and television 
he’s seen. To the information supplied by the author he’ll always add his own.1 

—Arturo Pérez-Reverte 

 
Chapter Five. Navigating Postmodernity: Star Trek’s 
Legacy and Musical Fandom 

Navigating Postmodernity: Star  
Trek’s Legacy and Musical Fandom 

 

This study has focused on Star Trek’s musical texts as they appear in the finished, corporate-backed 

products from NBC, Paramount, and CBS. Media created by others in response to those installments, 

however, open the textual floodgates: fans can choose to continue Star Trek’s official visions, fashion 

alternative responses unmoored from corporate direction, or settle somewhere in between. Literary 

fanfiction, web series, feature-length films, orchestral concerts, music videos, filk, rock bands, memes, 

and convention events all inform the spectrum of interpretations.2 Fans’ audiovisual creations—their 

musical fanfiction—have and will continue to be multifaceted in their use of Star Trek’s iconic material. 

Because of their diversity, these creations constitute “more of a plural, nuanced, residual and emergent 

                                                        

1 Arturo Pérez-Reverte, The Club Dumas, translated by Sonia Soto (New York: Vintage, 1997), 335.  
2 Fanfiction is defined as fiction written by a fan and featuring characters from a particular television series, 
film, novel or other media. Filk is a musical culture, genre, and community tied to traditional folk music and 
science fiction/fantasy fandom. The genre developed in the 1950s. Sally Childs-Helton, “Folk Music in a 
Digital Age: The Importance of Face-to-Face Community Values in Filk Music” Journal of Fandom Studies 4/2 
(2016): 159-74.  
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cult(ural) phenomenon, one which calls for case-by-case consideration rather than blanket derision or 

celebration.”3 Fans’ musical responses to Star Trek play a powerful role in either re-inscribing Star Trek’s 

utopian directions or venturing in new directions. As one of Trek’s most well-known sonic icons, the 

fanfare’s presence endures, but does so in plurality; fans have greater agency in choosing the musical 

texts they wish to perpetuate or create.  

 Consumption of Star Trek’s music outside of the filmic context proliferates in fandom 

communities. Multiple YouTube videos are comprised entirely of tracks from officially released 

soundtracks.4 Before tracking musical texts in Star Trek fandom, however, the diversity within its 

directions itself requires explanation. Fanfiction has a long, rich history in Star Trek, but the advent of 

digital technology and internet streaming has permitted amateur creators to generate and share their 

own Trek stories at an unprecedented level. Science fiction media fandom as we know it today emerged 

in the mid 1960s, with most historians placing either The Original Series or The Man from U.N.C.L.E. 

(1964-68) as its progenitor.5 Largely female, the creators behind these fandoms tended to be “better 

educated than most, heavy readers, and scientifically literate.”6 Nascent creations, such as Star Trek 

zines (fan-made magazines circulated by mail), included poems, songs, stories, drawings, and teleplays. 

Zines such as Spockanalia, ST-Phile, T-Negative, and Warp Nine: A Star Trek Chronicle rapidly developed a 

                                                        

3 Matt Hills provides welcome nuance to Henry Jenkin’s seminal text on fanfiction and the culture(s) of 
fandom. Matt Hills, Fan Cultures (New York: Routledge, 2006), 169. Henry Jenkins, Textual Poachers: Television 
Fans and Participatory Culture (New York: Routledge, 1992; Updated Twentieth anniversary edition, 2013). 
4 Most recently, the Star Trek Into Darkness full soundtrack has amassed almost 1.4 million views. “Star Trek Into 
Darkness Full Soundtrack [+ Bonus Track] –By Michael Giacchino,” 10 June 2013, accessed 14 December 
2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6q93p2_QgjU.  
5 Even today, the only conventional published history of Star Trek fandom is Joan Marie Verba, Boldly Writing: 
A Trekker Fan and Zine History, 1967-1987 (Minnetonka, MN: FTL Publications; 2nd edition, 2003).  
6 Francesca Coppa, “A Brief History of Media Fandom,” in Fan Fiction and Fam Communities in the Age of the 
Internet, 45, edited by Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Son, 2006). 
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Trek culture outside of the television series’ canon.7 This extensive creative output demands a study of 

its own beyond our purposes here.8 Nevertheless, its continued production from the late 1960s to the 

present has both reacted to Star Trek’s latest installments as well as revisited earlier characters and 

stories. In so doing, fans have fostered their own vocabularies within the franchise. Introduction of 

the internet in the late 1980s—first with list-servs and emailing lists—has expanded both their reach 

and possible tools with which to do so. 

 Despite increased creative possibility, many fans continue to draw from Star Trek’s most well-

known threads. In his work exploring the processes of interplay between fans and fan text, Henry 

Jenkins argues that the “right way” for a fan to read and approach the text is determined and enforced 

by normative fan identity.9 He maintains that learning and understanding this “right way” to read is 

part of the socialization process where fans learn “how to employ and comprehend the community’s 

particular interpretive conventions.”10 This process of exchange mirrors Yuri Lotman’s and Roman 

Jakobson’s constructions of the speech act. Lotman argues that monolingual systems do not exist, and 

that only an “aggregate of languages” can represent reality. Each reciprocally depends upon the other, 

                                                        

7 Coppa, “A Brief History of Media Fandom,” 46. 
8 Several in-depth histories of media fandom, especially that of Star Trek, have already been documented. See 
Jenkins, Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture; Camille Bacon-Smith, Enterprising Women: 
Television Fandom and the Creation of Popular Myth (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992); John 
Tulloch and Henry Jenkins, Science Fiction Audiences: Watching Dr. Who and Star Trek (New York: Routledge, 
1995); Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse, eds. Fan Fiction and Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet 
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Son, 2006); Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide 
(New York: New York University Press, 2006); and Paul Booth, Digital Fandom: New Media Studies (New York: 
Peter Lang, 2010).  
9 Jenkins himself uses the phrase “right way.” Textual Poachers, 89. 
10 Jenkins, Textual Poachers, 89. 
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because neither can independently express a complete meaning.11 His meticulous, systematic reasoning 

is worth quoting at length: 

Subsequently atypical behavior is introduced into consciousness as a possible 
destructor of norms: abnormality, crime, heroism. At this stage, a division between 
individual (abnormal) and collective (“normal”) behavior occurs. It is only in the 
subsequent stage that the possibility of individual behavior becoming an example and 
norm for collective behavior, and collective behavior to act as an evaluative parameter 
for the individual, occurs; in this way, a unique system arises, in which these two 
possibilities are rendered as indivisible aspects of a unitary whole. Thus, individual 
and collective behavior arise simultaneously as mutually independent and contrasting 
alternatives” of a unitary whole.12   
 

The sheer number of musical creators involved in Star Trek’s musical landscape speaks to this aggregate 

depiction. Fans’ interaction with the media they consume forms a continual web of transformation, in 

which a “partial grammar of one cultural dialect becomes the meta-language of description for culture 

as such.”13 Fandom, a communal engagement with specific media creation(s), is learned through online 

interaction, personal interactions, convention attendance, or by consuming fan-made works.14 On a 

meta-level, the impression of unity may exist, but on smaller, more localized levels, this perception 

evaporates, as fans produce their own fiction.   

                                                        

11 Yuri Lotman, Culture and Explosion, ed. Marina Grishakova, trans. Wilma Clark (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 
2009), 2.  
12 Lotman, Culture and Explosion., 3.  
13 Yuri Lotman, “Semiotic Space,” in Universe of the Mind: A Semiotic Theory of Culture, trans. Ann Shukman 
(London: I.B. Tauris, 1990), 128.  
14 “In addition to the structure of zines, APAs, and fan convention, science fiction fandom also invented a 
fannish jargon that is still in wide use today, often by people who have no idea of its age or lineage.” Coppa, “A 
Brief History of Fandom,” 43. 
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Lotman’s modifications to Jakobson’s model of the speech act prove especially relevant for 

unpacking Star Trek fans’ musical creations. Jakobson’s basic model incorporates six elements within 

every speech act, or act of communication (Figure 161).  The addresser sends a Message, which requires  

 

Figure 161: Roman Jakobson Speech Act 

a Context, to the Addressee. The Addresser and Addressee require a full or partial Code with which to 

communicate. They also require a Contact, a physical channel or psychological connection. Two of 

these functions are most relevant for our purposes here: the Metalingual, concerned with the Code, 

addresses lexical meaning itself; the Poetic, which uses the Message, includes alliterative qualities and 

onomatopoeia.15 These elements appear in all speech acts, but different hierarchies can occur 

depending on multiple factors: the kind of information communicated, its intended purpose or 

function, or its actual reaction.    

                                                        

15 For a complete breakdown of Jakobson’s conception of the speech act, see Roman Jakobson, “Linguistics 
and Poetics,” in Style in Language, 350-77, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1960).  
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Mapping this system onto musical texts within the audio-visual media from Star Trek’s fandom 

helps reveal the communicative processes. The presentation of a musical text creates a negotiation 

between the Addresser—the creators of the media—and the Addressee—viewer(s) as well as past 

appearances of the musical symbol itself—within which exists a shared space for communication.16 

Because translating the untranslatable—music to images—is impossible with singular, exact meaning, 

the entire process creates a situation in which “non-comprehension (conversation in languages which 

are not fully identical) reveals itself to be just as valuable a meaning-making mechanism as 

comprehension.”17 Multiple and simultaneous meanings may be accrued and communicated. Steven 

Feld provides a useful summary: “meaning is emergent and changeable in relation to the ways the 

moves are unraveled within situated constraints on the speakers.”18 In other words, context matters as 

(potential) meanings are generated through repetition.  

The introduction of fans’ own knowledge and perceptions re-encircles the act of 

communication, which can have profound affect on the musical content they choose to (re)circulate. 

Six separate components become twelve overlapping ones. In this auto-communication, the subject 

transmits a message to herself in time rather than space (Figure 162). In both consuming or creating a  

 

                                                        

16 The musical text, however, is not an external narrating act in the manner which Gorbman describes film 
music. Rather, it functions as one component among many of the narrative itself. See Ben Winters, “Musical 
Wallpaper?: Towards an Appreciation of Non-narrating Music in Film” Music, Sound, and the Moving Image 6/1 
(Spring 2012): 39-54.  
17 Lotman. Culture and Explosion, 6.  
18 Steven Feld, “Communication, Music, and Speech about Music” Yearbook for Traditional Music 16 (1984): 14. 
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Figure 162: Speech Act based on Yuri Lotman’s model 

piece of fanfiction, she already knows the information and qualitatively transforms it through that lens. 

The content itself becomes indices and signs, such that “the original message is recoded into elements 

of its structure and thereby acquires features of a new message.”19 Intrusion of previously un-included 

elements during a re-presentation within an audiovisual text can offer new meanings and codes at both 

the individual and cultural level.20 Yet Lotman stipulates that a poetic (i.e. musical) text oscillates 

between the meanings conveyed in straightforward communication and those formed in auto-

communication. The text switches between both systems while the viewer maintains simultaneous 

                                                        

19 Lotman, Culture and Explosion, 22.  
20Feld provides further elaboration: “We rarely confront sounds that are totally new, unusual, and without 
some experiental anchors. Each experience in listening music connote prior, contemporary, and future 
listenings. We consume as we produce, out of and based upon meaning pattern and experience.  
“Communication, Music, and Speech about Music,” 6. 
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awareness of both.21 The focus is not just the presentation of new information; rather, it is new 

presentations of the same information—new codes in lieu of new messages.  

Lotman’s argument that culture itself is about the transmission of codes circulated to others 

provides support to Jenkin’s assertion that within Trek fandom, fans learn evaluative processes for 

viewing Star Trek’s diverse output.22 Lotman argues, “the laws of construction of the artistic text are 

very largely the laws of the construction of culture as a whole.”23 The two are not mutually exclusive, 

as one cannot separate the individual from culture. From this perspective, even re-watching a film or 

television series constitutes an act of auto-communication, for the viewer transforms the information. 

She knows the text beforehand and brings new contextual information that can change understandings 

of herself and her culture.24 In so doing, Star Trek fans can and do maintain threads from the franchise’s 

official installments. Depending upon the features reiterated and their contextualized meaning, fans 

can likewise disseminate a plurality of messages. The result, a more fluid exchange between traditionally 

demarcated artificial binary of creators and consumers, allows Star Trek’s musical texts the potential to 

both continue and take on new contextual meanings and once more, per Flinn, broach the utopian.  

In Trek fandom’s production of new codes through the use of musical texts, the roles of 

humor, irony, parody, and pastiche take on increased importance. Pastiche and parody, frequently used 

interchangeably, require an important distinction from one another. Fredric Jameson characterizes 

                                                        

21 Lotman, Culture and Explosion, 32.  
22 Jenkins, Textual Poachers, 94-98.  
23 Lotman, Culture and Explosion, 33. 
24 Constantine Verevis, Film Remakes (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2006), 152.   
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parody, a remnant of modernism, in the postmodern age as “blank parody” that lacks political bite.25 

It has instead been replaced by pastiche. Pastiche has some similarities with parody, it is 

the imitation of a peculiar or unique, idiosyncratic style, the wearing of a linguistic 
mask, speech in a dead language. But it is a neutral practice of such mimicry, without 
any of parody's ulterior motives, amputated of the satiric impulse, devoid of 
laughter.26 
 

Pastiche loses its connection to history, and instead turns into a series of styles, superseded genres or 

simulacra.27 Nostalgia films, in which the past becomes represented in hyper-stylized ways, use “a 

history of aesthetic styles” to displace “real history.”28 The past remains a referent gradually effaced 

with nothing but texts left behind. Per Jameson, it becomes a repository of genres, styles, and codes 

ready for commodification and cannibalization of the present through stylistic allusion. Modernist 

styles become postmodernist codes that leave us with nothing but “a field of stylistic and discursive 

heterogeneity without a norm.”29 All style, little substance.  

 And yet, viewers’ continued ability to not only find meaningful experiences in Star Trek 

audiovisual media but also to create their own in response suggests such cynicism may be unwarranted. 

Continued investment in Star Trek’s media indicates a more complex, multilayered experience. The 

sections that follow provide examples of the diverse media creations and experiences that Star Trek has 

continued to elicit from its fandom. The musical content of their own constructions, in the manner of 

Michel de Certeau’s “strategies and tactics,” can mirror Star Trek’s own fleeting glimpses of a utopian 

                                                        

25 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, Or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
1991), 17.  
26 Jameson, Postmodernism, 17.  
27 Jameson, Postmodernism, 18.  
28 Jameson, Postmodernism, 20. 
29 Jameson, Postmodernism, 17. 
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future.30 The process itself illustrates the strength of Trek’s musical texts and the differing ideologies 

that their invocation can inflect. 

 

Corporatized Fanfiction in Galaxy Quest  
Released by DreamWorks Pictures in 1999 as a Trek spoof, in which neither the franchise’s actors nor 

fandom escaped scrutiny, Galaxy Quest received critical praise and has since achieved cult status among 

Star Trek fans. Close study of the film’s contents—and especially its music—demonstrates the fluid 

roles in which Trek fans and filmmakers engage and complicates fanfiction definitions. From this 

perspective, Galaxy Quest is not simply another studio production; it is also sanctioned fanfiction. But 

first, an explanation of its strong ties to both Star Trek and its fandom, frame’s music’s important role 

in the process.   

Since its premiere, Galaxy Quest has been embraced by Star Trek fandom. At the 2013 Trek 

convention in Las Vegas, Nevada, the film amassed enough votes to rank seventh out of twelve among 

the franchise’s films.31 Trek cast members have likewise regarded Galaxy Quest with affection. Patrick 

Stewart said of the film:  

I had originally not wanted to see Galaxy Quest because I heard that it was making fun 
of Star Trek, and then Jonathan Frakes [Commander Riker, The Next Generation] rang 
me up and said "You must not miss this movie! See it on a Saturday night in a full 
theatre". And I did, and of course I found it was brilliant. Brilliant. No one laughed 
louder or longer in the cinema than I did, but the idea that the ship was saved and all 
of our heroes in that movie were saved simply by the fact that there were fans who 

                                                        

30 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1984), 32. 
31 The film beat, in order, Generations, The Motion Picture, Nemesis, Insurrection, The Final Frontier, and Into Darkness. 
Scott Collura, “Diehard Star Trek Fans Rank the Best and Worst Movies” IGN, 12 August 2013, accessed 12 
December 2016, http://www.ign.com/articles/2013/08/12/diehard-star-trek-fans-rank-the-best-and-worst-
movies.  
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did understand the scientific principles on which the ship worked was absolutely 
wonderful. And it was both funny and also touching in that it paid tribute to the 
dedication of these fans.32  
 

William Shatner took a more satirical tone and feigned ignorance over the film’s subject matter: 

I thought it was very funny, and I thought the audience that they portrayed was totally 
real, but the actors that they were pretending to be were totally unrecognizable. 
Certainly I don't know what Tim Allen was doing. He seemed to be the head of a 
group of actors, and for the life of me I was trying to understand who he was imitating. 
The only one I recognized was the girl playing Nichelle Nichols.33 
 

The film pokes fun at some of Star Trek’s most implausible plot devices and character interactions 

while also highlighting the characters’ camaraderie. George Takei called the film “a chillingly realistic 

documentary.”34 References to the entire Star Trek franchise, especially The Original Series and The Next 

Generation, are plentiful.  

 The film may have been studio-produced, but Galaxy Quest began as a work colored by 

fanfiction. Screenwriter Robert Gordon, who re-worked David Howard’s original script (then titled 

Captain Starship) admitted:  

I love, particularly, The Original Series. Watched them over and over and—I’m an old 
man—so I've watched them from the time I was six years old in 1966. The movie got 
green-lit basically off my first draft.35  
 

                                                        

32 "Interviews: Patrick Stewart" BBC2/BBCOnline, 30 October 2002, accessed 10 December 2016, https://web. 
archive.org/web/20021030024507/http://www.bbc.co.uk/cult/st/interviews/stewart/page13.shtml. Stewart 
has echoed similar comments in subsequent interviews: Brian Appleyard, "Patrick Stewart: Keep on Trekkin'" 
The Sunday Times, 4 November 2007, accessed 10 December 2016, https://web.archive.org/web/20080511195 
800/http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/stage/theatre/article2785374.ece.  
33“Live Chat with William Shatner, Captain James T. Kirk” StarTrek.com, 8 November 2001, accessed 10 
December 2016, https://web.archive.org/web/20020414185202/http://www.startrek.com/community/trans 
cripts/shatner_110801.asp.  
34 Patrick Lee, “Sulu Speaks: George Takei Talks Star Trek, Galaxy Quest, and More” SciFi.com, accessed 10 
December 2016, https://web.archive.org/web/20090325064320/http://www.scifi.com/startrek/takei/.  
35 Jordan Hoffman, “Galaxy Quest: The Oral History” MTV News, 23 July 2014, accessed 2 December 2016, 
http://www.mtv.com/news/1873653/galaxy-quest-oral-history/.  
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Gordon had grown up watching and re-watching Star Trek most of his life, and the film became an 

opportunity to tell his own story steeped in knowledge of the franchise’s world—if only masked by 

synonyms.36 Likewise, as a child, director Dean Parisot wrote “NCC-1701” on the side on the side of 

his mother’s gray station wagon and shot rockets off from two tubes on the car’s roof rack.37 In fact, 

both Gordon and director Dean Parisot were cautious to avoid too many outright references to Star 

Trek. Parisot admitted that they were told to change elements of the film, but he ignored many of the 

requests.38 Although nervous about potential litigation, Parisot and Gordon could not bring themselves 

to weaken the film’s overt references to Star Trek. Moreover, the film’s website was designed to look 

like a poorly made fan website (Figure 163).39 The website’s intentionally shoddy construction oriented 

the film toward an amateur aesthetic in place of a polished studio production.40  

                                                        

36 The film was not the first work of Star Trek fanfiction to be formally published. For example, Bjo Trimble 
produced the Star Trek Concordance of People, Places, Things as a fan production in 1969, but was eventually 
published in 1976. Coppa, “A Brief History,” 45.  
37 Hoffman, “Galaxy Quest: The Oral History.” 
38 Gordon remembers: “They were worried about the Captain’s chair, they were worried about the uniforms. I 
ignored it, so I was actually terrified when it came out. But DreamWorks was also a filmmakers' studio at that 
time, it was Spielberg. They even let me get a little too clever for my own good with the changing aspect ratio. 
The movie starts out in television aspect ratio and [when they get to the ship] it goes to 1:8:5, which is more 
traditional, theatrical. It kind of backfired on me [with projectionists.] They wouldn’t open the curtains wide 
enough.” Hoffman, “Galaxy Quest: The Oral History.”  
39 Hoffman, “Galaxy Quest: The Oral History.” 
40 The website can only be viewed in its archived version. Accessed 10 December 2016, http://web.archive. 
org/web/20000819162953/http://www.galaxyquest.com/galaxyquest/.  
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Figure 163: Galaxy Quest Official Website 

Galaxy Quest bases its premise in an alien race, Thermians, who misconstrue episodes from a 

long-cancelled science fiction television show from the 1980s, called Galaxy Quest, as historical 

documents about brave interstellar warriors from the planet Earth. Based on these documents, the 

Thermians (re)construct the spaceship and model their society on the Galaxy Quest crew’s actions. They 

do so in an attempt to defeat Sarris (Robin Sachs), a reptilian creature bent on their destruction. Faced 

with defeat, they find the crew on Earth to ask for help. On Earth, eighteen years have passed since 

the television series Galaxy Quest was cancelled. With nothing left of their careers, the former cast 

members attend fan conventions and promotional stunts in costume to make ends meet. Jason 

Nesmith (Tim Allen), who played Commander Peter Quincy Taggart, basks in the attention he receives 

from devoted fans. His fellow actors, however, resent his failure to share the spotlight with them. 

Alexander Dane (Alan Rickman), who played Dr. Lazarus on the show, in particular loathes Nesmith’s 

arrogance and frequently bickers with him.   
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Nesmith mistakes Malthesar (Enrico Colantoni), leader of the Thermians, for a devoted fan 

who wants to pay him for an event appearance. When he realizes the truth of the situation, Nesmith 

convinces his former cast mates to join him on the ship. Together, they reveal the truth beyond the 

historical documents, save the Thermians, and embolden the species to better defend themselves. In 

the actors’ crash return to Earth at yet another fan convention, the enthusiasm their final battle garners 

from an unsuspecting crowd (who believes it to be a high-quality publicity stunt) stimulates a new 

rebooted Galaxy Quest television series starring the same characters.  

In its homage to Star Trek, Galaxy Quest draws on a variety of styles and codes from several of 

the franchise’s manifestations. Within the television series, Parisot not only imitates the recycled, sets 

like “old, cheap Star Trek” but also mimics The Original Series’ camera movement.41 For example, a scene 

with Nesmith and Alexander Dane (Alan Rickman) features cheap rock backdrops similar to both The 

Original Series and Wrath of Khan (Figures 164 & 165). The dingy lighting and drab color scheme also  

 

Figure 164: Galaxy Quest [00:04:00] 

                                                        

41 Hoffman, “Galaxy Quest: The Oral History.” 
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Figure 165: The Original Series, “Amok Time” [00:39:33] 

lend themselves to Star Trek’s early campy aesthetic. Second, the television series cast mirrors 

personalities of not only The Original Series and The Next Generation characters but also the actors who 

played them. Nesmith is a not-so-veiled version of William Shatner. Shatner has long been known for 

defining his career on Trek as well as for his ongoing feuds with fellow cast members, particularly 

George Takei.42 Dane, as the alien Dr. Lazarus, takes on qualities of Spock, Bones, and Sulu from The 

Original Series. As the crew’s sole alien member, he attains an Othered status—a common thread in 

each Trek series to probe what it means to be human, with The Original Series’ Spock, The Next 

Generation’s Data, Deep Space Nine’s Odo, Voyager’s Seven of Nine, and Enterprise’s T’Pol. He also 

                                                        

42 Shatner and Takei have expressed their mutual dislike of one another for decades. Both spoke on the matter 
in their individual open session at the 2015 Star Trek convention. Michael Rothman, “George Takei Opens Up 
About Feud with William Shatner” ABC News, 16 June 2015, accessed 3 December 2016, http://abcnews.go.c 
om/Entertainment/george-takei-opens-feud-william-shatner/story?id=31804676. 
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provides much of the dry humor offered by Dr. McCoy. In his life outside of the show, Dane’s ongoing 

rivalry with Nesmith mirrors Shatner and Takei’s real-life feud. Gwen DeMarco (Sigourney Weaver) 

stands in for both Nichelle Nichols as the primary female cast member but also The Next Generation’s 

Deanna Troi and Voyager’s Seven of Nine, who dress in form-fitting body suits and occasional plunging 

necklines. On the show, DeMarco was also reduced to reading from or repeating the computer, an 

action that comments on female characters’ marginalization on The Original Series.43 Young Tommy 

Webber (Daryl Mitchell), as the pilot, parallels the young Wesley Crusher on Next Generation. Fred 

Kwan (Tony Shalhoub) plays an Asian engineer even though he is Caucasian, another jab at Trek’s 

problematic treatments of race.44 

 Galaxy Quest also refers to events from both The Original Series’ and Next Generation’s history. 

Among many references to plot devices in The Original Series, Gordon has admitted that the Gorn (the 

lizard Kirk fights on a desert planet while the crew watches from the ship) was very much on his mind 

for Nesmith’s battle with the rock creature. Both the transporter malfunction and taking the ship out 

of the space dock are references to The Motion Picture. In fact, the early drafts were called Galaxy Quest: 

The Motion Picture. Sarris’ eye patch is meant to mimic that of Klingon General Chang in The Undiscovered 

Country. Instead of ripping off the standard "swooosh-thweep" sound for automatic doors, the ship 

                                                        

43 DeMarco’s character is also likely a subtle allusion to Troi, whose psychic abilities on Next Generation rarely 
discovered anything that was not either trivial or already obvious. The film makes the commentary obvious in 
one exchange between DeMarco and fellow actor Tommy Webber [43:10]: 
 Voice of Computer: Negative, there is no replacement Beryllium Sphere on board. 
 DeMarco: [to crew] No, there is no replacement Beryllium Sphere on board. 
 Webber: You know, that is really getting annoying! 
 DeMarco: [shouts] Look! I have one job on this lousy ship, it's stupid, but I'm gonna do it! Okay? 
 Webber: Sure, no problem. 
44 And a frequent practice in Hollywood cinema in general, with Mickey Rooney in Breakfast at Tiffany’s (1961) 
being a prime example. Moreover, Shalhoub himself is of Lebanese descent. In playing a caucasian character, 
his own ethnicity is marginalized and suggests a blindness to systemic issues in Hollywood casting.  
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has automatic doors that invert the sound to a “tweep-clunk.” The character Guy Fleegman (Sam 

Rockwell) was also an intentional homage to Next Generation actor Guy Vardaman, who not only played 

several no-name extras in the series but also served as a stunt double for Data and Wesley. The design 

of the Protector is also the Enterprise in reverse. Every Enterprise has a round command section and 

long cylindrical engines. The Protector has a long cylindrical command section and round 

engines.45 Galaxy Quest does make one explicit connection to Voyager, when DeMarco complains that 

her TV Guide interview revolved around how her breasts fit into her costume [00:03:05]. Actress Jeri 

Ryan (who played Seven of Nine) faced a similar experience during a 1998 profile for Bikini magazine.46  

More references to both Star Trek and science-fiction from the preceding fifty years abound 

in the film, but they are stitched together in a chasm that flits between modernist parody and pastiche 

of all of Star Trek and its accompanying fandom. Through knowledge of Trek’s past, viewers can retain 

the meaning necessary for parody, but for others, including the film’s creators, the construction may 

drift toward pastiche, with little consideration of Trek’s originating historical placement. In using 

Jameson’s model, the film cannibalizes Trek’s past content, but often uses it as postmodernist codes 

filled with what Jameson would label stylistic allusion.47 Galaxy Quest does not parody one specific 

aspect of Trek. Instead, the film offers a more pastiche-like cacophony of aesthetics woven together 

for their entertainment value. Nostalgia for that past operates as its only unifying code. But it is a past 

reached more through stylistic evocation than political satire. Galaxy Quest offers little thematic 

development beyond the actors’ renewal of friendship and their loyalty to one another. Moreover, 

                                                        

45 Hoffman, “Galaxy Quest: The Oral History.” 
46 Paul Semel, “Vintage Interview: Star Trek Voyager’s Jeri Ryan from 1998” Paulsemel.com, 17 September 2013, 
accessed 5 December 2016, http://paulsemel.com/vintage-interview-star-trek-voyagers-jeri-ryan-1998/.  
47 Jameson, Postmodernism, 17. 
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because the bulk of allusions come from The Original Series and The Next Generation, their ties to Star 

Trek’s most familiar utopia becomes key. As the film’s villain, Sarris provides a clear example. Rather 

than an actual menace, Sarris seems to be merely playing at evil. One component of the nostalgia film, 

per Jameson, is the campiness of both his dialogue and its delivery suggests not “a representation of 

evil as such, but rather as the representation of someone playing at being evil.”48 One of Nesmith’s and 

Sarris’s final exchanges proves telling:  

Sarris: [Sarris believes that Nesmith plans to ram his ship] Let me remind you, sonny, 
I am a general. If you are counting on me to blink, then you are making a 
deadly mistake. 
 

Nesmith: Well, let me tell you something, Sarris. It doesn’t take a great actor to 
recognize a bad one. You’re sweating. 
 

Sarris: You fool! You failed to realize that, with your armor gone, my ship will tear 
through yours like tissue paper. 
 

Nesmith: And what you fail to realize is my ship…is dragging mines!49 
 

Sarris’ use of the term “sonny” lends a playful sensibility to the dialogue, as does his pronunciation of 

the word “tissue” with a more pretentious-sounding “sss” rather than “sh” sound.50 The film’s entire 

conceit rests in a reenactment of something reminiscent of Star Trek’s recognizable utopian past 

centered in The Original Series, and its well-documented campiness. Yet as a type of fanfiction, Galaxy 

Quest appears delightfully aware of this status, which suggests something more akin to parody. 

Nesmith’s hokey battle cry for Commander Taggart, “never give up, never surrender,” exhibits a similar 

tone. The film plays at being Star Trek, but does so knowingly.  

                                                        

48 Italics in original. Jameson, Postmodernism, 290.  
49 Galaxy Quest, [1:25:45] 
50 The pronunciation also elicits questions of his sexual orientation, but that discussion digresses from the 
present argument.  
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 In referencing Star Trek’s past, Galaxy Quest’s musical score is no different from the film’s mise-

en-scène.51 Galaxy Quest’s opening cue segues into the eponymous series’ final scene, which is soon 

revealed to be a diegetic broadcast at a fan convention. The opening theme represents not only Galaxy 

Quest the television series but also Galaxy Quest the film. Composer David Newman’s largely 

monothematic score uses the theme as its crux, altering its pitch, harmony, and instrumentation 

throughout the film to suggest varied emotional states.52 Because it fluidly oscillates between the non-

diegetic film-world and the diegetic television series-within-a-film world, Newman’s theme draws more 

attention to itself. In the film’s opening sequence, it is introduced simultaneously as the Galaxy Quest 

television series title theme and film title theme.53 Its presence thus seems more easily noticeable 

throughout the entire film, mimicking the Star Trek fanfare’s frequent manipulation in The Original 

Series. The film opens with a large, non-diegetic orchestral sound and widescreen aspect ratio that 

quickly begins to play with the diegetic/non-diegetic contexts through subsequent sonic manipulation. 

First, the title flashing onto the screen, hints toward a diegetic context. The aspect ratio changes to 

square full-screen, while the font seems inspired by Microsoft WordArt (Figure 166). More  

                                                        

51 Indeed, in their discussion of the soundtrack for Back to the Future (1985), Ernest Mathijs and Jamie Sexton 
note with surprise how little academic attention has been paid to the relationship between music and cult 
cinema, when it “clearly plays a prominent role in the way in which cult films are appreciated.” Cult Cinema: An 
Introduction (Walden and Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 172. 
52 Relatively unknown, Newman had never scored any media for Star Trek, although he had received an 
Academy Award nomination for his work on Anastasia (1997). Newman had worked with film editor Don 
Zimmerman on the film Brokedown Palace (1999), and Zimmerman recommended him for the job. Ford A. 
Thaxton, “David Newman on Scoring Galaxy Quest” Soundtrack: The Cinema Score and Soundtrack Archives, 23 June 
2013, accessed 1 December 2016, http://www.runmovies.eu/david-newman-on-scoring-galaxy-quest/. 
53 Title themes for television series are meant to succinctly convey its contents to the viewer. Ron Rodman, 
Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 23. The distinction is a 
subtle shift from Claudia Gorbman’s description of film music as frequently unheard melody, in which the 
viewer does not consciously track its presence. Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music 
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1987), 11-30.  
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Figure 166: Galaxy Quest [00:00:32] 

importantly, the orchestra’s quality shifts to a flatter, hollow texture. For moments in which the theme 

is meant to imitate a television orchestra within diegetic audiovisuals in the film, Newman pairs down 

the orchestra to around thirty players. He later explained:  

Instead of four trumpets playing the theme, one trumpet would play the theme; 
instead of six horns it would be one or two horns; instead of thirty violins it would be 
eight violins. We just took everything and kind of pared it down. And also, John 
Kurlander, the engineer, miked it differently. He miked it more like it would have 
been miked for a TV show in the ‘60s.54 
 

The trumpets that enter with the film title have metallic, tinny sound—a marked changed from the 

reverberant horns that seem to fill the musical space during the DreamWorks logo. Indeed, this 

opening sequence and scene are revealed to be a screening of the television series Galaxy Quest at a fan 

                                                        

54 Thaxton, “David Newman.” 
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convention. The shift to the tinnier musical sound foreshadows the reveal of the diegetic screening at 

the convention. The practice here in Galaxy Quest is not an innovative technique (one need only think 

of the desert-playing big band in Mel Brook’s spoof Blazing Saddles), but brings a new component to 

Trek itself, a greater amount of self-awareness for comedic effect.  

 For the theme itself, Galaxy Quest uses the Star Trek fanfare as a source of inspiration. Newman 

himself admitted in an interview that he drew on the franchise’s musical past for his score: “I did a 

little bit, here and there, especially at the beginning. The first cue, definitely.”55 The introductory 

melody mirrors the form of both The Original Series and The Next Generation themes. Solo horn in 

moderate tempo introduces a melody whose contour parallels the fanfare (Figure 167). The incipient 

 

Figure 167: David Newman, Galaxy Quest, Opening Cue [00:00:19]56 

gesture includes two ascending perfect fourths separated by a whole step. The gesture is not quite Star 

Trek’s successive perfect fourths, but the descending contour in the following measure mimics the 

fanfare (Figure 168). The triplet followed by the melodic downward skip (bt. 2, m. 2, Figure 167) is a 

slight reordering of Star Trek’s theme, in which the triplet follows a descending third. Newman’s  

                                                        

55 Thaxton, “David Newman.”  
56 All transcriptions are my own.  
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Figure 168: Alexander Courage, The Original Series, Fanfare 

shortened second statement (mm. 3-4, Figure 167) likewise mimics the fanfare’s presentation in The 

Original Series title sequence by shifting up a minor third. The Galaxy Quest theme also enters with the 

DreamWorks logo still onscreen. The practice mimics most Trek films, in which the fanfare 

accompanies the paramount logo. The hazy, high-pitched synthesized tones that underscore the 

DreamWorks logo stand in for Star Trek’s descending space theme.  

 Like the divide between the fanfare and beguine in The Original Series, as well as between the 

fanfare and The Next Generation title theme, Newman creates a similar form for his incipient gesture 

and the Galaxy Quest theme that follows it. As James Horner’s score for Wrath of Khan suggests, 

Newman found the beguine too specific and troublesome to incorporate into his score:  

First we talked about parodying the Star Trek theme. The original theme, aside from 
the fanfare, is almost a kind of a lounge melody, with that sort of Latin beat. So we 
toyed with doing that and different sorts of things. Then we came up with a little bit 
more of a straighter concept, not so apparently parodying the original television 
show.57 
 

References to Star Trek continue in the theme’s main body, but are more subdued. Newman’s theme 

consists mainly of stepwise motion (Figure 169). Like the title themes for The Next Generation, Deep  

                                                        

57 Thaxton, “David Newman.” 
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Figure 169: Newman, Galaxy Quest, Title Theme 

Space Nine, and Voyager, his theme follows a common ABAA form, but with restrained connections to 

Trek. For example, the opening gesture of each phrase is an inversion of the fanfare’s successive perfect 

fourths while also a compression of The Next Generation theme’s opening triadic arpeggio. Likewise, in 

section B, the ascending octave (m. 9) is broken up by the C into a perfect fourth and perfect fifth. 

The leap also mirrors that in the B section of The Next Generation theme. One can also hear the gesture’s 

connection to Dennis McCarthy’s ascending leaps in both the film Generations and television series Deep 

Space Nine. The fanfare, and its musical progeny, seems to be a point of reference, but Newman does 

not provide a carbon copy. Indeed, with its largely stepwise motion, Newman’s tune seems more 

hummable, an infectious earworm.   
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As in many film remakes, Newman’s theme draws on the aura of Star Trek’s past rather than 

its outright memory.58 Galaxy Quest invokes Star Trek not to necessarily reenact it in the present, but 

almost as an exercise in postmodern pastiche. Jameson defines the nostalgia film as centered in 

conveying “pastness” with the “glossy qualities of the image,” but a musical score’s own glossy qualities 

can aid as well.59 Here, Newman’s musical references to Star Trek’s legacy can be read as glossy sonic 

imprints. Although Star Trek’s fanfare does not appear in direct quotation, the similarities in Galaxy 

Quest’s theme seeks to capture that “privileged lost object of desire,” that attempt to recapture an 

idealized past.60 In so doing, the Star Trek fanfare as musical text can receive a negative connotation. 

Like Jacques Attali’s arguments centered in musical noise that lulls the viewer into submission, the 

fanfare operates as a veiled suture that frames the opening and closing sequences in the film.61 This 

stitched pastiche seems to reify The Original Series’ unquestioning, less complicated utopia by presenting 

it within a film-world where the actors discover that the façade in which they participated does in fact 

exist. The final scene, the title credits for the new Galaxy Quest series, seems to confirm this 

interpretation through its musical underscore. The title theme appears in full, but rather than 

maintaining the tinny, hollow sound from the diegetic sequences of the first Galaxy Quest series at the 

fan convention that opens the film, the theme appears in a robust full orchestra, with added 

countermelodies and busy orchestral accompaniment figures. The crew’s dreams to return to their past 

                                                        

58 Thomas Leitch, “Twice-Told Tales: Disavowal and the Rhetoric of the Remake,” in Dead Ringers: The Remake 
in Theory and Practice, eds. Jennifer Forrest and Leonard R. Koos (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 2002), 44. 
59 Jameson, Postmodernism, 287. 
60 Jameson, Postmodernism, 19. 
61 Attali maintains that for modern generations, music is necessary as background noise to provide a sense of 
security. Noise: The Political Economy of Music, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1985), 3. 
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through a new manifestation seem realized, centered in acknowledgment of their experiences as real 

and true. References to Star Trek’s darker moments, such as the tendency for no-name extras to die at 

the beginning of away missions, are glossed over with humor throughout the film. When the crew 

arrive on a foreign planet and think nothing of approaching a group of alien beings, Guy mockingly 

questions them, “did you guys ever watch the show? [00:51:36].”62 Despite this meta-awareness, the film 

seems focused on the actors’ rose-tinged nostalgia for their past successes, a metaphor for Star Trek’s 

own reiteration of its established utopian goals from The Original Series.  

Even as Galaxy Quest weaves together its stylistic references from Star Trek’s past in a sort of 

postmodern pastiche, Trek fans have continued to find meaningful experiences in watching the film. 

Voting to include it among canonic Trek films places it on more equal footing. Perhaps Galaxy Quest, 

framed by nostalgia but with self-awareness of that construct, suggests a model for the postmodern 

film. The filmmakers have knowingly stitched together those elements while poking fun at Star Trek’s 

quirks. Viewers are meant to notice the conceit. They too, know the artificiality of the construction. 

Although nostalgia tends to be associated with old and middle age, even the very young can exhibit 

wistfulness for their pasts:  

perhaps more than other motivations, nostalgic impulses for re-viewing signal how 
individuals within a generation comprehend not only themselves and their peer group 
but also broader histories that define their social experience.63  
 

Perhaps this nostalgia is only temporary—a digression to remember and feel included, and find 

resonance with those parts that they found most attractive about the franchise, while making light of 

                                                        

62 Italics added by author 
63 Barbara Klinger, “Once is Not Enough: The Functions and Pleasures of Repeat Viewings,” in Beyond the 
Multiplex: Cinema, New Technologies, and the Home (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
2006), 175.  
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its flaws. The process in and of itself becomes a ritual, a chance to remember and revisit the ideologies 

tied to their original presentation, but without diving too deep. Disassociating those moments from 

history may prove problematic, but Galaxy Quest at least seems to acknowledge the problem, if it fails 

to provide a solution.64  

In this circular line of thought, Star Trek’s legacy, both ideological and musical, reiterates the 

problems within Flinn’s reading of film music as ahistorical. Components of Star Trek’s past appear, 

and those fans who are aware of their intricacies can recognize the references as well as their ties to 

the franchise’s past. In its constant bombardment of stylistic markers, Galaxy Quest seems to oscillate 

between knowing parody and an emptier, postmodern pastiche, all style and little substance in a 

continual present of commodified consumption. The film becomes a prime example of yet another 

impressive collection of visual images and sonic icons.65 But through Galaxy Quest’s meta-narrative, in 

which the characters themselves are actors from a television series, the film suggests an awareness of 

this web—a doubling of the speech act that presents new codes rather than messages. Both constructs, 

the asemantic and the historical, can present themselves in glimpses and fleeting traces. As in the 

communication of any text, viewers can and will retain an awareness of both of contexts.66 Galaxy Quest 

emphasizes this encoding through the desires of its main characters, who themselves wish to recapture 

that lost magical time when their show was still on air. Their fandom’s own desires encircle them: 

                                                        

64 Here Galaxy Quest’s postmodern pastiche separates itself from Star Trek 2009’s retrofuturist underpinnings. 
The 2009 film places its perspective in a new reality of lived existence in the present, while Galaxy Quest offers 
nostalgic escapism—but escapism in which the film itself is aware of its escapism. 
65 Jameson, Postmodernism, 18. 
66 Lotman, Culture and Explosion, 32. 
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conventions, which frame the film’s beginning and end, depict fans reliving the fictionalized past made 

real in a continual—but artificial—present. 

Through both its ties to Star Trek’s legacy and its use in the film, Galaxy Quest’s title theme 

allows the timelessness of the continual present to take hold. It centers itself in Star Trek’s familiar, 

soothing discourse and draws on that memory without directly invoking it. Star Trek’s own 34-year 

history (at the time of the film’s premiere) had already completed the heavy lifting. As a musical text, 

the fanfare’s encoding can be referenced fluidly with humor while simultaneously re-inscribing Star 

Trek’s well-known construct. Because of Trek’s longevity and ties to the genre science fiction television 

in general, even less attuned viewers can discern both its humorous and more meaningful aspects. 

Galaxy Quest was made with a cast and crew who had grown up with Star Trek on television and in 

theatres; its “individual existential memory” rang strong.67 It is this self-awareness, perhaps a variation 

of self-deprecating humor, that has allowed the film to thrive.68  

The Galaxy Quest crew may prevail with a new series at the film’s end, but it seems more a 

conscious choice among possibilities, like other works of fanfiction that consciously chose alternate 

directions using Star Trek’s content. The pervasive use of Galaxy Quest’s theme throughout the film 

suggests that it is employed as a strategy, a tactic to enhance the film’s bridges between parody and 

pastiche on a musical plane. For example, when the Galaxy Quest actors realize the risk of their 

                                                        

67 Jameson, Postmodernism, 19.  
68 One might be tempted to invoke Bretolt Brecht’s “epic drama,” in which the artifice of self-awareness leads 
to the audience’s reflective detachment rather than emotional involvement. Yet in Galaxy Quest, the Trek 
referentiality does not crate an alienated sensibility. Rather, many viewers have found deep emotional resonance 
in the film. Its ranking by fans as another enjoyable Star Trek film problematizes common conceptions of both 
parody and pastiche while also highlighting the continued meaningful experiences viewers find in consuming 
both Star Trek and its related content. 
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involvement on the real-life space-ship, the theme appears with both chromatic alterations and in a 

whole tone scale (Figure 170). The crew  

 

Figure 170: Galaxy Quest [00:35:35] 

are shown footage of Sarris torturing a Thermian. Fearful for their own lives, the actors wish to return 

to Earth. The theme’s mutated appearance as they rush to the transporter pods sounds more comical 

than indicative of their fear, as if confirming Sarris’ status as playing at evil rather than evil incarnate. 

The ascending fourth is shortened to minor third and minor second, while the descending contour 

shifts to outline a whole tone. The moment may be analogous to the fanfare’s alterations in “The 

Enemy Within,” in which chromaticism infects the fanfare to depict the morally corrupt and angry 

Kirk. In Galaxy Quest, the gesture seems more akin to Jameson’s empty parody, a marker of style used 

for comedic effect—but consciously and intentionally so.69  

Yet the theme also captures the actors’ genuine emotions. When the truth behind the historical 

documents is revealed to Mathesar, the crew feel great shame in their willful deceit of their burgeoning 

friend. Nesmith feels shame in his deceit of someone who so willingly trusted his leadership, someone 

                                                        

69 Indeed, it is as if the moment is a pastiche of musical parody itself. For example, musical deformations and 
fragments of the fanfare occur with greater frequency in Deep Space Nine and Voyager than in past Star Trek 
entries. Their manipulation of the fanfare could be construed as moving toward modernist parody, whose 
satirical context can be both cruel and dangerous. While the fanfare is not used toward satirical ends in Deep 
Space Nine and Voyager, its deformations suggest more nuanced problematizing of past renditions of Star Trek’s 
utopian aims. In Galaxy Quest, the musical deformation seems more akin to comedic mimicry.  
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who seemed to actually believe in his abilities. A minor variation of the theme quietly enters in solo 

piano (Figure 171). The theme’s instrumentation is clichéd, but the moment still feels emotionally  

 

Figure 171: Galaxy Quest [1:05:15] 

sincere, while the reverberation in the sound-mixing allows their interaction to feel close and intimate. 

It is the first time Nesmith apologizes to anyone in the film. The theme, then, shifts from Star Trek 

pastiche to emotional core, much like the Star Trek fanfare comes to symbolize the Enterprise crew 

and their camaraderie. Tracing its appearances serves as a metaphor through which to understand 

Galaxy Quest’s layered contextualized meanings. By ending with the emergence of a new television 

series, in which the actors have bridged their differences, Galaxy Quest provides a fleeting glimpse of 

something beyond pastiche, a more affectionate parody analogous to fondness for The Original Series 

that in part led to the creation of The Next Generation. Conscious acceptance acknowledges the film’s 

pastiche while simultaneously finding something of value within the original to re-inscribe once more. 

The original cast members return to their continuing story in a positive light.  

 Galaxy Quest’s relations to Star Trek, its fandom, and their interactions—not solely but 

especially through its musical content—blurs the distinction between studio product and fanfiction. A 

metaphorical exploration of what that fandom means to re-iterate the negotiation of “power and 

control between producers and ‘poachers.’”70 Fandom itself can be considered as a negotiated form of 

                                                        

70 R. McCulloch, V. Crisp, J Hickman, and S. Janes, “Of Proprietors and Poachers: Fandom as Negotiated 
Brand Ownership” Participations 10: 1 (2013): 325.  
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brand ownership. Indeed, Linda Hutcheon contends that “through a double process of installing and 

ironizing, parody signals how present representations come from past ones and what ideological 

consequences derive from both continuity and difference.”71 The devaluation of something into a 

stylistic marker is itself a political act, and shows how ideological interpretation can never free itself 

from the subjective. The “infinite regress into textuality” that results in Jameson’s pastiche is, for 

Hutcheon, a way to not only illustrate how interpretation remains ideological but also question any 

claims of ultimate truth.72 Hutcheon differs from Jameson, who considers postmodern parody as 

indicative of an era that has lost its ability to provide effective political critique, and her arguments 

present their own difficulties more tangential to our purposes here, but they do provide a helpful 

framework for Galaxy Quest’s self-conscious humor that circles back on itself. The film may be pieced 

together with stylistic allusions, but they present only one thread that does not negate other 

possibilities, nor do they erase past meanings. Fans can continue to re-watch Star Trek and (re)create 

their own meaningful Trek interactions and experiences. The very act of devaluation into textual 

markers allows the potential for new meanings to assert themselves: repetition becomes a kind of fluid 

rhythm that is “raised to the level of meaning and meanings are formed in rhythm.”73 Much like Flinn’s 

utopian construct, it is broached by fleeting, incomplete moments—almost fleeting modernist parody, 

or at least something not too far removed from its framework. Depending on the components one 

chooses to focus upon—the features that count—multiple interpretations can surface. The practice 

may draw heavily on nostalgia that minimizes historicity, but their very consumption itself allows for 

                                                        

71 Linda Hutcheon, The Politics of Postmodernism (New York: Routledge, 1989), 93.  
72 Hutcheon, Politics of Postmodernism, 95.  
73 Lotman, “Autocommunication: ‘I’ and ‘Other’ as Adressees,” in Universe of the Mind: A Semiotic Theory of 
Culture, trans. Ann Shukman (London: I.B. Tauris, 1990), 33.  
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continued meaningful experiences that go deeper than Jameson’s empty pastiche. Simply put, Galaxy 

Quest’s audiovisual components may encapsulate Jameson’s framework, but the film’s extra layer of 

meta-awareness—although lacking the full bite of modernist parody—can offer a subtle critique 

through the emotional resonance rather than alienation it offers.  

 

The Fanfare and Amateur Film Productions 

Fans’ poaching of Star Trek’s varied installments for their own creations has been no stranger to the 

franchise. Two of the most popular genres used in Trek literary fanfiction date back to the 1960s. In 

hurt/comfort (h/c), one Trek character experiences a traumatizing experience and is nursed to health 

by the other. Slash fanfiction depicts romantic homosexual relationships between characters. The genre 

continues to be one of the most prolific in Star Trek fanfiction, with countless stories centered in Kirk 

and Spock’s romantic entanglements.74 Their subverted relationship has accrued such traction in Trek 

fandom that many viewers balked at the introduction of a romance between Uhura and Spock in J.J. 

Abram’s 2009 film reboot.75 As even a cursory search of fanfiction.net demonstrates, the possibility of 

a love triangle between the three characters has generated dozens of new stories. Fans have and will 

continue to produce new content in dialogue with canonic works. The exchange of shared knowledge 

in dialogue remains a tenet of fan culture.76  

                                                        

74 Constance Penley, NASA/Trek: Popular Science and Sex in America (New York: Verso, 1997), 116-31.  
75 Henry Jenkins, “Five Ways to Start a Conversation about the New Star Trek Film” Confessions of an Aca-Fan: 
The Official Web-Blog of Henry Jenkins, 12 May 2009, accessed 14 December 2016, http://henryjenkins.org/2009/ 
05/five_ways_to_start_a_conversat.html. 
76 Lucy Bennett, “Tracing Textual Poachers: Reflections on the Development of fan studies and digital fandom” 
Journal of Fandom Studies 2/1 (2014): 9.  
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 To that end, fan-made films and television series are no stranger to Star Trek. Between 1995 

and 2016, the franchise has inspired hundreds of installments (Table 3). The chart’s second column  

Table 3: Star Trek Audiovisual Fan Productions 

 

provides some grounding for when these fan productions place themselves in Trek’s timeline. Many of 

the installments feature prominent Trek actors, including George Takei, Walter Koenig, and Nichelle 

Nichols from The Original Series. The chart also indicates that films, television series, and audio series 
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that go beyond home-video productions have increased exponentially in the past eleven years. (It is 

worth noting that the video-sharing site YouTube launched in February of 2005.) To cover each 

installment in detail surpasses available time and space here. Three Trek fan productions, the widely 

regarded first, Paragon’s Paragon, and the two most recent, Renegades and Prelude to Axanar, illustrate the 

varied content Star Trek has inspired beyond its trademark owners. These choices are not meant to be 

definitive accounts of music in fanfiction films and television series. Rather, they serve as examples of 

the expanded potential of Star Trek’s own musical texts and scoring practices.  

 One of the earliest films, Paragon’s Paragon (1974) by John Cosentino, was an unofficial 

adaptation of an early Star Trek spinoff novel by James Bilsh, Spock Must Die (1970). Cosentino shot 

the hour-long film on 16mm film with a full-size recreation of The Original Series bridge and budget of 

$2,000.77 For his score, Cosentino largely relied on hazy synthesized renditions of The Original Series 

fanfare and beguine. Increasingly affordable computer hardware and software, however, has opened 

the possibility for more complex editing processes by amateurs. Combined with the advent of digital 

platforms, their distribution reach has moved worldwide. 

 Star Trek: Renegades was released on YouTube on 24 August 2015. Largely funded through 

crowdsourcing, the film’s producers submitted the production to CBS as a spec television pilot, but 

the network declined to option the series.78 Tim Russ, who played Tuvok in Voyager, and Koenig 

(Chekov in The Original Series) reprised their roles for the film. Russ also directed the film, again blurring 

the distinction between studio creation and fanfiction. Renegade’s premise continues a thread not unlike 

                                                        

77 Per Cosentino’s own admission on his personal website. ParagonsParagon, accessed 15 December 2016, https:/ 
/paragonsparagon.com.  
78 Derreck Mayer, “CBS Says No to Star Trek: Renegades” Heroes Podcast Network, 20 August 2015, accessed 13 
December 2016, http://griddaily.com/cbs-no-star-trek-renegades.  
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a season four plot of Deep Space Nine, in which Starfleet is infiltrated by the Dominion empire.79 Set ten 

years after the events of Voyager, the 90-minute pilot episode of Renegades follows a group of criminals 

and misfits assembled to undertake a covert mission when suspicion arises that Starfleet has been 

compromised by enemy agents.80 Admiral Chekov turns to Commander Tuvok, the new head of 

Starfleet’s autonomous intelligence organization, to prevent disaster. The crew, comprised of criminals, 

must work together to save the Federation. Darker themes and moral ambivalence prevail.  

 The film has received mixed reviews from fans and critics alike. Drew Turney of moviehole.net 

provides one of the most cogent summaries:  

 The story of Star Trek: Renegades has quite a cool premise. The execution is a little less 
successful, the script feeling a bit under-written and too full of corny tropes that went 
out of fashion in the sci-fi of the 80s. […] It’s clear the team behind the movie loves 
the Star Trek name, and diehard fans are likely to be far more forgiving of the flaws 
than most. […] But it’s very hard to be down on what’s essentially fan fiction made 
on a shoestring by people who’ve given it their hearts and souls.81 

 
On YouTube alone, the film has amassed over two million views, with 18,254 likes and only 1,131 

dislikes. One top commenter has noted, “that was good shit right there. Gene Roddenberry would be 

proud. Keep it up!”82 Others claim the film is truer to The Original Series than anything else CBS or 

Paramount had created since then.83 

                                                        

79 “Paradise Lost,” 8 January 1996.  
80 The plot simultaneously mirrors the DC Comics “Suicide Squad,” adapted to film in 2016, in which a group 
of superhero criminals are recruited to save the world. 
81 Drew Turney, “Star Trek: Renegades Review” Moviehole.net, 10 August 2015), accessed 13 December 2016, http: 
//moviehole.net/201594127star-trek-renegades-review.  
82 User CrazyBear65, YouTube, October 2016, accessed 13 December 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=eE2Wgop9VLM.  
83 “CBS are a bunch of enormous assholes. They prevent the making of further episodes but manage to turn 
the original Star Trek into a big farce. This is way more faithful to the original series (all of them) than the 
current 'remakes' are. This is pure spite on their part. "If we can't make a proper series then no one else will 
either". They should have jumped at the opportunity and turned this into a proper official Star Trek series.” 
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 Despite its relational ties to Trek canon, Renegades features little recognizable music from the 

franchise. On his website, composer Justin R. Durban admits that “there was only one scene where I 

consciously wrote an homage back to the original Trek films, and that music cue didn’t make the final 

cut of the film.”84 The film’s cue over the title credits over, suggests some connection to Star Trek’s 

musical brand (Figure 172). Placed in unison horn, the theme outlines several ascending octaves broken 

up by perfect fourths and fifths, like Galaxy Quest’s B section in its title theme. The first gesture of the 

 

Figure 172: Justin R. Durban, Star Trek: Renegades, Title Theme [00:02:20] 

theme (mm. 1-3) follows the overall contour of the fanfare with similar rhythmic profile: ascending 

leaps followed by descending thirds. The second phrase (m. 5-7) outlines another octave, but its 

stepwise descent to F on the downbeat faintly echoes the fanfare’s own successive fourths. The fanfare 

itself does not appear, but by focusing on specific features most frequently used in Star Trek’s own 

iterations, its imprint can be traced. The theme may not appear with great frequency throughout the 

film, but its entrance here frames what follows, providing some orientation for the viewer. Even 

presented with a Federation beset by internal chaos, links to the fanfare, and the less complicated 

utopia it often represents, remain. Following Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s example, Renegades offers 

the dream of The Original Series’ straightforward utopia as the end goal.85 For some viewers, the film 

                                                        

User Rob Baartwijk, YouTube, August 2016, accessed 13 December 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=eE2Wgop9VLM.  
84 Justin Durban, “Feature Films: Star Trek: Renegades,” JustinDurban,com, 2 August 2015, accessed 13 December 
2016, http://www.justindurban.com/star-trek-renegades-2015/.  
85 See pages 175-81 in Chapter Three.  
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might be truer to Roddenberry’s vision, which creates blurred distinctions between the categories of 

canon and fanfiction. An effective signifier, Renegades’ title theme offers one possible connection. Yet 

in so doing, it expands the fanfare’s potential through that very linkage. 

 Here, Bertha Chin’s critique of Jenkin’s labeling of fans as textual poachers provides helpful 

elucidation. Chin argues that fan culture and practices of cultural production that exist in the twenty-

first century reverberate “the principles of the gift economy rather than the socially subordinated 

position of fans as textual poachers, which places fandom as an act of resistance.”86 Per Chin, the 

concept of textual poaching, although still valuable, no longer adequately encapsulates contemporary 

fan practices and engagement with texts, because “fans collaborate with the commercial culture they 

allegedly poach from as much as they resist commercial culture’s attempts at controlling them.”87 In 

Star Trek, some fans may fuel narratives resistant to the commercial entity, but many contribute their 

own creations as the continuation of a conversation, picking up threads that canonic entries set aside, 

like those in Voyager and Deep Space Nine. Moreover, the fragmentation of fan cultures, with clusters 

communicating and interacting on different social media platforms, should caution one from arriving 

at broader conclusions.88 Differences in fan communities allow differing meanings to surface. 

Treatment of Star Trek’s musical texts and codes offers but one avenue for understanding those 

relationships. Renegades’ closing credits demonstrate how fanfiction can take Star Trek in different 

directions from its official brand. Durban’s final musical cue contains none of his thematic material 

from the film’s opening, and moves through several variations of a percussive chromatic melody 

                                                        

86 Bertha Chin, “From Textual Poachers to Textual Gifters: Exploring Fan Community and Celebrity in the 
Field of Fan Cultural Production” (Ph.D. dissertation, Cardiff University, Cardiff, Wales, UK, 2010), 2. 
87 Chin, “From Textual Poachers,” 2.  
88 Bennett, “Tracing Textual Poachers,” 12. 
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uncommon to Star Trek’s framing musical devices. The lack of title theme and chromaticism end the 

film with a cloud of uncertainty.  

 Collaborators from professional Trek installments may be involved in the production of 

Renegades, but their actions are oriented toward fandom culture, in which creators and consumers 

engage with the text in a more communal atmosphere, working together to generate a vision of Star 

Trek’s utopia. Fans’ posted comments on open public forums about film provide a new dimension to 

the creation of meaning within Star Trek’s musical. One commenter notes, “the music started out ok, 

but became distracting and didn't fit in with what I'm used to with the network series style.”89 The 

nature of the comment, posted in tandem with the text it critiques, posits an atmosphere of communal 

reimagining rather than textual revision. Paul Booth’s more recent work on digital fandom finds the 

shift in the distinction between intertextuality and intra-textuality: 

Once it may have been possible to read a fictional work and never encounter a critique 
of that work. Now, however, blog fiction not only includes but also actively seeks 
critique and input. It is now nearly impossible not to encounter critiques on blogs as 
comments. As fanfiction writers write on a blog, they not only intertextually 
contribute to the ongoing discussion about the extant media object, but they also 
intra-textually construct that text itself through their own playful contributions.90  
 

Booth applies his model to literary fanfiction, but his reasoning finds relevance in the continuing 

installments fans provide of their audiovisual creations. The creators behind Renegades began 

production on its second episode soon after releasing the film on YouTube. Although Renegades was 

also offered to fans on DVD, new rules from Paramount and CBS concerning the distribution of fan 

films make streaming platforms like YouTube one of the few available means to share these works. 

                                                        

89 User SuperNewKittie, YouTube, September 2016, accessed 13 December 2016, https://www.youtube.com/w 
atch?v=eE2Wgop9VLM.  
90 Booth, Digital Fandom, 51.  
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Unless actively disabled, comments become part of the text itself, as viewers respond and interact with 

it.91 Fans can also respond to the film’s Facebook page and Twitter account; links to both are provided 

with the film on YouTube. The film’s YouTube page also includes a separate discussion section for 

fans to discuss various aspects of the text but also discuss forthcoming episodes.92 This continuing 

dialogue offers a prime opportunity to see how textuality can begin, where it comes from, as well as 

how the text and audience meet.93 

 Fewer musical connections to Star Trek’s official installments in its more recent fan-created 

content is perhaps explained by the list of requirements for fan productions that Paramount released 

in June 2016. Paramount created the list in response to increased professional quality of several 

ostensibly amateur Star Trek productions. Traditionally, Paramount has allowed fan-made productions 

to move forward so long as the creators agree not to sell any merchandise or make a profit from the 

finished product.94 The 2014 documentary-style short film, Prelude to Axanar caused that understanding 

to implode. Christian Gossett, a long-time Trek fan, used Kickstarter to raise over $100,000 for the 

project, which then debuted at the San Diego Comic-Con. The film recounts the events surrounding 

the Battle of Axanar, a major clash between the Federation and Klingon Empire several years before 

the events of The Original Series. Gary Graham reprised as role as the Vulcan Soval from Enterprise. 

Gossett made the film to demonstrate that high quality Trek films could be made on shoestring budgets.  

                                                        

91 Booth traces this process with meticulous detail. Digital Fandom, 43-7.  
92 See https://www.youtube.com/user/StarTrekRenegades/discussion  
93 Chin explores this development of textuality through her study of web discussion sites dedicated to the Lord 
of the Rings film adaptations, in which users began posting about film texts that did not yet even exist. Chin, 
“From Textual Poachers,” 120.  
94 Alan Devenish, “The Quest to Make a Studio-Quality Star Trek on a Kickstarter Budget” Wired.com, 22 July 
2014, accessed 12 December 2016, https://www.wired.com/2014/07/star-trek-axanar-fan-film/.  
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 The film’s success encouraged Gossett to create a feature-length film for an early 2016 release. 

Through Kickstarter he raised over $600,000, in part through George Takei’s public support of the 

project.95 But in December 2015, Paramount and CBS filed a lawsuit against Gossett, claiming that the 

film infringed on their rights using the Klingon language and “innumerable elements of Star Trek, 

including its settings, characters, species, and themes.”96 The filmmakers remained in litigation until 

January 2017, at which point Paramount and Gossett settled the lawsuit. Axanar will be released as two 

fifteen-minute segments on YouTube without advertisements. Gossett will also adhere to Paramount’s 

new requirements for audiovisual content created by fans, and thus minimize its references to Star Trek 

proper.97 Despite listing an incredible minutia of detail, including characters, dialogue, settings, and 

moods that infringe on the franchise’s copyright, however, CBS and Paramount’s complaint has never 

once mentioned or addressed musical content.  

 The opening minute of Prelude to Axanar nevertheless includes several allusions to Star Trek’s 

musical legacy. Composer Alexander Bornstein draws on the franchise’s musical shorthand to establish 

bonafides with Trek canon. After the initial logo sequence, planetary visuals, accompanied by a raspy 

voice providing a star-date, are accompanied by high string pedal and descending piano line that closely 

mimics the space theme from The Original Series (Figure 173). The piano’s first chord presents a  

                                                        

95 Elizabeth Howell, “George Takei Helps Beam $650K To Star Trek Fan Film” Space.com, 27 August 2014, 
accessed 13 December 2016, http://www.space.com/26954-star-trek-axanar-george-takei-film.html.  
96 Eriq Gardner, “Crowdfunded Star Trek Movie Draws Lawsuit from Paramount, CBS” The Hollywood Reporter, 
30 December 2015, accessed 13 December 2016, http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/crowdfunded-
star-trek-movie-draws-851474.  
97 Eriq Gardner, “CBS, Paramount Settle Lawsuit Over Star Trek Fan Film,” The Hollywood Reporter, 20 January 
2017, accessed 23 January 2017, http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/cbs-paramount-settle-lawsuit-
star-trek-fan-film-966433.  
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Figure 173: Alexander Bornstein, Prelude to Axanar, Opening Cue [00:00:25] 

harmonic version of the space theme’s melodic descending fourth before continuing with a descending 

minor seventh. In so doing, Bornstein compresses Courage’s original melody and omits one pitch. The 

G pedal in the strings, which is gradually doubled in the bass, lends an ominous feel like the fanfare’s 

entrance in Wrath of Khan. In so doing, Prelude mimics Galaxy Quest’s own postmodernist reenactment 

of Star Trek, but does so with different means toward different ends. Because the piano repeats the 

descending seventh four times rather than sounding The Original Series’ more sequential gesture, the cue 

suggests uncertainty. It lacks forward momentum, but the tension from the growing string pedal 

suggests encroaching danger. Indeed, the voiceover text suggests the city depicted onscreen is about 

to face destruction. The solo horn that follows (mm. 6-9) similarly mimics the fanfare’s successive 

fourths through melodic inversion. Its final ascending sequence (mm. 9-11) allows the fanfare to ring 

more clearly, but its augmented rhythm alters the fanfare’s more usual musical promise. Here, it sounds 

more as harbinger of death and war, much like the death knell in solo trumpet the follows Kirk’s 

presumed death in Generations. Rather than assuring a utopia in which Kirk and the Enterprise crew 

defeat an old foe in Wrath of Khan, Prelude centers itself in a hard-fought vicious war with the Klingon 

Empire that maintains an impression of uncertain victory. 
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 In a film crafted explicitly by and for Star Trek fans, the connections to the fanfare in the film’s 

opening sequence are no accident. The space theme and fanfare continue to appear throughout the 21-

minute film. They disappear at the film’s close, however, reiterating the film’s title as a prelude to the 

actual Battle of Axanar. Trek’s promise cannot come into being until after the Federation win a decisive 

victory. Here then, the fanfare may seem but a stylistic marker centered in nostalgia for Trek’s past, but 

the film’s YouTube responses, its intra-textual contents that signal a doubling of Lotman’s speech act, 

suggest otherwise. The top comment states, “amazing that a fan-made short film can have more depth 

and story than Star Trek Into Darkness. Awesome work!”98 Several other commenters echo the 

sentiment, wishing that Abrams’ Trek appeared more like the film.99 Digital fandom allows fan 

communities to simultaneously grow and splinter into several of their own factions, each with different 

conceptions of Trek’s meaning. One user, long-down-voted, states, “I liked when Star Trek would like 

explore strange new worlds and had a hopeful view of the future.”100 In Prelude, the fanfare remains, 

but its characteristics have been altered to fit within the more uncertain premise. Although the film 

mirrors the ambivalence of Deep Space Nine and Voyager, this short film more openly modifies the 

fanfare. The alterations to its presentation render it less recognizable—Paramount’s own lawsuit 

                                                        

98 User Mark Cavaroc, Prelude to Axanar, YouTube, December 2015, accessed 12 December 2016, https://www. 
youtube.com/watch?v=1W1_8IV8uhA.  
99 “To be honest, I think that this is what the Abrams Trek should cover more of. The Abrams Trek wants to 
focus on the space battles, so focus on space battles like this. Especially when you are doing an essential 
franchise reboot, you're going to need more characters and species that fans know and love to warm them up 
to the idea of your new take on their beloved. Klingons in the second movie only showed for...” user Matthew 
Brower, Prelude to Axanar, YouTube, December 2015, accessed 15 December 2016, https://www.youtube.com 
/watch?v=1W1_8IV8uhA; and “this puts Abrams’ Star Trek to shame,” user Keith Kemper, Prelude to Axanar, 
YouTube, August 2016, accessed December 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W1_8IV8uhA.  
100 On some social media platforms like YouTube and Reddit, those with an account may like or dislike other’s 
comments. Down-voting refers disapproval or disagreement with the post or poster. User CornDogMaker, 
Prelude to Axanar, YouTube, September 2016, accessed 16 December 2016, https://ww 
w.youtube.com/watch?v=1W1_8IV8uhA. 
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deposition failed to notice the connection. The fanfare becomes changed for a new context. Because 

the fanfare’s elements have been frequently invoked and altered throughout Star Trek’s history, they 

more fluidly move into differing contexts. In drawing on the fanfare’s defining characteristics, Prelude 

may verge on nostalgic, empty pastiche, but viewers’ own comments indicate authentic, meaningful 

experiences in consuming the film such that that those stylistic allusions seem reborn anew. Fan’s intra-

textual relationships with the text itself suggest a vocal counterbalance. 

 For the present, fans can likewise continue to draw on Star Trek’s musical content, albeit 

through subtle allusion rather than outright quotation. But nor do they require that direct quotation; 

fifty years of continued use has fashioned a musical shorthand that can be fluidly invoked when desired. 

Paramount’s list of rules for all fan-created films does not specifically mention music or sound 

requirements.101 Some rules do affect its creation, as no previous collaborators on any official Star Trek 

production can be involved. These new rules stipulate that  

The content in the fan production must be original, not reproductions, recreations or 
clips from any Star Trek production. If non-Star Trek third party content is used, all 
necessary permissions for any third-party content should be obtained in writing.102 
 

The rule is written broadly enough that it seems musical content could be interpreted as under this 

umbrella. Yet because of Star Trek’s musical shorthand, its constructed iconicity that films like Prelude 

and Renegades both reference, fans can draw veiled references to as well as expand franchise’s musical 

web. Likewise, it is worth reiterating that neither Renegades nor Prelude are the only or definitive versions 

of their genre. As examples of Trek’s audiovisual fanfiction, they continue, in the vein of de Certeau, 

                                                        

101 See Appendix B.  
102 “Fan Films,” Startrek.com, CBS Entertainment, 23 June 2016, accessed 13 December 2016, 
http://www.startrek .com/fan-films.   
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to present strategies and tactics for Star Trek’s envisioning of a future, utopian society. They are 

possibilities among the many that exist simultaneously. 

 

Musical Fandom, Vidding, and Digital Ephemera 
Star Trek fans have long mined the franchise’s audiovisuals to create content that is neither a traditional 

film nor part of a continuing series. Generally short videos, fewer than five minutes in length, their 

content can skew toward humorous parody or pastiche: montages of clips from the films and television 

series synced to popular songs; well-known songs reset to lyrics laden with Star Trek references; original 

songs with and without music videos that may or may not contain actual footage or reenactments of 

Star Trek scenes; comedic sketches from shows like Saturday Night Live and MadTV now available 

online; and television commercials uploaded to the internet for their specific consumption rather than 

as filler during an airing of another program. Media platforms like YouTube, Tumblr, Twitter, 

Facebook, LiveJournal, and MySpace have provided fans with outlets to share these new media.  

 The creation of visual montages set to other songs, referred to as “vidding” within media 

fandom, has also been practiced for several decades.103 Fans’ videos have been shown at Trek 

conventions.104 Vids allow fans to explore the source material from new perspectives. They can differ 

                                                        

103 In 2005, media fans celebrated the 30th anniversary of vidding at Vividcon, a convention devoted to the 
practice of vidding itself. Francesca Coppa, “Women, Star Trek, and the Early Development of Fannish 
Vidding” Transformative Works and Cultures 1 (2008): 1.4, accessed 4 December 2016, http://journal.transformat 
iveworks.org/index.php /twc/article/view/44/64.  
104 Coppa provides the account in lucid detail. Kandy Fong made what is arguably the first vid in 1975 with a 
slide show of Star Trek images set to an original filk (fannish folk song). Fong used footage from The Original 
Series’ cutting room floor and used the Beatles video to "Strawberry Fields Forever" as her inspiration. As Fong 
explained in an interview with Coppa: 
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dramatically in tone, content, and audience.105 Typical vids can take 6-8 hours to produce, but more 

elaborate ones require substantially longer time and effort.106 Since the early 2000s, however, the ability 

to share them online, tied with search algorithms, has widened their reach; fans are not as limited by 

geography or their immediate connections. Fans can also more openly contribute to the construction 

of meaning within these ephemera through the communal forums that accompany them. By splintering 

into various online groups focused on their own specific mission statements, fandom has arguably 

entered the postmodern era.107 The media objects themselves seem textbook cases for Jameson’s 

definition of postmodern pastiche, with contents stitched together from Trek’s past as a form of 

nostalgic but humorous entertainment. That humor exists in part through meaningful experiences in 

watching Star Trek’s past media. Fans can and do continue to consume both forms.  

 The musical contents of these digital ephemera, then, provide a unique vantage point through 

which to approach an understanding of the contextualized meanings Star Trek continues to generate. 

Fan practices widely vary, and the intent is not to generalize diverse practices. Rather, these brief 

                                                        

That September [1974], the longest running Star Trek fan club in the world—The United 
Federation of Phoenix—was formed. There I met my future husband, John Fong. He had 
shoeboxes full of pieces of film that were left over from when the episodes were edited. He 
purchased them from Lincoln Enterprises run by Majel Barrett/Roddenberry. We really 
needed something different to show at a club meeting. There was a popular filk song 'What 
do you do with a Drunken Vulcan' and I suggested that we pick out pieces of film that 
seemed to go with the song. Several of the club members & I used a cassette to record the 
song. John made the film pieces into slides so we could show it at a club meeting. I would 
follow the words along in a script & "click" the single projector at certain words. It was very 
popular. 
 

Fong took her slideshow to the Equicon/Filmcon convention. As Fong remembers it, "This was the only 'new' 
Trek since the show had ended & it had people lined up. We had a small room in the lower level & kept 
running it over–over." The video’s success, along with Gene Roddenberry’s approval, encouraged Fong to 
make show more videos at conventions. See Coppa, “Development of Fannish Vidding,” 3.1.  
105 Indeed, vidding itself is often considered its own fandom. 
106 Jenkins, Textual Poachers, 230-35.  
107 Coppa, “A Brief History of Fandom,” 54. 
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examples are intended to show the possibility of music’s role. First, the fan vid “Closer,” by T. Jonesy 

and Killa, illustrates how the genre is more than just fan service to song.108 Rather, they constitute 

visual essays more akin to arts criticism, in which the music tells the story of the visuals.109 “Closer” 

combines footage of Kirk and Spock from The Original Series episode “Amok Time” with the Nine Inch 

Nails song of the same name. The creators scratch and color the footage with sepia tones to match the 

song’s original music video (Figures 174 & 175). But instead of re-visualizing the music, the stitched-  

 

Figure 174: “Closer,” Fan Vid, T. Jonesy and Killa [00:00:17] 

                                                        

108 T. Jonesy and Killa, “Closer,” Fan vid, accessed 2 December 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A 
KaL_T1ud0o.  
109 Coppa, “Development of Fannish Vidding,” 1.1.  
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Figure 175: “Closer,” Music Video, Nine Inch Nails [00:00:16] 

together footage grafts new meaning onto its contents. The vid opens with the text “what if they hadn’t 

made it to Vulcan in time? [00:00:01].” In the episode, Spock must return to his home world or face 

death. He is undergoing pon farr, a hormonal condition male Vulcans experiences periodically 

throughout their adult lives, in which they must copulate or die. This setting places the vid within the 

realm of slash fanfiction, suggesting a homosexual, explicitly sexual rather than romantic relationship 

between Kirk and Spock. Spock becomes a terrifying creature who sexually violates Kirk, an unsettling 

strangeness divorced from Trek canon.   

  Here, the audio becomes the interpretive lens through which to understand the footage; other 

than its sepia tone coloring, the vid makes no reference to the original music video. In this new media 

context, the music re-contextualizes Spock’s character. The context offers new codes to old messages. 

Re-contextualization only occurs because of what has come before it; that is, the music of Star Trek’s 

legacy, which depicts the familiar utopian relationship depicted between Kirk and Spock. In Trek 
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canon, Kirk remains an unviolated leader. The feedback loop that encircles their well-trodden 

relationship allows fans to explore alternate possibilities that seem authentic. “Closer” as vid 

simultaneously allows the exploration of an unsettling, provocative alternative while also protecting 

Trek canon: the scratched sepia tones fashion a barrier that allows the traditional dictums of their 

friendship, encapsulated by the fanfare, to remain intact. But the vid’s closing moments offer traces of 

more profound re-contextualization of the musical text—perhaps a new message within the 

presentation’s code. The closing gesture is a largely stepwise descent in synthesizer with a ping-like 

timbre (Figure 176). No melodic connection exists to Trek’s fanfare, but the accompanying 

 

Figure 176: “Closer,” Fan Vid [00:03:02] 

high-pitched ambient swooshes in the soundscape can allow the sequence to feel analogous to the 

descending space them that precedes it. This is most assuredly not to claim that Trent Reznor 

intentionally created a reference to Trek in arguably his best-known song. Rather, based on the specific 

components drawn together in the vid, the features that count, the moment gains a new possible 

meaning for Trek viewers. The vid ends with a lonely shot of Kirk sitting at a table; “Amok Time” ends 

with Kirk and Spock leaving sickbay together. The stark contrast allows a glimpse of an alternative 

Trek, with a similarly alternative possibility of new fanfare, a new musical text. But the entire process 

occurs through the lens of Trek’s canon, against which it is marked. 

 Among fan-made ephemera, “Closer” maintains a much smaller view count on YouTube than 

creations featuring The Next Generation cast. This is not to suggest that fans have not viewed the video 
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elsewhere. Rather, the numbers simply indicate the different texts that circulate within different 

audiences. For example, “The Picard Video” has amassed over four million views between its multiple 

postings on the platform.110 By merging a musical style anathema to Trek’s brand with footage from 

throughout all seven seasons of The Next Generation for humorous effect, the video can elicit a sense of 

nostalgia for the series as a whole (Star Trek has referenced both Western art music and popular song 

alike throughout its history, but never electronic dance music). The music video combines images from 

The Next Generation with edited portions of Captain Picard speaking set to rhythmic patterns. The most 

used portion of text, “Captain Jean Luc Picard of the U.S.S. Enterprise,” serves as a chorus that returns 

throughout the five-minute video. The musical content itself contains no references to previous Trek 

content. Rather, it uses a synthesizer indicative of electronica music. The author, DarkMateria, is based 

in a Tumblr site filled with memes, gifs, and spliced videos of Trek content, often for humorous 

entertainment.  

 Similar to Jameson’s depiction of the nostalgia film, Paul Grainge’s portrayal of nostalgia as a 

cultural style rather than a form of longing for the past can offer some explanation to the online 

popularity of creations like “The Picard Video.” In his discussion of the commodification of nostalgia 

in American culture since the seventies, Grainge proposes that nostalgia has emerged in a cultural 

moment able to access, circulate, and reconfigure the textual traces of the past in new and dynamic 

ways, that has taken up nostalgia in particular representational and taste regimes, and that has generally 

                                                        

110 As of 17 December 2016, “Closer” had amassed 2,187 views on YouTube. Made in 2001, “The Picard 
Video” only gained traction after YouTube’s creation in 2005. Scrolling comments on the video’s main posting 
reveals that many commentators are aware of its history. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6oUz1v17 
Uo&t=46s.  
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disjoined nostalgia from any specific meaning located in the past.111 Rather than implying a wistfulness, 

Grainge argues that this development reflects a new ability to re-view and renegotiate media texts that 

is specific to the late twentieth century. By using footage and dialogue from The Next Generation, “The 

Picard Video” cultivates nostalgia for a past creation, but divorced from its original context that verges 

on pastiche. In setting that dialogue to rhythmic patterns with a continual electronica beat, DarkMateria 

fashions a postmodern text that exists as nostalgic musical pastiche. But yet it exists only because of 

what has come before it, and perhaps inspires viewers to return to the original. As one commenter on 

YouTube states, “this. this is my favorite thing ever. I'm actually watching The Original Series right now 

but might have to go watch a few The Next Generation instead now.”112 In this intra-textual commentary 

on the music video text, viewers can be directed back to the composition’s impetus. Viewers can retain 

attentive to both media contexts.  

 Other videos more explicitly draw on Trek’s musical past in their creation, such as the 

“Hypnotic” video, also starring Captain Picard. The video follows a similar construction to “The Picard 

Video,” using Picard’s dialogue and scenes from The Next Generation for its content. The video begins 

as a scene from the season six “Timescape” (14 June 1993). Picard provides a fond memory of a past 

professor, stating, “he just kept talking, moving from topic to topic, it was really quite hypnotic.” Upon 

the entrance of this line, a pulsating beat enters and pinholes Picard’s statement into a rhythmic a 

pattern, a repetitive hook that continues throughout the rest of the two-minute video. The rhythm is 

accompanied by a truncated version of the space theme that open both The Original Series and Next 

                                                        

111 Paul Grainge, “Nostalgia and Style in Retro America: Moods, Modes and Media Recycling” Journal of 
American Popular Culture 23:1 (2000): 33. 
112 User Hilly1122, “The Picard Video,” YouTube, November 2016, accessed 6 December 2016, https://www.y 
outube.com/watch?v=X6oUz1v17Uo&t=46s 
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Generation title sequences (Figure 177). Rather than a descending sixth before moving stepwise to the 

final pitch on the downbeat of the next measure, DarkMateria truncates the motive to fit into two  

 

Figure 177: The Next Generation, “Hypnotic” 

metrical units by expanding the second descending interval to a seventh. The expansion also provides 

harmonic closure, as the motive now spans an octave. Its continued repetition throughout the two 

minutes of audiovisual material makes the reference unmistakable. The slight alteration allows the 

motive to more easily function as a closed hook. Placed in synthesizer, the gesture simultaneously 

sounds as pastiche of the original space theme for comedic effect. The nostalgic marker of style 

functions as a musical shorthand, a postmodern reference to the past without necessarily any of the 

specific meaning tied to it. But its presence can guide viewers to revisit that past, signified, for The Next 

Generation, by the well-known symbolism within the fanfare. The musical ties remain integral to that 

orientation.  

 The Original Series and Next Generation are not the only installments fans revisit in the creation 

of digital ephemera as musical parody. The 2015 video, “Drop it Like it’s Spock” is a self-proclaimed, 

licensed parody of Snoop Dog’s 2004 hit “Drop it Like it’s Hot.”113 The creation mimics not only 

Snoop Dogg’s song but also its official music video. The newly-written lyrics are divided into two 

verses, the first spoken by Spock and the second by Kirk. References to Star Trek’s content, from 

                                                        

113 The song is available for purchase on iTunes, Amazon, and Google.  
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tribbles in The Original Series to the relationship between Spock and Uhura in Star Trek 2009, abound. 

Their jabs suggest affection for the series, but one with a modicum of modernist bite. One pointed 

lyric even references slash fanfiction community, when Spock states “come mind meld with me” 

echoed in a voice that mimics Takei’s catchphrase “oh my.” The insertion of Takei’s exclamation after 

an intimate Vulcan act (in Vulcan mind-melding, individuals’ thoughts are joined into one while they 

physically embrace) creates a sexualized undertone, a wink to the frequent romantic pairing of Kirk 

and Spock:  

(CHORUS) 
When Uhura’s on the bridge, ma 
Drop it like it’s Spock, (x3) 
When the Klingons try to get at you 
Fly it like it’s Spock, (x3) 
When Kirk is givin’ attitude, 
Pinch it like it’s Spock, (x3) 
Got StarFleet on my chest, my enterprise is the best, 
Don’t need a phaser cuz my stunnin’ eyes do the rest. 
 
VERSE 1 (SPOCK) 
See these Trek fans, see this ship deck 
see my split hand, see this pinch neck 
Be like Vulcan ears and get to the point 
I can guarantee my arguments will never disappoint 
Now observe, my deductions will preserve all my crew 
Without mirth, I’m reserved, I’ll discern what to do, 
I’ll ensure none can cheat the Kobayashi Maru 
Cuz the needs of many outweigh the needs of the few! (Oh!) 
 
Ears on point, logic on par 
Track full of heat like it’s in pon farr 
Drop a fascinating verse, a methodical bar 
As we trek to the stars, Gene’s vision flyin’ hard 
Call me half-blood prince, with no evil goatee, 
Mind meld with me, for a second... (Oh My!) 
Temper I possess, anger I won’t foster, 
I’ll say this till I die; live long and prosper. 
(CHORUS) 
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VERSE 2 (KIRK) 
Captain speaking, reppin’ Star Fleet, 
I’m a ladies man, you hear their hearts beat? 
They call me James T, it stands for Trouble, 
When I roll up on them tribbles with my bass cranked double. 
And I do have the power, freak what you heard otherwise, 
I’m givin it all she’s got on the Starship Enterprise, 
Put the whip in warp and prepare the core, 
I’m bolding going where no man’s gone before (Snap!). 
Red alert, well now you’ve got me fired up, 
Shields up, Imma take ‘em back to Iowa. 
Armed and ready Ki-zerks back to wi-zerk, 
And I always kill the track like it’s got a red shiz-ert. 
Khan-artist, I’m second to none, 
And I’m the class clown baby, set my phasers to fun! 
Captain’s log… I’ve picked up a hotty… 
So beam me up Scotty! (Hey)114 

 
Through their references to both The Original Series and Star Trek 2009’s retrofuturist reimagining 

(notably depicting Kirk as more of a James Dean bad boy), the lyrics merge different incarnations Star 

Trek into one text. But their orientation is directed towards the cinematic reboot. Visually, the video 

mimics the sleeker uniforms in Star Trek 2009. Spock’s appearance also mimics actor Zachary Quinto’s 

paler complexion (Figure 178). Moreover, the chorus reference to Spock and Uhura’s romance centers  

 

                                                        

114 KFaceTV, “Drop it Like it’s Spock,” Music video, YouTube, 17 August 2015, accessed 3 November 2016, htt 
ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-PJ21L8d7k.  
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Figure 178: “Drop it Like it’s Spock” [00:00:41] 

the song in Star Trek 2009’s timeline. The actors’ baggy pants, untucked T-shirts, wearing of sunglasses, 

and making graffiti all reference Snoop Dogg’s video, also place the video within the recent present. 

 The musical hook creator KFaceTV uses to bridge statements of the chorus and verses 

provides the clearest connection to Star Trek 2009 in place of The Original Series. A fragment for Michael 

Giacchino’s score appears in synthesizer and without brass instrumentation (Figure 179). A marker of 

 

Figure 179: “Drop it Like it’s Spock,” Hook, Star Trek 2009 Title Theme 

Abram’s rebooted films, the musical hook Abram’s film itself flirts dangerously close to being 

comprised of empty pastiche as yet another referent within the mix, oriented toward Trek viewers. Yet 
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it does not erase Trek’s past. It is only one possible code, here oriented toward little else but the 

humorous. 

 

The Fanfare and Liveness: Star Trek Concerts and Conventions 

Despite the proliferation of Star Trek content available online, live experiences of Star Trek remain 

popular with longtime fans and franchise novices. Not all fans engage in these events, but their 

continued existence illustrates an influential community within fandom. Official conventions and 

touring concerts may be created and marketed by corporate organizations, but in attending these 

events, fans are placed within a participatory context. In so doing, they create meaning within a space 

shared by creators and consumers. But again, although prominent examples, these venues are only two 

possibilities.115 

 In celebration of Star Trek’s fiftieth year, Star Trek: The Ultimate Voyage promised a concert tour 

of Trek television and film music accompanied by visuals on a large screen and immersive set design. 

Touring over 100 locations internationally from January to April 2016, the experience was marketed as 

not just a concert. The Ultimate Voyage incorporated both live and recorded mediums not just to see the 

films or television episodes, but to hear them. The event’s marketing implied that it was by fans for 

fans, and specifically those who preceded the 2009 cinematic reboot:  

This lavish production includes an impressive live symphony orchestra and 
international special solo instruments. Experience the franchise’s groundbreaking and 
wildly popular musical achievements while the most iconic Star Trek film and TV 
footage is simultaneously beamed in high definition to a 40-foot wide screen. 
 

                                                        

115 For example, filk music continues to attract a strong following, and its community members strongly favor 
live, personal interaction over digital communication. Childs-Helton, “Folk Music in a Digital Age,” 164.  
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The concert will feature some of the greatest music written for the franchise including 
favorites from Star Trek: The Original Series, Star Trek: The Motion Picture, Star Trek II: 
The Wrath of Khan, Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home, Star Trek: Insurrection, Star Trek: The 
Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, Star Trek: Voyager and much more. This live 
event is perfect for music lovers, filmgoers, fans and those looking for a unique 
concert experience.116 

 
Conductor Justin Freer, one of the primary organizers of the tour, related that he was a fan of Captain 

Picard growing up, and that he treasured his experience studying under Jerry Goldsmith. Indeed, he 

sought to highlight Goldsmith’s music, particularly the composer’s score for the Baku in Insurrection.117  

Christopher Smalls’ interrogation of musical performances as phenomenal events provides a 

helpful framework to understand Star Trek’s live, mediated experience in the concert hall. As a concert-

movie, The Ultimate Voyage operated more as a “fan-centered communal event” that involved pre-show 

trivia games and cosplay competitions.118 Fans actively engaged with the audiovisuals as a social affair 

and not just an individual subjective experience. Here, Smalls’ use of the word “musicking” proves 

helpful. Smalls defines the practice as “to music is to take part, in any capacity, in a musical 

performance, whether by performing, by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by providing material 

for performance (what is called composing), or by dancing.”119 Unlike a more traditional concert 

performance, The Ultimate Voyage encouraged attendees’ active interaction. At the concert in Durham, 

North Carolina on February 4, audience members frequently burst into applause or erupted in cheers 

                                                        

116 “Star Trek: The Ultimate Voyage Overview,” Startrekultimatevoyage.com, accessed 2 December 2016, http://start 
rekultimatevoyage.com/about/.  
117 I attended the 2015 Star Trek convention in Las Vegas, NV and spoke with Freer there. Personal 
communication, 8 August 2015. 
118 Brooke McCorkle, “Fandom’s New Frontier: Star Trek in the Concert Hall” Journal of Fandom Studies 4/2 
(2016): 177.  
119 Christopher Smalls, Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1998) 9.  
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at the site of favored characters or scenes, much like a theatrical performance.120 In the digital era, 

engagement in activities like tweeting, instagramming, facebooking both during and after the event can 

also contribute to this mode of musicking. Although the Durham audience consisted of people in their 

late 20s and older, several people could be seen taking quick photos before, during, and after the 

concert, as well as typing on their phones throughout the performance.  

 As participants actively engaging with the concert in ways anathema to more traditional 

concerts featuring classical music, those fans in attendance aided in generating meaning within Star 

Trek’s musical texts. The concert was structured as a non-linear voyage through Trek’s (musical) history. 

Excerpts from various films and scenes were spliced together into thematic sequences, and although 

scored with the franchise’s music, the sequencing provided frequent appearances of scenes and 

characters being underscored by music from entirely different installments. Conjuring Jameson’s 

postmodern, nostalgic pastiche, the concert movie seemed more concerned with weaving a musical 

tapestry than historicizing or highlighting specific creative forces or achievements. The montages 

almost seemed corporate, official renditions of the fan practices of vidding and other digital ephemera, 

woven together through music. For example, Goldsmith’s well-known cue for the Klingon species 

featured a marked amount of footage from both The Next Generation and the reboot sequel Into Darkness. 

Likewise, presentation of the Voyager title theme mostly presented images of Captain Kirk from both 

The Original Series and the 2009 reboot. Even the live-scored presentation of Kirk and Spock’s fight 

scene from The Original Series’ “Amok Time” flowed into a statement of the Deep Space Nine theme. The 

                                                        

120 I attended the Durham performance (which sadly offered no physical program), and McCorkle’s experiences 
indicate such outbursts were normal at concerts throughout the tour. “Fandom’s New Frontier,” 178.  
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theme Voyager flowed into the opening theme to The Voyage Home, accompanied by images from both 

series put again predominated by images of Kirk.    

 The proliferation of the fanfare throughout the concert, woven as suturing siren’s song, 

oriented the event toward Trek’s original utopia oriented towards straightforward assumption rather 

than complicated questioning. The theme both opened and closed the event, and even received its own 

miniature monothematic tone poem to open the second half. Themes from The Motion Picture, Voyager, 

and Deep Space Nine, and Enterprise all appeared, but The Original Series and The Next Generation received 

the greatest amount of attention in both visual and audio content. Treated as a one block whole, the 

nostalgic concert oriented itself toward The Original Series, as if allowing bringing alternative texts like 

Deep Space Nine and Voyager into its fold. And yet, through social media platforms, many fans gushed 

over their positive experiences during the event:  

Successful shows help us to forget we are sitting through them. And Star Trek: The 
Ultimate Voyage does just that.121  

 
The evening passed much quicker than expected as the entire audience was immersed 
in the music, laughing over the shared memories of funny scenes from each series or 
wiping tears away from the sadness of sacrifice displayed by characters as the 
orchestra punctuated each clip. There were times it was easy to forget that a live 
orchestra was playing, as the music blended so seamlessly into the imagery.122 

 
Integral to the concert experience, fans’ participation aided in the perpetuation of these meanings. In 

so doing, they helped re-inscribe Star Trek’s most straightforward, assured utopia, centered in carefree 

liberal humanism. But stripped of its historicism, the audiovisual tapestry could seem nothing more 

                                                        

121 “Tucson, Arizona Review,” Startrekultimatevoyage.com, 12 April 2016, accessed 3 December 2016, http://start 
rekultimatevoyage.com/review/tucson-az-review/.  
122 “Boston, Massachusetts Review,” Startrekultimatevoyage.com, 4 March 2016, accessed 3 December 2016, http:/ 
/startrekultimatevoyage.com/review/boston-ma-review/.  
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than Jameson’s postmodern pastiche that borders on escapism. Although this mass-produced 

experience may lack the same level of temporal and physical uniqueness of earlier rituals, as a 

reproduction, it is not bound to the times of its components’ inceptions, and can thus inspire new 

experiences, traditions, and meanings.123  By drawing on memory, the entwined audiovisual 

presentation creates a Benjaminian aura through the ritual of consumption.124 The comments above 

indicate that the concert-movie seems to have resonated with many fans on a deep emotional level. 

Fans could recognize and experience Star Trek’s musical power, but only through repeated 

consumption of viewing and listening. In experiencing and commenting upon the concert-movie’s 

woven presentation, fans could acknowledge its artificial construction, yet still choose to accept the 

experience. In this communal reimagining, the music’s, and by extension, the fanfare’s, constructed 

iconicity operates at the center. Some may regard the experience with pessimism as being lulled into 

submission. But it is fans’ participation, their agency within the event’s liveness, that helped build that 

fictionalized version in which memory of that past figures more strongly than that past itself—a live, 

participatory rendition of (musical) fanfiction.  

It is through this communal reimagining through liveness that Star Trek conventions offer 

another avenue for the creation of fanfiction. Trek conventions began almost as soon as The Original 

Series ended. The gathering in New York City in January 21-23, 1972 is often recognized as the first 

true Trek convention—although fans had made their appearance known at more general science fiction 

conventions beforehand. Yearly meetings have continued in multiple locations ever since, although the 

                                                        

123 Mark Katz discusses the development of new media in regards to popular song.  See Mark Katz, Capturing 
Sound: How Technology Has Changed Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010), 17.  
124 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Illuminations, edited by 
Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken, 1968), 222.    
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gathering in Las Vegas every August, operated by Creation Entertainment, is the largest and most 

prolific. The 2015 convention featured over 100 Trek cast members or creators, with thousands of fans 

in attendance. Far more than at The Ultimate Voyage, cosplay dominated the conference, with fans 

dressed in costumes and as characters from all of Trek—with The Original Series seeming by far the most 

popular.125  

Other than one short session that featured composer Dennis McCarthy, however, Trek’s music 

received little attention in both the topics both cast and filmmakers discussed and questions fans asked 

of them at their panels.126 Yet both the experience of Star Trek’s music and fans’ own creations 

maintained a powerful presence throughout the convention. Fan vids aired in between nearly every 

session, while other evenings included “Star Trek Karaoke Night” and the “Star Trek Gala Concert 

Event.”127 The most prominent example fan vid tributes occurred before the opening panel. Bonnie 

Tyler’s “I Need A Hero” (1984) aired with footage of both The Original Series and Next Generation casts 

battling various enemies. Importantly, Picard first appeared onscreen with the lyrics “where have all 

the good men gone.” By featuring both him and Captain Kirk, alongside their respective crews, the vid 

re-inscribed both series’ ties to Trek’s more unquestioning utopia, in which white men stand implicit as 

the desired leader. Neither Captains Sisko or Janeway appeared. The video maintained a comical tone 

                                                        

125 In a classic example of Jameson’s postmodern pastiche, one fan was dressed as Darth Vader assimilated by 
the Borg, a meta-reference to both Star Wars and Trek franchises. 
126 The session lasted for thirty minutes on the third day of the convention, 8 August 2015. Moreover, unlike 
most panels at the convention, the session did not even have a formal title. The program simply gives 
McCarthy’s name, a time, a place, and a short biography. The Official Star Trek Convention Vegas 2015, Creation 
Entertainment, 6-9 August 2015, 16.  
127 The Karaoke, however, was not limited to Star Trek music. Those who attended also had to purchase 
additional tickets to perform. The Official Star Trek Convention Vegas 2015, 7. The gala concert featured the 
Nevada Pops Orchestra playing a variety of Star Trek television series and film title themes, with Dennis 
McCarthy conducting the theme for Deep Space Nine. The Official Star Trek Convention Vegas 2015, 16.  
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that elicited roars of laughter from the full audience—it featured clips of Picard waking up in bed with 

the meddlesome alien character Q—but its links to The Original Series’ ideological stance remained clear. 

Multiple versions of the song that include footage from Voyager and Deep Space Nine exist on YouTube, 

but the version presented at the convention featured only The Next Generation and Original Series casts. 

The vid did not even require the fanfare’s sonic suture; years of audiovisual pairing allowed its visual 

implication, as if viewers could hear it with their eyes. Fans could have previously experienced the vid 

online, but the live experience within a crowd, an act of musicking, allowed the video to take on a life 

of its own. In this way, the experience of liveness, even mediated through digital reproduction, that 

fans in participatory fashion re-experience Star Trek anew and re-make it in the present. Its future 

directions remain brimming with possibility. 

 

Conclusion: Postmodern Musical Codes  
Star Trek’s varied fandom communities have and will continue to exist, likely even after Star Trek 

completes its final official installment, whenever that may be. The brief examples discussed here of 

fans’ interaction with Star Trek’s content are only some of the available means and methods. 

Nevertheless, I hope to have shown how Star Trek’s content continues to inspire new media, and its 

musical content is no different. Trek’s most prolific musical texts live-on as fans appropriate them for 

their own ends. Postmodern pastiche, nostalgic escapism, unsettling strangeness—these are only some 

of the possibilities. Depending on the features emphasized, different codes surface.  

Galaxy Quest reenacts Star Trek’s ethos as postmodern pastiche, but its musical fanfiction does 

not limit the film to those parameters. Nesmith and his crew reinforce The Original Series’ promise as 

real, and indeed, universal. The crew teach the Thermians to act like them, as if they must embrace 
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their human side as Spock does in Wrath of Khan. But the sequence occurs by way of stitching together 

swaths of Trek stripped of their original context to be used as stylistic markers. The opening theme’s 

ties to the fanfare foreshadows that depiction. And yet, Galaxy Quest’s self-commentary lays bare the 

artifice of its premise. Viewers are let in on the joke from the start. Despite this meta-commentary, the 

film again grounds itself in nostalgia for its own past, a metaphor for Star Trek’s most familiar 

framework. The process in and of itself becomes a ritual, a chance to revisit past, but make light of its 

flaws without diving too deep. Fans can and do re-watch Star Trek. In this cycle of consumption, the 

devaluation of content into textual markers allows the potential for new meanings to assert themselves, 

if only in traces rather than totalities.  

Viewers retain awareness of multiple contexts as they navigate the postmodern era. One code 

does not simply erase another. Fans use Star Trek to create their own meaningful stories, and the 

franchise’s musical content can be integral to that process. They can generate media both with and 

without irony, as “Drop it Like It’s Spock,” “Hypnotic,” “Closer,” Renegades, and Prelude to Axanar 

illustrate. The practice is neither new nor recent. Through the increased reach of digital technology and 

social media platforms, however, fans can interact with each other and the texts they produce on an 

unprecedented scale. They can comment and critique Trek texts on open forums where the texts 

themselves exist, a further encircling of Lotman’s speech act, in which new codes exceed messages. 

The process allows the potential creation of meaning, an intra-textuality that complements the 

intertextuality between Star Trek’s substantial content. Live, communal experience also remains a part 

of fanfiction. Fans’ attendance at conventions and events like The Ultimate Voyage, in which memory of 

past Trek experiences figures strongly, further aids in fandom’s participatory nature. Similar to the self-

awareness that surrounds films like Galaxy Quest, fans choose to experience the aura within these 
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experiences while simultaneously acknowledging the artificiality of their construction. In other words, 

the potential for new messages exists through the formation of new codes, new contextualized 

meanings. Paramount and CBS themselves likewise continue to produce new content discussed and 

consumed by Trek fandom. The forthcoming television series Star Trek Discovery, set a decade before 

the events of The Original Series, will likely offer its own perspective. 

 Per Jenkins and Cassandra Amesley, fans see “fictional characters and their actions as 

simultaneously ‘real’ and ‘constructed,’ adopting a strategy of ‘doubling viewing’ that treats the show 

with both suspended disbelief and ironic distance.”128 Ironic distance may be part of the process to 

create fanfiction, but fans’ interactions—both as creators and consumers—with the texts presented 

here indicates the influence they continue to hold. Perhaps it is only through this knowledge of Trek’s 

legacies that new contexts, new codes, surface. The existence of the utopian future proffered by The 

Original Series allows comparisons to come into existence. Even as fleeting glimpses, they resonate. 

Reciprocal acts of communication through textual creation, these media allow viewers to see Star Trek 

within different contexts, if they are willing to investigate. More than anything else, Star Trek’s musical 

fanfiction illuminates its ongoing journey in the American vernacular, and its continued presence 

suggests that it too will live long, and prosper. 

 

                                                        

128 Jenkins, Textual Poachers, 66. Amesley further suggests that this interpretative stance may be a prerequisite for 
fans to rework media content: “recognizing Star Trek as constructed makes it possible to intervene in the 
construction; to take an active role in approaching new texts or commenting on old ones.” Cassandra Amesley, 
“How to Watch Star Trek” Cultural Studies 3/3 (1989): 337-38.  
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A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away 
I think some of you heard me say 

“STAR TREK lives, it will not die— 
And YOU are the someone who made it fly.1 

—DeForest Kelley 

 
Epilogue. (Re)Turning to the Future   

 
(Re)Turning to the Future   

 

Spanning over fifty years of existence, Star Trek has and will continue to inspire its creators and viewers 

alike to question, ponder, and produce content. Working in tandem with the franchise’s visual 

presentation, music defines those experiences. Trek’s fanfare, the primary focus of this musical study, 

operates at the brand’s locus. Viewers can re-watch Trek installments in whatever orders they choose 

on a variety of media platforms. This continued consumption privileges the production of cultural 

codes rather than just information of specific semantic value. Through this simultaneous, 

heterogeneous presentation of its various manifestations, the fanfare becomes a schema for 

organization; text rather than object.2  

                                                        

1 Capitalized text in original. DeForest Kelley, “The Dream Goes On, and on…and on…” Box 8, Folder 131, 
DeForest Kelley papers, 1929-99, Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 
Beverly Hills, CA.  
2 Yuri Lotman, Culture and Explosion, ed. Marina Grishakova, trans. Wilma Clark (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 
2009), 34. 
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The fanfare’s ties to The Original Series’ liberal humanism are likewise not erased by subsequent 

visions of Star Trek’s utopian aims. The existence of these different—yet linked—versions of the 

fanfare provides a window to unpack the franchise’s ideological tensions as well as its versatility and 

expansion beyond its first uses. Chapter One traced how The Motion Picture and Wrath of Khan’s different 

scoring practices, including their differing uses of The Original Series’ title theme, prove key to 

understanding the growing web of meanings implied by their musical themes, how they support each 

film’s rendition of utopia, and the development of the Star Trek musical canon. As argued in Chapter 

Two, the film and television installments that followed in Wrath of Khan’s wake that featured both The 

Original Series and The Next Generation casts solidify Trek’s ideological grounding. Both the fanfare and 

themes related to it formed a musical web of The Original Series’ more familiar utopia that exists largely 

without question. Because The Original Series models a supposed colorblind meritocracy but, in fact, 

simultaneously presents white males as central and superior within that system, its continuation within 

the installments that follow creates further ideological tensions, which the fanfare’s presence 

continues.3 Deep Space Nine and Voyager, the focus of Chapter Three, may have offered alternatives to 

the enacting of Trek’s utopia through musical traces, fragments, deformations, and distortions. They 

suggest a utopia broached by heterogeneity and differences as a source of strength, but their links to 

the franchise’s past helped mark them as outliers. Chapter Four illustrated how musical retrofuturism 

in Enterprise and the newest Trek films reverse Deep Space Nine and Voyager’s increased uncertainty and 

questioning. The fanfare’s ties to The Original Series’ past mask the ideological changes toward a neo-

conservative political rhetoric with more emphatically drawn black-and-white lines. Finally, Chapter 

                                                        

3 Jessica Getman details The Original Series’ ideology in “A Series on the Edge: Social Tension in Star Trek’s Title 
Cue” Journal of the Society for American Music 9/3 (August 2015): 293-320.  
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Five explored viewers’ unique reactions to Trek’s musical content that have generated both localized 

and broader interpretations and meanings, from ostensibly empty postmodern pastiche, fan films, new 

musical deformations, vidding, and live reenacted performance.  

In scoring Star Trek’s utopia, none of these presentations of the fanfare and its related musical 

content offers a homogeneous, cohesive vision. Rather, like Ernst Bloch’s utopian construction, Star 

Trek’s different generations of utopia appear in fleeting traces and glimpses. Utopia is always in a state 

of approach rather than finality.4 The fanfare, the sole musical text that has circulated in continued use 

throughout the franchise’s existence, provides the means for tracing those glimpses—in the manner 

of de Certeau, their ways of making Trek’s utopia in the present.5 From this perspective, Star Trek’s 

fanfare operates as a cipher, a powerful lens through which to trace the franchise’s prolific use of the 

science fiction genre as metaphor to explore contemporary societal issues. Based on the features that 

are counted, through their reveille, preparatory, and mnemonic functions, the fanfare’s perpetual 

presence becomes a constructed text and form of quotation.6  

From this perspective, the fanfare broaches the label of folksong, albeit synthetically created. 

The term folksong contains its own historical baggage occupied by lengthy study, but can be broadly 

defined as orally transmitted music written by unknown composers and performed by custom over a 

                                                        

4 Caryl Flinn, Strains of Utopia: Gender, Nostalgia, and Hollywood Film Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1992), 91-7; Ernst Bloch, The Spirit of Utopia, trans. Anthony A. Nassar (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2000), 187-232. 
5 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1984), 32. 
6 Philip Tagg and Robert Clarida, Ten Little Title Tunes: Towards a Musicology of the Mass Media (New York: Mass 
Media Music Scholars’ Press, 2003), 110; Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 1976), 191-208.  
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long period of time within particular communities.7 Star Trek as a franchise has attained ubiquity in 

American, if not global, culture. Not every consumer will recognize the fanfare, but that does not 

negate the significant number of peoples, fan cultures, and communities who do. To suggest that 

folksongs themselves must be universal mirrors The Original Series’ own assumptions of white male 

centrality, and the United States-centric ideologies which its narrative implies. For many viewers, who 

often consume Star Trek’s installments without ever seeing any musical notation, the fanfare is orally 

transmitted. Many likewise do not know who composed the musical text, or could be excused for 

confusing the franchise’s dozens of composers. As for the issue of longevity, Star Trek’s endurance in 

an American popular culture marked by a myriad of diverse media—combined with the fanfare’s 

continual appearance—suggests at the very least a burgeoning custom of audiovisual practice.  

Labeling the fanfare as a modern-day folksong cannot escape its synthetic origins. In using the 

term synthetic, we highlight the fanfare’s known origins and its first intended uses. We can pinpoint 

the fanfare’s exact moment of creation, trace its origins, study sketches of its beginnings, and delineate 

its composers. As audiovisual creations made crystallized from specific points in time, Star Trek’s films, 

television series, and related digital ephemera can be tied to the ideologies, beliefs, and events that 

surrounded them. But in a post-modern existence of simultaneous presentation and consumption, 

these differences begin to lose some of their sharpness. In viewing the Star Trek fanfare as modern-

day folksong, its contents carry multiple levels of associated meanings: both the wide-open musical 

spaces of the pastoral and the military might of exploration and conquest; ties to specific characters 

                                                        

7 Norm Cohen, “Folk music,” Oxford Music Online, accessed 3 January 2017, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.lib.duke.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2241135?q=folk+
music&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit.  
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like Captains Kirk and Picard through both repeated musical and audiovisual elements; the friendship 

shared between characters like Kirk and Commander Spock; musical traces and fragments for the more 

dystopian Deep Space Nine and Voyager; musical retrofuturism in the neo-conservative Enterprise and 

rebooted Star Trek films, where Captains Archer and Kirk lead as the decider of their respective crews; 

and the postmodern pastiche found in some fan creations. These different connotations, subtle shades 

within the same media universe, do not exist in lieu of one another. Rather, they exist as potential 

strands to revisit and reshape in the future. As viewers can and continue to more forcefully enter the 

culture of Trek production through newfound technological means, the potential for the clarity 

between those iterations to remain untouched and separate from one another can lessen.8 The number 

of creators increases exponentially, as does the fanfare’s possible directions. As the ongoing lawsuit 

between Paramount Pictures and the fan-based company Axanar Productions indicates, only time will 

tell how these issues will resolve.  

To wit, treating the fanfare as folksong is not a novel concept. The digital album Ten American 

Folk Songs for Piano and Cello by composer Mark Kuss uses advertising jingles from twentieth-century 

American history as the tunes for his ten arrangements. Themes from Oscar Mayer hotdogs, Old Spice 

aftershave lotion, Nestles’ chocolate, and State Farm insurance television commercial advertisements 

are the basis for his arrangements. In so doing, the album highlights how musical texts originally written 

for a specific context—in these cases to sell products to consumers—go beyond that original 

                                                        

8 In re-watching media from their pasts, viewers’ “nostalgic impulses for re-viewing signal how individuals 
within a generation comprehend not only themselves and their peer group but also broader histories that define 
their social experience.” Barbara Klinger, Beyond the Multiplex: Cinema, New Technologies, and the Home (Berkeley, 
CA: University of California Press, 2006), 175. 
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framework to operate as ubiquitous, fluid musical texts that can be rapidly understood.9 The fanfare 

becomes only one of many such texts. Indeed, the fanfare may be Star Trek’s most prominent musical 

text, but it is not its only one. Jerry Goldsmith’s theme for the Klingon race, and the multiple themes 

for Spock as well as Vulcan culture for but two other examples worthy of study. Texts musically related 

to the fanfare can likewise go beyond those links to exist in their own right as separate creations. The 

title theme for The Motion Picture reappears as the title theme for The Next Generation television series, 

but many fans did not realize the theme’s heritage.10 For many viewers, love of The Next Generation cast 

arguably surpassed that of The Original Series.11 Recognition of the series’ title theme specifically with 

The Next Generation arguably allows the text greater distance from its musical ancestor, the fanfare.  

The study of Star Trek’s musical texts is far from complete. Continued analysis of its 

multifaceted content not only expands our understanding of a beloved science fiction franchise but 

also increases knowledge of music production in multimedia franchises, fandoms’ reception of and 

reactions to content made for their consumption, and the evolving expressions of political and social 

ideologies through specific musical themes. Gene Roddenberry himself stated, “sound makes it 

happen, sound makes it real.”12 The prominence of some musical texts rises and falls throughout Star 

Trek’s history. Trek’s influence on other science fiction franchises, particularly through its fanfare, needs 

further exploration. For example, the title cues to the television series Stargate SG-1 (1997-2010), (Red 

                                                        

9 Mark Kuss, Ten American Folksongs for Piano and Cello, performed by Fred Raimi and Mark Kuss, digital album, 
2007, accessed 12 January 2017, https://markkuss.bandcamp.com/album/10-american-folk-songs-for-piano-
and-cello.  
10 Jeff Bond, The Music of Star Trek: Profiles in Style (Los Angeles: Lone Eagle, 1999), 117. 
11 For example, the 2015 Star Trek convention in Las Vegas, Nevada, a personalized autograph of Patrick 
Stewart cost $150, while Shatner’s was only $100. 
12 Jessica Getman, “Music, Race, and Gender in the Original Series of Star Trek (1966-1969) (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 2015), 258.  
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Dwarf (1988- ) and Star Blazers (1979-1984) begin with trumpet-based fanfares, while Battlestar Galactica 

(2004-2009) and Babylon 5 (1993-1998) include voiceovers to introduce fundamental premises. 

Moreover, Star Trek’s status as one of the first multimedia franchise phenomena in American culture 

offers a model for the study of other franchises and approaches an understanding of franchised film 

and television scoring.13 Similar practices as well as moments of stark differences offer further potential 

to illuminate practices in Star Trek and other franchises—including such diverse creations like Marvel, 

Star Wars and Harry Potter—alike. Within Star Trek itself, the changing depictions of alien species like 

the Klingons, Romulans, and Vulcans requires further study, as does the scoring of characters that 

appear in multiple television installments and films.14 More localized issues, such as Trek’s reactions to 

specific historical events within its television series also warrant further attention. Changing reactions 

to issues of race, gender, popular media, technological developments, as well as shifts in the production 

of both film and television themselves provide further avenues of study for framing and understanding 

Star Trek’s musical texts and scoring practices. The forthcoming premiere of Star Trek Discovery in May 

2017, the production of another Trek film, and continued creations by Trek fandom are but a few 

examples of the franchise’s continuing output.  

                                                        

13 Spurred by both its syndication and burgeoning conventions through a devoted fandom, Star Trek became 
one of the first widespread media franchises of the late twentieth century. Star Trek conventions were certainly 
not the first in existence. Conventions for various genres of entertainment date back to the 1930s in America. 
The number of convention establishments increased dramatically, however, in the 1970s. The first official Trek 
convention occurred 21-23 January 1972 in New York, although Gene Roddenberry himself had promoted the 
series as early as 1966 at the Tricon World Science Fiction Convention. Francesca Coppa, “A Brief History of 
Media Fandom,” in Fan Fiction and Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet, 45, ed. Karen Hellekson and Kristina 
Busse (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Son, 2006), 43. 
14 Tim Summers tracks the scoring of the Klingons throughout the franchise’s history, but can be extended to 
Star Trek’s twenty-fist century installments. “Star Trek and the Musical Depiction of the Alien Other,” Music, 
Sound, and the Moving Image 7/1 (Summer 2013): 19–52.  
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The reappearance of The Original Series’ beguine in the rebooted Star Trek films offers a unique 

example of the franchise’s continuing evolution. The beguine’s reintroduction, having not appeared 

since the films featuring The Original Series cast, suggests that even as Trek’s musical texts retain ties to 

their past audiovisual occurrences, both the passage of time and/or the volume of repetition can 

fashion a burgeoning asemantic musical text, a folksong even, less tied to its original associations. To 

that end, the beguine appears in full orchestra over the closing credits of Star Trek 2009, Star Trek Into 

Darkness, and Star Trek Beyond. Composer Michael Giacchino then weaves the theme between 

statements of his own thematic contributions.  

Yet one key appearance of the beguine in Star Trek Beyond demonstrates this evolution in the 

franchise’s musical content and emphasizes a continual expansion of associated meanings. In the film’s 

final moments, the young Commander Spock opens the chest of belongings left to him by Spock Prime 

from the unaltered Star Trek timeline.15 As he uncovers a photo of The Original Series crew—with the 

original actors from the series—the beguine sounds in slow, stately tempo in solo trumpet (Figures 

180 & 181). The beguine’s presence, paired with the photo, emphasizes the original crew’s camaraderie  

 

Figure 180: Michael Giacchino, Star Trek Beyond, Beguine [1:49:25]16 

                                                        

15 See Chapter Four for further explanation of Star Trek’s rewriting of its own timeline and canon. 
16 All transcriptions are my own. 
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Figure 181: Star Trek Beyond [1:49:36] 

and profound affection for each other, values asserted throughout the Trek films beginning with Wrath 

of Khan and epitomized by the relationship between Spock and Kirk. In those earlier installments, 

however, it is the fanfare, not the beguine, that serves as the signifying musical text. Even when the 

beguine has appeared, such as in the films Search for Spock and The Voyage Home, it remains linked to a 

presentation of the fanfare itself.17 Here, in Star Trek Beyond, the fanfare does not necessarily require 

invocation to be heard. Through the brass instrumentation, stately tempo, and visuals, its presence can 

still be felt. Yet using the beguine also allows this additional musical text an expanded role in conveying 

The Original Series’ familiar, known utopia. Depending on the features that are noted and counted, Trek’s 

musical texts remain fluid in their meanings and brimming with potential rather than finality. 

Through its continued use, the fanfare both provides a utopian veneer and reveals the 

ideological tensions within Star Trek’s differing visions of the future. Yet the franchise’s longevity, 

continued growth, and reception indicate that Trek, and its iconic fanfare, is remembered as a world of 

                                                        

17 See pages 126-34 in Chapter Two.  
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utopian potential. The fanfare’s continued use draws on both memory and nostalgia. By becoming a 

symbol, in which the iconicity is more palpable because of its audiovisual repetition, the fanfare aides 

in the creation of a comfortable known. The viewer can feel at home. Through this cultivation of 

memory, both the fanfare and Star Trek can take on “greatness, a presence in the past which [… they] 

could never achieve in the present.”18 Viewers can retain awareness of its past and present paradigms.19 

Indeed, Caryl Flinn argues that utopia only comes into being through its reception.20 Through its 

continued output, Star Trek reworks itself, and in (re)turning to its future, offers the potential for new 

meanings and ideologies to surface. The fanfare’s presence offers the blueprint and trail to unpack 

those shifts. And even as Star Trek reifies its past, the potential of its multifaceted directions offers an 

enduring, yet malleable legacy, both in the present and for the future.  

                                                        

18 Theodor, Adorno, Beethoven: The Philosophy of Music, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1998) 175-76. 
19 Just as utopian thought constantly moves toward an all-encompassing totality while simultaneously 
fragmenting and lacking an origin, the Star Trek fanfare—because of its continual presence—generates an 
impression of sanctuary despite these “temporal and historical discontinuities” that enables the viewer to 
“preserve the memory of […] earlier forms and archetypes while retaining sight of future ones.” Flinn, Strains of 
Utopia, 96.  
20 Flinn, Strains of Utopia, 155. 
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Appendix A. Plot Synopses for Star Trek Television 
Series and Films 

 

Television series are listed first, in chronological order, followed by films in chronological order.  

 

Star Trek: The Original Series (1966-1969) 

The first installment in what became the Star Trek media franchise, the series is frequently titled The 

Original Series (TOS) to distinguish it from the installments that followed. The Original Series takes place 

in the mid-twenty-third century. The crew of the starship Enterprise, led by Captain James T. Kirk on 

a five-year mission, explore the galaxy and meet new lifeforms. Through their Federation government, 

the crew model a futuristic utopian existence of liberal progressivism, in which humanity as solved all 

of Earth’s problems. The largely episodic series ran for three seasons on NBC before being cancelled.  

 

Star Trek: The Animated Series (1973-1974) 

Produced by Filmation, The Animated Series continued the adventures of the Original Series crew on the 

Enterprise. Most of the original cast lent their voices, and many writers of the live-action show 

contributed to the series’ episodes. Although Gene Roddenberry did not consider the series as part of 

Trek canon, several of the series’ plots were later reused in subsequent live-action Star Trek series and 

films. The series also won Star Trek’s first Emmy award in 1975.  
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Star Trek: The Next Generation (1987-1994) 

Also known as TNG, The Next Generation takes place a century after The Original Series, during the years 

2364-2370. The show features a new model of the Enterprise, the Enterprise-D, and the captain Jean 

Luc Picard. The series follows a similar format to The Original Series, with the crew exploring the galaxy 

and encountering new phenomena and alien species. Some dark and more serialized plot elements 

become a part of the narrative, including the Borg species’ kidnapping of Captain Picard. The series 

also introduces several new alien species, characters, and relationships that form the basis for episodes 

in subsequent Star Trek series. The Next Generation aired for seven seasons. To date, it still maintains the 

highest ratings for any Trek series and was the number one syndicated show during the final seasons 

of its original run. The final season received an Emmy nomination for Best Dramatic Series.1 The crew 

then continued their roles in four Star Trek films that were released from 1994 to 2002. 

 

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (1993-1999) 

Also known as DS9, Deep Space Nine takes place in the years immediately following The Next Generation, 

from 2369-2375. Unlike previous Star Trek series, Deep Space Nine primarily takes place on a remote 

space station at the Federation’s border, led by Commander (later Captain) Benjamin Sisko. The 

Bajoran species, whose planet is near the station, ask the Federation’s assistance after the end of a 

brutal occupation by the Cardassian Empire. The discovery of a uniquely stable wormhole by the 

station transforms the region into a commercial, cultural, and strategic hub in the Alpha Quadrant. The 

                                                        

1 Roberta Pearson, “Cult Television as Digital Television’s Cutting Edge,” in Television as Digital Media, ed. 
James Bennett and Niki Strange (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011), 124.  
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series stands apart from previous Trek media through its lengthy serialized storytelling, internal conflict 

between crew members, and religious themes. Recurring plot elements include trauma and 

repercussions from the Cardassian occupation, Sisko’s spiritual role for the Bajorans, and an ongoing 

war with a hostile government from the other side of the wormhole (the Gamma Quadrant) named 

the Dominion. Deep Space Nine also aired for seven seasons in syndication.  

 

Star Trek: Voyager (1995-2001) 

Voyager premiered as the flagship series for a new television station owned by Paramount Pictures 

named UPN (United Paramount Network). The series features the first female captain in Star Trek’s 

television series, Kathryn Janeway. Voyager takes places in approximately the same period as The Next 

Generation and Deep Space Nine, from 2371-2378. In the series’ pilot episode, the starship Voyager is 

pursuing a Maquis ship that disappeared with a Federation spy on board. The Maquis are in rebellion 

against the Federation to prevent a forcible relocation from territory ceded to the Cardassian Empire. 

Both ships are snatched by a powerful alien life form and taken to the Delta Quadrant, an area of space 

70,000 light-years away and uncharted by the Federation. Faced with a 75-year voyage, the two crews 

are forced to merge and work together to meet the challenges on the journey home. Janeway and her 

crew face new dilemmas and cultures foreign to previous Star Trek shows set in the Alpha Quadrant, 

although later seasons include more familiar species as well as characters from The Next Generation. 

Voyager also ran for seven seasons. Jay Chattaway was the first composer of the franchise to win an 

Emmy, for his scoring of the series finale.  
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Star Trek: Enterprise (2001-2005) 

Originally titled Enterprise, without the Star Trek preface, the series is a prequel to The Original Series and 

takes place in around 2150. Enterprise follows the voyages of Earth’s first interstellar starship, the 

Enterprise, led by Captain Jonathan Archer. The first two seasons are similar to The Original Series in 

their stand-alone, episodic narratives. The third season, however, follows a darker season-long arc: 

after a devastating terrorist attack on Earth, the crew are tasked with preventing a second attack from 

those responsible for the first. The final, fourth season contains several mini-arcs in which time travel 

plays a frequent narrative device. In so doing, the creators fix several continuity problems between the 

various Star Trek installments. The series was cancelled after the fourth season, ending an eighteen-

year run of televised Trek. 

  

Star Trek: Discovery (2017) 

CBS announced development of a new Star Trek series in November 2015. Although little information 

has been released regarding the series’ narrative, it will take place approximately a decade before the 

events of The Original Series. Discovery is set to premiere sometime in Fall 2017, with the pilot airing on 

CBS. All subsequent episodes will be available only through the station’s online streaming platform.  

 

Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979) 

V’ger, a sentient machine-organism fast approaching Earth, assimilates all that stands in its path as the 

Enterprise and her crew attempt to communicate with it. Captain Kirk re-takes command of the newly 

refurbished Enterprise from its new leader, Lieutenant Decker, in order to attempt communication 

and save the planet. The crew discover that V’ger is the long-lost United States’ satellite Voyager. The 
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machine has gradually achieved sentience by subsuming other technologies and biological organisms. 

Humanity is saved only through Lieutenant Decker’s willing merger with V’ger’s being (who has already 

taken his lost love, Lieutenant Ilia). In so doing, V’ger disappears into a “higher plane of existence” as 

a new lifeform. The film was neither well-received by critics nor a hit at the box office.2 Composer 

Jerry Goldsmith, however, received an Academy Award nomination for his score.  

 

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (1982) 

Wrath of Khan was a critical and commercial success for the franchise, and remains one of Star Trek’s 

most popular installments.3 To succeed with critics and audiences where The Motion Picture had failed, 

Wrath of Khan reverts to much of what made The Original Series successful. The film explicitly returns to 

The Original Series for its story. Wrath of Khan is a sequel to the original first-season episode “Space Seed” 

(S01E22, 16 February 1967). In the episode, the Enterprise discovers a derelict spaceship with a 

cryogenically frozen crew. Vestiges from Earth’s Eugenics Wars, their leader is a genetically modified 

man named Khan Noonien Singh. Khan and his crew attempt to overtake the ship, with Captain Kirk 

and Khan engaging in hand-to-hand combat. Upon Khan’s failure, Kirk maroons him and his crew on 

a hospitable planet in the hopes that they will eventually learn the error of their ways. Khan’s cinematic 

return is also played by the same actor.  

                                                        

2 The film grossed $139 million on a $35 million budget, and currently holds a 46% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star 
Trek: The Motion Picture,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/? 
id=startrek.htm. “Star Trek: The Motion Picture,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rotte 
ntomatoes.com/m/star_trek_the_motion_picture.   
3 The film grossed $97 million total on an $11 million budget, and currently holds an 88% on Rotten 
Tomatoes. “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxoffice 
mojo.com/movies/?id=startrek2.htm. “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 
2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/star_trek_ii_the_wrath_of_khan.  
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 In the film (whose events begin a story arc that continues with the following two films), Khan 

escapes from a fifteen-year exile to enact revenge on the now Admiral Kirk. The Enterprise crew must 

stop Khan from taking control of a powerful terra-forming device named Genesis. In a particularly 

dramatic sequence of events, Khan is killed, and Commander Spock sacrifices his life to save the rest 

of the crew. The crew then witness the Genesis device transform an inhospitable planet into a lush 

paradise. The film ends as Spock’s casket, shot into space, lands on the newly terraformed planet. 

 

Star Trek III: The Search for Spock (1984) 

Search for Spock received generally favorable reviews, and was a commercial hit for Paramount.4 The 

second film of the trilogy that begins with Wrath of Khan. The Enterprise crew return to Earth following 

Spock’s death. The now Admiral Kirk discovers that Commander Spock’s spirit, what the Vulcans 

refer to as a katra, is being held in the mind of Dr. McCoy. Meanwhile, the crew are forbidden from 

speaking about the Genesis device, due to its political ramifications. Two scientists (one of whom is 

Kirk’s estranged son), while exploring the planet the Genesis terra-formed, discover a resurrected 

Spock who is quickly aging to physical maturity. He is, however, lacking his mind, his katra. Klingons 

then arrive at the planet to take control of the Genesis device. They believe it to be a powerful weapon, 

and kidnap both the scientists and Spock. Kirk’s son dies while defending Spock.  

 Unaware that Spock is alive, the Enterprise crew steal the Enterprise to return Spock’s body 

to his home planet. His body must be reunited with his katra in a ceremony on his home world to find 

                                                        

4 The film grossed $87 million on a $16 million budget, and currently holds a 79% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star 
Trek III: The Search for Spock,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/m 
ovies/?id=startrek3.htm. “Star Trek III: The Search for Spock,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https 
://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/star_trek_iii_the_search_for_spock.  
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peace. Upon arriving at the Genesis planet, the crew save Spock and the other scientist while killing 

the Klingons in an act of self-defense. The Enterprise is destroyed, but the crew use the Klingons’ 

empty ship to return to the Vulcan home world. Spock is reunited with his katra, begins to remember 

the crew, and they all embrace each other in friendship. 

  

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986) 

The Voyage Home was also a critical and commercial success.5 Composer Leonard Rosenman earned an 

Academy Award nomination for his score. A cylindrical probe approaches Earth; its indecipherable 

signal disables the Federation’s technology and forms a cloud-cover that not only blocks out the sun 

but also creates catastrophic storms. The Enterprise crew are still on the Vulcan home world, and are 

about to return to Earth to face trial for their actions in the preceding film: commandeering a 

Federation starship, killing several Klingons, and stealing a Klingon starship. Discovering the 

Federation’s warning, Spock realizes that the signal matches the song of the extinct humpback whales. 

The crew uses their stolen Klingon ship to slingshot around the sun at maximum speed and time travel 

to the 1980s, when humpback whales still existed. Once they arrive in San Francisco, the crew proceed 

through several more comical adventures to procure two whales and return to their own century. In 

so doing, they save humanity, and are pardoned for their crimes. Admiral Kirk’s only punishment is to 

be reduced in rank to Captain. He is thus given a command of a starship again, for which he has been 

yearning ever since his promotion to Admiral.   

                                                        

5 The film grossed $133 million domestic gross on a $21 million budget, and currently holds an 85% on Rotten 
Tomatoes. “Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxoffice 
mojo.com/movies/?id=startrek4.htm. “Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 
2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/star_trek_iv_the_voyage_home.  
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Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (1989) 

The Final Frontier was one of Star Trek’s worst reviewed and least commercially successful films.6 The 

crew of the newly rebuilt Enterprise receive shore-leave after the starship requires several 

modifications. Captain Kirk, Commander Spock, and Dr. McCoy camp in Yosemite national park. 

Their leave is interrupted, however, when the Enterprise is tasked with saving human, Klingon, and 

Romulan hostages on a neutral planet. When they arrive, the crew discovers that Spock’s half-brother, 

Sybok, has orchestrated the hostage crisis. He has used the scenario as a ruse to commandeer the 

Enterprise and find a mythical planet where he believes life began (the planet exists in a seeming 

impenetrable barrier at the galaxy’s center). Sybok uses his ability to mind-meld with others—“healing 

their innermost pain”—to subvert their will. Only Kirk and Spock are able to resist. Sybok manages to 

guide the Enterprise to the mythical planet, and an entity claiming to be god appears. The entity 

demands use of the starship, and when Kirk questions why god would need a starship, the entity attacks 

the crew. The crew eventually escape; Sybok sacrifices himself to redeem his foolishness. Eventually, 

Kirk succeeds with the help of a Klingon general. The Enterprise leaves, and Kirk, Spock, and McCoy 

resume their vacation at Yosemite.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        

6 The film grossed $63 million on a $33 million budget, and currently holds a 23% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star 
Trek V: The Final Frontier,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movi 
es/?id=startrek5.htm. “Star Trek V: The Final Frontier,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://w 
ww.rottentomatoes.com/m/star_trek_v_the_final_frontier/.  
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Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (1991) 

Marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of Star Trek, The Undiscovered Country is the last film to feature all 

The Original Series cast.7 The film acts as an allegory for United States-Soviet Union relations leading up 

to the end of Cold War. The Klingon empire is on the verge of collapse: the loss of key energy 

production facility on their moon destroys their home world’s ozone layer. No longer able to maintain 

hostilities, the Klingon empire sues for peace. The Federation sends the Enterprise to escort the 

Klingon Chancellor to Earth to begin negotiations. The general and his staff are murdered by unknown 

assailants, but Captain Kirk and Dr. McCoy are blamed for their deaths. The Klingon government 

convicts and places them in a forced labor camp. The Federation does not rescue them so as to prevent 

war with the Klingons. Meanwhile, the negotiations are moved to a secret location. 

 Kirk and McCoy eventually escape the labor camp, and with Spock, discover the identity of 

the assassins. Members of Starfleet, the Klingon empire, and Romulan empire plotted to sabotage the 

peace talks because they feared the changes it would bring to the galactic dynamic. The Enterprise crew 

then discover the new location for the talks and prevent a second assassination attempt. Having saved 

the galaxy from war, the Enterprise crew are told that the ship will be decommissioned when they 

return to Earth. They decide to take a more leisurely final journey. Kirk ends the film by stating that 

although this is their last voyage, others will continue in their stead.  

 

 

                                                        

7 The film grossed $97 million on $27 million budget, and currently holds an 84% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star 
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.c 
om/m/star_trek_vi_the_undiscovered_country. “Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country,” Boxofficemojo.com, 19 
January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek6.htm.  
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Star Trek: Generations (1994) 

Generations bridges the gap between The Original Series and Next Generation television series casts. The 

film received mixed reception but performed well at the box office.8 In the year 2293, the retired 

Admiral Kirk, with several of his former crew members, attends the maiden voyage of the Enterprise-

B. During the voyage, the Enterprise receives a distress call and saves two ships from a strange energy 

ribbon. But the Enterprise receives heavy damage, and Kirk is presumed dead.  

 Eighty years later, the crew of the Enterprise-D, captained by Jean Luc Picard, discover that a 

mad scientist names Soran is attempting to find this same energy ribbon and enter it. The ribbon is 

actually a Nexus, an extra-dimensional realm where time has no meaning and a person can experience 

whatever she desires. In re-entering the Nexus, Soran will destroy an entire star system inhabited by 

billions of humanoid species. The crew find Soran, and Picard attempts to talk him out of his plan. In 

the process, Picard is accidently swept into the Nexus. There, Picard finds Kirk, who has unknowingly 

been living in the Nexus since his presumed death. Picard convinces Kirk to leave the Nexus with him 

and defeat Soran. They are successful, but the Enterprise crash lands on a planet. The crew 

optimistically discuss the possibility of a new Enterprise as they await rescue. 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

8 The film grossed $118 million on $35 million budget, but holds a 49% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star Trek: 
Generations,” Boxofficemojo.com, 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek7.htm. 
“Star Trek: Generations,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m 
/star_trek_generations.  
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Star Trek: First Contact (1996) 

In addition to Wrath of Khan, First Contact is one Star Trek’s most popular film installments.9 The Borg, 

a hive-mind species that assimilate all humanoids in their path, attack Earth. Despite being ordered to 

stay out of battle, Captain Picard directs the Enterprise to join in (because Picard was assimilated into 

the Borg for a brief period during The Next Generation television series, Starfleet is concerned about his 

ability to handle the stress of the situation). His military acumen defeats the Borg, but not before his 

crew witness a Borg ship traveling back in time using a temporal vortex. The Borg are attempting to 

change the timeline by preventing humanity from achieving first contact with an alien species. The 

Enterprise enters the vortex to stop the Borg, but not before the Borg have damaged the space vessel 

that on its first flight, caught the attention of a passing Vulcan ship. The Enterprise crew help their 

ancestors repair the vessel, and attempt to reveal as little as possible about the future to keep the 

timeline intact. They succeed, and witness first contact from afar. Meanwhile, the Enterprise crew also 

manage to destroy the Borg who infiltrated their ship, create a new temporal vortex, and return to their 

own era.   

 

Star Trek: Insurrection (1998) 

Continuing a trend of alternating between well and poorly received installments, Insurrection faced a 

mixed reception.10 Lieutenant Commander Data, a sentient android, is temporarily transferred to 

                                                        

9 The film grossed $146 million on a $45 million budget, and holds a 93% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star Trek: 
First Contact,” Boxofficemojo.com, 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek8.htm. 
“Star Trek: First Contact,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/ 
star_trek_first_contact.  
10 The film grossed $112 million on a $58 million budget, and holds a 55% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star Trek: 
Insurrection,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek9 
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undercover assignment observing the peaceful Baku. They are a ostensibly primitive society. Data’s 

malfunction causes Captain Picard to arrive with the Enterprise crew and discover what happened. He 

and his crew determine that the Baku are an advanced species who eschew technology. Moreover, the 

planet has a regenerative affect that cause anyone on it to live far longer and in better health than 

thought possible. Rogue members of Starfleet, working with a species called the Son’a, are attempting 

to relocate the Baku somewhere else to take better advantage of the planet’s resources. The Enterprise 

crew decide to help the Baku. The Son’a are discovered to be Baku who gave up their bucolic life a 

century before and embraced technology. Banished and left without the planet’s rejuvenating effects, 

they used technology to extend their lives—a process that has caused their mummified disfigurement. 

Eventually, the Starfleet officers involved in the treachery are punished, and the Baku forgive the Son’a 

and welcome them back into the community. The crew take a moment to enjoy the planet’s effects 

before returning to the Enterprise and their next mission.  

 

Galaxy Quest (1999) 

Galaxy Quest is a spoof film of both Star Trek and its fandom(s). The film was successful with critics 

and fans alike.11 The film bases its premise in an alien race, Thermians, who misconstrue episodes from 

a long-cancelled science fiction television show from the 1980s, called Galaxy Quest, as historical 

documents about brave interstellar warriors from the planet Earth. Based on these documents, the 

                                                        

.htm. “Star Trek: Insurrection,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/ 
m/star_trek_insurrection.  
11 The film grossed $91 million on a $45 million budget, but holds a 90% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Galaxy Quest,” 
Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=galaxyquest .htm. 
“Galaxy Quest,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/galaxy_qu 
est.  
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Thermians (re)construct the spaceship and model their society on the Galaxy Quest crew’s actions. They 

do so in an attempt to defeat Sarris, a reptilian creature bent on their destruction. Faced with defeat, 

they find the crew on Earth to ask for help.  

 On Earth, eighteen years have passed since the television series Galaxy Quest was cancelled. 

With nothing left of their careers, the former cast members attend fan conventions and promotional 

stunts in costume to make ends meet. Jason Nesmith, who played Commander Peter Quincy Taggart, 

basks in the attention he receives from devoted fans. His fellow actors, however, resent his failure to 

share the spotlight with them. Alexander Dane, who played Dr. Lazarus on the show, in particular 

loathes Nesmith’s arrogance and frequently bickers with him. Nesmith mistakes Malthesar, leader of 

the Thermians, for a devoted fan who wants to pay him for an event appearance. When he realizes the 

truth of the situation, Nesmith convinces his former cast mates to join him on the ship. Together, they 

reveal the truth beyond the historical documents, save the Thermians, and embolden the species to 

better defend themselves. In the actors’ crash return to Earth at yet another fan convention, the 

enthusiasm their final battle garners from an unsuspecting crowd (who believes it to be a high-quality 

publicity stunt) stimulates a new rebooted Galaxy Quest television series starring the same characters.  

 

Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) 

The final film to star The Next Generation television series cast, Nemesis is currently the least successful 

of all Trek films.12 Nemesis centers on a Reman clone of Captain Picard, named Shinzon, who has taken 

                                                        

12 The film grossed $67 million on a $60 million budget, and holds a 37% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star Trek: 
Nemesis,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek10. 
htm. “Star Trek: Nemesis,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/ 
star_trek_nemesis.  
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control of the Romulan empire in a coup d’état. The Remans are a slave race in the Romulan empire, 

often used as miners or canon fodder. Shinzon was created by the Romulans to place a high-ranking 

spy in the Federation, but the project was abandoned when he was a child. The Enterprise crew 

discover that Shinzon plans to invade the Federation. After several skirmishes, Picard beams to 

Shinzon’s ship and fights him in person. He eventually kills Shinzon by impaling him on a metal strut. 

Data then sacrifices himself to save Picard from the self-destructing ship, while the Romulans thank 

Picard for saving the empire. Picard then learns that Data transferred his neural net into an earlier 

android model with Data’s likeness. He is assured that although the android does not yet act like Data, 

he will become like Picard’s old friend with time.  

 

Star Trek (2009) 

The 2009 Star Trek reboot mines its past by turning to young versions of The Original Series characters. 

To date, Star Trek 2009 is the second-highest grossing film in the franchise’s history.13 The film exists 

in an alternate universe in which Captain Kirk’s father dies while saving his crew from an unknown 

Romulan vessel, all on the day of Kirk’s birth. An unknown Romulan vessel, led by an individual named 

Nero, has traveled from the future to enact revenge on the Federation and Ambassador Spock 

(henceforth Spock Prime). Spock Prime was also sucked into Nero’s time-travelling wormhole. The 

Federation and Spock Prime failed to save the Romulan home world from destruction at some future 

point. In killing Kirk’s father, Nero fundamentally alters the Trek timeline. Kirk grows up to be a 

                                                        

13 The film grossed $385 million on a $150 million budget, and a 95% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star Trek,” 
Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek11.htm. “Star 
Trek,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/star_trek_11.  
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rebellious, arrogant leader. The film tracks his ascendancy to captaining the Enterprise, after which he 

begins The Original Series’ five-year mission to explore the galaxy. The film introduces young versions 

of The Original Series’ crew—including a young Spock, who becomes Kirk’s rival for captaining the 

Enterprise. In addition, Spock Prime provides guidance to both the young Kirk and Spock. He steers 

the timeline as close as possible to its original story from his experiences in Star Trek’s canonic timeline.   

 

Star Trek Into Darkness (2013) 

Into Darkness is the highest grossing film in Trek, history, but received slightly less favorable reviews 

from both critics and fans upon its premiere.14 The film opens with two terrorist attacks on Earth, 

followed by the Federation’s admission of secret military weapons and space bases in the name of 

defending Starfleet. Continuing the alternate timeline established in the 2009 film, Into Darkness also 

brings back the villain Khan from The Original Series and Wrath of Khan. The Federation discovers Khan’s 

cryogenically frozen crew, reanimates Khan, and uses his mind and DNA for scientific research. Self-

preservation spurs their work; Vulcans now number fewer than 10,000 and Earth itself has recently 

faced near-obliteration. Khan escapes and is revealed as the mastermind behind the terrorist attacks. 

The Enterprise crew pursue him, going to great lengths, which includes crash landing in San Francisco, 

to prevent him from his intent to destroy humanity. The film’s final act mirrors the final act of Wrath 

of Khan, but reverses Kirk and Spock’s roles. Now, it is Kirk who sacrifices himself to save his crew 

and ship. His apparent death spurs Spock’s desire for vengeance against Khan. Spock then bests Khan 

                                                        

14 The film grossed $467 million on a $190 million budget, but received an 86% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star 
Trek Into Darkness,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id= 
startrek12.htm. “Star Trek Into Darkness,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentom 
atoes.com/m/star_trek_into_darkness.  
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in hand-to-hand combat, but the young Dr. McCoy uses Khan’s blood to return Kirk to life. Khan is 

refrozen. One year later, Kirk speaks at a rededication ceremony for the Enterprise. Afterward, the 

Enterprise crew embark on their five-year mission to explore the galaxy.  

 

Star Trek Beyond (2016) 

Beyond received favorable reviews from critics, but did not perform as well as Into Darkness at the box 

office.15 Three years into their five-year exploratory mission, the Enterprise crew arrive at the massive 

self-sustaining space station of Yorktown for resupply and shore leave. Captain Kirk has applied for a 

promotion to escape the weariness he feels from the Enterprise’s peripatetic mission. He recommends 

Commander Spock as his replacement. Unknown to him, Spock contemplates leaving Starfleet 

altogether. The Enterprise is then dispatched on a rescue mission in an uncharted nebula, but discover 

that the scenario has been a trap. The Enterprise is destroyed by an army led by an individual named 

Krall. Krall desires a relic Kirk received as a diplomatic gift, which Kirk later discovers is necessary to 

control a powerful, destructive weapon. Krall wants to destroy the Federation, beginning with the 

Yorktown station. A soldier who predated the Federation, Krall (then Balthazar Edison) became 

disillusioned with the newly formed Federation because of its principles of unity and cooperation with 

former enemies. When he and his crew were stranded in the nebula, he believed the Federation had 

intentionally abandoned them. They prolonged their lives through the technology left by the planet’s 

extinct natives. After the destruction of their ship, the Enterprise crew are displaced all over the planet, 

                                                        

15 The film grossed $343 million on a $185 million budget, with an 84% on Rotten Tomatoes. “Star Trek 
Beyond,” Boxofficemojo.com, accessed 19 January 2017, http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=startrek201 
6.htm. “Star Trek Beyond,” RottenTomatoes.com, accessed 19 January 2017, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m 
/star_trek_beyond. 
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but eventually find each other, and enact a plan to prevent Krall from destroying Yorktown and the 

Federation. Upon their success, both Kirk and Spock choose to remain on the Enterprise. The crew 

celebrate Kirk’s birthday, and watch the construction of the new Enterprise-A. After its eventual 

completion, they depart once more on their mission.  
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Appendix B. Star Trek Fanfiction Film Requirements  
 

Per the official startrek.com website: 

 

CBS and Paramount Pictures are big believers in reasonable fan fiction and fan creativity, and, in 

particular, want amateur fan filmmakers to showcase their passion for Star Trek.  Therefore, CBS and 

Paramount Pictures will not object to, or take legal action against, Star Trek fan productions that are 

non-professional and amateur and meet the following guidelines.1 

 

Guidelines for Avoiding Objections: 

1. The fan production must be less than 15 minutes for a single self-contained story, or no more 

than 2 segments, episodes or parts, not to exceed 30 minutes total, with no additional seasons, 

episodes, parts, sequels or remakes.   

2. The title of the fan production or any parts cannot include the name “Star Trek.” However, 

the title must contain a subtitle with the phrase: “A STAR TREK FAN PRODUCTION” in 

plain typeface. The fan production cannot use the term “official” in either its title or subtitle 

or in any marketing, promotions or social media for the fan production. 

                                                        

1 “Star Trek Fan Films,” startrek.com, accessed 2 January 2017, http://www.startrek.com/fan-films.  
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3. The content in the fan production must be original, not reproductions, recreations or clips 

from any Star Trek production. If non-Star Trek third party content is used, all necessary 

permissions for any third party content should be obtained in writing. 

4. If the fan production uses commercially-available Star Trek uniforms, accessories, toys and 

props, these items must be official merchandise and not bootleg items or imitations of such 

commercially available products. 

5. The fan production must be a real “fan” production, i.e., creators, actors and all other 

participants must be amateurs, cannot be compensated for their services, and cannot be 

currently or previously employed on any Star Trek series, films, production of DVDs or with 

any of CBS or Paramount Pictures’ licensees. 

6. The fan production must be non-commercial: 

a. CBS and Paramount Pictures do not object to limited fundraising for the creation of 

a fan production, whether 1 or 2 segments and consistent with these guidelines, so 

long as the total amount does not exceed $50,000, including all platform fees, and 

when the $50,000 goal is reached, all fundraising must cease. 

b. The fan production must only be exhibited or distributed on a no-charge basis and/or 

shared via streaming services without generating revenue. 

c. The fan production cannot be distributed in a physical format such as DVD or Blu-

ray. 

d. The fan production cannot be used to derive advertising revenue including, but not 

limited to, through for example, the use of pre or post-roll advertising, click-through 

advertising banners, that is associated with the fan production. 
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e. No unlicensed Star Trek-related or fan production-related merchandise or services can 

be offered for sale or given away as premiums, perks or rewards or in connection with 

the fan production fundraising. 

f. The fan production cannot derive revenue by selling or licensing fan-created 

production sets, props or costumes. 

7. The fan production must be family friendly and suitable for public presentation. Videos must 

not include profanity, nudity, obscenity, pornography, depictions of drugs, alcohol, tobacco, 

or any harmful or illegal activity, or any material that is offensive, fraudulent, defamatory, 

libelous, disparaging, sexually explicit, threatening, hateful, or any other inappropriate content. 

The content of the fan production cannot violate any individual’s right of privacy. 

8. The fan production must display the following disclaimer in the on-screen credits of the fan 

productions and on any marketing material including the fan production website or page 

hosting the fan production: “Star Trek and all related marks, logos and characters are solely 

owned by CBS Studios Inc. This fan production is not endorsed by, sponsored by, nor 

affiliated with CBS, Paramount Pictures, or any other Star Trek franchise, and is a non-

commercial fan-made film intended for recreational use.  No commercial exhibition or 

distribution is permitted. No alleged independent rights will be asserted against CBS or 

Paramount Pictures.” 

9. Creators of fan productions must not seek to register their works, nor any elements of the 

works, under copyright or trademark law. 

10. Fan productions cannot create or imply any association or endorsement by CBS or Paramount 

Pictures. 
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CBS and Paramount Pictures reserve the right to revise, revoke and/or withdraw these guidelines at 

any time in their own discretion. These guidelines are not a license and do not constitute approval or 

authorization of any fan productions or a waiver of any rights that CBS or Paramount Pictures may 

have with respect to fan fiction created outside of these guidelines. 
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